
.Garcia, David, Commenter ID No. T1 10 (cont'd).

Capilal Reporting Company .

I fact, there needs to be ample amount of time for these [TlI0-2

. :[ (Cost.)
2 institutions to respond to our comments.

2 And many times I come to think about are these

4 EIS reports dialogues or do they represent monologues,

$ and finally, in terms of thinking about what many

"6 people have brought up tonight is meaningful dialogue.

7 Is this what 'we really want?

S And I think the answer is yes. And I think

9 what has to happen within this is that we have a

:0 co~mmunity that is highly formally educated, and I think

Jt it's time for these communities that are highly

12 formally educated to come into our community and start

t3 taking classes.

14 It's time --

12 (Applause.)

tS . tMR. GARCIA: -- for them. to start taking

17 classes from us in tertos of being able to respond in an

IS adequate, culturolly relevant way to our comments.

t1 And so that's all I had to say. Thank you

20 very much, and God bless you.



Gargas, Don, Commenter ID No. W121 W121-1 There is a relatively small amount of waste which would be transported through the ColumbiaRiver Gorge regardless of the final decision as to the disposal site selected for GTCC LLRW.
The waste would include actinide sealed sources and Cs-137 irradiators from local medical
institutions, research facilities, universities, and other NRC and Agreement State licensees.

From:
Sentb
To:
Subject:

gteieswebrnast er~anLgov
Wednesday, June iS, 2011 7:42 P'M
gtcceiawebmaster@anlgov
ReceipL: Greater-Than-Class-C tow-Level Radloactivo Waste uIS Comment GTCC10121

Thankyou for your comnment, Don Gargas.

The comment tracking number that has been assigned to your comment is GTCCIOfi2. Please refer to the comment
tracking namber in all correspondence relating to this commnent,

Comment Date: June 15. 2011 07:41:22PM COT

Greater-Than-Class-C Low-Level Radioactive Waste 615 Draft Comment: GSTCCIO121

First Name: Don
Lost Name: Gargas
State:"
Zip:
Country: USA
Privacy Preference: Withhold address only' from public record

Comment Submitted:
Please den~t allow radioactive waste to be transported through the Columbia River Gorge in Washington state.
Thankc yoa

Questions about submitting comments over the Web? Contact us at: etccelswehcnastrer~anl~eov or call the Greater-
Than-Class-C Low-Level Radioactive Waste EI5 Webmaster at 1630) 252-5705.

WI21-1

c's

0



Gauthier, Jerome, Commenter ID No. W367 W367-1 There is a relatively small amount of waste which would be transported through the Columbia
River Gorge regardless of the final decision as to the disposal site selected for GTCC LLRW.
The waste would include actinide sealed sources and Cs-137 irradiators from local medical
institutions, research facilities, universities, and other NRC and Agreement State licensees.

DOE's ROD 78 FR 75913 dated December 13, 2013, stated that DOE has deferred a decision
on importing waste from other DOE sites (with limited exceptions as described in the
Settlement Agreement with the State of Washington Department of Ecology) for disposal at
Hanford at least until WTP is operational. For information on DOE's preferred alternative see
GTCC EIS Chapter 2.

From:
Sent:

To:
Sub jet±

gtcceiswebmaster @ani~gov
.Thursday, June 23. 2011 3:41 PM

gtcceiawebmaster~ansl~gov
Receipt: Greuter-ThanCiass-C LowL~evci Radioactive Wante 51.I Comment GTCC10367

Thank you for your comment, Jerome Oauhther,

The comment tracking nurberrthat has been assigned to your comment s GTCCt0367. Please refer to the comment
t racking number in all coarrspoerdence relating to this comment,

Comment Date: Jane 23, 2021 03:41:OSPM CDT

Greatee-Thans-Ciass-C Low-Level tiadioactive Waste EIS Draft Comment: GTCCtI¢3S7

FirSt Niame:Jerome ,
last Name: Gauthier
Countery: USA
Privacy Preference" Don't withhold nan-e or address fr'om public record

Comment Submitted:.

This is a pristine area with adverse weather conditiOnls and cannot afford even 3 track coming through with deadly
radioactive waste. Why Is this waste being transaferred to Hanford since the plant continues to leak deadly toalns Into
the C• umkla itiver aurd this waster will only increaae that release, it is time to totally clean up this facility., it is net time W367-l

to bring even more toxic masse t hrgugh this area and add to the potential diaster that is ongoing at the Ilanfard Plant
with the extensive possibility of loxlfying the entire Columbia River Rasin and The entire Columbia River Gorge and
ScenicArea. took for other solutions.

Questions about submitting comments over" the Web? Contact us as: etcreiswehmastrlar~nl~eov or call the Greater-
Than-Class-C Lom-Level Radioactive Waste EtS Webmaster at l630) 252-5705.



Gearhart, Franklin. Commenter ID No. W64

Frone gtcceinweb mast er@anl~gnv
Sent: ,Monday. May 23.02011 1:25 PM
To: maiL.gtcceisarchi, es, gtcceiswebmaster@annlgov gtccees@anlgov
Subject: Greater-Than-Class-C Low-Level Radioactive Waste EIS Comment GTCC10565
Attachments: US D0EF.Wa st e•GCC lg65.doc

Thanic you for your comment, Franklin Gearhart.

The comnient tracking number that has been assigned to your comment Is GTCC10065. Please refer to the comm'e nt
tracking number in all correspondence relating to this comment.

Comment Date: Mny 23,.201:1 01:25:09PM coT

Glreater-Than-Clast-C Low-Level Radioactive Waste EOS Draft Comment: GTCCICOO6

First Name: Franklin
Last Name: Gearhart,
Address: P0 Box 3426
City, Gtresham
State: OR
Zip: 97030
Coentry: USA
Email: flnearhar ti@frontiercom
Privacy Preference: Don't withhold name or address from public recor'd
Attachment: C:\fokepath\USDOE Waste~doc

QuestIons about sabmitting comments over the Web? Contact us at: etrc4eiewebmastterlgtanl.gov or call the Greater-
Than-Class-C Low-Level Radioactive Waste Et$ Webreastor at (530) 252-5705.



Gearhart, Franklin, Commenter ID No. W64 (cont'd)

>' May 23, 2011

To: USD0E

Re: Disposal of highly radioactive and long-lived 'wastes

W64-I DOE's ROD 78 FR 75913 dated December 13, 2013, stated that DOE has deferred a decision
on importing waste from other DOE sites (with limited exceptions as described in the
Settlement Agreement with the State of Washington Department of Ecology) for disposal at
Hanford at least until WTP is operational. For information on DOE's preferred alternative see
GTCC EIS Chapter 2.

W64-2 See response to W64-1.

W64-3 See response to W64-1

W64-4 DOE agrees that use of a geologic repository would be a protective and safe method for the
disposal of the entire inventory of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes. The GTCC EIS
evaluation for the WIPP geologic repository alternative supports this statement. However, the
degree of waste isolation provided by a geologic repository may not be necessary for all of the
GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes evaluated in the GTCC EIS. The GTCC EIS evaluation
indicates that certain wastes (e.g., those containing short-lived radionuclides such as Cs-137
irradiators) could be safely disposed of in properly designed land disposal facilities at sites
with suitable characteristics, such as low precipitation rates, high soil distribution coefficients,
and sufficient depths to groundwater.

While 10 CFR Part 61 identifies one NRC-approved method for GTCC LLRW disposal
(disposal in a geologic repository), these regulations also indicate that other disposal methods
could be approved. The GTCC EIS evaluates three land disposal methods (i.e., trench,
borehole, and vault). The GTCC EIS evaluation indicates that land disposal methods employed
at sites with suitable characteristics would be viable and safe alternatives for the disposal of
GTCC LLRW.

""USD083 ahould not bring anymore radioactive wastes to Hartfordl Reacrvation;

*' Clesannp and haul out all tha radioactive wastes that contaminate Hantford sod sea
•that no nmore is brought to the Hartford aite;

•' Oregon and Washington should be allowed to have the final say at to what is
brought to Hanford. They havco spoken, "NO MOR.E AT HANFORD";

SUSDOE should develop a deep burial site on ,arid federal landa nat in the

.northwest US;

)' USD08 must respect the sovereigttty of the States.

Thank¢ you,

Frankinit Gearhart
P0 Box 3426
Oxeshtans, OR 97030

SW64-t

W64-2

W64-3

SW64-4



Geddes, Stephen V., Commenter ID No. L408

Draft GTCC-LLRW EIS nublic hearing comment. North Aueusta. SC
12pt•Lv."St~p phen_ V. Geddes. citizen of Aiken SC

The initial mission of the Savannah River Plant (SRS) was the production of
materials required to build atomic bombs. In tulfilling that mission, a
certain amount of pollution, mostly radiological in nature, was distributed at
various locations on the site. The current mission, or one of thc current
missiorns of the plant is often described as one of environmental remediation
to correct those problems.

The future use of this 300+ square mile piece of South Carolina property has
not been definitively agreed upon by the Congress.

Two possible uses that have been proposed arc the creation of either a
National Energy Research Park or the creation of a National Environmental
Research Park. Either of these possibilities, or a combination of the two,
would seem to be a worthwhile use for this area, certainly a use that would
reward the state of South Carolina and its citizens for the sacrifices it made
when it allowed the removal of this county-sized area from the general use
of the state proper.

This being the case, I think SRS should be considered a candidate for the
location of the proposed nuclear waste disposal site only if such location
would have no negative impact on an eventual use of the site for either of the
two proposed uses previously mentioned, uses which, in addition to the
stated purposes of either proposal could also provide considerable access to
large areas of the site for recreational use by the general public.

A second consideration, should SRS be selected as one of the preferred
options for disposal of this waste, is that the proposed location of the
disposal site is in an area not currently in use for waste management. This
would seem to be counterproductive to the end use of the site for either of
the two suggested proposals or for the eventual uses of much of the area by
the general public. Consideration should be given to using areas currently in
use for waste management, or areas contiguous to same, to eliminate this as
a point of concern in future years.

L408-I Consistent with NEPA implementing regulations in Parts 1500-1508 of Title 40 of the Code of
Federal Regulations (40 CFR Parts 1500-1508), DOE analyzed a range of disposal methods
(i.e., geologic repository, near-surface trench, intermediate-depth borehole, and above-grade
vault) and federally owned sites (i.e., ilanford Site, ThNL, LANL, NNSS, SRS, WIPP, and the
WIPP Vicinity) as well as generic commercial locations. DOE determined that it was
reasonable to analyze the federal sites because they currently have operating radioactive waste
disposal facilities, except for the WIPP Vicinity, which is near an operating geologic
repository.

The proposed locations for the GTCC land disposal methods identified in the GTCC BIS are
considered reference locations for the purposes of the EIS evaluation. If SRS were selected for
possible implementation of a land disposal method or methods, a site-specific NEPA review
and documentation, as appropriate, along with a further optimization by a selection study,
would be conducted to identify, the location or locations within the SRS that would best
accommodate a land disposal method(s). The selection study would consider other future land
uses.

LA08-1



Geddes. Steve, Commenter ID No. T3 Ž

3 MRt. BROWN: Thank you. Steve Geddes, and Peter

Evans will be next.

S MR. STEVE crDDES: Thank you. Mr. grown, Mr.

6 Edelisan, members of staff, ladies and gentieman. My

7 namse is Steve Geddes. I've just got a short--shOrt

8 cerusent hero. And basically It starts with the initial

S miusson of Savannah River Plant, 3R2, which was the

10 production of materials required to build atomic bombs.

11 Tn fulfilling that mission a certain amount of

12 munition, mostly radiologicati n nature, was

13 distributed at various locations on the site. The

14 current mission or oneaof the current missions of the

15 plant is often described as one of environmental

16 remediation to correct those problems. The future use

17 of this 300-plea squ•are miles--square-mitle piece of

28 South Carolina property has not been definitively

39 agreed upon by congress. rTwo possible uses that have

20 been proposed are the creation of either a national

21 onorgy research park Or the creation of a eational

22 environnental research park. tither of these

23 possibilities of a cenbination of the two would aeeo to

24C he a worthwhile use for this area, certainly a use that

25 would reward the State of South Carolina and its s

26 citicens tor the sacrifices it made when it allowed the0



Geddes, Steve, Commenter ID No. T3 (cont'd) T3-l The proposed locations forthe GTCC land disposal methods identified in the GTCC EIS are
considered reference locations for the purposes of the ELS evaluation. If SRS were selected for
possible implementation of a land disposal method or methods, a site-specific NEPA review
and documentation, as appropriate, along with a further optimization by a selection study,
would be conducted to identify the location or locations within the SRS that would best
accommodate a land disposal method(s). The selection study would consider other future land
uses.

T3-2 See response to T3-l.

11

re/moval of this county-sized area from the general use

2 of the state proper. This baing the case I think IRS

3 should be considered a candidate for the location of

1 proposed nuclear waste disposal site only if such

5 location would have no negative impact on the eventual

6, use ef the sire fur either of the two proposed uses

7 ° previ6usly mentioned. Uses which in addition, to the

8 stated purposes of either proposal could also provide

9 considerable access to large areas of the site for

10 recreational use by the general public. A second

11 consideration, should 3RS be selected as one Of the

12 preferred options for disposal of this waste is that

13 .the proposed location of the disposal site is in an

14 area not currentLy in use for waste management. This

15 would seem to he counterproductive to the end use of

16 the site tot either of the two suggested proposals or

17 for the eventual uses of much of the area by the

18 general public, Consideration should ho given to using

19 areas currontly in use for waste management or areas

20 contiguouls to same to eliminate rths paint of conceern

22. in future years. Thank you.

T3-I

T3-2



Geiser. Katie. Commnenter ID No. W340 W340-1 DOE's ROD 78 FR 75913 dated December 13, 2013, stated that DOE has deferred a decision
on importing waste from other DOE sites (with limited exceptions as described in the

Settlement Agreement with the State of Washington Department of Ecology) for disposal at

Hanford at least until WTP is operational. For information on DOE's preferred alternative see

GTCC EIS Chapter 2.

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

gtccelsw.ebmastes@annlgov
Wednesday. JUne •2 2.2011 6AS PM
gtcceiewebmuster @unlgov
Receipt: Greuter-Than-Class-C Low-Level Radioactive Waste EI5 Comment GTCCS0340

Thank you for your comment, katie gelser.

The comment tratktng number that has been asslgned to your comment is 6TCC10340. Please refer to She comment

tracking number In ati correspondence relating to ithis comment.

comment Date: June 22. 2011 06:44:22PM CDT

Greater-Than*Ctass.C Low-level jtudtoactive Waste EtS Draft Comment: IiTCCI0340

First Name: katie '

Mtddte tnittalt i

Lust Nunme: geiser
Address: :

City:

State:
Country: USA

Email: katiee30.eiumtl~com
Privacy Preference: Withhold address only from public record

Comment Submitted:

Anne fourth generation Oregonian, as a health care professional, and most tmportantly aou oice fortlife, I ask that no IW340-1
more nuclear waste be buried at Hanford until Htanford is cleaned upt

Thank you for your support for life and helethil

Katie Geiser

Queati nnu about subm~itting comments over the Web? Contact us at: etereswebmasterluanl eay or cat the Greater-
Tthan-Ciass.C LowLevel Radioactive Waste EIS Webmaster at t6101 252-5705.



George. Betina, Commenter ID No. W32 W32-1 DOE's ROD 78 FR 75913 dated December 13, 2013, stated that DOE has deferred a decisionon importing waste from other DOE sites (with limited exceptions as described in the
Settlement Agreement with the State of Washington Department of Ecology) for disposal at
Hanford at least until WTP is operational. For information on DOE's preferred alternative see
GTCC EIS Chapter 2.

From: 9tcceiswebrnaster@antgov
Sent: Tuesday, May 17, 2011 3:55 PM
To: gtccai'webmrsstercdanLgov
Subject: Re:eipt; Grater-Than-Class-C Low-Level Radioactive Waste ESS comment GTCc10032

Thank you foryour comment, RetIna George.

The comment tracking number that has been assIgned to yaar comment Is GTCC10032. Please refer" to the comment
tracking number in all correspondence relating to this comment.

comment Dale: May 17. 2011 03:54:43PM CDT

Glreater-Than-class-C Low-Level Rtadioactive Waste EIS Draft Comment: GTCCO0532

Fleat Name: Betina
Middle Initial: A
last Name: George
Address:
City:
State:
country: USA
Email: scnrletltaewkesgva hoe.com
privacy Preference: Withhold address only fmro public record

comment Submitted:-
As a resident of Wnashington state. I object vehemently to the unlsecured transport of r'adioactive waste through oar
state, aed also It's disposal In unlined trenches at Hanford and other nearby locations thatswoeid, wvithoat doubt, lead to
the contamination of the columbia River and the nearby groundwater, which could raise the emesasrable radiation level
of that water to 45 milierems per year per resident; This is a deplorable misuse of that land, an immoral abuse of the
Net Perce and Yatrima treaties, and an a m ember of the First Natlons Aheotit band of the Nsu-Chah-Nalth people, it is
disgustlng that any eon-tribal government, to this day, stilt feels justified In exposing It's Indigenous peoples to such
extreme radiation and toxicity that it may cause terminal cancers to eapiode in their frequency and increase their overall W32-1
lethality. The Department of Energy and the United States Federal Government has been entreated with the enormous
responsibility of safely disposing of toxic and radioactive wastes, and this moethod clearly poses an unacceptable hazard
to oil of Washington's residents, hat especialif to the defenseless nearby tribal residents. I implore the D.O.E. to step
this irresponsible action, atd respect the rights of all of Washington's citizens to have safe, clean, carcinogen free water,
end denise another plan for disposal that ensures both safe transport that provides adequate security In the even of a
terrorist plot to abscond with dlangerous materials, and adequate containment and secure storage. preferably at
another location altogether, that endangers NO ONE.

Sincerely,
getina A. George

Questions oboet submitting comments over the Web? contact us at: etccelswehmnstenr anl. ov orcalJ the Greaser-
Than-Class-C Low-Level Radioactive Waste EIS Webmaster at 1630) 252-5705.



Gerdes, Cynthia. Commenter ID No. Wl17 WI117-1 There is a relatively small amount of waste which would be transported through the Columbia
River Gorge regardless of the final decision as to the disposal site selected for GTCC LLRW.

The waste would include actinide sealed sources and Cs-137 irradiators from local medical
institutions, research facilities, universities, and other NRC and Agreement State licensees.

From:
Sent:

To:
Sujsect:

gt•ccniswebmaster@anfgoe
Wudnenslay, June 15. 2011 7:37 P'M
gt cceirwebmuster @anLgov
Receipt: Greater-Than-Claes-C Low-L~evel Radioactive waste EtS Comment 6TCC10117

Thank you ior your commernt, Cynthia Gerdes.

The comment tracking number that hat been assigned to your comment is GTCC10117. Please refer to tse comment

tracking number in att correspondence relating to thl. comment.

Comment Date: June 15, 2011 07:36:49PM COT

Greater-Than-Class-C Low-Levet RadioactiveeWaste EfS Draft Comment: GTCCS107

First Name: C.ynthia
Middle tnitiat: E
Last Name: Gerdes
Address:
City.'
Staen:
Zip:
Country: USA
Email: c eerdeg•ssolldnet~com
Privacy Preference: Withhold address only from public record

Comment Submitted:
Keep tonic rodiatlon wasto out of the Gorge and out of our' liven! And clean up Hanford. Creating this hind o f a menu

anywhere is beyond belief--and especially in the Gorge.

Questions about submitting comments over the Web? Contact us at: nitcuie;wehtma t;t e ri@u en l or cult the Greater-

Than-Class-C Low-Levet Radioactive Waste EIS Webmuoter at 1630) 252-5705.

jWtt7-t



Gerould. Stephen, Commenter ID No. W122 W122-1 DOE's ROD 78 FR 75913 dated December 13, 2013, stated that DOE has deferred a decisionon importing waste from other DOE sites (with limited exceptions as described in the
Settlement Agreement with the State of Washington Department of Ecology) for disposal at
Hanford at least until WTP is operational. For information on DOE's preferred alternative see
GTCC EIS Chapter 2.

From: tscceiswebmasrer@esnl~gov
Sent: Wednesday. June 15, 2011 7:43 PM
To: ,gtcceiswebmaster@an!,gov

'Subject: Receipt: Greater-Than-Class-C Low-Level Radioactive Waste EIS comment GTCC10122

Thank you for your comment, Stephen Gerould.

The comment trackirng numberthat has been assigeed toyour commentias TCc10122. Please refer to the comreent
trucking numberin alt correspondence relating to this comment.

comment Date: June 15, 2011 07:42:27PM CDT

Greater-Than-Class.C Low- Level Radioactive Waste EIS Dra•ft comment: GTcC10122,

First Name: Stephen'
last Name: Gerould
Address: 3307 SW Oosch Rd
City: Portland
State: OR
Zip: 97239
Country: USA
Email :tephent. stephreneeroeud.cnm
Privacy Preference: Don't withhold name or address from public record

Comment Submitted:•
Keep nche waste out or" our state. of Oregon. P ERIOD.
The Columbia River has borne far too much abuse from the Nuclear Industry, We the citizens of Oregon have spoken

repeatedly against NuclearArms and Energy.

W122-I
NO, NO, NO. - - Not Ever~ttill

(UNDERSTAND THAT'?7(

Questions ahout submitting comments over the Web? Contact us at: etccekswebmastersmanl~eov or call the Greater-
Thnn-Class-C Lose-Level Radioactive Waste tiS Webn'aster at t630) 252-5705.



Gib.bons, Anne, Commenter ID No. L207 L207-I The use of HOss and other approaches for long-term storage of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike
wastes are outside the scope of this EIS because they do not meet the purpose and need for
agency action. Consistent with Congressional direction in Section 631 of the Energy Policy
Act of 2005 (P.L. 109-58), DOE plans to complete an EIS and a ROD for a permanent disposal
facility for this waste, not for long-term storage options. The GTCC EIS evaluates the range of

reasonable disposal alternatives and, as also required under NEPA, a No Action Alternative.
Under the No Action Alternative, current practices for storing GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like
wastes would continue in accordance with current requirements.

From:
Sent:
To:
Suibjeet:

Edeiman. Arnold eArnsid.delman~enadoo.govu
tlhuinday, June 09, 2011 2:42 PM

Picel. Mury H.,
PW: Greater than Classn c comments

•Mary Igot this email directly.
Arnie

-....Original Message-...
From: Anne Gibbons [nmallto'.glbhbnsgrlyechbug.edul
Sent: Thursday, June 09, 2011 2:33 PM
To: Arnold tdelman
Cc: Anne Gibbons
Sutrmect: Greater than Class C Comments

June 9, 2011

Arnold gdelssan, Document Manager, OOt 00Cc hI$, cloverleaf aid., EM-43, 10010

Independence Anenue. SW.. Washington, Dct20585

Dear Mr. Edelman;

I write to you as a concerned citizen mid a follower of Jesus. Having just returned from Haiti I are struck once again by

the scarcity o~f resosrrcen in our world and the priorities we have an a counttry. So much good could be done if we were

to consider aitemrnhtives to War and the preparations for War.

To that end I humbly unsk fur your thoughtful consideratlon of the following recommendations:

•Hardened 0n-Site Storage (HOSS) must be considered atan alternative.

o GTCC waste and irradiated spent fuel moultd remain on-site at commercial nuclear power plants in lang-term

storage so thmat they can be monitored and are protected In hardened storage facilities frons aircraft crashes or terror'ist

attachs. Keeping the waste in Hess would reduce the risk of accidents or a terrorist attack during transport. While HOSS

is votea permanent solution, It would be more protective of human health and the environment than any of DOE's

ctrtent sulanping practices and the alter'nutives presented in the DtI:S.

rL207-1



Gibbons, AnneCommenter ID No. L207 (cont'd)

• The DOE rejection of the HOSS alterna tire is unacceptable because 6TCC LLW at present and far decades in the
future will be in on-site storage, so the actual status is not outside the scope of alternatives that should be considered

for an EIS,

aThe DEIS rejected the HOS5 alternative that many people from around the country advocated at DOt's 6TCC
scoping meetings in 2007.

o H$S would be asafew ayof storing wastes until ascientificallysound, publicly acceptable solution isfound. 27
Part of that future uolution, of course. should he drastically minimizing Use generation of thoue wastes. (Cont.)

o DOt's reason for rejecting HOtS is that It Is "not a permanent disposal facility." Yet, most of the GTCC waste will
not be generated for many decades.

(1TCC waste disposal could not begin for years after that.

o DecIsions now about disposal sites and technologies urn premature. Theme is time to learn from experience.

o 00E mutt create a regulatory definition of HOSS.

o DDE must create a regulatory frameworls for HOSS$ L207-2

o HOtS is not a "no action" altarnallvs.

* Do not send GTCC to Dog E ites. Nation-wide, DOE sites are still facing 160's of billont of dollars end decades L207-3
worth of cleanup from the Cold War.

L207-2 The development of a regulatory framework for the use of HOSS at commercial nuclear power
plants is outside the scope of the GTCC EIS. DOE does not have authority to regulate the
storage of radioactive wastes at commercial facilities, including nuclear power plants. Under
the Atomic Energy Act of 1954 as amended (AEA) (see United States Code: 42 USC § 2011),
the NRC is responsible for regulating storage of such wastes. Radioactive waste storage
requirements can be found in 10 CFR Part 30 (Rule of General Applicability to Domestic
Licensing of Byproduct Material), 10 CFR Part 70 (Domestic Licensing of Special Nuclear
Material), and 10 CFR Part 72 (Licensing Requirements for the Independent Storage of Spent
Nuclear Fuel, High-Level Radioactive Waste, and Reactor-Related Greater Than Class C
Waste). In addition, the NRC has provided guidance for the storage of LLRW in SECY-94-
198, Review of Existing Guidance Concerning the Extended Storage of Low-Level
Radioactive Waste, which was issued on August 1, 1994.

L207-3 The disposal methods and sites evaluated in the EIS represent the range of reasonable
alternatives for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes. This range is consistent
with NEPA implementing regulations in Parts 1500-1508 of Title 40 of the Code of Federal
Regulations (40 CFR Parts 1500-1508). In this GTCC EIS, DOE analyzed a range of disposal
methods (i.e., geologic repository, near-surface trench, intermediate-depth borehole, and
above-grade vault) and federally owned sites (i.e., Hanford Site, INL, LANL, NNSS, SRS,
WIPP, and the WIPP Vicinity) as well as generic commercial locations. DOE has determined
that it was reasonable to analyze these federal sites because they currently have operating
radioactive waste disposal facilities, except for the WIPP Vicinity, which is near an operating
geologic repository.

L207-4 DOE acknowledges that only defense-generated TRU waste is currently authorized for disposal
at the WIPP geologic repository under the WIPP LWA as amended (P.L. 102-579 as amended
by P.L. 104-20 1) and that legislation would be required to allow disposal of waste other than
TRU waste generated by atomic energy defense activities at WIPP and/or for siting a new
facility within the land withdrawal area. However, NEPA does not limit an EIS to proposing
and evaluating alternatives that are currently authorized. Furthermore, the Agreement for
Consultation and Cooperation between Department of Energy and the State of New Mexico for
the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant recognizes that the mission of WIPP may change and provides
provisions to modify the agreement. For example, the Agreement states: "The parties to this
Agreement recognize that future developments including changes to applicable laws (e.g.,
Public Law [P.L.] 96-164) may make it desirable or necessary for one or both parties to seek to
modify' this Agreement. Either party to this Agreement may request a review of the terms and
conditions."

DOE acknowledges the TRU waste disposal limitations for WIPP specified in the WIPP LWA
as amended (P.L. 102-579 as amended by P.L. 104-201) and in the Agreement for Consultation
and Cooperation between Department of Energy and the State of New Mexico for the Waste
Isolation Pilot Plant. Information on these limitations is provided in this EIS (see Section 4.1.1)
and was considered in developing the preferred alternative. Based on the GTCC EIS
evaluation, disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes at WIPP would result in minimal
environmental impacts for all resource areas evaluated, including human health and
transportation. Both the annual dose and the latent cancer fatality (LCF) risk would be zero
because there would be no releases to the accessible environment and therefore no radiation
doses and LCFs during the first 1 0,000 years following closure of the WIPP repository. In
addition to legislative changes, DOE recognizes that the use of WIPP for the disposal of GTCC
LLRW and GTCC-like wastes would require site-specific NEPA reviews, including further
characterization of the waste (e.g., radionuclide inventory and heat loads), as well as the
proposed packaging for disposal.

WiPP Recommendations.

* The Waste isolation Pilot Project IWIPPI must niot be considered for GTCC waste disposal.

• DOE Is considering WIPP for GTCC disposal only because WIPP Is currently the only hole in the ground. DOt mum
expand its horizons. , -

o Section 1.4.3 of the EIS states, "For deep geologic disposal, WIPP in New Mexico was included for evaluation in
this EtS beca use of Its characteristics as a geologic repository."

* The only repository alternative considered Is WIPP, even though federal and New Mesico laws clearly prohibit
commercial waste, including GTCC. 8y law. WiPP's mission Is limited to 175;564 cubic meters of transuranlc waste from
nuclear weapons. That's less than S,COO,000l curiet of radioactivity. GTCC waste would be 30 times mome radioactivity
than planned for WIPP snd would eliminate the ban on commercial waste.

L207-4

LOS Alawos Recommendations

* The Los Alamos National Laboratory (L.ANL) must not be considered for 6TCC waste. L2017-5

* Thle location of LANL In a seismic fault soot between a rift valley end a dormant vslcano Is not the place for
radioactive waste that is dangerous for tens of thousands of years.



Gibbons. Anne. Commenter ID No. L207 (cont'd) L207-5 The seismic conditions at LANL (see Section 8.1.2.1.4) were considered in the evaluation
performed for the EIS. The results of the evaluation were taken into consideration in
identifying the preferred alternative presented in the Final EIS.

Anne Gibbons
412 Stafford Street
Lynchburg. VA
414-546-5t302



Giese. Mark. Commenter ID No. E59 E59-1 The use of HOSS and other approaches for long-term storage of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like
wastes are outside the scope of this EIS because they do not meet the purpose and need for
agency action. Consistent with Congressional direction in Section 631 of the Energy Policy
Act of 2005 (P.L. 109-5 8), DOE plans to complete an EIS and a ROD for a permanent disposal
facility for this waste, not for long-term storage options. The GTCC EIS evaluates the range of
reasonable disposal alternatives and, as also required under NEPA, a No Action Alternative.
Under the No Action Alternative, current practices for storing GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like
wastes would continue in accordance with current requirements.

From: Mar* M Giese um.mnk@att~net>
Sent:.Thursday, May 19, 2011 12:29 PM

To: gtcceis@anl.gov
Subject: prepare a new draft f15

Please prepare a new draft EIlS that considers H-OSS facilities as the beat solution for GTCC waste for decades]I E59-1

to come.

Thank you.

-Mask M Giese
1520 Bryn Mawr Ave
Racine, WI153403

C.5

0
C-:

0



Giese, Mark, Commenter ID No. W14 W14-l The use of HOSS and other approaches for long-term storage of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like
wastes are outside the scope of this EIS because they do not meet the purpose and need for

agency action. Consistent with Congressional direction in Section 631 of the Energy Policy
Act of 2005 (P.L. 109-5 8), DOE plans to complete an EIS and a ROD for a permanent disposal
facility for this waste, not for long-term storage options. The GTCC ELS evaluates the range of

reasonable disposal alternatives and, as also required under NEPA, a No Action Alternative.
Under the No Action Alternative, current practices for storing GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike
wastes would continue in accordance with current requirements.

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

•gtccelsvvebmast er~ann.gov
Wednesday, May 11. 2011 12206 PM

gtcceiswebmauter@antgov
Receipt• Greater-Than-Ciass.C Low-Level Radioactive Waste tlS Comment G5TCCIOO14

Thank you for your comment. Mark Giese.

Th•e comnment tracking number that has been assigned to your coremrent is GTCC•IOO,!4. Piease rener to the comment

tracking number in all correspondence relating to this comment.

comment Date: May' 11, 2011 12:05:28PM CDT

GreaterThanClass-C Lo,,-Level Riadioactive Waste tIS Draft Comment: GTCCIOOR4"

First Name: Mark

Milddle Initial: Ml

Last Name: Glese
Address: 1520 Bryn Mawr Ave

City: Rtacine

State: Wt
Zip: 53403

Country: USA
gmaii: m. m k@__t n e't

Privacy Pteference: Can't withhotd name or address from public record

Comment Submitted:
Nuclear waste should be stared no safety as possible as close to its point nf generation as possible. Waste this dangerous I
should be in hardened en-site storage (ttOSSI NOW. 1-

SQuestions about submitting comments ever the Web? Contact us at: etcivensse•n~o or call the Greater-

Than-Class-C Low-L~evel Radioactive Waste EIS Webmaster at 1630) 252-S705.



Gleichman. Ted, Commenter ID No. W523 W523-1 DOE's ROD 78 FR 75913 dated December 13, 2013, stated that DOE has deferred a decision
on importing waste from other DOE sites (with limited exceptions as described in the
Settlement Agreement with the State of Washington Department of Ecology) for disposal at
Hanford at least until WTP is operational. For information on DOE's preferred alternative see
GTCC EIS Chapter 2.

From:
Sent.:
To:
Subject:.

gtcceiowebmaster@anL~gov
Mon~day. June 27. 2011 4:48 AM
Rteceiewebmaoter~o nl~gov
Receipt: G reat et-'Than-Cia~ss-C L~ow-Lenel Itadioactive Waste EiS Comment GTCC10523

Thank you for your comment, Ted Glelchman.

The comment tracking number that has been assigned to your comment it GTcCC1023, Please refer to the comment
tracking number in all correspondence relating to this comment.

comment Date: Jrune 27, 2011 041:45:IIAM CDT

Greater-Than-class-C Low-Level Radloactive Woete EIS Oroft Comment: GTCC20523

First Name: Ted
Last Name: Gleishman
city: Portlund
State: OR
Zip: 97203
Country: USA
Emailh tedaleithmanilmec.com
Privacy Prefer'ence: Don't witihhold name or oddress from public record

comment Submitted;
Tragically. Hanford hat beet manoged very badly. The Department of Energy iv nowhere close to correcting the errors
of the past or Implementing competent management for the future.

It is imperative that no farther chores be assIgned to Hantford until ALL of the many existing prelderet there are fully
resolved. They are not capable of handlIng more radioactive maste. Do not send any to Hanford.

Queetions about submitting conmients oner the Web? Contact us at: etcceivwehmastee~anl~teoe, or call sthe Greater-
Than-Class-C Low-Level Radiouctine Watte EIS Webmaster at (630) 252-5705.

W523-1



G.oeckermann, John, Commenter ID No. W154 W154-1 DOE's ROD 78 FR 75913 dated December 13, 2013, stated that DOE has deferred a decision
on importing waste from other DOE sites (with limited exceptions as described in the
Settlement Agreement with the State of Washington Department of Ecology) for disposal at
Hanford at least until WTP is operational. For information on DOE's preferred alternative see

GTCC EIS Chapter 2.

lrom:
Sent:

To:
Subject:

* gtccniswebmastnr@anl~gov
Wednesday, June 15. 2011, 9:46 PhI
gtcceitwebranasur@anl.gov
'Receipt: Greuler-Then-Class,.C Low-Level Radioactive Waste EIS Comment GTCC1OIS4

Thuan you for your comment, John Goeckermunn.

The comment Rtca~ldng number that has been assigned to your comment Is GTCCIOIS4. Please refer to the comment

trackin8t number in all cotrespondence relating to Ihis comment.

Comment Date: June 15,01 2ORl0:46:051'Ma COT

Greater-Than-Claus-C Low-Level Radioactive Waste EIS Draft Comment: (RTCCIOSS4

First tName: Johs
test Name:.Goecitermann
Country; USA
Privalcy Preference: Due't withhold name or address from public record

Comment Submitted:
ARE Y/OU CRAZY ???? KEEP TOXIC WASTE AWAY PROM THS GORGE, THE RIVER, AND ORtEGONIiIII

Questions a bout uubmitllng comments over the Web? Contact us at; etccnswebmaster~anligov or cell the Greater-

Than-Class-C Low,-Level Radioactive Waste EOS Webmuster at 16301 252-5705.

W154-1

0

0

0

Cl

'-4



Gohl. Larry. Commenter ID No. W82 W82-1 DOE's ROD 78 FR 75913 dated December 13, 2013, stated that DOE has deferred a decisionon importing waste from other DOE sites (with limited exceptions as described in the
Settlement Agreement with the State of Washington Department of Ecology) for disposal at
Hanford at least until WTP is operational. For information on DOE's preferred alternative see

~GTCC EIS Chapter 2.

"From: , 'gtceeiswebmaster@ anL~gov
Sent: Friday, June 10, 2011 8".28 PM

•To: .gteceisweubmacler~nnl~gnv
Subject: Receipt Greater-Than-Class-C Low-Leant Radioactive Waste tIS Comment GTCC100S2

TIhank you for yoar comment, Larry Itoh).

The comment tracking number that hes been assigned to your comment is GTCC%00S2. Pleast refer to the comment
tracking number in all correspondence relating to this comment.

Comment Date: June 10. 2011 0S:26:2OPM CDT

Greater-Than-Class-C t~ow-Level Radioactive Waste EIS DraftComment: GTCCI0082

First Name: Larry "
Middle sniiall: B
Last Name: Gohi
Address: 725 Snowden Rtoad
City: White Salmon
State: WA
his: 9BE72
Country:" USA
Emailh Larr.'ltAdaent nretrulnsas.om
Privacy Preference:. Don't withhold nam e or address from public record

Comment Submitted:. I
I strongly urge yea to decrease the amount of waste stored at Hanford. l am opposed to increasing the total amount of Wt2-1

nudlea rwaste at Hnnford for any reason.

Questions about submitting comments ever the Web? Contact us at: P~cesems~ ••9•~9v or call the Greater-
Than-Class-C tow-Level Rtadioactive Waste gig Webmaster at 16301 252-5705.



Gold. Rick, Commenter ID No. W350

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

gtcceisswebesasteroanl~goe
Thursday, June 23, 2011 12:20 PM
gtcceiswiebmauter@anLgov

Receipt: Greater-Than-Class-C Low-Level Radioactive Vaste F.IS Comment GTCC1O35O

Thank you for your comment, Rick Gold.

The comment trucking number that lhas been asstgned to yOUr comment is GTCC1O35O. Please refer to the omnment

trucking number In ail ororespondence relating to this comment.

Comment Date: June 25. 201/1 12:20:25PM CDT

Greoter-Than-ClassoC Low•Level Rudloactive Waste 8is Draft Commeen. GTCC1D3.50

First Nsme: Rick

Lust N~amu: Gold
Address: 5001 8. Broadway 112

Address 2: Suite '520 "
City: Mtunoula
State: MT

Zip: 50802
Country: USA

Emaii: voldrdchs~tvahnoorcm
Privacy Preference: Don't withhold name or address from public record

W350-1 DOE's ROD 78 FR 75913 dated December 13, 2013, stated that DOE has deferred a decision
on importing waste from other DOE sites (with limited exceptions as described in the
Settlement Agreement with the State of Washington Department of Ecology) for disposal at
Hanford at least until WTP is operational. For information on DOE's preferred alternative see
GTCC EIS Chapter 2.

W350-2 DOE agrees that use ofra geologic repositoty would be a protective and safe method for the
disposal of the entire inventory of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes. The GTCC EIS
evaluation for the WIPP geologic repository alternative supports this statement. However, the
degree of waste isolation provided by a geologic repository may not be necessary for all of the
GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes evaluated in the GTCC EtS. The GTCC EIS evaluation
indicates that certain wastes (e.g., those containing short-lived radionuclides such as
Cs-137 irradiators) could be safely disposed of in properly designed land disposal facilities at
sites with suitable characteristics, such as low precipitation rates, high soil distribution
coefficients, and sufficient depths to groundwater.

While 10 CFR Part 61 identifies one NRC-approved method for GTCC LLRW disposal
(disposal in a geologic repository), these regulations also indicate that other disposal methods
could be approved. The GTCC EIS evaluates three land disposal methods (i.e., trench,
borehole, and vault). The GTCC EIS evaluation indicates that land disposal methods employed
at sites with suitable characteristics would be viable and safe alternatives for the disposal of
GTCC LLRW.

W350-3 Stopping the generation of nuclear waste or promoting alternative energy sources is outside the
scope of the GTCC EIS, the scope of which is to evaluate disposal alternatives to enable the
selection of a safe alternative or alternatives for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like
wastes.

W350-4 The GTCC EIS evaluates the transportation impacts from the shipments that would be required
to dispose of the entire inventory of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes at the Hanford Site
and all the other sites being evaluated.

The GTCC EIS evaluates collective population risks during routine conditions and accidents,
radiological risks to the highest exposed individuals during routine conditions, and
consequences to individuals and populations as a result of transportation accidents, including
the release of radioactive or hazardous chemical materials. For the truck option, it is estimated
that about 12,600 shipments resulting in about 50 million km (30 million mi) of travel would
be required. This transport of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes would not result in any
LCFs, although one fatality directly related to an accident might occur (see Section 6.2.9.1).

In addition, Chapter 6 of the TC&WM EIS also has evaluated cumulative impacts addressing
disposal of potential future wastes (including GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like waste) at the
Hantford site.

Comment Submitted:
Sirs,
Please address the following points when completing your E.I.S.

1. Hanford can not be cleaned up it USD08 adds any more waste to be buried in landlills or tuorchales - the wastes In
geisting soil trenches and ditches and"from tank teaks need to he removed.

2. Estremety radloactive wastes belotsg in deep underground repositories, not is anedlills, boreholes orevulits.

3. USD0£ needs to consider In the EIS how to avoid making more of these highly radioactive wustes.

4. UsSoOE bus to discioseund consider the total (cumustatis'e) impacts of both of UISDOEts separate proposals lo use
Hnnford ns a national radioactive waste dussp, and all the risks from trsacting wastes to ilanford. in one enviroemental
impact statement fur the public to review ted commeet on the full picture. Thu GTCC EIS needs to disclose that USD0E
Is also propos•ing to add 3 million cubic feet of radioactive and chemical wastes to he disposed at Hanford, in addition tO
the GTCC wastes.

Questions about submitting comments over the' Web? Contact us at: etciwemseiane• or call the Greater-
trhan-Class-C Liow-Lgeei Radioactive Waste 81S Wjebmaster at (630) 252.5705.

IW350-1

W350-2

W350-3

W350-4



Goldberg, Marshall C., Commenter mD No. W486 W486-I There is a relatively small amount of waste which would be transported through the ColumbiaRiver Gorge regardless of the final decision as to the disposal site selected for GTCC LLRW.
The waste would include actinide sealed sources and Cs-137 irradiators from local medical
institutions, research facilities, universities, and other NRC and Agreement State licensees.

DOE's ROD 78 FR 75913 dated December 13, 2013, stated that DOE has deferred a decision
on importing waste from other DOE sites (with limited exceptions as described in the
Settlement Agreement with the State of Washington Department of Ecology) for disposal at
Hanford at least until WTP is operational. For information on DOE's preferred alternative see
GTCC EIS Chapter 2.

Froms glcceiswebmaster@anLgov
Sent: saturday, June 25, 2011 11,:29 PM
To: 9tcae~ebmaoteet~snl.goV
Su bJeels Receipt Greater-Thun-C15s,5-C Low-L~evel Radioactive Waste 81,5 Comment GTCCI0486

Thunkr you for yotxr comment. Marshall Goldberg MD, MPH.

The comment tracklngnumtber that han been anelgned to your comment isGTCCIO4SS. Plense refer to the contient
tracking numb~r in nil correspondence relating to thin comment.

Comment Date: June 25, 2011 11:38:53PM CDT

Great er-Than.Class, C Low.Level Radtioactive Waste fIS Oruft Comment: GTCC1O486

FRrst Name: Marshall
Middle Initial: (C
Last Name: Geldberg MD, MPH
Address: 3080 ,SW lalelghvlew Or.
City: Portland
Slate: OR
Zip: 97225-3149
Country: USA
Email: melhselat~l

'Privacy Preference: Don't withheld name or addresS front public record

Comment Subesitted: "=
lt am strongly/opposed to shipping ANY grade of rnuclear waste through tis Columbla River Gorge or ulotng the Columbia
Ricer. None of the developed tIS statements adequately quantities tihe public health and ensironmental risks of these
proposalu.Snclt shilpmeents are nhort-sighted,feotish~and dangerous efforts to dispose of highly/toxlc, long-ltued materials. W486-l
Given the deploratble record of the Nanford sines' mnnagement, both historically aned in current clean-up
contracts, farthsershipments of nuclear wasten would constitute Federal malfeasance.

Qu.estloun about subemitting comments oner the Web? Contact us at: etclv.ebutr•e~o or call the Greater-
Than-Class-C L~ow-Level Radioactive Waste EIS Webmaster at (S30} 252-5705.

0

0

Cs

0



Goldber2, Marshall C.. Commenter ID No. W293 W293-1 DOE's ROD 78 FR 75913 dated December 13, 2013, stated that DOE has deferred a decision
on importing waste from other DOE sites (with limited exceptions as described in the
Settlement Agreement with the State of Washington Department of Ecology) for disposal at
Hanford at least until WTP is operational. For information on DOE's preferred alternative see
GTCC EIS Chapter 2.

From:
Sent:
To:-
Sub ject:.

gtcceissweb maaner@ant~gov
Friday, June 17, l0)ts 5:55 AM
gtkceiswebmast er@arnl.gov
Receipt: Gr;eater-Than-Class-C Low.Level Radioactive Waste FIS Comment GTCC10293

Thank you for yourcommnent, Mars'hsllGoldberg, MD,MFN.

The comment trockieg ewmber that haas been assigned to your comment to 6TCCt1029S. Please retor to the comment
tracking number in alt correspondlence relating to this comment,'

Comment Uate: June 17, 2011 OS:.SS:O8AM COT

Greater-Than-Ciaas-C Low-Levei Radioactive Waste EIS Oraft Comment: GTCC502•93

First Name: Marshall
Middle lnitiai: C
last Name: Goldbereg0MD,MPH
Country: USA
Privacy Preference: Den't withhold name or address tram public record

Comment Submittod:
Istrenousulsy OPPOSt sending any more radioactive waste to the Hanford reservation on a public health bosit.

Questions about submitting commentce over the Web? Contact asi at: u~tceiswebmvster@ianl.eov or call tise Greater-
Than-Ciass-C Low-leant Radidoactive Waste EIS Webmaster at 1610) 252-5705.

IW293-1



Goldber2, Marshall F.. Commenter ID No. W62 W62-1 DOE's ROD 78 FR 75913 dated December 13, 2013, stated that DOE has deferred a decision
on importing waste from other DOE sites (with limited exceptions as described in the
Settlement Agreement with the State of Washington Department of Ecology) for disposal at
Hantford at least until WTP is operational. For information on DOE's preferred alternative see
GTCC EIS Chapter 2.

W62-2 DOE agrees that use of a geologic repository would be a protective and safe method for the
disposal of the entire inventory for the disposal of the entire inventory of GTCC LLRW and
GTCC-like wastes.

The GTCC EIS evaluates three land disposal methods (i.e., enhanced near-surface trench,
intermediate-depth borehole, and above-grade vault). The GTCC EIS evaluation indicates that
land disposal methods employed at sites with suitable characteristics would be viable and safe
alternatives for the disposal of GTCC LLRW.

F~rom-
Sent:
To:
5ubject:

gtceies'aebmaster @rnt.gov
Sunday, May 22, 2011 2:16 PM

.9tcceiswebmaster~anl~gov
Receipt: Greatvr-Than-Class-C LowtLevet Radioactive Waste tIS comment GTCCeoas2

Thank you for your comment, Marshall Goldberg,

nsa comment traching number thet has been assigned to your comment Is GTCC1O0G2. Please refer to the comment
trackdng number in all correspondence relating( to this comment.

Comment Date: May 22. 2011 O2:15:O9PM COT

Greater-Than-Closs-C Low-Level Radroactive Waste tIS Draft Comment: GTcCI0052

FIrst Name: Marshal!
Middle InitIal: F
Last Name: Goldberg
City: Oak Harbor
State: WA
Zip: 98277
Country: USA
Email: mfeoldl~comrast~net
Privacy Preference: flont wIthhold name or address from publIc record

Comment Sobmsitted:
It dismays me that the UJtCE would pursue the deposition ofhighly radioctive and long-livedwmosses at tanford when
the USDOE has not adetuately contained the inatertal that Is already stored there. Once the ground water and the IW62-l
Cotumbia rlver are contaminated there iS no possible remedlatisn or mltigation. Only deep underground, stable I W2-
geologic formations should be used to store sud s hormfui wastes.

Questions about submitting COmments oeer the Web? Contact us at: s.tecelswebmasterraanlrov or call the Greater-
Than-Class-C tow-Level Radioactive Waste EIS Webmaster at (6301 252-5703.



Gordon, Jan. Comm enter ID No. W315

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:,

g tcce~swebamasler@anl.gov
Sunday. June 19, 2011 1:51 PM
gtc¢ceiswebmaster @anLgoe
Receipt: Greater-Than-Class-C Low-Level Radioactive Waste tlS Comment GTCCXQ515

Thank yaufor your comment,.Jan Gordon.

The comment tracking number that has been assigned to your comment is 6TCC10315. Please refer to the comment
tracking number in alt correspondence relating to this comment.

Comment Date: June 29, 2011 O1:51:13P'Mu cor

Greater-Than-Class-C Low-Level Radioactfve Waste ELS Draft Comment: GTCC1031S

First Name: Jan
Middle Initial: E
Last Name: Gordon
Organization: heart of america
Address:
City:
State:
Zip:
Country: USA
Email: ianimelsl(Ovahoo.com
Privacy Preference: Withhold address only from public record

Comment Submitted:
I do not want 12000 truckloads of extrenmely hazaredous radioacnlve waste g~oIng tiru wash and oregon. Thene are
susceptible to occident and Cermrorurt attack and coald contamilnate mites and kill unknown Its of people and animats. I
The waste that that Is already there in miles of unlined trencheas has not been dealt with and is above the nwater table
and currently leaking into the water table. Bringing more waste viotateslaws by adding estremely hazardous wvaste. NO I
MORE WASTE IN HANFORD. CLEAN UP HANFORD. NO MORE NUKES

Q~uestions about submitting comments over the Web? Contact ut at: etccnttweeamasterpaen.._gov or call thte Greater-
T"ha'n-Class-C Low-Level Radioactive Waste EIS Webmaster at (630) 252-S7OS.

W315-1 DOE's ROD 78 FR 75913 dated December 13, 2013, stated that DOE has deferred a decision
on importing waste from other DOE cites (with limited exceptions as described in the
Settlement Agreement with the State of Washington Department of Ecology) for disposal at
Hanford at least until WTP is operational.

If DOE decides to implement its preferred alternative for the TC&WM EIS, GTCC LLRW and
GTCC-like wastes would not be shipped through the Columbia River Gorge for disposal at the
Hanford Site until the waste treatment plant is operational. However, regardless of where the
GTCC waste disposal facility is ultimately located, a relatively small amount of GTCC LLRW
and GTCC-like wastes may be transported through the Columbia River Gorge on their way to
the disposal facility. The waste would be generated within the states of Oregon and
Washington and would include actinide sealed sources and Cs-137 irradiators from local
medical institutions, research facilities, universities, and other NRC and Agreement State
licensees.

The transportation of radioactive waste will meet or exceed DOT and NRC regulatoty
requirements that promote the protection of human health and the environment. These
regulations include requirements for radioactive materials packaging, marking, labeling,
placarding, shipping papers, and highway routing. The waste shipments would be on preferred
routes, which are interstate highways or alternative routes designated by a state routing agency
in accordance with DOT regulations (49 CFR Part 397, Subpart D). The GTCC LLRW and
GTCC-like wastes would be shipped in approved waste packages and transportation casks. The
robust nature of these casks limits the potential release of radioactive and chemically hazardous
material under the severest of accident conditions. It is unlikely that the transportation of
GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes to any of the alternative sites evaluated in the EIS would
cause an additional fatality as a result of radiation from either incident-free transportation or
postulated transportation accidents.

The EIS evaluated the transportation impacts from the shipments that would be required to
dispose of all of the GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes at the various disposal sites. The EIS
addressed the collective population risks during routine conditions and accidents, the
radiological risks to the highest exposed individuals during routine conditions, and the
consequences to individuals and populations as a result of transportation accidents, including
those that could release radioactive or hazardous chemical materials. About 12,600 shipments
would be required to transport all of the GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes to the Hanford
Site for disposal. This would result in about 50 million km (30 million mni) of highway travel,
with no expected LCFs. One fatality directly related to an accident might occur (see
Section 6.2.9.1I).

The EIS also evaluated the impact of intentional destructive acts that could occur during waste
handling, transportation, and disposal (see Section 2.7.4.3 of the EIS). The potential for such
destructive acts is low. DOE sites considered in the EIS are secured, and the packaging for the
GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes would be robust. The GTCC LLR.W and GTCC-like
wastes are not readily dispersible, and the impacts from any attempts to disperse these
materials during transportation (such as the impacts from an explosive blast) would be greater
than the impacts from any potential release of radioactivity. Impacts from severe natural
phenomena, such as earthquakes and tornados, would not be expected to be significant, given
that the GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes are largely not dispersible and given the robust
nature of the waste packages and containers.

DOE's standard operating procedure for transportation of radioactive waste is developed and
continually revised to ensure that the utmost protection of public health and the environment is
achieved and that the risk of a traffic accident is minimized. For example, DOE has established
a comprehensive emergency management program (Transportation Emergency Preparedness
Program or TEPP) that provides detailed, hazard specific planning and preparedness measures

W3 15-2
W315-3
W315-4
W3 15-5



Gordon, Jan, Commenter ID No. W315 (cont'd) to minimize the health impacts from accidents involving loss of control over radioactive
material or toxic chemicals. DOE's TEPP was established to ensure that its contractors and
state, tribal, and local emergency responders are prepared to respond promptly, efficiently, and
effectively to accidents involving DOE shipments of radioactive materials. If an accident that
involved a release of radioactive material to the environment occurred, it would be remediated
promptly in accordance with these procedures. These measures would help DOE minimize and
mitigate any impacts on the environment.

W315-2 DOE is performing environmental restoration activities at the Hanford Site. The ongoing
cleanup efforts will continue.

W315-3 DOE's ROD 78 FR 75913 dated December 13, 2013, stated that DOE has deferred a decision
on importing waste from other DOE sites (with limited exceptions as described in the
Settlement Agreement with the State of Washington Department of Ecology) for disposal at
Hanford at least until WTP is operational.

W3t5-4 DOE is performing environmental restoration activities at the Hantford Site. The ongoing
cleanup efforts will continue.

W3 15-5 Stopping the generation of nuclear waste is outside the scope of the GTCC EIS, the scope of
which is to evaluate disposal alternatives to enable the selection of a safe alternative or
alternatives for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes. The GTCC ELS evaluates
the range of reasonable alternatives for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes in
compliance with the requirements specified in NEPA, the Low-Level Radioactive Waste
Policy Amendments Act (P.L. 99-240), and Section 631 of the Energy Policy Act of 2005
(P.L. 109-58). The GTCC EIS evaluates the potential environmental impacts of the •,roposed
disposal alternatives for GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes. Based on the evaluation, DOE
has determined that there are safe and secure alternatives for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and
GTCC-Iike wastes. The GTCC EtS provides information that supports this determination, and,
as discussed in Section 1.1, Purpose and Need for Agency Action, DOE is responsible for the
disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes.



Green. Jeanne, Commenter ID No. T92

Capital Reporting Company
LI

2.

4

MR. HRCNN: Okay. Jeanne Green is next end

9 shell be followed by Mary. I'm afraid 1 didn't read

10 ray reading glasses. So I'm not doing the lest name

1 very well, but gary who is with the Santa Clara

12 Comanche. If you know who you are, you -- good.

13 you're next. . Oka.

14 ..~S. JEANNE GREEN~ Okay. I'm Jeanne Green

I~ actually--

Ia MX. SXOWN: Okay.

17 MS. JEANNE GXEEN: From Toos. I just have

8 Some comments.

19 Okay. Of the sites mentiuned, 141PP's mission

20. i~ limited by law to 315,000 cubic meters of

21 trensurenic waste from nuclear wea~or.a. That's less

22 than five million Curios of radioactivity. GTCC waste

866.488.DEPO
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Green. Jeanne, Commenter ID No. T92 (cont'd)
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would he 30 times more radioactivity than planned for

WIPP and would eliminate the ban on commercial waste.

so-you're planning to send all of this this

nuclear waste from all of these nuclear plants and

other places to either NIPF, which is illegal. That's

not what it was planned for, and it's a salt bed that

could be melted. Salt dissolves in water. This is

simple.

The other plan you're planning on is L7d~L.

LANL has millions of gallons of radioactive crap all

over that place sitting there, water is washing over

it. Wind is washing over it. tt's washing into the

Rio Grande. They found it all the way -- they found

radioactivity all the way down, and is it Cochiti? In

our river, ill our Rio Grande River, they're finding it,

you know.

When they did this study about the Buckman

Diversion Pcoject, they did not test the sediment.

That's where tile radioactivity is. !ts there. It's

washing ovec all of those barrels going into our water,

going into our groundwater. It's contaminating all of

us.
8t56.488.DEPO

ivww.CapitalReportingConspany.com

T92-1

T92-2

T92-l DOE acknowledges the TRU waste disposal limitations for WIPP specified in the WIPP LWA
as amended (P.L. 102-579 as amended by P.L. 104-201) and in the Agreement for Consultation
and Cooperation between Department of Energy and the State of New Mexico for the Waste
Isolation Pilot Plant. DOE also recognizes that the use of WIPP for the disposal of GTCC
LLRW and GTCC-like wastes would require legislative changes and site-specific NEPA
reviews, including further characterization of the waste (e.g., radionuclide inventory and heat
loads), as well as the proposed packaging for disposal.

The WIPP has been certified by the EPA for the disposal of defense-generated TRU waste. The
physical and chemical characteristics of the GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes proposed for
disposal in the WIPP repository are comparable to the TRU wastes currently being disposed of
in the repository.

Dissolution has occurred outside of the WIPP Land Withdrawal Boundary, as shown by karst
features in the Nash Draw area. The EPA has noted that it is possible that dissolution occurred
at the WIPP site sometime in the distant past (i.e., millions of years ago for strata-bound
features) but was associated with a geologic setting other than that currently present at WIPP.
However, dissolution in the underlying geology is not an ongoing process at the WIPP site.
The EPA, as part of its compliance certification process, concurred with the modeling
performed by DOE (which assumed that there was no karst within the WIPP site boundary)
and indicated that this was consistent with existing borehole data and other geologic
information.

WIPP is located in a salt formation, and moisture (brine) is naturally present. The brine makes
up about 1% of the rock volume. The brine comes in two forms: interstitial and included.
Interstitial brine is trapped between crystal facies (between fracture boundaries at the
microscopic scale). Included brine is inside small cavities called inclusions trapped within the
crystals themselves. Samples of brine collected from locations just inches apart from one
another show different chemical and isotopic compositions, indicating that the brine did not
move more than a few inches from where it was trapped when an ancient tidal flat dried up
250 million years ago. This indicates the extremely slow movement of water in this salt
formation. In addition, the current design for operating WIPP involves sealing the shafts to
ensure that no fresh water can enter and affect the disposed-of wastes.

T92-2 The evaluation of potential impact to water quality at LANL from the GTCC proposed action
is discussed in Section 8.2.3.



Green. Jeanne, Commenter ID No. T92 (cont'd) T92-3 See response to T92-2.

Capital Reporting Company 46

T92-4 The use of HOss and other approaches for long-term storage of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like
wastes are outside the scope of this EIS because they do not meet the purpose and need for
agency action. Consistent with Congressional direction in Section 631 of the Energy Policy
Act of 2005 (P.L. 109-58), DOE plans to complete an ELS and a ROD for a permanent disposal
facility for this waste, not for long-term storage options. The GTCC EIS evaluates the range of
reasonable disposal alternatives and, as also required under NEPA, a No Action Altemnative.
Under the No Action Alternative, current practices for storing GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike
wastes would continue in accordance with current requirements. The technologies and
alternatives suggested for evaluation are not within the reasonable range of alternatives for
disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes. Other concerns or programs suggested for
DOE consideration are considered outside the scope of the EIS and do not meet the purpose
and need for agency action stated for this EIS.
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They found plutonium on refrigerator coils..

They found Strontium-SC0 and Cesiuin-237 and Americitsm tup

ini the bills on top of the mountain peaks everywhere.

WTe're getting poisoned.

.. People have cancer. We don't want more waste,

end LANL cannot take more waste. LANL is not dealing

with the waste that it has. There's radioactivity in a

public par'k. In Acid Canyon there ia radioactivity.

Thare's 13 or l'2 times the level that they've sat

that's supposedly safe end no radiation is safe.

You know, we don't have any evacuation plans

around hare for this stuff because we're not going to

get ovacuated. There's no way to evacuate us if

somet~hing happens. They're going to contain us and

keep us here so wo don't contaminate somebody else.

It's Snsane. It's insane, and.the fact that

you did not took at the hardened on-site, stocage or --

I don't know -- I've hoard about giassification or

something like that, some other way to deal with these

wastes on site where they're safer until there con be a

place, if there is a place, where they can be safe.

I don't really think there is. That's the

866.488.DEP'O
wvww.CapitalRepor tingConmpany.com
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T92-4



Green. Jeanne. Commenter ID No. T92 (cont'd) T92-5 The affected environment at LANL (including seismic conditions) and at WIPP are analyzed in
the ELS and were considered in the identification of the preferred alternative discussed in
Section 2.10. See Section 8.1 and 4.2 for the affected environment discussions on LANL and
WIPP, respectively.

Capital Reporting Company •

tproblem, but to keep them on site instead of

2transporting what was it, 20 million, how many miles?

3 Twenty-two million miles of this high levet, of this

4 greater-than-Class-~C, high level radioactive waste on

Sour ,highways every day, totally exposed.

6 If people are worried about terrorists, come

7 on.. This 'is the perfect scenario for terrorists,

S perfect. I. mean, you guys, I doa't know what you're

9 thinking. I just think it's a profit. It's a

10 profitable ventture for a few people, and the rest of us

11 are being exposed to it. Our lives are being exposed.

12 A lot of us are getting Cancer.

13 tMe're sick of it. Ma don't want it here. You

14 need to look at some other alternatives.

15 Your graphs in your PbwerPoint, you didn't

16 look at earthquakes when you looked at those graphs.
T92-5

17 That's totally a rigged graph that shows MIP? is the

16 best facility, that shows LANL. It's a rigged graph.

I9 . R. BROWN: You've got just about a minute

20 left, please.

21 MS. JEANNE GREENE Okay. So the groundwater

22 contamination of our surface Water, none of this was
866.488.DEPO

www.CapitalRepor tingCompany.com



Green. Jeanne. Commenter ID No. T92 (cont'd•
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Iconsidered in you~r graphs. You're not looking at what

Iis. You're lookingf at what you want to do.

3' So we don't want it here. We don't want

A another Fukushima. We don't want to be forced to be

$kept here after an accident. We've already seen the

6 Cerro Grande fire. We've already soen fire come up to

7 half a mile of all of these barrels sitting over there,

S 'getting washed over. It's ridiculous. It's

9• ridiculous, and you just can't do this. You can't do

Ie it. You have to look at some more options and figure

11 this out. We need some science hero, not a bunch of

12 bullshit propaganda.



Green, Mary. Commenter LID No. T103
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2

3

S

6 MR. BROWN: Okay. Mi. Mary Green and

7 Clarissa Duron will be after Mary.

8 MS. MARY GREEN: V'm Mary Green. I'm the

9 daughter of- Colonel Robert Bleauregard Green, former

ID field commTander, V.S. -- 5th U.S. Air Force, Vietnam,

1! who was a squadron commander in Kansas for a missile

12 silo squadron.

13 That's wheni I first, before I was 16, started

1 4 learning about nuclear, and so drove all the way down

is tonight from Taos because I'm very passionate about

16 this, and I'd like you to know that I have a swollen

17 thyroid, and we will never know if it cas from my

ID childhood, being around the missile silos, being able

I9 to go as a guest int'o them and see them or if it was

20 the fire from Los Alacos because it came after that.

22 And that's one of the things that as you look

22 at anyt.hing nuclear, nuclear weapons or nuclear power,

866.488.DEPO
www.Capit alRepor tingCompa xiy.com



G reen, Mary, Commenter ID No. TI03 (cont'd)

Capital Reporting Company

we all know you will have a multitude of cancers

following it, and you will never realty know.

At this point in time, we do -- we cannot

track.it. Mow, 500O years from now the casings that

they want to put in, put the nuclear waste in, are

supposed to deteriorate, Maybe by then we'll have a

better understanding.

There have been many things that have been

suggested tonight. The DOM has been called out on a

number of things. I really commend everyone who spoke

tonight with their great factual knowledge. Z can

listen to it and retain it, hut I don't have it written

down and I can't give it back to you. I can just tell

you that it seemes very clear to me that transportation

of nu~clear waste is not sensible. It's not financially

sensible, and it's not going to be a humane thing to

truck nuclear waste hero and there.

It also seems very clear to mc that the MIPP

containment, Area G -- i believe that's the ham4 of it

-- at .Los Alamos is questionable, and no one -- wall,

there may have been one person tonight who wanted this

horror brought into our colmmunity -- but in general, we

866.488.DEI'O
• www.CapitalRepor tingCompany~com

T103-1 The transportation of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes to a more centralized disposal
facility would result in lower overall human health risks compared to managing the wastes at
multiple locations and can be conducted in a safe manner based on compliance with
comprehensive regulatory requirements and past experiences. The transportation of radioactive
waste will meet or exceed DOT and NRC regulatory requirements that promote the protection
of human health and the environment. These regulations include requirements for radioactive
materials packaging, marking, labeling, placarding, shipping papers, and highway routing. The
waste shipments would be on preferred routes, which are interstate highways or alternative
routes designated by a state routing agency in accordance with DOT regulations (49 CFR Part
397, Subpart D). The GTCC wastes would be shipped in approved waste packages and
transportation casks. The robust nature of these casks limits the potential release of radioactive
and chemically hazardous material under the severest of accident conditions.

T103-2 The affected environment at LANL (including seismic conditions) and at WIPP are analyzed in
the EJS and were considered in the identification of the preferred alternative discussed in
Section 2.10. See Section 8.1 and 4.2 for the affected environment discussions on LANL and
WIPP, respectively.

T103-I

T103-2



Green. Mary. Commenter ID No. T103 (cont'd)
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1 do not want it, and I'm here .having lived in the TI03-2

• (Cont.)

2 military as a child with a great understanding that the

3 military and the government, with good intentions, are

4 simply not equipped to live up to the sensitivity and

$the strictness necessary f or taking care of or

6 containing these was te:ys on. epoogaho h

$barrels that didn't sink that were shot with shotguns

9and put into the water table here. I know also that

10nuclear is one of the most expensive situations mankind

|!has ever faced: Chernobyl, Fukushima."

I• Bt evn hee, m sonwho was born with a

13 birth defect, and we can't say that that goes back to

14 the military or being around the missiles, is a river

is. guide. He's quite a heroic person who has overcome his

16 handicap, and he takes the LANL scientists down every

17 summer on the river, and the amount of money for that

IS trip alone for the scientists to take water samples,

19 and it's done every year, and there's all kinds of

25 groundwater that has to be tested all the time, we re

21 not being sensible hero.

22 I have end last question. Can I make

866.488.DEPO
www.CapitalRepor tingCompanyxcom



Green. Mary, Commenter ID No. T103 (cont'd)
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1photocopies, Xerox copies of these or do I have •o have

2 your official one?

3 PARTICIPANT: She can use that.

4 MJS. MARY GREEN: I can u~se this?

S MR. BROWN: That's the cor~nent form?

6 MS. MARY GREEN: We'll give you as m~any as I

7 possibly can.

a MR. BROWqN: Okay. All right. It's like

9 voting in chicago, right?



Greene, Linda, Commenter ID No. L209 L209-1 DOE's ROD 78 FR 75913 dated December 13, 2013, stated that DOE has deferred a decision
on importing waste from other DOE sites (with limited exceptions as described in the
Settlement Agreement with the State of Washington Department of Ecology) for disposal at
Hanford at least until WTP is operational. For information on DOE's preferred alternative see
GTCC EIS Chapter 2.

L209-2 Stopping the generation of nuclear waste or promoting alternative energy sources is outside the
scope of the GTCC ELS, the scope of which is to evaluate disposal alternatives to enable the
selection of a safe alternative or alternatives for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike
wastes.

15313 E Jucoba Rd.
Spokane. WVA. 99211
May 2?, 2011

(Ireater Than. Class C Waste
Office of Teehnical and Regulatory Support (EtM..43)
"U.S. Department of Energy

[Sear Sir or Madam,

t ask that you do not make Hanford the waste dump for Greater thatn Class C nuclear
waste. Han ford already has ton much waste. Real progress hsas ant been made on storing
the current waste in so envirosnmentally safe tmanner. Before ANY waste is brought tn to
Hanfordl, the huge amount of nuteear residue on the site already shostid be entirely
cleaned up. There is nso cod in sight as to when this will actually occur.

Han ford isau poor cltoice for a repository in the first place. Since it currently has nuclear
waste, it makes arose for it lo be vitrilied and stored at that loesation. However, assy new
nuclear waste should he kept in the location attd vitrified where it was produced. If that is
not possible it should be stored in a place far from sany groundwater seed as drinking
water for thousands ofpeoplo•. It is instoral to put the repository in a place whero people
are put at rick.

I understand that much of the waste proposed to go to Hanford has not yet been
produced. to that case, I suggest that it not he produced in the hitst place. Nuclear energy
is a dangerous, pollutting attd etipensive soturce of energy. I ask that you instead tain your
attention to clema energy which will end up being much mars economical in thte long run
and droes on hano to oar environenatt.

L209-I

L209-2

Sincerely.

Linde Greene



Greeves,_John, Commenter JD No. Tll
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19
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21
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MSR. CREZJI£S: Okay. W6ell, I take it there's

no time limit then.

YR. 8ROYfN• That's correct.

YR. GREEVRS: So could you queue up my

PowerPoint, please, presentation for me?

YR. BROWtN: That's not -

YR. GREEVES: You said I had no time limit.

YR. BROWY• That will cost you extra.



Greeves, John, Commenter ID No. Tll (cont'd)

MR.,GREEVES: Good. Glad to be here. Sorry

2. about, you

3 commenters.

4. He

know, anyhow, the few turnout in speakers,

•y. Anly time I get to come back and meet

Ti1 -1 DOE's goal with regard to its public participation process is to be able to disseminate the
information to the public so that input from the interested public can be obtained to inform the
Final EIS. To this end, nine public hearings at venues accessible to the interested public for the
various sites evaluated in the EIS were conducted. Notices were placed in various local
newspapers to announce the public hearings before and during the scheduled hearings. See
Section 1.5.

T1 1-2 A preferred altemative is not required to be included in a Draft EIS. The Council on
Environmental Quality regulations in 40 CFR 1502.14(e) specify that the section on
alternatives in an ELS shall identify the agency's preferred alternative or alternatives, if one or
more exists, in the Draft EIS and identify such alternative(s) in the Final EIS unless another
law prohibits the expression of such a preference; that is, a preferred alternative shall be
identified in the Draft EIS if one exists. If no preferred alternative has been identified at the
Draft EIS stage, a preferred alternative need not be included. By the time the Final EIS is filed,
40 CFR 1502.14(e) presumes the existence of a preferred alternative and requires its
identification in the Final EIS unless another law prohibits the expression of such a preference.

DOE did not have a preferred alternative at the time of issuance of the Draft EIS because of the
complex nature of the proposed action and the potential implications for disposal of GTCC
LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes. For public comment, the Draft EIS presented considerations for
developing a preferred alternative in the Summary (in Section S.6) and in Section 2.9. As
required by 40 CFR 1502.14(e), the Final EIS contains a preferred alternative for the disposal
of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes (see Section 2.10). In developing the preferred
alternative, DOE took into consideration public comments on the Draft EIS, public EIS
scoping comments, and other factors identified in Sections S.6 and 2.9 of the EIS.

7

II

12;

1IS

Holmes Brown, -this is wonderful. It's been a decade,

long time.

HR. BROWN: Must be a pretty boring life.

MR. GREEVES: It's pretty interesting,

actually.

Well, with that, first, I'd like to thank DOE

for putting these meetings on, this one. I'm sorry the

turnout's not a bigger turnout, and so given there's no

time limit, I won't keep you here that long, really.

14 Go

15 John Greeve•

16 beyond mysel

17 Fi

t a few things. I'm representing myself,

s. I'm not representing any organiration

•f. I do have a few commnents.

rat, it's clear DO2 has not provided a

"[TII1-I

TI 1-2

IC

20

3!

22

preferred alternative. ]laving done EISa during my

career, I find that a little unusual. Normally, the

F~ederal Government's required to identify a preferred

alternative, so I'm disappointed that there is no

preferred. '



Greeves, John. Commenter ID No. Til (cont'd)

Scormenting to you if you toll us what your preferred

3 alternative i because I just don't know how hard I

4 need totake this on or support you hecause I don't

Sknow s;hat tho preferred alternative is. So I'm

6 surprised there is no preferred alternative and I

7 wonder. TI 1-2

(Cost.)
5This notion of coming out with a Final £1S

9 with a preferred alternative, that really doesn't give

10 me time to cotasent on the preferred alternative. So

11 something doesn't seema right there. Maybe you should

12" think about a draft or something with the preferred

13 alternative and I'll cozen back and give you my comments

14 then. In any event, so that's really the first comment

3• is I rsuch would have preferred to sea a "preferred

16 alternative" or I'd like to see one in the future, and

I? I think you'll get a little different flavor of

Is comments to the extent that that would happen.

19 And it sort of begs the question do you need a

ae preferred alternative before you go with the Final £IS?

21 50 I'm blithering on hare hut you gave me no time

22 limit, so anyhow.

it



Greeves, John, Commenter ID No. Ti1 (cont'd) Ti11-3 The EIS considered the range of reasonable alternatives for disposal of the inventory of GTCC
LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes identified for inclusion in these analyses. Regarding the use of
mined cavities, DOE does not believe it is reasonable to dispose of GTCC LLRW and GTCC
like waste in a new mined cavity (other than the existing WIPP facility) because of the
potential cost and time it would take to develop such an alternaive in comparison to the
relatively small amount of waste. With regard to existing mines, no specific mine has been
identified as having the proper characteristics for disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike

wastes.
I ~All right. The second commnent. That was all

2 one comment. The second comment is I have read soae of

3your work and I'm a little surprised that you didn't

4 include mine cdvities.

$ I've worked this iasue all over the world.

TI]-36 Most all the people I've talked to have looked at mine

7 cevities for intermediate level waste which is what

Sthis is in the international speak and that's not one

9 of your alternatives. So i'm curious as to why you

w0 didn't consider a mine cavity.

ii' Deep bore holes make some sense. I've seen

•12 the work the department's done in the past but not

13 including a mine cavity struck me as a why not. So at

14 some point you might want to explain why you didn't

Is include a mine cavity approach.

1S For all the reasons that you said earlier, it

17 is very expensive and a lot of other countries are

Is looking at, have looked at mine cavities and it's just

I9 not on your list. SO thtat' the second coment.

20 EBy the way, I have more comments. I'm just

21 not going to give them all to you today. You're

22 grateful for that, P'm sure.



Greeves. John, Commenter ID No. Til (cont'd) Ti11-4 The EIS analyses are based on conceptual engineering information and necessitated the use of
a number of simplifying assumptions. This approach is consistent with NEPA, which requires
such analyses to be made early in the decision-making process. The various land disposal
conceptual designs were assumed to be constructed and operated in a comparable manner at
each of the various sites. Information on the conceptual engineering designs for the three
proposed land disposal methods is provided in Section D.3 of Appendix D in the EIS. By using
the same conceptual designs at all of the sites evaluated in the GTCC BIS, except for cases
where a design did not apply (e.g., an intermediate-depth borehole at a site with shallow
groundwater), the potential impacts (e.g., radionuclides reaching the groundwater) at the
different environmental settings could be readily compared.
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16

17
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The third comment. The NRC requirements for

greater-than-Class C waste, other than putting it in a

deep geologic repository, and you've seen how much

success we've had at that, there are no other standards

for GTCC and so that begs kind of a question i'm going

to end with but along with that, you've done this

evaluation.

I've only preliminarily looked at this, but I

would think that you'd want to look at these sites and

see if any of them could meet a reasonable standard

and, frankly, some of them don't look like they could

meet a reasonable etandard. So why would you carry

them? You know, 200+ millirem for a site and oven

larger numbers, why are they still in the pool?

So I would like to see more of that as you go

through the process and we know at the sites that

clearly are not going to meet any reasonable standard,

that those sires are not going to meet a Part 61

standard, some of the ones you're looking at. So,

anyhow, if you could winnow those out, that would be

quite useful.

Another point is who actually pays for this

TI11-5

The evaluations described above and other factors discussed in Section 2.9 were considered in
the identification of the preferred altemnative described in Section 2.10.

Under the Low-Level Radioactive Waste Policy Amendments Act (P.L. 99-240), DOE is to
identifly options to Congress for ensuring the beneficiaries of the activities resulting in the
generation of GTCC LLRW bear all reasonable costs of dispositioning of such waste.

The Draft EIS included the estimated cost of the GTCC disposal aiternatives in the Summary
(Section S.6.3.4, Chapter 2 (Section 2.9.3.4) and in Appendix D. The Final EIS also includes
these costs in the assessment of each altemnative in the EIS. Cost for implementation based on a
site- or project specific design would be included as part of site-specific NEPA review, as
appropriate.

TI11-4

T1I-5



Greeves, John, Commenter ID No. Til (cont'd) TI11-6 The LLRWPAA (P.L. 99-240) assigns DOE responsibility for the disposal of GTCC LLR.W
generated by NRC and Agreement State licensees. The LLRWPAA (P.L. 99-240) specifies that
GTCC LLRW, designated a federal responsibility under section 3(b)(1)(D) that results from
activities licensed by the NRC, is to he disposed of in an NRC-licensed facility that has been
determined to be adequate to protect public health and safety. However, unless specifically
provided by law, the NRC does not have authority to license and regulate facilities operated by
or on behalf of DOE. Further, the LLRWPAA does not limit DOE to using only non-DOE
facilities or sites for GTCC LLRW disposal. Accordingly, if DOE selects a facility operated by
or on behalf of DOE for disposal of GTCC LLRW for which it is responsible under section
3(b)(1)(D), clarification from Congress would be needed to determine NRC's role in licensing
such a facility and related issues. In addition clarification from Congress may be needed on
NRC's role if DOE selects a commercial GTCC LLR.W disposal facility licensed by an
Agreement State rather than by NRC.

GTC. waste disposal? Maybe it's there and I only read a

portion of the report. And what would be the cost

differential for going from one site to another? It's

a huge document. I didn't read all of it. So if it's

there, greet. Just help me find it. But if it's not,

Itthink that's something you'd want to make transparent

as you go forward with the Final.

Can I ask NRC any questions, by the way? I

can ask but they're net required to respond. Yeah. I

figured that was the answer, In fact, DOE's not going

to respond either. Okay, okay.

But, anyhow, the report rightfully identifies

the Amendments Act, says that this would be a facility

licensed by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission. Well, I

read your report and the report implies that, well,

maybe not, that if it's a DOE facility, that NaC

wouldn't license it. So I'm real curious as to what's

the basis for that and I'm real cufious to NRC's answer

to that question.

Do they feel like they're not the one to

license the facility? The way I reed the Act -- you

know the Act well, Holmes. Maybe we could have a

TI11-5
(Cast.)

TI11-6
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G•reeves, John. Commenter ID No. TiI (cant'd) TI 1-7 The NRC served as a commenting agency on the GTCC EIS and therefore did not activelyparticipate in the preparation of the GTCC EIS. Issues associated with potential regulatory
changes or NRC licensing would be addressed as necessary to enable implementation.

3 little sidebar conversation about this. The way I read

2 it was it was licensed by the Nuclear Regulatory

3Commission, period. There wasn't any doubt in my mind

4 a couple ot decades ago. So you don't have to give me

S an answer. I'll ask you after the meeting.

6 .So that's something. I know there's a letter

7 on the record asking the NRC what their comments are,

a' so I'll look forward to their comments in answering

9 that queatibn, and I don't quite understand where DOE's

ie concluded that NRC would 'net license a DOE site. I'm

33 just not clear. That needs to be quite transparent

22 before a Finai EIS is done.

33 You know, I'd just comment, because this is

34 what this is about, I think that having an independent

13 regulator review this type of activity is quite good, TII-7

36 quite robust, being a former tegulator, end I think you

37 gain a lot of credibility.

38 The Congress saw the wisdom of pu~tting NRC in

IC the equation on the 311l6 legislation for th•e waste

232 incidental rcprocessing and, you know, DOE didn't have

23 to answer to anybody prior to that point in time but

22 they do now and NRC is doing all that work. So it's



Greeves, John. Commenter ID No. Tll (cont'd)
Ti11-8 Standards for disposal of GTCC and GTCC-Iike waste have yet to be established. However,

the GTCC EIS analysis provides for the comparative evaluation of the impacts between
alternatives. The results of the evaluation presented in the EIS are sufficient to inform the
selection of sites and methods for disposal.
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not unprecedented and my commnent is I think that,

regardless of what it is, having an independent

regulatory review NRC would be fine, as far as I'm

concerned, but not having anybody is not a good idea.

Okay. And then I'm not going to keep you much

longer. The last comment is not having a standard for

GTCC is a iproblem. We've got a lot of experience at

Yuccg Mountain doing standards on the fly and you see

how that's worked out.

So I'm not sure how you're going to deal with

this commaent, but you're doing an ETS and you don't

really have a standard for this facility and it didn't

work so well at Yucca Mountain doingit on the fly.

That thing went on for decades and I'm very familiar

with that, unfortunately.

So that's my last comment today and I'd

actually like to hear the answers to all these, but I

think V'm going to have to wait awhile to see some of

that.

So I think that comes to about five different

comments and sorry I took so long, but it doesn't look

like there's anybody beating me up to get out of the

TII-8



Greeves. John. Commenter ID No. Tll (cont'd)

!i

I way, and I'm sorry I wasn't able to deliver my

2 PowerPoint slides buit just I've been overruled on that.

3 So, all right. Good. Thanks for listening

4 and I'll look forward to hearing how these comments get

3 addressedi over time. If you want some more, I've got a

a couple of others but I'm kind of holding those till

s June 27th ur whatever that date is.

£ All right. Thank you.



Griffith, Lorie. Commenter ID No. W370 W370-1 There is a relatively small amount of waste which could be transported through the Columbia
River Gorge regardless of the final decision as to the disposal site selected for GTCC LLRW.
The waste would include actinide sealed sources and Cs-137 irradiators from local medical
institutions, research facilities, universities, and other NRC and Agreement State licensees.

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

gt cceiswebmasters'@anl~gov
Thursday, June 23, 2•011 3:50 PM
gtcceiswebmasten@antgov
Receipt: Grealer-Than-Closs-C L~ow-Levei Radioactive Waste FIS Comment GTCCI0370

Thane you for your comeonut, Lonle Griffith.

The comment teaching number that hat been amigneed to your comment is GTCC103570. Please refer to the comment
tracking number in alt correspondence relating to this comment,

Comment Date: June 23, 2011 03:49:4RPM CDT

Greater-Than-Ciass-C Low-Levei Radioactive Waste EIS Draft Comment: GTCCI037O

First Neme: torte
tact Name: Griffith
Organization: Friends of thle Columbia Gorge

Address': 4068 iceethorpe Wy

City: West Unn

State: OR
Zip: 97055

Country: USA
Email: tomiorie~cocmcast~net

Privacy Preference: Don't withhold name or address from public record

comment Submitted: -

tDo eat ahloy any nuctear waste through the Gorge. l-andford ReesvPatlon is one of the most polluted piaces on earth.[ W370-l
Stop the madness!

Qulestions about submitting• comments over the Web? Contact us at: vtcceiswehmasterd~nel.euov or call the Greater-
7han-Ciass-C Low-Levet Radioactive Waste EIS Webmaster at 16301 252-5705.



Grimaldi, Richard, Commenter ID No. W468

From: gtcceiswebmaster@ant.gav
Sent: "'Sawurday, June 21, 20.111:23 Al
To: stcceiswebmnaster@anlgoe
Subject: Receipt: Greater-Than-Class-C Low-Level Radioactive Waste tIS Comment 6TCC5046S

Thank you for your comment, Richard Orimaidi.

The comment tracking number that has been assigned to your comment is I5TCC5O46 8. Please refer to the comment
tracking number in all correspondence relating to this comment.

Comment Date:Jlune 25. 20311 11:22:33AM CDT

Greater-Tban-Ctass-C tow-Level Radloactivo Waste EIS Draft Comment: GTCC104OB

First Name: Richard
Last Name: Orimaldi
Clty• Eugene
State: Oil
Zip.: 97403•
Country: USA
Emanil: rcme~t~r
Prieacy Preeerence: Don't waithhold name or address from public record

Comment Sabmitted:
I •m very concerned about this proposal! Hantford utready has numerous serious problems, that are on schsedule to be W465-1
cteaned up by 2050!1 the truth is that Hanford can't be cleaned up If UStIot odds any more waste to be baried in
boreholes or landlills- the wastes In existing soil trenches and ditches and froma tank leaks need to be removed. tiesides,I
extremely radioactive wastes belong in deep underground repositories, not In landfills. boreholes, or vaults, The W465-2

comment date needs to be unleaded and the issues and public input potential way more pubfictzedl

Questions about submitting comments over the Web? Contact us at: utnceiswebmaster @aanIov or call the Greater-
Tha n-Class.C Law-Level Radioactive Waste EIS Webmaster at (530) 252-5705.

W468-1 DOE's ROD 78 FR 75913 dated December 13, 2013, stated that DOE has deferred a decision
on importing waste from other DOE sites (with limited exceptions as described in the
Settlement Agreement with Ecology) for disposal at Hanford at least until WTP is operational.
For information on DOE's preferred alternative see GTCC ELS Chapter 2.

W468-2 DOE agrees that use of a geologic repository would be a protective and safe method for the
disposal of the entire inventory of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes. The GTCC EIS
evaluation for the WIPP geologic repository alternative supports this statement. However, the
degree of waste isolation provided by a geologic repository may not be necessary for all of the
GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes evaluated in the GTCC EIS, The GTCC EIS evaluation
indicates that certain wastes (e.g., those containing short-lived radionuelides such as
Cs-137 irradiators) could be safely disposed of in properly designed land disposal facilities at
sites with suitable characteristics, such as low precipitation rates, high soil distribution
coefficients, and sufficient depths to groundwater.

While 10 CFR Part 61 identifies one NRC-approved method for GTCC LLRW disposal
(disposal in a geologic repository), these regulations also indicate that other disposal methods
could be approved. The GTCC EIS evaluates three land disposal methods (i.e., trench,
borehole, and vault). The GTCC EIS evaluation indicates that land disposal methods employed
at sites with suitable characteristics would be viable and safe alternatives for the disposal of
GTCC LLRW.

A Notice of Availability (NOA) for the Draft GTCC EIS was published in the Federal Register
on February 25, 2011 (76 FR 10574), and it began a 120-day public comment period that
ended on June 27, 2011. This 120-day comment period is longer than the required 45-day
comment period. All comments received on the Draft EIS were considered in the preparation
of this EIS and are presented in Section J.3.

S
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Guerrero, Jiovani. Commenter ID No. T133 T133-I Shipments of GTCC LLRW and GTCC LLW to a disposal facility would be on preferred
routes, which are interstate highways or alternative routes designated by a state routing agency
in accordance with DOT regulations (49 CFR Part 397, Subpart D). The GTCC EIS evaluation
indicates that transportation of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes to a more centralized
disposal facility would result in lower overall human health risks compared to managing the
wastes at multiple locations and can be conducted in a safe manner based on compliance with
comprehensive regulatory requirements and past experiences. About 12,600 truck shipments
would be required to transport all of the GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes to the Hanford
Site for disposal. This would result in about 50 million km (30 million mi) of highway travel,
with no expected latent cancer fatalities (see Section 6.2.9.1).
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?O0. 55032: Jiovani will be followed by Jason

DaviS.

NR. GUtRKtRO: Good evening. Nly naume is Jiovani

Guerrero. I'm an Aloha High School student. After

bearing about the trucks loaded with radioactive

waste. I've been thinking about the dangers that

occur, in the place I consider ret home. I used to

live in california, Salinas, and then in Neaico. Zrn

IMesico, you don't even imagine the pollution there.

And in California, my family Used to have bad

allergies, and we always thought about coving out of

state. The first thing I saw in oregon was the fresh

air, and I guess I liked it, and we came here. I was

surprised. It was beautiful, fresh sir, and I had

family here, and they told me it was really-mice.

And after a while, my fanily noticed their allergies

wont away. An~d I love Oregon, and I wast it to stay

that way, and r consider Oregon as my home.

16R. riRewa, Jason Davls. And Georgia Pinkel

will follow.

T133-1



Haber. Richard, Comimenter ID No. W451

From: c, g¢eiwebmaster@anld ov

Sent: Friday. June 24. 2011 9;17 PM

To: gtcceisebruaster @anligov
Subject: Receipt: 0reator-Thart-Clase-C Low-Level Radioactive Waste 115 Comment GTCC1O4SI

Tha~k you for" your comment. Richard Fibe,,.

The comment tracking number that has been assigned to your- comment is GTCCIO451. Ptease refer tO the comment

tracking number, in alt correspondence relating to this cOmment.

Comment Date: June 24, 2011 09:16:3SPM COT

Greoter-Than-Class-C Low-Level Radioactive Waste EItS Oralt Comment: GTCC1O4S1

First Name: Richardt

Last Name: Haber

Organization: RenO t.W.W.

.City:
State:
Zip:
Country: USA
Emait: jpo m?2Pema.co

Pritvacy Preference: Withhold address onip/from p~blic record

Comment Submitted:
GTCC Low-t eve] Radioactive Waste and GTCC-Like Waste is dangerous, where the use of remote handling equipment is
needed, your plan tO deposit 98% of the radioactivity frotm commercial nuclear reactors around the country in 4 -

unacceptable, for ANeWHERE on earth, Most of t he waste will not need disposal for at least 20 y/ears; TAKE THAT TiMEW4 -

TO MACI OTHER PLANS.

Questions about submitting comments; over the Web? Contact tan at: etcceinswvbmaster~aan.eo or call the Greater.

Than-Class-C tow-tevel Radioactime Waste 11S Webmaster at {630) 252.570S.

W45 I-1 The scope of this EIS is adequate to inform decision-making for the disposal of GTCC LLRW
and GTCC-like waste. Sufficient information is available to support the current decision-
making process to identify (an) appropriate site(s) and method(s) to dispose of the limited
amount of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like waste identified in the EIS.

DOE believes that this EIS process is not premature and is in compliance with NEPA. On the
basis of an assumed starting date of 2019 for disposal operations, more than half (about
6,700 ma [240,000 fi] of the total GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike waste inventory of 12,000 ma
[420,000 fl3]) is projected to be available for disposal between 2019 and 2030. An additional
2,000 ma (71,000 W) would become available for disposal between 2031 and 2035. This
information is presented in Figure 3.4.2-1. DOE believes this EIS is timely, especially given
the length of time necessary to develop a GTCC waste disposal facility.

DOE developed this EIS to support a decision on selecting a disposal facility or facilities for
GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like waste, to address legislative requirements, to address national
security concemns (especially for sealed sources), and to protect public health and safety. The
purpose and need for the proposed action, as discussed above, is stated in the EIS (Section 1.1).
The scope of the EIS is focused on addressing the need for developing a disposal capability for
the identified inventory of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes. DOE plans a tiered decision-
making process, in which DOE would conduct further site-specific NEPA reviews before
implementing an alternative ultimately selected on the basis of this EIS.



Hagen, Jon, Commenter ID No. W390 W390-1 There is a relatively small amount of waste which would be transported through the Columbia
River Gorge regardless of the final decision as to the disposal site selected for GTCC LLRW.
The waste would include actinide sealed sources and Cs-137 irradiators from local medical
institutions, research facilities, universities, and other NRC and Agreement State licensees.

From:
Sent
To:
Subject:

.gtcceiawebmaster@a nl.gov
Thursday, lune 23, 2011 5:31 PM
gtcceinwnbmaotec@anLgoe
Receipt: Greater-Than-Clans-C Low-Levei Radioactive Waste ItS comment GTCC1O3SO

Thank you for ypur comment, Jon Hagen..

The comment traeking number that has been assigned to your comment is GTCC1O3t1O, Please refer to the comment
tracking number in aji correopondence reiating to this comment.

Comment Date: Juan 23, 2011 05:30:24PM CDT

Greater-Than-Ciass.C Low-Level Radioactive Waste EIS Drain Comment: GTCCI03S0

First Name: Jon
Last Name: Hagen
City: Portland, Oregon
Country:. USA
Email: .ioeefellowsodx~rcomaastnet
Privacy Prelference: Don't withhold name or address from pubiic record

Comment Submitted:
Please, NO trucking of waste through our Columbia River Gorge. Has the world gone mad? I sometimes thirk uo, an
increasingly insensitive proposals emerge without ceasing from those who should know batter. Jon HageR

Questions about submitting comiments over the Web? Contact us at: etccelsvwebmaster atan.eov or call the Glreoter-
Than-Ctass-C Low-Level Radioactive Wasttu E1 Webmaster at 16301 252-5705.

W390- I



Hahn. John. Comnmenter ID No. W288 W288-1 There is a relatively small amount of waste which would be transported through the Columbia
River Gorge regardless of the final decision as to the disposal site selected for GTCC LLRW.
The waste would include actinide sealed sources and Cs-137 irradiators from local medical
institutions, research facilities, universities, and other NRC and Agreement State licensees.
DOE's ROD 78 FR 75913 dated December 13, 2013, stated that DOE has deferred a decision
on importing waste from other DOE sites (with limited exceptions as described in the
Settlement Agreement with Ecology) for disposal at Hanford at least until WTP is operational.

W288-2 See response to W288-1.From;
Sent:
To:
Subject:

gtcceinwebnsastnr@ani~gov
Thursday, June 26. 2011 11:56 PM
gt¢ceiswebmastrr~anl.gov
Receipt. Oreater-Than.Ciuss-C Lo,,tP evei P-adioacti,,e Waste RIO Commont GTCC12o88

Thank you for your comment, John Hahn.

The comment tracting number that has been assigned to your comment is G2TCCIO288. Please refer to thre comment

tracking number In oil correspondence relating to this comment.

Comment Date: June 1"6, 2011 11:55:55PM COT

Greuter-Tban-Ciaos-C Low-Levet Radioactive Waste EIS Draft Comment; GTCc10?88

First Name: John

Middle tnitial: F

Last Name: Hahnt
Address: 9405 SW.Viewpoint Terrace
City: Portland
State-: OR
Zip: 97219
Country: USA
tmatt:0 lhnt.heedur~rnc ast~n et
Privacy Preference: Don't withrhoid name or addmess fronm pubtic record

Comment Submitted:
Sirs, Please don't consider tracking more nuclear waste through the Colombia Riler gorge. it is too unique a place to be W288-1
endanitered in thin aIwl contact my seaosand representatives as well. Hanford needs to ibe Cleaned up rather wI 5-

Questions about submitting comments over ttme Web? Contact us at: sinceiswebmaster@, antrov or call thme Greater-

Than-Class-C Lom-level Radioactive Waste lEI Webmastor at (6S0) 252-5705.



Hall. Camille, Commenter ID No. W189 W189-1 DOE's ROD 78 FR 75913 dated December 13, 2013, stated that DOE has deferred a decision
on importing waste from other DOE sites (with limited exceptions as described in the
Settlement Agreement with Ecology) for disposal at Hanford at least until WTP is operational.
For information on DOE's preferred alternative see GTCC EIS Chapter 2.

W189-2 See response to W189-1.

Prom:
Sent:

To:
Subject:

gtcceiswebmaster@anl.rjov
Thursday, June 16, 2011 12.:21 AM
gtcceismebnmaster@anl.gov

,Receipt: Greater-Than-Class-C Low-Level Radioactive Waste tis comment 6TCC10189

Thank you far your comment. Camille Hail.

The comment tracking number that has been assigned to your comment is GTCC1G089. Please refer to the comment
tracking number in all correspondence relating to this comment.

Coremeet Dote: June 16. 2011 '12:20:45AM CDT

Greater-Than-Class-C Low-Level Radioactive Waste E13 Draft Comment: GTCC101S9

First Name: Camille
Middle Initial: M
Last Name: flail
Country: USA
Privacy Preference: Donet withhold name or address from public record

Commeet Submitted:
Secretory Chu and Mr. Edelman:

I urge you to remove the Hanford Nuclear Reservation froni thre U.S. Department ef gnergy's list of candidate sites for a
permanent nuclear waste dump situ to store radioactive materials coming from acrossathe United States. Hanford is the I WI189-1
wrong ptace to tra adport and dispsose of more highly dangerous radioactive material,

Hanford is already the mast contaminated site in the Western Hemisphere and the Department of Eneng r/Ia already
ungagstl in one of the largess and most complex cleanup projects in U.S. history at Hanford. The camber one priority
should be to stop waste from leaking into the Columbia iRiver and clean up the esistleg vwaste at Hanford. No new
nuclear waste should be stored at Hanford.

Thank you.

Questions about submitting comments ove r the Web? Contact us at: etccelswebmauteryna.lKonv or call the Greater-
Than-Class-C Loin-Inete Radioactive Wsste EIS Webmaster an (6a0) 252•-S705.

W189-2



Hannah'. Frances, Commenter ID No. W106

From:
Sent:
To"
Subject:

glccelnwebmatter@anl~gov
Wednesday, June 15, 2011 7ct3 PM
gtcceisnnebmvstnrl~anl~gov
Receipt: Oweater-Than-Class.C LevY- Level Radioactive Waste 115 Commenit GTCCI01O6

I hank you for your comment, Frances Hannah.

The comment traucking number that has been assigned to your coruwent is GTCCI10O6. Please refer to the comment

trucking number in nil correspondence relating to this comment

Comment Date: June15., 2055 ti7:12:42PM CDT

GreaterThan.Clasn-C Low-Lenel Radioactive Waste EIS Dr[Il Comment: GTCC101O6

First Name: Frances

Last Name: Hannah
Organisatios: Friends of the Columbia Gorge

City: Vancouver

State: WA
Zip: 98683

,Country: USA
Privacy Preference: Den't withhold essne or address fream public record

Comment Submitted:
Please, please do not allow radlo active materiai to be trucked through the Columbia Gorge area. Every time we tune

around, someone wants to endanger thid beautiful, pristine area. We ace trying to preserve it far our children and

generatIons to come. If you haven't visited thin area, please do. Yeu will see why we feel as me do.

Thank yea, Frances Hannah

Questlons about submittlng comments over the Web? Contact us at: etcceinwehmastterant.en'.v or call the Greater-

"fhan-Class-C Low-Level Radioactive Waste EIS Webmaster at 1630),252-5705.

W106-l DOE's ROD 78 FR 75913 dated December 13, 2013, stated that DOE has deferred a decision
on importing waste from other DOE sites (with limited exceptions as described in the
Settlement Agreement with Ecology) for disposal at Hanford at least until WTP is operational.

If DOE decides to implement its preferred alternative for the TC&WM EIS, GTCC LLRW and
GTCC-Iike wastes would not be shipped through the Columbia River Gorge for disposal at the
Hanford Site until the waste treatment plant is operational. However, regardless of where the
GTCC waste disposal facility is ultimately located, a relatively small amount of GTCC LLRW
and GTCC-like wastes may be transported through the Columbia River Gorge on their way to
the disposal facility. The waste would be generated within the states of Oregon and
Washington and would include actinide sealed sources and Cs-137 irradiators from local
medical institutions, research facilities, universities, and other NRC and Agreement State
licensees.

The transportation of radioactive waste will meet or exceed DOT and NRC regulatory
requirements that promote the protection of human health and the environment. These
regulations include requirements for radioactive materials packaging, marking, labeling,
placarding, shipping papers, and highway routing. The waste shipments would be on preferred
routes, which are interstate highways or alternative routes designated by a state routing agency
in accordance with DOT regulations (49 CFR Part 397, Subpart D). The GTCC LLRW and
GTCC-like wastes would be shipped in approved waste packages and transportation casks. The
robust nature of these casks limits the potential release of radioactive and chemically hazardous
material under the severest of accident conditions. It is unlikely that the transportation of
GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes to any of the alternative sites evaluated in the EIS would
cause an additional fatality as a result of radiation from either incident-free transportation or
postulated transportation accidents.

The EIS evaluated the transportation impacts from the shipments that would be required to
dispose of all of the GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes at the various disposal sites. The EIS
addressed the collective population risks during routine conditions and accidents, the
radiological risks to the highest exposed individuals during routine conditions, and the
consequences to individuals and populations as a result of transportation accidents, including
those that could release radioactive or hazardous chemical materials. About 12,600 shipments
would be required to transport all of the GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes to the Hanford
Site for disposal. This would result in about 50 million km (30 million mi) of highway travel,
with no expected LCFs. One fatality directly related to an accident might occur (see
Section 6.2.9.1).

DOE's standard operating procedure for transportation of radioactive waste is developed and
continually revised to ensure that the utmost protection of public health and the environment is
achieved and that the risk of a traffic accident is minimized. For example, DOE has established
a comprehensive emergency management program (Transportation Emergency Preparedness
Program or TEPP) that provides detailed, hazard specific planning and preparedness measures
to minimize the health impacts from accidents involving loss of control over radioactive
material or toxic chemicals. DOE's TEPP was established to ensure that its contractors and
state, tribal, and local emergency responders are prepared to respond promptly, efficiently, and
effectively to accidents involving DOE shipments of radioactive materials.

If an accident that involved a release of radioactive material to the environment occurred, it
would be remediated promptly in accordance with these procedures. These measures would
help DOE minimize and mitigate any impacts on the environment.

Sw106-l



Hansen. Clifford, Commenter iD No. T48 T48-1 The EIS considered the range of reasonable alternatives for disposal of the inventory of GTCCLLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes identified for inclusion in these analyses. An intermediate-depth
borehole is included in the analysis.

The effects of climate change are discussed in the EIS to the extent practicable. SiteLspecific
NEPA reviews would be conducted as needed and would take another look at potential impacts

46 from climate change issues, as appropriate•

2

3 MR. aROWN:' Thanks very much.

4 N~ext speaker is Clifford hansen, and he will

S be followed by tNalter Barbuck.

6 MR. MfARSEN: Good evening. I'o a resident

7 and citizen of the State of Nevada and Clark county. i

8 appreciate DOE's taking the time to invite public

9 commaent on this Oraft EIS, which I found to be a well

10 organized and well written document.

11 I would call DOE's attention to a couple of

12 points on which the document was silent, and 1 would

13 encoutrage their discussion of these issues in their

14 0Final EIS. The first being that the current inventory

iS of sealed sources, which comprises a large volume of

16 what's on band now and contains many of the larger

17. migrated radionuclldes of concern, in terms of this

18 volume end the geometry of those objects would suggest

19 disposal in very deep boreholes would he an option that
T48-1

20 should be considered and which the RIS did not.

21 very deep borehole disposal is discussed in

22 several technical reports thaIt are available to the

23 public and would put these radionu<clides beyond the

24 reach of credible groulndwater wells and thereby remove

25 them from the biosphere.
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1 I would else comment that the Draft UtS did

2 not consider the use of chemical barriers for shallow

S disposal options. IThat appeared to be backfilled with

4 sand or local materials was suggested for the

S inters~odiate depth boreholes. These materials would

6 not necessarily provide absorption barrier that would

7 prevent the movement of the disposed radionuclidos,

S should any water infiltrate down to the disposal area.
T48-1

S And it wueld appear that, from an engineering (Cast.)

10 perspective, the addition of a chemical, barrier would

11 be a relatively easy improvement.

12 And, finally, I did not find in the EIS a

13 discu~sion of the effects ott the disposal systems and

14 rho range of future climate scenarios. It's not clear

15 to me whether thoso were required to be discussed at

16 this stage. - But certainly in the Final ETS, I would

17 hope that the DOE would give those consideration.

18 I will aubmit my cojmsonts in written form to

19 the record. Thank you.

S
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0
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Hartford, Susan, Commenter ID No. W290 W290-1 There is a relatively small amount of waste which would be transported through the Columbia
River Gorge regardless of the final decision as to the disposal site selected for GTCC LLRW.
The waste would include actinide sealed sources and Cs-137 irradiators from local medical
institutions, research facilities, universities, and other NRC and Agreement State licensees.

DOE's ROD 78 FR 75913 dated December 13, 2013, stated that DOE has deferred a decision
on importing waste from other DOE sites (with limited exceptions as described in the
Settlement Agreement with Ecology) for disposal at Hanford at least until WTP is operational.
For information on DOE's preferred alternative see GTCC EIS Chapter 2.

W290-2 See response to W290-1.

Fromt:
Sentc

SubJectv

gtcceiswebmastler@anl.gov
•Friday. June 17, 2011 12:31 AM

0lcceiswrebmsster@anl.gov
Receipt: Greater-Than-Class-C Low-Level Radioactive Waste FIS comment GTCC1025O

Thank you for your comment, Susan Hlartford.

The co•mment tracking numiber that has b~en assigned to your comment Is GTCC10290, Please refer to the comment
tracking number in all correspondence relating to thils comment.

comment Oats: June 17, 2011 12:30:45AM COT

Greater-Than-Clast-C Losw-Level Itudioactivo Waste E1S Draft CommenC GTCCI02"SO

First Naree: Susan
Middle Initial: R
Last Name: Hartford
Address: 3S80 Thomsen ltd.
City: Hood Riser
State: OR
Zip: 97031
•Country. USA
Email: ;ha r tford~era beromall~Cnml
Privacy Preference: conet withhold name or address from public record

Commeset Submitted:'
I have lined In tined River with tiy family for tile lust 30 years. l and my family ore very oppoted to the proposed
trucking of radioactive materials through elhe Columbia Gorge Scenic area end on to Hanford. Trucks are subject to
accidente; just one accident resulting in spilling of radioactive material could be catastrophic to humans and wnildlife.
Hanford has enough problem with leakinlg radioactive substances.,,it makes no sense to add lurthser to the problem.
In addition to those Issues, tilere needs so be a more thorough Environmental Impact Statement.
Thankls for your attention to this,..Susan Hartford

Questions abotut submitting comments seer lisa Web? Contact us at: et nswhtutnrt~agnga or call the Greater.
Than-class-c Low-Level Radioactivo Waste EIS Webmaster at 16301 252-5705.

W290-1I

J W290-2



.Hatcher, Lynn, Commenter ID No. W433 W433-1 DOE's ROD 78 FR 75913 dated December 13, 2013, stated that DOE has deferred a decision
on importing waste from other DOE sites (with limited exceptions as described in the
Settlement Agreement with Ecology) for disposal at Hanford at least until WTP is operational. '

For information on DOE's preferred alternative see GTCC EIS Chapter 2.

From: gtcceisv.'ebmastetya nl~gov
Sent: 'Friday. June 24, 2011 1:12 PM
To: gt~cciswebmaster @anl~gov
Subject: Rteceipt: Gteater-Thtae.Class-C Lovi-Level Resdioactive Waste ItS Comment GTCC10433

Thank you for your comment, Lynn Hatcher.

The comment trackdnO number that has been assigned to your comment in GTCClO43y. Please refer to the comment

tracking number in all correspondence relating to this comment.

comment Date: June 24, 2011 01:11:37PM CDT

ttreater.Than.Ci nsa-C Low-Level Radoauctive Waste EiS Draft comment: GTcc1o433

FIrst Name: Lynn
Lust Name: Hatcher
State: WA
Country: USA
Privacy Preference: Den't withhold name or address from public record

comment Submitted: I

Don't pass this mesa on to eur Great Greait Great Grandchiidrerni W433-t

tuuestions babut submitting comtnents over the Web? Contact us at: etcinu@masteqr~anl.eov or call the Greuter-

Titan-Class-C Low.Levei Radioactive Watte 115 Webmaster ut (6301 2S2-S705.



Hawkins. William. Commenter ID No. W550

Pronsi
Sentt
To:
Subject:

gtcceiswebmaster@antgovMonday, June 27, 2011 7.02 PM
gtcceiswebmnster@antgov
Receipt: Greater.lthan-Class-C Low-Level Radioactive Waste tIS Comment GTCC1O55O

Thank you for your comment. William Hawkins.

The c:omment tracking number that has been assigned to your comment is GTCC1O5SO. Please refer to the comment

tracking number in all correspondence relating to this comment.

Comment Date: June 27, 2011 07;01:35PM CDT

Greater-Than-Clast-C Law-Level Radioactive Waste EIS Draft Comenast: GTCC1O5S5

First Name: Wijliam
Last Name: Hawkins
Address: 27 W. Interdly Ave
City: Everett
State: WA
Zip: 98204-2731
Country: USA
Email: biilhaw~kl( frontier.ram
Privacy Preference: Don't withhoid name or address from public record

Comment Submitted:
I have been following Hanford cieanup issues for too many yearn and can't believe that betore cleaning up thu site the
government plans to add more radioactive waste. .W550-i

Excuse me but this idea is Insane.

All such radioactive waste needs to be placed in deep geologic repositories. None should be put near the surface. None
should be where it can eat In ground or surface waters. None abould be put where it can easily he disturbed or dispersed W550-2
by wind, rain, erosion or fire. None should be placed easily avaliable to feel terrorism.

And what shout the risk of trucking such waste to the State of Washington? Who will bear that cost? Whose child wilt
inadvertently and unknowlngly receive an unnecessary dose? The public is exposed to radiazion during transit and there
is an elevated risk of public exposure fronm an accident or terrorism. eringing what appears to be close to 30.000 w550-3
truckloads of radioactive waste over our public highways is simply unacceptable.

One only has to review the ongoing disruptions in Japan due to the Fulstshimr. nuclear accident. Thousands of
Futaushimat Prefecture residents are being screened for thyvroid radiation eaposure aolI write this. Food from vegetables
tO teas have been removed from the marketplace. Farm aninauls had lo be evacuated. The surrounding oceans are
contaminated mitth radioactivity. Cities have been evacuated. School children base to wear radiation monitors, Soils ore
being scraped from schoolyards. People are urinating radioactive substances. Houses lay vacant. Radiation is
concentrating in sewder sludge. etc- etc. etc.

W550-1 DOE's ROD 78 FR 75913 dated December 13, 2013, stated that DOE has deferred a decision
on importing waste from other DOE sites (with limited exceptions as described in the
Settlement Agreement with Ecology) for disposal at Hanford at least until WTP is operational.
For information on DOE's preferred alternative see GTCC EIS Chapter 2.

W550-2 DOE agrees that use of a geologic repository would be a protective and safe method for the
disposal of the entire inventory of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes. The GTCC EIS
evaluation for the WIPP geologic repository alternative supports this statement. However, the
degree of waste isolation provided by a geologic repository may not be necessary for all of the
GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes evaluated in the GTCC EIS. The GTCC EIS evaluation
indicates that certain wastes (e.g., those containing short-lived radionuclides such as
Cs-137 irradiators) could be safely disposed of in properly designed land disposal facilities at
sites with suitable characteristics, such as low precipitation rates, high soil distribution
coefficients, and sufficient depths to groundwater.

While 10 CFR Part 61 identifies one NRC-approved method for GTCC LLRW disposal
(disposal in a geologic repository), these regulations also indicate that other disposal methods
could be approved. The GTCC EIS evaluates three land disposal methods (i.e., trench,
borehole, and vault). The GTCC EIS evaluation indicates that land disposal methods employed
at sites with suitable characteristics would be viable and safe alternatives for the disposal of
GTCC LLRW.

W550-3 Shipments of GTCC LLRW and GTCC like waste to a disposal facility would be on preferred
routes, which are interstate highways or alternative routes designated by a state routing agency
in accordance with DOT regulations (49 CER Part 397, Suhpart D). The GTCC EIS evaluation
indicates that transportation of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes to a more centralized
disposal facility would result in lower overall human health risks compared to managing the
wastes at multiple locations and can be conducted in a safe manner based on compliance with
comprehensive regulatory requirements and past experiences. About 12,600 truck shipments
over 60 years would be required to transport all of the GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes to
the Hanford Site for disposal. This would result in about 50 million km (30 million mi) of
highway travel, with no expected latent cancer fatalities (see Section 6.2.9.1).



Hawkins. William. Commenter ID No. W550 (cont'd)

This nuclear accident has become lihe most expen,,ive Industrial accident In world history never wind the earthquake
tsunami damage.

Their was a time before life existed when our whole planet was too oet' to support life. it took blilionso of years for that
to change and then in his wisdom, man uncorked the atomic gene and now the whole world haa been costaminoted
once again. And now you want to bring more tosic waste to our state so you can make it cheaper and easter to produce
eveo mote waste that oever shouid have bess brought into existence.

Isay, No. No. No.

Questions about submitting comments user the Web? Contact us at: etcieemssterrrt!Pn, ev or call the Greater-
Than-Claes-C Low-level Radiovetive Waste EIS Webmaster at (630) 252-5705.



Hayden, Mary. Commenter ID No. W322 W322-l There is a relatively small amount of waste which would be transported through the Columbia
River Gorge regardless of the final decision as to the disposal site selected for GTCC LLRW.
The waste would iniclude actinide sealed sources and Cs-137 irradiators from local medical
institutions, research facilities, universities, and other NRC and Agreement State licensees.

DOE's ROD 78 FR 75913 dated December 13, 2013, stated that DOE has deferred a decision
on importing waste from other DOE sites (with limited exceptions as described in the
Settlement Agreement with Ecology) for disposal at Hanford at least until WTP is operational.
For information on DOE's preferred alternative see GTCC EIS Chapter 2.Front:1

Sent:
To:
SubJect:

gtcceisvebmaste r@anl.gov

Monday. June 20. 2011 10.03 AM
gtccciswebmaster@anl~gov
Receipt. Greaier-Than-Clasn-C Low-Level Radioactive Waste EIS comment GTCC1O322

Thank you for your comment, Mary Hayden.

The comment tracking number that has been assigned to your comment in GTCC10322. Please reter to the comment
tracking number In all correspondence retating to this comment.

Comment Date: June 20. 2011 10):03:40AM cOT

Greater-ThanI-Class-C Low-Level Radioactive Waste EIS Draft Comment: GTCCI0322

First Name: Mary'
Middle Initial: K

Last Name: Hayden

Address:

City:

State:I

Zip:

country: USA
Email:h bayovln~comcavt.nei
Privacy Prelereece: Withhold address only from public record

Comra nt Submtlned:
l am yeey unhappyf at the prospect of storage of trucked-ia nuclear waste at Hanford, Washington. This site already has
multiple old lealeta tnic and in not suitahie for what it already has macis less new waste. Alto, ihe route to hianlord is the
Columbia Gorge, Il-R4, NationalScenic Area, The route has heavy truck traflic, Icy minter drivng conditions, and many W322-1

areas of human use and habitation vulnerable should a spill occor. This is just a stupid idea. Please re-think Skis.

Questions about submiltlsg comments over the Web? Contact us at: ptcceiswebmnsteraanlprov or call the Greater-
.. Than-Class-C Law-Level Radioactive Waste EIS Webmaster at (630) 252-5705:



Raves, Rose, Commenter ID No. T5 T5-l The disposal methods and sites evaluated in the EIS represent the range of reasonable
alternatives for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes. This range is consistent
with NEPA implementing regulations in Parts 1500-1508 of Title 40 of the Code of Federal
Regulations (40 CFR Parts 1500-1508). In this GTCC EIS, DOE analyzed a range of disposal
methods (i.e., geologic repository, near-surface trench, intermediate-depth borehole, and
above-grade vault) and federally owned sites (i.e., Hanford Site, INL, LANL, NNSS, SRS, and
the WIPP Vicinity) as well as generic commercial locations. DOE has determined that it was
reasonable to analyze these federal sites because they currently have operating radioactive
waste disposal facilities, except for the WIPP Vicinity, which is near an operating geologic
repository. Final siting ofra disposal facility for GTGC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes would
involve further NEPA review as needed and be in accordance with applicable laws and
regulations and would include local stakeholder and tribal government involvement.
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MR. BROWN: Thank you, David. Ce. Rose Hayes, and

Sarah Taylor will he next.

DR. ROSE HAYES: Good evening and thank you so

such for coming to our community to seek out the

public's opinion on your proposed environnmntai impact

statement. I think that a number of people were we to

do a public opinion poll in the Aiken-savannab River

area would indicate that they're not comfortable with

the idea Of Savannah River receiving any more nuclear

waste materials. Many people in out area feel that the

Savannah River Site is becoming a sort of a nuclear

waste dump or Yucca Mountain Plan a and it is not

stodted or tosted for permanent or long-tent storage of

nuclear waste materials. It is a site that was planned

to. proness certain kinds Of legacy materials, beth--and

research materials that are both foreign and domestic

in origin and to disposition those materials offoite.

And for a long time, as you all know, Yucca Mountain

was the proposed federal repository fox receiving that

waste. The waste--the inventory at Savannah River now

includes hut certainly is not limited to

greater-than-elass C low-level radioactive waste, 31

million gallons of liquid radioactive waste in 49 old,

underground tanks, tons of mon-liquid plutoniun and

T5-1



Haves, Rose, Commenter ID No. T5 (cont'd) T5-2 See response to 15-1.
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1 uranium lift from the Cold War nuclear weapons

2 production era, that's what we call the legacy waste as

3 opposed to spent nuclear foot or nuclear fuel f roe

4 commercial reactors. There is a faciilty at IRS called

5 Cl Basin which is 9D-percent full, its pool, whore

P spent nuclear fuel rods are stored and their origin is

.7 both domestic and foreign reactors, research reactors.

o r underline research reactors not co~mmercial. When

9 processing operations in the defense waste processing

10 facility are completed there will be estimated three

11 buildings containing 7,000 vitrified logs put in

12 canisters of radioactive waste that is then pu~t in

13 subsurface vaults and secured with very thick walls of

14 grit or cement. All of this is very centrally

15 contained at S15S. You would be amazed at the

16 redundancy and the safety or SRI with this material.

17 Out the fact renains that it was never scheduled to T5-2

18 remain long term and definitoly not permanent at SRtS.

19 As a matter of fact, it was always scheduled for

20 disposition one way or another. There have been

21 government eoraitments for that. In 1902 the Nuclear

22 Waste Policy Act was passed and eventually Yacca

23 Mountain was designated the site to which much of this

24 waste was to be dispositioned. Of course you are all

25 familiar the Yucca Mountain controversy. We all know

26 that it was studied and studied and scientifically



Hayes, Rose, Commenter ID No. T5 (cont'd)

15

1 veritied andi billions of dollars were spent to

2 determine that it could in fact adequately perform its

3 mission. P'resident George Bush declared the alto ready

4 for its mission and--and paved a way for license

5 application to go forward to NRC. There is a puhlic

6 law, number 107-107 which required the plan be

7 submitted to eco~gress by February 2001 and that plan

8 would designate how and when this waste would be

9 dispanitioned from the Savannah River Site and froo the

lB state of South Carolina. Of course we know that the

11 application Cor Yucca Mountain has now been withdrawn

12 and we know that Public low 107-107, although it is

13 still in effect, has been ignored, The Savannah River

14 Site Citizens Advisory Board, nuclear materials

15 committee, of which I choir, and I an aptiaking here as

16 a private citizen tonight, not for the Citizens

17 Advisory Board, but I just want you to be aware that

18 this committree, the nuclear materials committee, has

l9 put forward'a recommendation to DOE which includes the

S0 suggestion that nu more waste be shipped into the

21 Savannah River Site until acme of it starts being

22 dispasitioned as the government has committed to do.

23 Given these facts and cublic opinion, which Thomas

24 Jefferson said was the lord or the universe, 1 would

25 suggest that the administration dvovlop and fund--Ilfe

26 cycle fond a comprehensive national nuclear waste

T5-3 DOE is performing environmental restoration activities at the Savannah River Site, and the
ongoing cleanup efforts will continue. A GTCC waste disposal facility, would not affect
ongoing cleanup activities at the Savannah River Site.

T5-4 Based on the GTCC EIS evaluation and WIPP's operating record, DOE believes that the WIPP
repository would be a safe location for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes,
some of which include long-lived radionuclides. DOE recognizes that the use of WIPP for the
disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes would require modification to existing law.
In addition, it would be necessary to revise the Agreement for Consultation and Cooperation
between Department of Energy and the State of New Mexico for the Waste Isolation Pilot
Plant, the WIPP compliance certification with EPA, and the WIPP Hazardous Waste Facility
Permit.

The State of New Mexico has indicated a willingness to accept GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like
wastes for disposal at WIPP. Twenty-eight New Mexico State Senators signed a proclamation
made in the Fiftieth Legislature, First Session, 2011, stating: "Be it resolved that we, the
undersigned, support the opportunity for other potential missions in southeast New Mexico to
adequately address the disposal of defense high-level waste, commercial high-level waste,
Greater Than Class C LLRW and surplus plutonium waste, as well as the interim storage of
spent nuclear fuel." In response to the Draft GTCC EIS, Secretary David Martin, Secretary of
the New Mexico Environment Department, sent a letter to DOE on June 27, 2011, stating that
"the Department encourages DOE to support the WIPP or WJPP Vicinity proposed locations as
the preferred alternatives addressed in the Draft EIS. The geologic repository is the favored
alternative being more effective for the enduring time frames for this waste type." In addition,
the Governor of New Mexico, in a letter to DOE Secretary Steven Chu on September 1,2011,
stated that the State of New Mexico encourages DOE to support the proposed location of WIPP
as the preferred alternative for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes.

The EIS considered the range of reasonable alternatives for the disposal of the GTCC waste
inventory, including disposal in a deep geologic repository. The Secretary of Energy
determined that a permanent repository for high-level waste and spent nuclear fuel at Yucca
Mountain, Nevada, is not a workable option and will not be developed. Therefore, DOE
concluded that co-disposal at a Yucca Mountain repository is not a reasonable alternative and
has eliminated it from evaluation in this EIS, as described in Section 2.6 of the EIS.

DOE did not evaluate developing a geologic repository exclusively for disposal of GTCC
LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes because DOE determined that such an alternative is not
reasonable due to the time and cost associated with siting a deep geologic repository and the
relatively small volume of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes identified in the GTCC EIS.
DOE believes that the results presented in this EIS for the WIPP geologic repository alternative
are indicative of the high degree of waste isolation that would be provided by disposal in a
geologic repository. DOE has included analysis of generic commercial facilities in the event
that a facility could become available in the future. In that case, before making a decision to
use a commercial facility, DOE would conduct further NEPA reviews, as appropriate.

T5-3

T5-4



Haves, Rose, Commenter ID No. TS (cont'd) T5-5 The technologies and alternatives suggested for evaluation are not within the reasonable rangeof alternatives for disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes. Other concerns or
programs suggested for DOE consideration are considered outside the scope of the EIS and do
not meet the purpose and need for agency action stated for this EIS. '

IC
T5-6 See response to T5-4. C
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I management policy that would include using Yucca

2 Mountain and NXPP as interim, and I underline' interim. T5-4

3 storage and repositories for -all nuclear wiste whether (et)

4 it's high level or low level. Additionally, the

5 administration should cancel all plans to permanently

6 atome any kind of nuclear waste in geological, sites,

7 - deep geological sites, near trenches, above-ground dry

6 cast, and I think that's what you roefe to hera as--as

9 dry storage. Instead the Nuclear--or National Nuclear

10 u/aste Nanagenent Policy should includo a back ded of

11 the nurcle~ar production cycle which focuses on promising T5-5

12 new technologies, technologies that would burrn fual

13 down to low level with short path lives. That I think

14 should be the end goal of nuclear waste management.

iS And again, 5 remain an advocate supporter of the use of

16 7JIPP at Yucca Mountaiji but not Savannah River Site.

17 Savannah River Site has riot been studied for or
T5-6

16 declared to be the site which can guarantee public

19 safety and health or security from terrorista or those

20 who would use these materials for ill purposes. Thank

21 you.



Heartsun, Hafiz, Commenter ID No. W319

From,: gtccei;swebnsast er@,anlfov
Sent: 'Mon'day, June 20, 2011 12:34 AM
To: gt cceinsnebmast tr@vnl.gov
Subject: .Receipt: Grenter-Than-Class-C Low-LevuL Radioactive Waste .ItS Comment GTCC10319

Thank you for your comment. iHatin Hevurtaun.

The corement tracking number that han been unsigned to your comment Is 0TCC3031[9. Please refer to the comment

tracking number in all correspondence relating to this comment,

Comment Onte: cune 20, 201I1 12:34:24AM COT

Greater-ThanClast.C Low-Level Rodioactive Waste OIS Draft Comment: GTCC10319

First Nume: H~afiz
Middle Initial: I
Lust Name: Heartsun
Country: USA

Privacy Preference: Withhold atddress only from public recor'd

Comment Submitted:
Why Is more waste being proposed to be sent to Hantford when there are still so many unresolv ed (and unres01vable)
issues already there? Rtadioactive waste does not belong in trenches, tanks or anywhere above a muter tublel It has been IW3 t-1
70 years niece tbe US nucleur program was launched und STILL there in no solution to the wnaste problem! The only Wl w19-2
viuble solution is to stop making more wvaste,

I strongly object to tending radioactive waste over our roads. An past accidents have proven, Industry assurances of
safety are not lo be believed. Accidents 00 happen and we cannot tolerate the estreme toxicity of radioactivity ltt e I W3 19-3
released onto our homes, schoosts workplaces, environment or where onee the error occurs.I

Please cease this relentless quest to make an insane technology 'safre. Leave uranium in the ground.

Questions about submitting comments ever the Web? Contact as at: utcceinswebwasterlanl.noe or coil the Greater-
ThanCluss-C LowLueeil Aadioactive Wnste tIS Wehmnuter at 16300 252-5705.

W319-1 DOE's ROD 78 FR 75913 dated December 13, 2013, stated that DOE has deferred a decision
on importing waste from other DOE sites (with limited exceptions as described in the
Settlement Agreement with Ecology) for disposal at Hanford at least until WTP is operational.
For information on DOE's preferred alternative see GTCC EIS Chapter 2.

W3 19-2 Stopping the generation of nuclear waste or promoting alternative energy sources is outside the
scope of the GTCC EIS, the scope of which is to evaluate disposal alternatives to enable the
selection of a safe alternative or alternatives for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like
wastes.

W319-3 Disposition of the GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes will be handled in a manner that is
protective of human health and the environment and in compliance with applicable
requirements and regulations. Doses to workers and the public will be minimized to the extent
practical. The methodology used to estimate the radiological human health impacts in the EIS
is based on standard practices that are subject to revision as our understanding of the effects of
radiation on humans evolves. The same methodology is used in the evaluation of all
alternatives; thus, any modification of this methodology would not affect the comparisons
among alternatives and the identification of the preferred alternative.

Details of the facility accident analysis can be found in Sections 5.3.4.2.1 and C.4.2. All
information necessary to duplicate the transportation accident consequence assessment was
available in Section 5.3.9.3 of the Draft EIS, with the exception of the source terms used for
the contact-handled and remote-handled Other Waste. These latter source terms have been
added to Section 5.3.9.3 of the Final EIS. The accident risk analysis (see Section C.9.3.1) is
separate from the accident consequence analysis (see Section C.9.3.3). All relevant data for the
accident risk analysis, with the exception of the shipment source terms and route information,
are provided in Section C.9.3. Approximately 1,200 routes were considered in this analysis, so
it was not considered practical to include this information in the EIS. Such information is
readily available by using the TRAGIS routing model, as referenced in Appendix C. Shipment-
specific source terms were determined by dividing the origin source inventory by the number
of shipments from that site. Site inventories were published in Sandia (2007, 2008), as
referenced in Appendix B, which also contains the per-shipment packaging assumptions for
each waste type. The shipment-specific source terms were omitted from the EIS for brevity and
because of the low estimated impacts.



Heaton, John, Commenter ID No. T24
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WR. DEATON, Holmes, we're gong to have to put in

permanent residency, being'here' so often.

I'm John Heaston, and I'm a former state

representative, and I'm presently working with the mayor

and the Dlepartment of Development am well.

As you know, WXPP has been open now if years. and

you just beard, without significant incident. In tact, as

Congress debates the high-level waste issues, WIPa rarely

comes up for discussion because it works so well that it

f lies under the radar screen of controversy.

WIPP is a very remote area 30 miles free any

population, 2,100 feet below the surface, in a

250-million-year-old salt bed, which is isolated from

drinking water aquifers,.which are enbedded hundreds of

feet above the disposal area.

We hive been transporting remote-handled Tao

Naste, and TRO Waste contact-handled from around the

ounntry, alaso Ithout significant incident. WIPP drivers

and truw'ks are the safest on the roads, and their record

Is the envy of everyone.

Routes are well-determined, and we would foresee

nothin@ different in the transportation impacts. The

Greater-l'has-Claas-C Waste meets the WIP? waste acceptance

criteria, and characterization loading, unloading,

T24-1 Based on the GTCC EIS evaluation and WIPP's operating record, DOE believes that the WIPP
repository would be a safe location for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes,
some of which include long-lived radionuclides. DOE recognizes that the use of WIPP for the
disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes would require modification to existing law.
In addition, it would be necessary to revise the Agreement for Consultation and Cooperation
between Department of Energy and the State of New Mexico for the Waste Isolation Pilot
Plant, the WIPP compliance certification with EPA, and the WIPP Hazardous Waste Facility
Permit.

The State of New Mexico has indicated a willingness to accept GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like
wastes for disposal at WIPP. Twenty-eight New Mexico State Senators signed a proclamation
made in the Fiftieth Legislature, First Session, 2011, stating: "Be it resolved that we, the
undersigned, support the opportunity for other potential missions in southeast New Mexico to
adequately address the disposal of defense high-level waste, commercial high-level waste,
Greater Than Class C LLRW and surplus plutonium waste, as well as the interim storage of
spent nuclear fuel." In response to the Draft GTCC EIS, Secretary David Martin, Secretary of
the New Mexico Environment Department, sent a letter to DOE on June 27, 2011, stating that
"the Department encourages DOE to support the WIPP or WIPP Vicinity proposed locations as
the preferred altemnatives addressed in the Draft EIS. The geologic repository is the favored
alternative being more effective for the enduring time frames for this waste type." In addition,
the Governor of New Mexico, in a letter to DOE Secretary Steven Chu on September 1, 2011,
stated that the State of New Mexico encourages DOE to support the proposed location of WIPP
as the preferred alternative for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes.

T24-2 See response to T24-1.

T24-3 See response to T24-I.

T24-1

T24-2

T24-3



Heaton. John, Comm enter ID No. T24 (cont'd) T24-4 See response to T24-1.

1 disposal at WTPP, without creating any additional I2-
(Cont.)

2 challenges or lispacts on the repository or employees.

3 Remote-handled TRU Waste has very similar

4 characteristics to 02CC, and our experience should cause

5 no additional concern for worker issues. WIPP is very

6 carefully monitored by our environmental monitoring

7 center. That continues to be an important respected

S source of monitoring information.

S As'far as cultural impacts, WIPP has 16 square

16 miles of already withdrawn land that is the nest studied

11 piece of real estate in the world. Every square inch has T24-4

12 been studied and restudied. All of the art studiea are in

13 place, and those sites are carefully protected already.

14 There would be no impact.

15 WlIPS is 30 miles from any population center, and

16 therefore has no environmental justice issues. The only

17 issuis* that exist are for those where the waste is

18 presently stored now. Therefore, moving waste to WISP

29 ameliorates those issues.

20 As I understand GTCC waste, it is, indeed, waste

21 with no redeeming value, no need to be retrieved after

22 having been-disposed of. There are no health and

23 environmental impacts associated with groundwater and

24 surface water. The waste is, again, hundreds of feet

25 below thu potable aquifers, and inaccessible to



Heaton. John. Commenter ID No. T24 (cont'd) T24-5 See response to T24-1.

1 groundwater.

2 WIPS is deep underground and not subject to

3 orosion, and it exists in a well-studied below seismic

4 area. And salt has the ability to heal itself unlike any

5 other medium should a seismic event crack the formation.

6 WISP's remote location and its access down in the shaft

7 gives it unique protection Erase terrorists and intentional

8 destructive acts.

9- In soummary, WISP is the ideal location for this

10 waste. xeepisng sealed sources in a building in Los Alamos,

11 is 'extremely dangerous, and as a hew Mexican, it shoulld be

12 isolated geologically et hIPS.

13 The regulatory WIPS excess volume of over 10, 000

14 cubic meters can easily accocesodate the additional waste.

15 The comunity understands that this waste is very similar

16 to the RH: waste we are now presently taking.

17' I believe the community strongly supports its T24-5

18 disposal at WIpP, and it would be inconsistent for the

10 state not to support it in view of the fact that sealed

20 sources are already being stored it tea Alasos and have

21 already been brought into the state.

22 fIPSP is the nest safe, se0cur and expedient

23 answer to 0TCC, as well as the soot cost-effective

24 approach since it is already built and is operating. HIPS

25 is the decision that should he cade by Congress along with



Heaton, John, Commenter ID No. T24 (cont'd)

10

1 Iho £acco:•,odatifnq Larnd •,1,thdrawal' Act changes.

2 Thank you very nuch,
I T24-5

(Cont.)



Hebert, Susan, Commenter ID No. W214 W214-1 There is a relatively small amount of waste which would be transported through the ColumbiaRiver Gorge regardless of the final decision as to the disposal site selected for GTCC LLRW.
The waste would include actinide sealed sources and Cs-137 irradiators from local medical
institutions, research facilities, universities, and other NRC and Agreement State licensees.

Froms:
Sent:
To:
SubJecst

gtceelswebmoster@anl.gov
Thursday, )une 56, 2011. 5:54 AM
gtcceiswebmaster@anl.gov
Receipt: Grearer-Than-Ciass-C Low-Level Radioactive Waste 515 Comment GTCCIO2I4

Thank yot for your comment, Susan Hebert.

The comment traching number that has been asalgneed to your cowmen? is GSTCC10214. Please refer to tihe comment
tracking number in all corrospandeece ruelsllsg to this cnmnsmnt.

comment Date: June 16. 2011 09:53:52AM CDT

Greator-Tltsn-Ciass-C Low.L~evel Radioactive Waste EIS Draft Comment: 6TCC102I4

First Name: Susan .
Last Name: Hobart
City: Portland
State: OR
Country: USA
Emailh s0lianegcbre~com
Privacy Preference: Don't withhotd name or address from publall record

Comment Submitted:
Please do sot allow hatadarsas materials to be transported through the Columbia Gorge.

Questions about submitting comments over the Web? Contact us at: etccelswebrmasterwonlJ'.oo or call the Greater-
Than-Clats-C Low-Lenel Radioactive Waste EIS Webmaster at {630) 252-5705.

SW214- 1



Hedin, Bev, Commenter ID No. W124 W124-1 DOE's ROD 78 FR 75913 dated December 13, 2013, stated that DOE has deferred a decision 1
on importing waste from other DOE sites (with limited exceptions as described in the
Settlement Agreement with Ecology) for disposal at Hanford at least until WTP is operational.

Fros: gtcceiswvebmoster@unsigov
Sent: Wednesday, June 15, 201,1 7:48 PM
To: tcceis,~mauwe@antgo~v
SubJeet: Receipt: Greater-Than-Class-C tow-Level Radioactive Waste tiS Comment GTCC10124

Thank you for ycorcomnment. BeevHedin.

T"he comment trucking number that bus been asnigned to your commuen is GTiCCIOS2.4. Please refer to the comment

trucking number In eli correspon•dence relating to this comment.

Comment Dote:.June 1S• 2012 07:47:31PM CDT

Greater-Thon-Clans-c Low-Level Radion clive Waste 015 Draft Comment: GTCCIO124

First Name: 8ey
Lost Name: Hedin
Organloanion: Frientsls of the Gorgn
Address: 829 NW 4th Ave
City: comas
State: WA
Zip: 98607
Country: USA
Emailh benhedinr55com castnnt
Prieacy Preference: O0ni withhold flomn or address from public record

Comment Submitted:
Please, iPlo Nuclear waste deposited laong she Coiambia River. We need to hove clean waoter for the salmoni wi 24-1

Questions about submitting coemments oner th~e Web? Contoct us at: etccitwbmnsurta a Lev or call the Greater-

Than-Class-C Low-kneel Radioactiue Waste ErIS Welamaster at 16301 252-5705.



Heggen. Richard, Commenter ID No. W511

From: gtcceiswebmaster~anl.gov
Sent: ,Sunday, June 25, 2011 8:34 PM
To: mai.9toteisoarc hiveu; gt cceitwebmuster@anl.goe; gtcceis@anlgcov
Subjects Greater-Than-Clnts-C Low-Level Radioactive Waste EtS Comment GTCC10511
Attachments: GTCC~comments..June..2OtGTCCIOS1O~doe

Thank you for your comment, Richurd He5gen.

The comment tracking number that hun been assigeed to your comment is GTCC10511. Please refer to the comment
tracking number in all corretpondence relating to this comment.

Comment Date: June 26, 2011 OB:33:47PM CDT

Greater.Than.Class-C Low-Level Rudloactive Watte EIS Draft Comment; t2TCCIOS1IJ

Flrst Name: Richard
Last Name: tteggefl
Country: USA
Emi: ,,
Privacy Preference: Withhold addrest only from public record
Attachment: C•\Oocumentt and Settingn\Dlck\My Oocuments\sNtC Waste\GTCC comments June 2011.dec

Questions about submitting comments over the Web? Contact us at: etcemehlg• aut v or call the Greater-
Than.Class-C Low-Level Radioactive Waste OIS Webmoster at (630) 252-570}5.



Hettgen, Richard, Comnmenter ID No. W511 (cont'd)

Richard l-leggen June 22, 2011

Comments on thc USDOE pro•posal/131S to hntport and Duy 1•GICC Waste at the USDOE

Hartford Nuclear Reservation.

I.Based on the risks identified in thc "~Tank Closure and Waste Management EIS"
(TC WMEIS) released by U~sDOEt in 2010, and the risks associated with the
proposed addition of approximately 17,000 truckloads (3 million cubic feel) of
radioactive and mixed radioactive and chemical waste at Hantford, cancer risk
wvould increase tenfold. That is a conservative estimate due to the fart thin the
TCWMv E.IS failed to include significant inventories of radioactive and chtemicel
waste. The risk from either of these two sources is nnaccpluble. Adding to this
already hight risk would beoa proposed 12,600 truckloads of GTCC waste to be
buried at Ilanford. The radioactivity from the proposed GTCC wante is
approximately equal to the total tank faint radioactive inventory at Hartford. That
would push the already unacceptable riskeven higher. There is only one
reasonable conclusion: no additional non-Han ford waste should he allowed to be
buried at lianfonl.

2.More than half of the GTCC waste and associate~d risk sae from yet to be built
nuclear reactora. USDOE can reduceethe aotooniof highly rdioactive waste
created by not aprorviun eosstnmction of an~jnOre, nuclear plants in thte US. Weo
have all seen the long lasting devastating effects of nuclear power generation
when evenlts cause loss of control over tunclear radiatiotns (Fukushltma and
Chernobyl). This is a concern above end beyond the waste problems noted above
which wvill remain a threat to human health and the environnment for thousands of
years if not properly cotntained eed stored. NEPA requires that other alternaatives
be considered. Therefore, otlher energy soutrees nsust be included in also
alternative analysis.

3.Thta EIS failed to include the bust alternatiye site for disposal of GTCC waste
which would be deep underground geologic repository itt the stable Nonth
American Granite Shietd. Althoegla USIJOS does consider WIPP in New
Mexico as a site, this is not possible duec1o legal issues as well'the fact that WIPP
is not designed or sited to deal with highly radioactive and hot wuste.

4. USD)OE failed to include or consider long teras hardened on site storage of the
reactor GTCC wastes.

S. Transportation. USDOE undcrcstintates the potential radioactive exposere rink
associated with transporting the waste along psblie routes. Additionally, some
tratlSsOrtsaliotn related exposture scenarios were 110t itncluded.

6.USDOE failed to include or consider total cumulative risks to all potential targets
and pathways at attd near Hanford for all wastes it psroposes to dispose at Ilanford.

W511t-I

W5t11-2

WV51t-3

IW5II-4

jW5lt-5

W511-6

W51 iI- DOE's ROD 78 FR 75913 dated December 13, 2013, slated that DOE has deferred a decision
on importing waste from other DOE sites (with limited exceptions as described in the
Settlement Agreement with Ecology) for disposal at Hanford at least until WTP is operational.
For information on DOE's preferred alternative see GTCC ETS Chapter 2.

W51 1-2 Stopping the generation of nuclear waste or promoting alternative energy sources is outside the
scope of the GTCC EIS, the scope of which is to evaluate disposal alternatives to enable the
selection of a safe alternative or alternatives for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like
wastes.

W5 11-3 DOE acknowledges that only defense-generated TRU waste is currently authorized for disposal
at the WIPP geologic repositoty under the WIPP LWA as amended (P.L. 102-579 as amended
by P.L. 104-201) and that legislation would be required to allow disposal of waste other than
TRU waste generated by atomic energy defense activities at WIiPP andlor for siting a new
facility within the land withdrawal area. However, NEPA does not limit an EIS to proposing
and evaluating alternatives that are currently authorized. Furthermore, the Agreement for
Consultation and Cooperation between Department of Energy and the State of New Mexico for
the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant recognizes that the mission of.WIPP may change and provides
provisions to modify the agreement. For example, the Agreement states: "The parties to this
Agreement recognize that future developments including changes to applicable laws (e.g.,
Public Law [P.L.] 96-1 64) may make it desirable or necessaty for one or both parties to seek to
modify this Agreement. Either party to this Agreement may request a review of the terms and
conditions."

DOE acknowledges the TRU waste disposal limitations for WIPP specified in the WIPP LWA
as amended (P.L. 102-579 as amended by P.L. 104-201) and in the Agreement for Consultation
and Cooperation between Department of Energy and the State of New Mexico for the Waste
Jsolation Pilot Plant. Information on these limitations is provided in this EIS (see Section 4.1.1)
and was considered in developing the preferred alternative. Based on the GTCC EIS
evaluation, disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes at WIPP would result in minimal
environmental impacts for all resource areas evaluated, including human health and
transportation. Both the annual dose and the latent cancer fatality (LCF) risk would be zero
because there would be no releases to the accessible environment and therefore no radiation
doses and LCFs during the first 10,000 years following closure of the WTPP repository. In
addition to legislative changes, DOE recognizes that the use of WIPP for the disposal of GTCC
LLRW and GTCC-like wastes would require site-specific NEPA reviews, including further
characterization of the waste (e.g., radionuclide inventory and heat loads), as well as the
proposed packaging for disposal.

DOE did not evaluate developing a geologic repository exclusively for disposal of GTCC
LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes because DOE determined that such an alternative is not
reasonable due to the time and cost associated with siting a deep geologic repository and the
relatively small volume of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes identified in the GTCC EtS.
DOE believes that the results presented in this EIS for the WIPP geologic repository alternative
are indicative of the high degree of waste isolation that would be provided by disposal in a
geologic repository. DOE has included analysis of generic commercial facilities in the event
that a facility could become available in the future. In that case, before making a decision to
use a commercial facility, DOE would conduct further NEPA reviews, as appropriate.

W51 1-4 The use of HOSS and other approaches for long-term storage of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like
wastes are outside the scope of this EIS because they do not meet the purpose and need for
agency action. Consistent with Congressional direction in Section 631 of the Energy Policy
Act of 2005 (P.L. 109-58), DOE plans to complete an EIS and a ROD for a permanent disposal
facility for this waste, not for long-term storage options. The GTCC EIS evaluates the range of
reasonable disposal alternatives and, as also required under NEPA, a No Action Alternative.



Hettten, Richard, Commenter ID No. W511 (cont'd)

7. Revise the EIS to include: all the above noted missing risks, information,
alternatives, ,'rd scenarios.

Thsnk you for youir consideration,

Under the No Action Altemnative, current practices for storing GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike
wastes would continue in accordance with current requirements.

W511I-5 Disposition of the GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes will be handled in a manner that is
protective of human health and the environment and in compliance with applicableI
requirements and regulations. Doses to workers and the public will be minimized to the extent
practical. The methodology used to estimate the radiological human health impacts in the EIS
is based on standard practices that are subject to revision as our understanding of the effects of
radiation on humans evolves. The same methodology is used in the evaluation of all
alternatives; thus, any modification of this methodology would not affect the comparisons
among alternatives and the identification of the preferred alternative.

Details of the facility accident analysis can be found in Sections 5.3.4.2.1 and C.4.2. All
information necessaty to duplicate the transportation accident consequence assessment was
available in Section 5.3.9.3 of the Draft EIS, with the exception of the source terms used for
the contact-handled and remote-handled Other Waste. These latter source terms have been
added to Section 5.3.9.3 of the Final EIS. The accident risk analysis (see Section C.9.3.1) is
separate from the accident consequence analysis (see Section C.9.3.3). All relevant data for the
accident risk analysis, with the exception of the shipment source terms and route information,
are provided in Section C.9.3. Approximately 1,200 routes were considered in this analysis, so
it was not considered practical to include this information in the EIS. Such information is
readily available by using the TRAGIS routing model, as referenced in Appendix C. Shipment-
specific source terms were determined by dividing the origin source inventory by the number
of shipments from that site. Site inventories were published in Sandia (2007, 2008), as
referenced in Appendix B, which also contains the per-shipment packaging assumptions for
each waste type. The shipment-specific source terms were omitted from the EIS for brevity and
because of the low estimated impacts.

W51 1-6 DOE has considered cumulative impacts at the Hantford Site in this GTCC EIS. The disposal of
GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like waste at the Hanford Site could result in environmental impacts
that may warrant mitigation for Tc-99 and 1-129 through limiting receipt of these waste
streams (see Table 6.2.4.2 and Figure 6.2.4.1 in this EIS).

DOE's ROD 78 FR 75913 dated December 13, 2013, stated that DOE has deferred a decision
on importing waste from other DOE sites (with limited exceptions as described in the
Settlement Agreement with Ecology) for disposal at Hanford at least until WTP is operational.



Heins, Erika. Comm enter ID No. Wl19 WI119-1 Stopping the generation of nuclear waste or promoting alternative energy sources is outside the
scope of the GTCC EIS, the scope of which is to evaluate disposal alternatives to enable the
selection of a safe alternative or alternatives for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like
wastes.

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

gtcceiswebmaster@aehi.gov
Wednesday, tune 15. 20ll 7:40 PM
g cceiswebmastnr~anetgov
Receipt: Greater-Than-Class-C Low-Level Radioactive Waste EtS Comment GTCC105.19

Thank you for your comment, Erika Heins.

The comment tracking number that has been assigned to your comment is OTCCi1Il. Please refer to the commeet
tracking number in all correspondence relating to this comment.

Comment Dote: June 25. 2011 07:39:2OPM CDT

Greater-ThanClaus-C Low-Level Radioactive Waste EtS Draft Comment: GTCCIOhI9

First Name: Erika
Lest; Name: Helins
Organization: erikais~com
Address: 340 se 3rd
City: Toledo
State: Ott
Zip: 97591
Country: USA
Privacy Preference: Don't withhsotd name or address from public record

Comment Submitted:
O... zero.., nuclear, the time is over'for making more, our chitdren wilt leve with tihese decisions for huudredo of years and WI t9-1

life that is lout eveywhere from this. Our oceann,our eir, everyt hing. what if you bad to come back to tle as ine of oar
children, what woatd you do now.

Osuestlons about submitting comments over the Web? Contact us Ct: etcceiuwebmasteripanliov or call the Greeter-
Than-Class-C Low-Level Radioactive Wuste RiS Wubmaster at (6301 252.5705.

S

1.:



Henkels, Diane, Commenter ID No. W542 W542-1 DOE's ROD 78 FR 75913 dated December 13, 2013, stated that DOE has deferred a decision
on importing waste from other DOE sites (with limited exceptions as described in the
Settlement Agreement with Ecology) for disposal at Hanford at least until WTP is operational.
For information on DOE's preferred alternative see GTCC EIS Chapter 2.

Frons gtcceiuwebmsstur@anL~gov
Sent: Mondey. June 27, 2011 3:56 PM
To: -gtccesw-ebmsaster@onl~gov

Subject: Receipt: Greater-Than-Class-C Lowr-Level Radioactive Waste fI.S Comment GTCC10542

Thanlcyoc for your comment, Diane Henhelo.

The comment tracking number that has been assigned to your comment is GTCC105S42. Please refer to the comment
tracking number irn all correspondence relating to thin comment.

Comment Dlate: June 27, 2011 03:55:40PM CDT

Greater-Than-Clues-C Low-Level Radioa ctive Waste EIS Draft Comment: GTCCX0542

First Name: Diane
Middle Initial: M
L~st Name: flenhels
Address: 6228 SW Hlood Ave
City: Portlend
State: OR
Zip: 97239
Country. USA
Email: dhenkels clonnetnt
Privacy Preference: Don't withhold namse or address from public record

Comment Submitted:
Ioppose relocating any new nuclear waste to the Hanford Nuclear Reonee,'tlon neer the trn-cittes In the State of

Washinugton. Haviag toured the nuclear situ, I learned thaot this process was designed to dispose of nuciear waste
resulting from previous operations et lianlord. Hanford should not be even considercd as a location so stere addition
waste until the process for disposing or vitrifyuing the enisting waste is conspieted. And even If that occrurs Hanford it not
the optimal site givenn the location of this facility to the Columbia River and related watersheds. The area Is not salt W542-1
dome or othergeologythat ismore appropriate to long term nuclearwmatte storage. Farther, mouchmuccl federal
money (tanpayer money) hen hennsopent protecting thie river for fish. Notileng should Jeopardlze, or further challenge.
our ttaxpyer investment the Colambla River ecosystem. Certainly, any EIt for additional waste storage as Hanford
should Includesa thorough esausination of cumulative effects.

Qoestions about submitting comments aver else Web? Contact us at: etecelswebmast eri•0anleov or call the Greater-
Than.Class-c tom-Level Radioactive Waste tIS Webmaster at (630) 252-57t55.



Henri' Marline, Commenter ID No. W328 W328-1 There is a relatively small amount of waste which would be transported through the Columbia
River Gorge regardless of the final decision as to the disposal site selected for GTCC LLRW.
The waste would include actinide sealed sources and Cs-137 irradiators from local medical
institutions, research facilities, universities, and other NRC and Agreement State licensees.

DOE's ROD 78 FR 75913 dated December 13, 2013, stated that DOE has deferred a decision
on importing waste from other DOE sites (with limited exceptions as described in the
Settlement Agreement with Ecology) for disposal at Hanford at least until WTP is operational.
For information on DOE's preferred alternative see GTCC EIS Chapter 2.

Stopping the generation of nuclear waste or promoting alternative energy sources is outside the
scope of the GTCC EIS, the scope of which is to evaluate disposal alternatives to enable the
selection of a safe alternative or alternatives for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike

wastes.

From:
Sentb
To:
Subject:

" gtc¢cciswehmaster @anl.gov
Monday, June 20, 2011. 6:50 PM
gtcceiswebmaster@anl~gov
Receipt: Greater-Than.Cils*,C tow-Level Radioactive Wstie UJS Comment GTCC1O328

Thans you for your comment, Mariive Henry.

The comment tracking nunmber that has been assigned to your comment is GTCC1OS2B. Please refer to the comment

traching number in all correspondence relating to thiti comment.

Commnent Dale: June 20, 2011 06:5:O:/!PM COT

6reater~-Then-Clats-C L~ow-Levei Rtadioactive Waste 11S Dlruft Comment: GTcClO328

First Name: Maorilne
Last Name: Ihenry
Country.: USA

Email: mariieeiahenrvt horton.rons

Privacy Preference: Don't withhold flume or address from public r'ecord

Comment Submitted:
t am completeiy' against transporting radiouctine waste through tile Columbia Riser Gorge to Hantford. Thisosite is

already the most poliated site in Use country, threate ning the river and all Itos wildlife. Even if no occident occurs, W328-1

attudien have shown that dang~erous radioactivity ieahs during t ransport. We nqeed to store radioactive waste safely near

the sites where it has been used. if there canlnot be a sale way to store it locully, wve shlould not be using nuclear powerl

Questions about submitting cowements over the Web? Contact at at: gtcceiswebwasterrmani~vov or coil the Greater-

Than-Ctass-C Low-Level Radiloactive Waste liS Webmaster at (520) 252-5705.



Herbert. Emily, Commenter 1D No. W13

Prom:"
Sent'
To:
Subject.:

gtcceiswebmasler@avt~gov
Tuesday. May 10. 2011 9:27 PM
gtceeiswebmaster@anltgov
Receipt: Greater-than-Class-C Low-Level Radioactive Waste h IS Comment GTCC10013

Thankr you for your comment. Emily Herbert.

lire commenet tracking number that has been assigned to your comment is GTCCltc013. Please refer to tire comment
tracking number in all CO rrespondence relating to tbis comment.

Comment Date: May 10, 2011 09:26:45PM CDT

Greater-Thran-Class-C Low-Level Radioactive W~aste his Draft Comment;. GTCCSO0S3.

First Name: Emily
Last Name: Herbert
Address: 319 NtE 62 Av•e Apt 4
City: Portland
State: alt
Zip: 97213-3800
Country.' USA
tmail: ewhI•96O~email.cam
Pr ivacy Preference: Don't withhold casie or address from public record

Comment Submitted:
The Japan experience, which impactis our entire planet. again makes it clear that nuclear power Is unsafe. Not a single
fuel rod has been safely disposed of since we started using nuclear energy for power. Because of the large water
requirements for tbe operation of nuclear power plants, they are situated near coasts and in areas susceptible to earth
movement. As with Hanford. they leech torsic materials into rivers and streams. into water tables. Reports on the
increased dangers of radiation caused diseases and deaths fmom transporting highly radioactive wastes on public
highsways to Hanford make it clear that ibis activity is intolerably unsate for Oregonlans and our future.
Itsis timed to say no to more fantasies of safe disposal and neave these materials at the sites of their origin as reminders of
the foll'y of this disastrous human eapuriment.

Questions about submitting comments over tihe Web? Contact us at: ntcceisswebmastert~anl.eov or rail the Greater-
Than-Class-C Low-Level Radioactive Waste EIS Webmaster at (1130) 352-5709.

W13-1 Stopping the generation of nuclear waste or promoting alternative energy sources is outside the
scope of the GTCC EIS, the scope of which is to evaluate disposal alternatives to enable the
selection of a safe alternative or alternatives for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like
wastes.

W13-2 Shipments of GTCC LLRW and GTCC like waste to a disposal facility would be on preferred
routes, which are interstate highways or alternative routes designated by a state routing agency
in accordance with DOT regulations (49 CFR Part 397, Subpart D). The GTCC EIS evaluation
indicates that transportation of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes to a more centralized
disposal facility would result in lower overall human health risks and can be conducted in a
safe manner based on compliance with comprehensive regulatory requirements and past
experiences. About 12,600 truck shipments over 60 years would be required to transport all of
the GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes to the Hanford Site for disposal. This would result in
about 50 million 1km (30 million mi) of highway travel, with no expected latent cancer fatalities
(see Section 6.2.9.1).

W13-3 DOE is responsible under the Low-Level Radioactive Waste Policy Amendments Act
(P.L. 99-240) for the disposal of GTCC LLRW. The purpose of the EIS is to evaluate
alternatives for the safe and secure disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes.
Continued storage of GTCC LLRW at the generating facilities was evaluated as part of the No
Action alternative. Transportation of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes from generating
facilities to a GTCC LLRW disposal facility is a required component of the disposal process
that would be identified for the GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes because the disposal
site(s) or location(s) would, in most case, not be the same as the generator sites for reasons
provided in the EIS. DOE believes that the transportation of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike
wastes to a more centralized disposal facility would result in lower overall human health risks
compared to managing the wastes at multiple locations and can be conducted in a safe manner
based on compliance with comprehensive regulatory requirements and past experiences.

IW13-1

W13-2

J W13-3



Herbert, John, Commenter ID No. W70 W70-1 DOE's ROD 78 FR 75913 dated December 13, 2013, stated that DOE has deferred a decision
on importing waste from other DOE sites (with limited exceptions as described in the
Settlement Agreement with Ecology) for disposal at Hanford at least until WTP is operational.
For information on DOE's preferred alternative see GTCC EIS Chapter 2.

Pronv
Sent:
To:
Subject:

.gtccaiswebmastvr@anI.gov
Wednesday, May 25. 2011 4:29 PM
gtcceisswsbmaster@a nl.9ov
•Receipt: Oreater-Thun-Clsst-C Los-lLevcl Rad~oactive Waste EIlS Comurent ttrCCIOG70

Thaskyou far yourcomment, John Herbert.

The contient tracking. nuamber that has been assIgned to your comment Is GTCCSS0OV Please refer to the comment

tracking number in all correspondence relating to this comment.

Comment Dote: May ?S, 2012 04:28:42PM COT

Greater-ThanCluss-C.Low-Level Radioactive Waste EIS Draft comment: GTCCIOO70

First Name: Johna
Middle Initial: H

Last Name: Herbert

Address:
cit:
State: r
Zip:

Country: USA

Email: blsarlhar b~maiI.com

Privacy Preference: Withhold address onty/from public record

comment Submitted:
STOP ADDING TOXIC WASYt TO THE HANFORO SITE. STOP TRANSPOR.TING IT ACROSS OUR LAND, WATERS, AND

COMMUNITIES, YOU. thle Doll, HAVE KILLED AND SICKENED TOO MANY OF US. YOU WILL CONTINUE TO DO THIS

THROUGHOUT YOUR TIEN•URE AT hANFORD BECAUSE YOU ARt LET'rING RELEASES INTO THE COLUMBIA AN D OUR AIR,

LAND, AND OTHER WATERS CONTIN UE. STOP TRYING TO MAKE IT WORSE.,

CLEAN IT ALL UP, STOP RELEAStS, NO MATTE[R WHAT IT TAKES. O UR FEDERAL. GOVT DID THIfS. OU R FEDERAL GOVT'

MUST STOPTHlE REILEASES AND CLEAN IT UP.

Ouestioas about submittingI comments over the Web? Contact ustat: ntc¢eesv,'ehmavter@'ae.eoag~g v or call live Greater-

Than-Cl'ass-C Low-Level Radioactive Waste EIlS Webelatter at tllSO) 252-5703.

W70-l



Herring. Melissa, Commenter ID No. W490

From:
Sent:
TO:
Subject:

gccceeiswebmaster@enl~gov
Sunday, June 26, 2011 11F32 AM
gtccaiswebmasler@ anigov
Receipt: Gteater-Than-Claso-C Low-Level Radioactive Waste tIS Comment GTCC104SO

"thank Vou for your comment. Melissa Herring.

The comment tracking nuwber that hat been asusiged to your comment In GTCC1049a. Please refer to the comment
tracking number in all correspondoence relating to this comment.

Comment Date: June 26, 2011 11i:31:19AM COT

Greater-Than-Claso-C Low-Level Radioactive Waste EIS Draft Comment: GTCCSO0490

First Flume: Melissa
Middle hlltlsh:A
Last Name: Herring
Address: SE Taylor court
Clt•c portland
Stale: OR
Zip: 972:15
Country: USA
Smail: rabbit tstrarma turemnl.cona
Privocy Preference: Don't withhold lanto or uddress from public record

Comnment Submitted:
Hanford can not be cleaned up if USDOE adds any more waute to be burled In landfills or boreholes - the wsentes in
existleg soil trenches and ditches and from tunlt looks need to be removed.

fxtiemely radioactive wastes belong in deep underground repositories, not In landfills, borebnles or vaults.

USD06 needs to consider in the EIS how to avoid making more of these hithly radloactive wasles,

USD0E has to disclose and connider the total (cureulative) impacts of both of USOOE'$ separate proposals to use
Hueford us a national radioactive waste dump, and ali tho risks from trucking wastes to Hanford, in one environmental
impact statement for the public to review and comment on then full picture. The GTCC h15 needs to disclose that USDOE
is also proposing to odd 3 maillion cubic feet of radiouctive end chemical wastes lo be disposed at Hanford. in addition to
the GTCC wastes.

Questions about submitting comments over the Web? Contact us at: gtxlwbater_•nt[nt&gE or call the Greeter.
Than-Class-C tow-Level Radioactive Waste tIS Webwaster at (630) 252-5705.

W490-I DOE's ROD 78 FR 75913 dated December 13, 2013, stated that DOE has deferred a decision
on importing waste from other DOE sites (with limited exceptions as described in the
Settlement Agreement with Ecology) for disposal at Hanford at least until WTP is operational.
For information on DOE's preferred alternative see GTCC EIS Chapter 2.

W490-2 DOE agrees that use of a geologic repository would be a protective and safe method for the
disposal of the entire inventosy of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes. The GTCC EIS
evaluation for the WIPP geologic repository alternative supports this statement. However, the
degree of waste isolation provided by a geologic repository may not be necessary for all of the
GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes evaluated in the GTCC EIS. The GTCC EIS evaluation
indicates that certain wastes (e.g., those containing short-lived radionuclides such as
Cs-137 irradiators) could be safely disposed of in properly designed land disposal facilities at
sites with suitable characteristics, such as tow precipitation rates, high. soil distribution
coefficients, and sufficient depths to groundwater.

While 10 CFR Part 61 identifies one NRC-approved method for GTCC LLRW disposal
(disposal in a geologic repository), these regulations also indicate that other disposal methods
could be approved. The GTCC EIS evaluates three land disposal methods (i.e., trench,
borehole, and vault). The GTCC EIS evaluation indicates that land disposal methods employed
at sites with suitable characteristics would be viable and safe alternatives for the disposal of
GTCC LLRW.

W490-3 Stopping the generation of nuclear waste or promoting altemnative energy sources is outside the
scope of the GTCC EIS, the scope of which is to evaluate disposal alternatives to enable the
selection of a safe altemnative or alternatives for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-1ike
wastes.

W490-4 The GTCC EIS evaluates the transportation impacts from the shipments that would be required
to dispose of the entire inventory of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes at the Hanford Site
and all the other sites being evaluated.

The GTCC EIS evaluates collective population risks during routine conditions and accidents,
radiological risks to the highest exposed individuals during routine conditions, and
consequences to individuals and populations as a result of transportation accidents, including
the release of radioactive or hazardous chemical materials. For the truck option, it is estimated
that about 12,600 shipments resulting in about 50 million km (30 million mi) of travel would
be required. This transport of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes would not result in any
LCFs, although one fatality directly related to an accident might occur (see Section 6.2.9.1).

In addition, Chapter 6 of the TC&WM EIS also has evaluated cumulative impacts addressing
disposal of potential future wastes (including GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike waste) at the
Hanford site.

W490-1

W490-2

W490-3

W490-4



Hesst Jureen, Commenter ID No. W405

From: gtcceismebmaseterf@Ol-gov

Sent: Thlursday, June 23. 20511 3:32 PM

To: mai!_gtcceisarchives: gtrceiswebmaslec@ant~gsv gtcceis@ant~gov

Subject: Greater-Than-Class-C Low-Level Radionctiso Waste EIS Comment 0TCC120363

Attechmeents: Ha nfordjlett erGTCCl03S3.doc

Thank you for your comment. Jargon Hess.

The comment trazching nuesher that has been assigned to your comment is 0TCC10363. Pteese refer to the comment

tracking number in lil correspondence relating to this comment.

Comment'Date: Jane 23, 2011 03:31:S4Plvt CDT

Greater-Than-Class-C Low-Level Radioactive Waste EI$ Draft Comment: GTCCIOS36

First Name: Jargon

Middle Initial: A

Last Name: Hess

Address: 41.2 24th Street
City: Hood giver

State: OR

Zip: 97031,

Coentry: USA

Email: het peoneg
Privacy Prefer'ence: Den't withhbold name or bddc'ess from public record

Attachment: Hanford Ietter.doce

Qeestinon about submittleg conirents over the Web? Contact us at: g[•glswvebmetterssanl.eov or cail the Greater-

Than-Class-C Low-Level Fgedionctive Waste tIS Webmaster at (830) 252-5705.



Hess. Jurgen. Commenter ID No. W405 (cont'd) W405-I DOE's ROD 78 FR 75913 dated December 13, 2013, stated that DOE has deferred a decision
on importing waste from other DOE sites (with limited exceptions as described in the
Settlement Agreement with Ecology) for disposal at Hanford at least until WTP is operational.
For information on DOE's preferred alternative see GTCC EIS Chapter 2.

W405-2 See response to W405-I.

)urgen A. Hess
4•12 24e• St.. Hood Rfver 0R. 97031. 541.3862668- h~cslotg~e.nct

Juan 23, 2011

Greater thtan Class C Low Level Radioactive \Vaste EtIS
Ofiren of Technical and Regulatory Support (EM-43)
US Departmeant of Energy
1000 Independence Avenue, SW
Washington, DC 20585-0119

To: The US Department of' Energy

The Department of Energy is casking for comments on the proposal to use Hanford tite for GTCC
nuclear radioactive waste..

Hanford--a Blroken Promise
Hanford is the ruoat contaminated sits in the Western hemisphere. Radioactive contamninants are
entering tthe Columbia River through groundwater transport. Dee dates for cleanup of existing
eontaninallon at Hanford keep beitng pushed further out..for yearn and years. DOE in buildinig the
vitrification plant, but it is behind schedule. Even after the vitrification plant is complete and
operating, it will be deeades before the exiating Hanford radioective contaminants are completely
cleaned sup. Promises have been made and broken to eleon up H-anford insa timely manner. And now
the DOE desires to ship, atom end eventeally treat additional off site materral•--greacer than Class C2.

Nuclear Energy--the Slope end Reality
Nuclear enlergy was sold an being the savior to the nation's end world's eurterg appetite. It is greeus W405-t
sad clean; no carbon emissions. Doesn't contribute to elimaste change and global warming. However,
recent events have put a dark cloud on the indusetty. rapen is having ,a nuclear mseltdown. Germany
has decided to abandon nuclear energy preduetion. And there is tlats big elephant in the room--what
to do about nuclear waste? The industry mid some DOE staffsnay, 'trust us we'll figure it out'. Yucca
Mountain waste site in Nevada didn't work out. The answer: let's ship all the country's nuclear waste
to Hlanford.

As a little boy, my mother told nme that I couldn't have ansy more toys out till I clased up my ront.
That childhood lessen hasn't been learned by the nuclear industry or the DOE. Until Hlanferd is
cleaned up, don't put any more nuclear toys (waste) there.

What Now and the Current Propesal
I and ether Hood River people have been attending DOE meetings for over 20 years. We are
downstream of Ilanford. We care shout the Columbia River. We care about the fish our Indian
friends catch .and cat. WVe are very frustrated. We have been saying thu same this0 o5er androxrm, W405-2
again and againt. Nfn imgk~msr~ te at Han ford! till. the existingr waste iswnaccn yelesnc e[
Senator Wyden has given tihe DOE thuis same message~. Itieust seems as if thlks arnm't listening. Or
they don't earn abou.t what wec hsve to say.
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It~ closing, please remember my mother's advice. Her wisdom is still s~plieable to this larger than Ii~e I W4052
problem. (Coat.)

Sincerely.

IsIfkm9e~e,~ ~A~4

Jttrgeo A. [less
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0
c-s

0



Hiltner. Carol, Comm enter ID No. W41 W41-1 DOE's ROD 78 FR 75913 dated December 13, 2013, stated that DOE has deferred a decision
on importing waste from other DOE sites (with limited exceptions as described in the
Settlement Agreement with Ecology) for disposal at Hanford at least until WTP is operational.
For information on DOE's preferred alternative see GTCC EIS Chapter 2.

From: 9tcceiswvebrnavter@anl.gov
Sent: Thursday, May 19, 2011 12:18 PM
Te: gtcceiswebm aster@anl~gov
SubJect: Receipt:. Gweaier-Thsn-Clase-C Low-level Radioective Waste E0S Comment GTCClOO41

Thank you for your comment, Carol Hiltner.

The Comment trucking number that has been unsigned to year comment is OTrcc1OO41, please refer to the conmient

tracking number in all correspondence relating to this comment.

Comment Date: Mnay 515,2011 12:13:05PM COT

Greater-Than.Ctass-C LOW-Level Radioactive Waste EIS Draft Comment: GTCC1O04I

first Name: Carol
Last Name: Hilitner
Address: s2345 Lake City Way NE 11121
City. Seattle
State: WA
Zip, 98125-5401
Country: USA
trash: e~rothhiltnerl@emall.com.
Privacy Preference: Don't withhold name or adnirese from public record

Comment Submitted:
it is a doomsday scenario to be storing radioactive waste at Hanford. One tsunami, and the whole Columbia Basin will be I
uninhabitable. illis insane to be generatlng this waste l Where, where, where is the consideration for life on E~arth in thIsI W41-1

insane plan????

QuestIons about asbbsitting comm'ents over the Web? Contact us at: etcrelswehmasterntanlJ,eoe or call the Greater-
Than-Class-C Low-Levelttadloactive Waste tiS Webmusler at 16301 252-5705.



IHedge. Kenneth, Comm enter ID No. T159 T159-l DOE's ROD 78 FR 75913 dated December 13, 2013, stated that DOE has deferred a decision
on importing waste from other DOE sites (with limited exceptions as described in the
Settlement Agreement with Ecology) for disposal at Hanford at least until WTP is operational.
For information on DOE's preferred altemative see GTCC EIS Chapter 2.

T159-2 The EIS considered the range of reasonable altemnatives for the disposal of the GTCC waste
inventory, including disposal in a deep geologic repository. The Secretary of Energy
determined that a permanent repository for high-level waste and spent nuclear fuel at Yucca
Mountain, Nevada, is not a workable option and will not be developed. Therefore, DOE
concluded that co-disposal at a Yucca Mountain repository is not a reasonable alternative and
has eliminated it from evaluation in this BIS, as described in Section 2.6 of the ELS.

Capital Reporting Company

WA. BROWN: Kenneth wilt be followed by Wallace

Hodge.

MR. HOnOR: My cane is Kenneth Fledge. I live

across the river, Vancouver; Washiagten. We say over

there it's Vancouver, nor B.C.: Washington, not D.C.

I reed in the papers where you guys from the

Department of See- -- I moan Energy, you want to

bring in all this radioactive material on a site

you've been spending billions of dollars ever the

last 20•years cleaning up. Are you guys out of your

fri~gin' minds? If this is the kind of thinking

that's going on in o.c., it's no wonder the chinese

arc eatingf our lunch.

I've got some other connects here about the

Oepsrtment of -- one of your fellow members of the

Department of Energy. The Bonneville Power

Adeinislration has been spending a lot of noney

trying to bring back the endangered salmon runs, and

'hero you arm, another branch right down the hallway,

and ybu went to come in and create more danger for

•our salmon, as well as for us to live here.

Now, we have a place called Yucca Mountain, I

think it is pronounced. yucca Mountain in Nevada.

There has been billions of dollars spent on preparing

it all these years. And because one man, Senator

*866.488.DEPO
*www.Capitafllepor tingConmpany.com
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Hodee, Kenneth, Commenter ID No. T159 (cont'd) T159-3 The disposal methods and sites evaluated in the EIS represent the range of reasonable
alternatives for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes. This range is consistent
with NEPA implementing regulations in Parts 1500-1508 of Title 40 of the Code of Federal
Regulations (40 CFR Parts 1500-1508). In this GTCC EIS, DOE analyzed a range of disposal
methods (i.e., geologic repository, near-surface trench, intermediate-depth borehole, and
above-grade vault) and federally owned sites (i.e., Hanford Site, INLh, LANL, NNSS, SRS, and
the WIPP Vicinity) as well as generic commercial locations. DOE has determined that it was
reasonable to analyze these federal sites because they currently have operating radioactive
waste disposal facilities, except for the WIPP Vicinity, which is near an operating geologic
repository.
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Harry. Reid, doesn't like it in Isis stare, I guess the

president let that be off the board, so it's out of

the picteIre now. So I don't know. Maybe we need te

gret a new president or sosothing to get this thing

bock in the Yucca Itoontain where it belongs.

Rut another place that would be suitable,

perhaps, to Senator Reid would be in the state of

california. fNow, any plumber Wl~l tell you that

water and sewage runs downhill. So why not put this

waste in the lowest place in the United States, a

place that's actually below sea level? Thea nly

place it can gO is to hell where it belongs.. '

talking about Oeath valley.' Sure, tit's a national

park, but this is a national problats. It's nothing

but sand and rocks anyway. But as far as potting it

in a dun,, at Hanford, all I can say is, you

half-lived hsltw its can take this dump and shove it.

35
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Hodge. Wallace, Comm enter 1D No. T144

Capital Reporting Company

MR. BR~OWN: Wa11acv Hodge iu next. and then

Lauren paulson.

HR. HODGE: !t is tough to follow that act. I

don t have much to say, except have a question, but

Iguess you guys can't answer it. What does Japan

a~d Germ~any do with their waste? Hhere do they

depose -- Japan, where do they take their waste? Can

you tell uo that?

866.488.DEPO
www.CapitalReportingCompany.comn



Hod~e. Wallace. Commenter mD No. T144 (cont'd) T144-1 The EIS considered the range of reasonable alternatives for the disposal of the GTCC waste
inventory, including disposal in a deep geologic repository. The Secretary of Energy
determined that a permanent repository for high-level waste and spent nuclear fuel at Yucca
Mountain, Nevada, is not a workable option and will not be developed. Therefore, DOE
concluded that co-disposal at a Yucca Mountain repository is not a reasonable alternative and
has eliminated it from evaluation in this EIS, as described in Section 2.6 of the EIS.

Capital Reporting Company 36
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$25. 5R0•'.i: I can't tall you that.

MR. 24E0GE: 2ihat about Europe in general? Do

you know what they do with it?

MR. BROWNN fell, think DOE has Bsoe studies

about what other countries -- this question has cooe

up at sons other c~eeingfs, and I think DOE5 is going

to be providing that Information, because thure is

something like 10 or 12 countries that are working

on - -.

MR. HOL$E: I would think that it would be a lOt

bigger problem in Europe than the United states with

the landmass that we have.

MR. BRCO6N: That's a good question. Thanks.

MR.. 22EDGE: Didn't we s~end a lot of money to

develop Yuccea flats, getting ready for the -- you

*know, what happened to all the -- What happened? You

know, that just died politically? Is that what

happened?

MR. DROWNS: mell, I think we just had an

analysis Of what happened there.

MR. MODG5: Because of Reid?

AUDtEMOE MOMBER: Yeah.

MR. $2E0GE: Okay. Thank you.

T144-1



Hoff, Marilyn, Comm enter ID No. L79

El[ 1Predo MM 87529
June 26. 201 1

Arnold lidehnsu, DocUment Manager, DOrt UOCIf (/IS'Cloverleaf 131vd, EfM-43.
1000 Ioidepenlderre Ave. SW,
Washrirgtrm, fl.C, 2.0585

1"o W\hom II May Concesri:

f attended IXE's Poloeque dog antd pony showlheariag about its ambition to bury {treater Than
C~lass C (GTICC.) radioactive waste is eifther otto of twoV New Mexico :tites or in other
underground sites arowtud the US. I visitedl the disp~lays with their charts hteovily w,.eighted toward
the New Mesico s'ite "near WIPP," WVe ordinary cit izerts were evidently exprected to limit our
cssrrarerrts to ehtorrsirtg whiah site we preferred. C(Jiveut that the other proposed New Mexico site,
utear Aresn (3 hit Los Alassoa.', tics upwind of a large populhtion, DOE's s:ceneo ,was; st antd tilted
toward having job-htisgry Carlsbad say, "Briiag it hero," white porllutien-amtictett dow.nswinders
of lANI. might say, "Yc~s, hring it there end not hero," The nucleatr industry has become so

mnelrdnstions Secem.. I asked one of the presenters hew much of ihis 0'ICC wa~ste wult~ul be
"reo.'ot-hti.dledL" He said lilly per' smart. He aiso. tomid unm that the conlnirlers in whtich this 50%
estmemtrey deadly w'aste ",vil hint bried xviii last,500 yealrs, . •, ..

So Ibis project would bring undisclosed amounmts of radioaclivo svaate that is 50% absolutely
Iethtal sloeg our nation's hmighwayas atd ra•ilways hums tall rtver tle comuntry In what is obviontsly
yota'ehos~en site near WII'l. thtee ra•ew shiptna.ra wotmid breslk flOE's covenants with New
Mexiemo which protmisedi that only lranurutsle waste |from the nuclear weapons industry would be
bstriedl hero. Bn't this GTICC wa•,ste ,voutld come from the nuclear power iadustty antd could
coneeivably open thte flood gates for .sitert nucleatr eaetmtr tirel. Since [lOP,) is herewiAth

east onsy assmtae that DOE will betray fmtrlther empty nssurances.

This IfIS suffers from a paucity' ofaltemalives. It presentls oar• otl[y choices as picking between
heritl asites. It propos tes •no eedics liar lire descentdants of'hutmanity a.'d other forimia of" life that
rtay ha alive 51111 years 1m'm now w'.hen these proposed utnd'errournd eonltsinera, probably loog
forgotten, begin to leak their deadly contents taue water tablca. Nobody tiles wosrid even krrow
what hit thens. And it fails to even stentron' the onse form of storage that might elill irmy~imn• itself
art public Cosa•ciousrresi 501 y,,earrmtrhmr tnmw, rmnrrry flsrdenedl Ons;it Storspa.e, or ltOSS, ,,hielt
is the. only sane srnd responsible altersative. It ran rtucime aniras~t furture lsntantsiy to deal with this
deadly stuff by underground burial.

Smr hero is• my critique: The ehnniees otbortal sios~. all sink, the Very ides of bttrlal is criminally,
irreapeonaible, and no visbie alternatives, llke 11QSS, hmve been offe~red. The pie-in-she-sky
projections of how itrany of thes ,almiprnerts wall] mcc)el wills areiderss are iar so way smhstoliantiacd.

L79-1

SL79-2

SL79-3

L79-1 DOE acknowledges that only defense-generated TRU waste is currently authorized for disposal
at the WIPP geologic repository under the WIPP LWA as amended (P.L. 102-5 79 as amended
by P.L. 104-201) and that legislation would be required to allow disposal of waste other than
TRU waste generated by atomic energy defense activities at WIPP and/or for siting a new
facility within the land withdrawal area. However, NEPA does not limit an EIS to proposing
and evaluating alternatives that are currently authorized. Furthermore, the Agreement for
Consultation and Cooperation between Department of Energy and the State of New Mexico for
the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant recognizes that the mission of WIPP may change and provides
provisions to modify the agreement. For example, the Agreement states: "The parties to this
Agreement recognize that future developments including changes to applicable laws (e.g.,
Public Law [P.L.] 96-164) may make it desirable or necessary for one or both parties to seek to
modify this Agreement. Either party to this Agreement may request a review of the terms and
conditions."

DOE acknowledges the TRU waste disposal limitations for WIPP specified in the WIPP LWA
as amended (P.L. 102-579 as amended by P.L. 104-20 1) and in the Agreement for Consultation
and Cooperation between Department of Energy and the State of New Mexico for the Waste
Isolation Pilot Plant. Information on these limitations is provided in this EIS (see Section 4.1.1)
and was considered in developing the preferred alternative. Based on the GTCC EIS
evaluation, disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes at WJPP would result in minimal
environmental impacts for all resource areas evaluated, including human health and
transportation. Both the annual dose and the latent cancer fatality (LCF) risk would be zero
because there would be no releases to the accessible environment and therefore no radiation
doses and LCFs during the first 10,000 years following closure of the WIPP repository. In
addition to legislative changes, DOE recognizes that the use of WI~PP for the disposal of GTCC
LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes would require site-specific NEPA reviews, including further
characterization of the waste (e.g., radionuclide inventory and heat loads), as well as the
proposed packaging for disposal.

L79-2 The use of HOss and other approaches for long-term storage of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like
wastes are outside the scope of this EIS because they do not meet the purpose and need for
agency action. Consistent with Congressional direction in Section 631 of the Energy Policy
Act of 2005 (P.L. 109-58), DOE plans to complete an EIS and a ROD for a permanent disposal
facility for this waste, not for long-term storage options. The GTCC EIS evaluates the range of
reasonable disposal alternatives and, as also required under NEPA, a No Action Alternative.
Under the No Action Alternative, current practices for storing GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike
wastes would continue in accordance with current requirements.

L79-3 As discussed in Section 1.4.2, each disposal method analyzed in the GTCC EIS has been used
to some degree in the United States or other countries to dispose of radioactive waste similar to
the three waste types analyzed in the GTCC EIS. DOE determined that it was reasonable to
analyze the federally owned sites identified in the GTCC EIlS because they currently have
operating radioactive waste disposal facilities, except for the WIPP Vicinity, which is near an
operating geologic repository. The methodology used to estimate potential impacts (including
accidents) from the transportation of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike waste to a disposal facility
are based on accepted practices, as described in Appendix C of the GTCC EIS. Costs for the
disposal alternatives are presented in Chapter 2 of the GTCC EIS. DOE's goal with regard to
its public participation process is to be able to disseminate the information to the public so that
input from the interested public can be obtained to inform the Final EIlS. To this end, nine
public hearings at venues accessible to the interested public for the various sites evaluated in
the EIS were conducted. Notices were placed in various local newspapers to announce the
public hearings before and during the scheduled hearings. In addition, to advertising in the
traditional media, notices and meeting information were made available electronically on DOE
websites, as well using established mailing lists. A 120-day public comment period was
provided on the Drat• GTCC EIS, as compared to the 30-day minimum public comment period
required by federal regulations.



Hoff, Marilyn. Commenter ID No. L79 (cant'd)

I suspect those unbeliev•able figutres might apply to how many of said accidents the public willactually be informed of. I also saw no cost estimate for ×exavating the burial site and for
packaging and shtippintg thits waste. There was no comparison of these costs ss opposed to those
of Ilardened OnSite Storage. Titers was no consideration of howv the fuecl burned during these
many shipments might impact global warming. But most criminally, thorn was no consideration L79-3
of Hardened Onsite Storage as a viable alterntative, which would keep this deadly stuff above (Coat.)
ground where humnuity can keep an eye on it, and would obviate the danger of deathly potent
nuclear waste orios-eroossig our country for who kntows how many years. This proposal was
dumped on the eitizenry with little warning and given a pathetically short comment period. 'The
public is tuot told whto will profit frotn thtis venture. Everything aboult it stmells fishy. Go back to
the drawing board, boys, because this proposal is a crime, and it should be punishable.

M eilyn Hof(5



Hoff. Marilyn, Commenter ID No. T91
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MR. BROMN: Michelle is next. I think it was

just alast initial, and SMateo, also last initial P.

Are either of• you here? Oh, they aren't. Okay.

Merilyn huff then. Sorry to give you such

shott notice. Jeanne Green will follow Marilyn.

MS. i1OFF• This is nut a prepared statement.

So if I fumble around it's because I'is trying to

respond to what I found out from reading --

:866.488.DHPO
•www.CapitalReportingConipany.com



Hoff. Marilyn, Commenter ID No. T91 (cont'd) T91-1 DOE has considered all comments received on the Draft EIS as part of the public comment and
participation process for the EIS.

T91-2 The use of HOSS and other approaches for long-term storage of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like
wastes are outside the scope of this EIS because they do not meet the purpose and need for
agency action. Consistent with Congressional direction in Section 631 of the Energy Policy
Act of 2005 (P.L. 109-58), DOE plans to complete an EIS and a ROD for a permanent disposal
facility for this waste, not for long-term storage options. The GTCC EIS evaluates the range of
reasonable disposal alternatives and, as also required under NEPA, a No Action Alternative.
Under the No Action Alternative, current practices for storing GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike
wastes would continue in accordance with current requirements.
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MR. BROWN; Sure.

MS.' HOFF; -- the posters and things.

I once sold Fuller Brushes door to door, and I

learned the principle of good sailing is that you never

ask a question that can be answered yes nor no. You Say

you take thia alternative or you take that alternative,

and which would you like to buy~?

H ell, this is whet's happening here, too, is

that we're not given a question that canbe answered

with yes or no. So we can't say no to having nuclear

waste transported across country. We can only say I

would rather buy this alternative or. that alternative,

and all the alternatives suck.

(Z•aughter.)

MS. HOFF; "It's really outrageous that they're

not even considering ROSS. It seems like the only

viable, sensible alternative, given that what we really

need to say is no more nukes, no more nuclear power,

and no orenr nuclear weapons, and we should stop right

away.

(Applause.)

MS. HOFF: It is way too dangerous in this
866.48S.DEPO

www.CapitalRepor tingCompany.rom
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Hoff. Marilyn. Commenter ID No. T91 (cont'd) T91-3 All affected environmental resources at LANL and relevant potential exposure pathways were
considered in the analyses presented in the ELS, including impacts from surface runoff and
airborne emissions (see Section 8.1). These analyses addressed a range of reasonable scenarios '

and estimated the potential impacts on all environmental resources consistent with NEPA

requirements.

Capital Reporting Company •

I world to be having nuclear weapons and nuclear power,

2 and we only, need to witnesa Fukushima for confirmation

2 of that. There are now quite large areas of Japan that

4 are uninhabitable, and this could happen to our

$beautiful area here.

6 The argument uaed in favor of not even

I considering .lOSS is that we're afraid of terrorista.

$ Out please tell me when is dangerous material the most

9 vulnerable to terrorist attack? It is most vulnerable

Ie while it is on the road tootling 20 million miles from

11 place to place in order to be put out of sight, out of

12 mind.

13 As far as ILANL is concerned, it's a ridiculous

14 place to even consider putting this. We're so polluted

1s already. We're in danger of earthquakes. We're in

I6 danger of forest fire. It's up river and upwind of T91-3

17 lots of people, and people have bean living in this

15 beautiful valley for time isr/•emorial. People will

19 continue to live there. It almost seems like the

20assumption is with these poorly stored, dangerous

S1 substances that are only supposed to be enclosed for

22 500 years that what the people involved in the nuclear

: f166.488.DEPO
www.CapitalRepor tingCompany.com



Hoff. Marilyn. Commenter ID No. T91 (cont'd)

.'.Capital Reporting Company 44

1 ndustry are assuming is t~hat in 500 years we won't be

2 here anymore.

3 And in fact, of course, thanks to the nuclear

4 ege, it has often been a very Close call that we're

5 tiii here and we're lucky to be here so far, that we

6 need to have an alternative that simply says no.

7 (Applause.)

Ct



Holenstein, Cherie. Commenter ID No. T145

(-'J

Capital Reporting Company 71

MR. naOmIf: Thank you. Cherie Lambert

Holenstein and Sandy -- it leeks like Polishuk. I

know that's wrong, but you know who you are. Cheric.

And can you all in the back be nore respectrul

of the speaker. Zr you're talking, step outside.

Please go ahead. Thanks.

NS. HOLENSTEIN: Thank you. Gerry said to give

866.488.DEPO
www.CapitalReportingCompany.com



Hlolenstein, Cherie, Commenter ID No. T145 (cont'd)

Capital Reporting Company

I 20 minutes a month, and 2'n going to ask more of you.

2 At the last Hlanford hearing a couple months ago I

3 took a flier and duplicated a couple hundred of them.

4 I handed then out personally, and a lot of you folks

$ came tonight, and thank you.

6 Three weeks ago today I wont to the Joint

7 Terrorism 'Task Force at City Hall, speaking against

8 it, of course, and I told them about the hearing.

9 handed the major and the commissioners a handout for

30 this hearing. I was not told tn stay on topic that

1| day, but yesterday t was at the city council water

12 budget hearing, and during my testimony I mentioned

IS Hanford hero at e:30 p.m., Double Tree Inn, across

14 the street from (inaudible), and Mfayor San told me to

1S stay on topic. And I said I was, it's all relevant.

16 flayer Sam did come tonight, so --. the ether four

17 ceommissioners didn't. Anyway -- and my daughter is

10 here tonight. She's been at many 0of these bearings.

19 And on the very first day -- when ehe was a teacher,

20 she taught health atJefferson, and she said, "Hen,

21 do you think can you get Greg itafoury to come to my

22 class and talk about Ttojan?"

2$ I, said, 'Sere, give htm a call, Honey." And

24 gave her the phone number. And Greg agreed. She

25 went to the office, of coarse, to check with the

866.488.DEP'O
www.CapitalReporfingCompany.con,



Holenstein, Cherie, Commenter ID No. T145 (cont'd)

Capital Reporting Company

I 
administration 

and, well. that wasn't a health ia•ue

2 
she was •old, 

But she stood 
her 9•ound, 

and the

3 
first 

•ay of speaking 
Grag 

cams 
and talksd 

about

4 

Trojan, 
and 

she 
brought 

her 
students 

to several 
of

these 
h•arlng•. 

And 
yes, 

they 
were 

bored, 
but, 

yesr

6 

they 

l•srn£d 

s•nething.

7 

I donut 

see 
Julia 

here. 

She 
was 

sitting 

next 
to

3 

me. 

But 
the 

whole 

point 

Of 
history 

-- 
she 

actually;

9 

is 
back 

there. 

Turn 

around 

and 
see 

her. 

I 
met 

her

10 

father 

in 
'?e. 

Lloyd 

•eld 

me 
that 

there 

was 

a•

|| 

initia£iee 

to 
not 

build 

any 

more 

nuclear 

power 

plants

12 

•n 
£ortland 

-- 
•n 

Oregon, 

rather, 

And 

so, 

anyway, 

I

[3 

called 

up 

the 

state 

senator 

at 

that 

•ime• 

JanWyers,

14 

later 

a 
Nultncmah 

County 

circuit 

court 

judge, 

and

|5 

said, 

yes, 

Z 
would 

like 

to 

circulars 

them. 

I 
had 

met

16 

him 

before, 

I 
knew 

of 

him 

because 

I 
read 

the 

paper.

17 

And 

hs 

sa!dt 

"How 

a•ny 

do 

you 

want?"

|8 

and 

I 
said, 

•Oh, 

30, 

40 

of 

them." 

I 
guess 

he

19 

thought, 

wellt 

maybe 

% 
better 

meet 

this 

woman 

who 

is

20 

going 

to 

take 

30 

or 

40 

petitions. 

•dy•ay, 

so 

that 

£s

2] 

where 

I 

met 

him. 

And 

Ch•ek 

Johnson, 

who 

spoke

22 

earlier, 

Chuck 

was 

Jan 

Myers' 

stars 

member. 

And 

in

23 

1980, 

we 

•ere 

on 

the 

ballot 

in 

November, 

no 

new

24 

nuclear 

power 

plant 

can 

be 

built 

in 

the 

state 

of

25 

Oregon 

Until 

there 

was 

e 

permanent 

waste 

depository

866.488.DEPO

www.CapitalRepor 
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I adrtinistrotion and, well, that wasn't a health issue

2 she was tOld. But she stood her ground, end the

first day of-speaking Greg came and talked about

mTrojan, and she brought her students to several of

those hearings. And yen, they worn borOd, but, yes,

6 they learned sosething.

in Portland -- in Oregon, rather. And so, anyway, I

called up the state senator at that tirso, 2am Iiyers,

tater a Multnonah County circuit court judge, and I

said, yes, z would like to circulate them. I had met

16 hin beiure. I knew of him because I read the paper,

17 And ho osfd, "Hew eany do you want?"

18 And I said, 'Oh, 30, 40 of them." I guess ho

19 thought, wetl, naybe I bettor meet this woman who is

20 going to take 30 or 40 petitions. Aayway, so that ts

21 where I root him. And Chunk Johnson, who spoke

22 earlier, Chuck was Jan Wyors' staff member. And is

23 iB00~ we were on the ballot in Wovembot, no new

24 nuclear power plant con be built in the state of

23 Oregon until there was a permanent waste depository

0
866.488.D~PO

www.CapitalReportingCompany.com
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Holenstein, Cherie, Commenter ID No. T145 (cont'd) T145-1 DOE's ROD 78 FR 75913 dated December 13, 2013, stated that DOE has deferred a decision
on importing waste from other DOE sites (with limited exceptions as described in the
Settlement Agreement with Ecology) for disposal at Hanford at least until WTP is operational.
For information on DOE's preferred alternative see GTCC EIS Chapter 2.

Capital Reporting Company

S site. That was the issue. Jan was the chief

2 petitioner, and Oregonians voted that in, aid that's

3 why there's no nuclear power plants built in the

4 state of Oregon.

$ 4R. BROS•lt You've got about 30 seconds.

6 14S. 3iOLEN5TtI33: Okay. Go quickly. Ny message

? is the saeee Clean up the waste, clean up the waste,
T145-1

a no mo~e brought in. And the 2004 decision to make

9 Hasnford the nuclear drop site, no, no, no, to that.

le Change that. And Harvey (inaudible) statement --

II Gerry said, why work to remove the waste and clean up

32 tank 1eaks if the D~Ot is Just going to add the same

33 amount of radioactivity to landfill which will

34 - recontaminate the groundwater flowing to the Columbila

13 River?

36 I will leave you with a poem hy Robert touis

17 Stevenson. rI'm acre malny at you read it to your

IS children when they were little. Remember the last

39 statement? Itecontaminate.

20 .Robert Louis.Stevensono. Nhen I was down beside

23 the sea/s wooden spade they gave to em to dig the

22 sandy shores/ny holes were empty like a cup/and every

23 hole the sea come up/until it could come no more.

24 Recont aminat ion.

23 NfR. fiROisN: Yea are Sandy.?

866.488.DIWO
www, CapitalReportingCompany.com



Homan. Ken. Commenter ID No. T68 T68-1 Stopping the generation of nuclear waste or promoting alternative energy sources is outside the~scope of the GTCC EIS, the scope of which is to evaluate disposal alternatives to enable the

selection of a safe alternative or alternatives for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like '

~wastes.

Capital Reporting Company •5

Sgoing to fo'rgot about New Mexico, but we're not going

2 to let that happen. Thanks.

3 MR. BROWNc' Okay, Ken Roman and Marvin

4 Gladstone will follow,

S MR. ROMAN: I would like to point out, you

6 left the MSJ. off the end of my name. That is

7 important. "I am a member of the Society of Jesus. I'm

@a first-year novice, becoming a Roman Catholic priest.

9And I believe~ it is a sin to use nuclear power, because

me nuclear power is always related to nuclear war. Whatt

mm will we do with this waste? Turn it into bullets.

12 That's all we do with it, is turn• it into bullets that

13 kill people, and if it doesn't, well,'it causes to

14 cancer. To the men in the red jacket, Nuclear su'bs

is haven't killed anybody? Since whon has a nuclear sub

IC not killed someone? That's their job.

it I would' like to point out a few things

18 about this,. that this whole thing sets a precedent for

19 further' nuclear activity that just create the
T65-1

20 environment: to keep building nuclear, to keep

21 destroying human life. There's too high a chance ofS

22 human and environmental degradation. Wie are risking 0

866488,D EtO
ww•w.CapitalReportingCompany.com
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Human, Ken. Commenter ID No. T68 (cont'd)

Capital Reporting Company T68-1

I ton much of .our future, too many of our children, to (Cent.)

2 any of the people that I hope one day to minister to,

3 that I hope to off the Eucharist to, but I will

4 probably have to visit in hospitals, because they have

S been contaminated by nuclear waste. I would like to

a point out the horrendous example of private industry in

7 this sector already. Let's look at mountaintop

S removal. Let's look. at the fact that they want the

9 government .to clean up; the fact they've blown off

Is entire mountains. Why should we continue picking up

ii after private industry?

12 There's too many long-tera impacts,

IS therees too many previous debacles. Quite frankly, I

IS just don't trust the Four Prophets, and I don't trust

15 what they want to do with cur country, because it is

15 the price of' a penny versus the price of a human life.

1U As a Catholic priest, I reiterate -- or Catholic priest

15to be -- that it is a sin to continue on this mission

i9 of destruction. Thank you.



Hortsch. Donna. Commenter ID No. W129 W129-1 Shipments of GTCC LLRW and GTCC like waste to a disposal facility would be on preferred
routes, which are interstate highways or alternative routes designated by a state routing agency

in accordance with DOT regulations (49 CFR Part 397, Subpart D). The GTCC EIS evaluation

indicates that transportation of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes to a more centralized

disposal facility would result in lower overall human health risks compared to managing the

wastes at multiple locations and can be conducted in a safe manner based on compliance with

comprehensive regulatory requirements and past experiences. About 12,600 truck shipments

over 60 years would be required to transport all of the GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes to

the Hanford Site for disposal. This would result in about 50 million km (30 million mi) of

highway travel, with no expected latent cancer fatalities (see Section 6.2.9.1t).

DOE's ROD 78 FR 75913 dated December 13, 2013, stated that DOE has deferred a decision

on importing waste from other DOE sites (with limited exceptions as described in the

Settlement Agreement with Ecology) for disposal at Hantford at least until WTP is operational.

For information on DOE's preferred alternative see GTCC EIS Chapter 2.

From:
Senit
Tat
Subject

gtcctwabmaste~ngov
Wednesay. June 15. 20118.09 PM
gtcceit welbmaster @asl~gov
Receipt: Greater-Than-Class-C Low-Level Raiocive Waste EIS Comment GTCC]OS29

Thank you for your comment, Donna htoetsch.

The comment tracking number that has been• assigned to your comment it (3TCCI0I2S. Please refer to the conmment

tracking number in all correspondence relating to this comment.

comment Date: June 15. 2011 08;09.OOPM CDT

Greater.Than.Clast-C Low-Leel Radioactive Waste OlS Draft Comment: GTCC1O129

Fbst Name: Donna
Middle Initila: L.
Last Name: Ilortich
Atldires: 2032 Nt 19th Ave
City: Portland
State: OR
ZIp:" 97212-4530

Privaocy Preference: Don't withhold name or address from pt:ubMlc record

Comment S~ubmitted:

Nuclear waste does not belong In the Columbia River gorgve; not at the Hantford Site. This It too ckose to the Coltasbia

River which supports our whole area. Any leaking radeatlenwould spelldisaster to the Pacific NorthWest. Disaster to WI29-1

humans, animals and the natturat resources. Please do not sent nuclear materlat through the go~rge.

Questions about submitting comments over the Web? Contact us at: ttfeseraer nlovor call the Greater-
Than-Class-C low-Level Radioactive Waste E0S Webnsaster at 1630} 252-5705.



Hosking, Chuck. Commenter ID No. L291

i , :2E GTeZ ElS

• , t .-,.hgfi,;,l hd;Ilbd~jAA,,lL• rf•_.

L291I-1 DOE acknowledges that only defense-generated TRU waste is currently authorized for disposal
at the WIPP geologic repository under the WIPP LWA as amended (P.L. 102-579 as amended
by P.L. 104-201) and that legislation would be required to allow disposal of waste other than
TRU waste generated by atomic energy defense activities at WIPP and/or for siting a new
facility within the land withdrawal area. However, NEPA does not limit an EIS to proposing
and evaluating alternatives that are currently authorized. Furthermore, the Agreement for
Consultation and Cooperation between Department of Energy and the State of New Mexico for
the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant recognizes that the mission of WIPP may change and provides
provisions to modify the agreement. For example, the Agreement states: "The parties to this
Agreement recognize that fu~ture developments including changes to applicable laws (e.g.,
Public Law [P.L.] 96-164) may make it desirable or necessary for one or both parties to seek to
modifyi this Agreement. Either party to this Agreement may request a review of the terms and
conditions."

DOE acknowledges the TRU waste disposal limitations for WIPP specified in the WIPP LWA
as amended (P.L. 102-579 as amended by P.L. 104-201) and in the Agreement for Consultation
and Cooperation between Department of Energy and the State of New Mexico for the Waste
Isolation Pilot Plant. Information on these limitations is provided in this EIS (see Section 4.1.1)
and was considered in developing the preferred alternative. Based on the GTCC EIS
evaluation, disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes at WIPP would result in minimal
environmental impacts for all resource areas evaluated, including human health and
transportation. Both the annual dose and the latent cancer fatality (LCF) risk would be zero
because there would be no releases to the accessible environment and therefore no radiation
doses and LCFs during the first 10,000 years following closure of the WIPP repository. In
addition to legislative changes, DOE recognizes that the use of WIPP for the disposal of GTCC
LLRW and GTCC-like wastes would require site-specific NEPA reviews, including fuirther
characterization of the waste (e.g., radionuclide inventory and heat loads), as well as the
proposed packaging for disposal.

L291I-1

0

0

0



Howard. Chris. Cornmenter ID No. W509

Fro: tcceiswebma-.stersen~govSent: Sunday, June 26• 2011 7:12 PM
To: gtcceiswebmast er~anLgov
Subject: R.eept. G reat er.T hn- Ciaes-C tow.Laval Radioactive Wast.e EIS Comment GTCC1O5O9

Thank you for your comment. Chris Howard.

The comment tractklng; number that has been assined to your comme•nt IIGTCC1O5CS. Please refer to the comment

tracking number in all correspondence r'elating to this comment.

Comment Date: June 26, 2011 0l7:12:01PM CDT

Greeter-Then-Class-C tow-Level Rtadloactfve Waste EIS Draft Comment: GTCCIoS09

First Name: Chris
last Name: Howard
City:, Walla Walla
Statet WA
Zip: 99362
Cosartry': UISA
Privacy Preference: Don~t withhold name or address from public record

Comment Submitted:
l am sendin this e-mnail to express my strong concern at the Plan to ship more radioactive wastes to Hanlon. There hasI
been us emphasis on cleaning; up the wastes at Hanford shat can't be accomnpilshed if new wastes are shippod there. ] W509-t

These wastes need to burled Insa deep repository not In landfil type ditches. I liv In Walls Waa which is onry 60 miles IW509-2
from Hantford. l am also against the transporting of these wastes on pubtic highways due so health tisets. j W509-3

Questions about submitting comments over the Web? Contact us at ces :'-'tr~l~~ or call the Greater-

ThanClass-C Low-Level Radioactive Waste EIS Webmaster at (630) 252-5703.

W509-1 DOE's ROD 78 FR 75913 dated December 13, 2013, stated that DOE has deferred a decision
on importing waste from other DOE sites (with limited exceptions as described in the
Settlement Agreement with Ecology) for disposal at Hantford at least until WTP is operational.

For information on DOE's preferred alternative see GTCC EIS Chapter 2.

W509-2 DOE agrees that use of a geologic repository would be a protective and safe method for the
disposal of the entire inventory of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes. The GTCC EIS
evaluation for the WIPP geologic repository alternative supports this statement. However, the
degree of waste isolation provided by a geologic repository may not be necessary for all of (he

GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes evaluated in the GTCC EIS. The GTCC EIS evaluation
indicates that certain wastes (e.g., those containing short-lived radionuclides such as
Cs-137 irradiators) could be safely disposed of in properly designed land disposal facilities at

sites with suitable characteristics, such as low precipitation rates, high soil distribution

coefficients, and sufficient depths to groundwater.

While 10 CFR Part 61 identifies one NRC-approved method for GTCC LLRW disposal
(disposal in a geologic repository), these regulations also indicate that other disposal methods
could be approved. The GTCC EIS evaluates three land disposal methods (i.e., trench,
borehole, and vault). The GTCC EIS evaluation indicates that land disposal methods employed
at sites with suitable characteristics would be viable and safe alternatives for the disposal of

GTCC LLRW.

W509-3 Shipments of GTCC LLRW and GTCC LLW to a disposal facility would be on preferred
routes, which are interstate highways or alternative routes designated by a state routing agency
in accordance with DOT regulations (49 CFR Part 397, Subpart D). The GTCC EIS evaluation
indicates that transportation of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes to a more centralized
disposal facility would result in lower overall human health risks compared to managing the

wastes at multiple locations and can be conducted in a safe manner based on compliance with
comprehensive regulatory requirements and past experiences. About 12,600 truck shipments
over 60 years would be required to transport all of the GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes to
the Hanford Site for disposal. This would result in about 50 million km (30 million mi) of

highway travel, with no expected latent cancer fatalities (see Section 6.2.9.1).

.%
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Hoyle. Lester and Judy. Commenter ID No. W446 W446-1 DOE is performing environmental restoration activities at the Hantford Site, and the ongoing
cleanup efforts will continue.

F$nt:

ro:

gkudsbmdstrOantgov
hiday, Ast. 24, 2011 (t46 PM

Retellt Gre. t•*lsanOe-Cias Low-Level Rtadlo~etie Waste US Co~mmet GTCC1O4fiK

Thanki you hr your comment, Lester and Judy Hoyle.

The o~meat Lratkkiu number that has been asaslnwd to your onmvt is tITCCIO446. Pleas.e cier to the Loonment
traliqin number lit .il iorrewlsdnce reLating to this c~omment.

Comment Oates June 24, 2011 06A5,S:2PM CUT

Greeter-Than.Ctea-C Low-Level ladloectme West. 115 Craft comment (j tt14(i•

Swast Name: Letter and Judy
Lest Nae,• hteyt.
COuntsy tUSA
Prtveay Pref weree Don't wfithhold namre or ~ddrst from puisli ristrd

Conmment Sutnmfte:
PIleate data the Hanford Nudlear Reservtlon •alrady the most conamnaed spot In the country and find ways to
conrtain the waste already ndyrtlnlg into the Cohumhia River.

Gus ob ouR sub nltl csnmenksover the Web7 Colart lOZ • al h ta
Than-Class-C Low-Level Radioactive Waste EI5 Webinesttar .(630) 2$2-S70SL

iW446-1



Hummasti. John. Commenter ID No. E47 E47-1I The technologies and alternatives suggested for evaluation are not within the reasonable range
of alternatives for disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes. Other concerns or

programs suggested for DOE consideration are considered outside the scope of the EIS and do

not meet the purpose and need for agency action stated for this EIS.

To:

John llwmnmt. cshoerathchur@yahoo.corn>
Fridy, May 13.2•011 8:35 FPM
gtcceis@enL~gov
Pubic Comments - Gtcc US Commnents

us DOS;

Public Input Statement of John Mauritt Hurnmnasti regading] development of alternative~s) for the disposal of :12.030

cubic meters of EI5 Disposal of Greater Than Olass c IGTCC( and tow Level Radioactive Waste (ILRW) and 6TCC Ulke

Warste (Draft GTCC ElS).

This draft statement is submitted for the puropose of proposing a vialble aitemative for nuclear weste mangement

through the use of cryonic containment and heat transfer exchange utiflzing an array of cool chips and power chips

developed through Borealis E'xploration. Ltd..

While it gloes without saying that there are those who posit that "nuclear waste is too hot to handle;• It is the opinion of

some of nsy associates (Hans Wiliuki., PhD, Aha'mi Aba El Assal, PhD and tossef Zwarenateln) that cryonic containment

of nuclear waste is not too hot to handle.

! have drafted a research paper reglarding thls proposal.

John M. Hummiasti

503-750-82'96

E47-I



Hurtado. Dolores. Commenter ID No. L83 L83-1 DOE's ROD 78 FR 75913 dated December 13, 2013, stated that DOE has deferred a decision
on importing waste from other DOE sites (with limited exceptions as described in the
Settlement Agreement with Ecology) for disposal at Hanford at least until WTP is operational.
For information on DOE's preferred alternative see GTCC EIS Chapter 2.

L83-2 DOE agrees that development of a deep geologic repository in the granite shield would be a
safe and protective method for disposal of the entire inventory of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-
like wastes; however, DOE did not evaluate developing a geologic repository exclusively for
disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes because such an alternative is not reasonable
due to the time and cost associated with siting a deep geologic repository and the relatively
small volume of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes identified in the GTCC EIS. The GTCC
EIS also evaluated a trench, borehole, and vault disposal method in the WIPP Vicinity, and the
evaluation concluded that these disposal methods may be appropriate for GTCC waste.

L83-3 See response to L83-1.

June 20, 2011

Gratr t-han Class C Wast
Ofilc of Technical and P-egulatory Support (EM..43)
u~S. Deaxmenmt of Energy
3000 Ineenec Avenu, S.W.
Washington, D. C. 20585-01198

Ilam onae of the million and a hldf peopie who live doears frora the Haf
IlaRyafion, where tons of highly toxic nucea delx have bee iting for some 60
yers, waiting for thefederal governmettlo complete tsirmmised clean- up. It is tmrd t
be•v Ms ui ealmn fEnergy cord ha sarousl oniern Hantrd -if s ite foe
tons ciaddtonal dnuclear wast. Threar 17715*51 lht level wasteanlreet, sttng at
Hentoa. My waertnd lng Is lis soti rafoel from di lastn ar s ha already
reache lie Cefurairtl Rive. Ex•stin taists are dleraflng ,le plans to move their corntet
int a slrllalo proces ar eggg Bataon of de=ters have been e eton flit proleet.

lbs curre proposal to add some 12,000 truckload cEGete"nifien Cls C Waste' t, tha

Vancotivr area. downallman from Hanford. We are eainintahad t the vaty Idea cf adding mor
htighy iniinvet toe sit stitch alredy grcal/overburdened and in Movin toward e ari
moreleatag. Itlaas if eope In fls area are simlyc niderdto b aspmandbe.

We ar Ii absolut accord wit or Se~natr and Congasnie who have indinled Ihei atlrg
oppoolo to Mile proposal. Bin addi•tionh the unacepable risk to ou area it also aper

Ills nor daer isat resadent along the way can be edequ~tey prdele trai ralo exosur.
It is Irresosle~n to expoethese eornrntil 10 his potentIalh:ntminaton from the estmae
12.000 toil of hazardous nuclear derts movin thireglihe coniw" e

approtat ma•e stes around the conr in the clerl prefral vier the,
insidioluS aagepoleamn Wbe coritaiss The Norhwestcamot be made the Ia guy In

h*~a your pro-oie to damn upaliat is aiready at Hanford and to serc for al1 with non

Dolores Hurtedo

L83-1

SL83-2

L$3-3



Hyde. Don. Commenter ID No. E29 E29-l The GTCC EIS analyzes the potential environmental impacts of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like
waste disposal at WIPP, WIPP Vicinity, LANL, and other disposal locations. Based on the
GTCC EIS evaluation, disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes at WIPP and WIPP
Vicinity would result in minimal environmental impacts for all resource areas evaluated,

including human health and transportation.

E29-2 The use of HOSS and other approaches for long-term storage of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like
wastes are outside the scope of this EIS because they do not meet the purpose and need for
agency action. Consistent with Congressional direction in Section 631 of the Energy Policy

Act of 2005 (P.L. 109-58), DOE plans to complete an EIS and a ROD for a permanent disposal
facility for this waste, not for long-term storage options. The GTCC EIS evaluates the range of
reasonable disposal alternatives and, as also required under NEPA, a No Action Alternative.
Under the No Action Alternative, current practices for storing GTCC LLRW and G3TCC-like
wastes would continue in accordance with current requirements.

TO;

don hyda chydadi~gna;Fwn
Mondoay, Jww 27. 2011 12.28 PM
gtca.1,f•lgou

tkm Mr. Atnuid r~letma
Document Manager, flOP IT•CC DF.IS

tiam very concerned about any releases of radontocultde into any environment.
Ido not supr thi GTCC DEJS as t us inadequate for public protection.

ht appeass to fail to pr'otect New Mexicans fronm ¢ontamination at the WIPP and LAN•! aites and along
I-ansolxa'tion routes.

E29-1

1. therefore, welt that you rejct this [IbIS and produce a new€ DEIS that sninends
'Hardened On-.Site Stou age' (flOS.S) as t;ime puefeured method of storaije ul greatvr-Ihan-Ckam; U wa€te until a E29-2

mote( Secure "onC-teram tec~uuoiusy taut bs dov~uFlupa

S~incerey, lion Hyde
P0 P~ox M1O5't

87305



Ihrig. Sandra. Commienter ID No. W305 W305-1 DOE's ROD 78 FR 75913 dated December 13, 2013, stated that DOE has deferred a decisionon importing waste from other DOE sites (with limited exceptions as described in the
Settlement Agreement with Ecology) for disposal at Hantford at least until WTP is operational.
For information on DOE's preferred alternative see GTCC EIS Chapter 2.

W305-2 See response to W305-1.

Front gtcceswebanestetfanlgov
Sent: Friday, June 17, 2011 5:16 PM

To" gtcceiswebnsasetran2gov
SjetReceipt: Greater-Than-Class-C Low-Level Ra•atv Waste 85 Coaa GTCC1050S

Thank you for your comment, Salndra Ihrlg.

The contient tracklng number that has beem assiglned to your comment Is G5TCC1030$. Please refer to the comment
tracking number It. all correspondence relating to thIs comment.

Comment Date: June 17, 2011 0S:15:3CKIFM CDT

Greater-That.-Cass-C Low-tivel Radioactive Waste EIS Draft Comment: GTCc1030s

FIrst Name: Sandrat

Middle Inl, st: L
Last Name: bl
Address: 709 East• 21st Place

Clty The Dales
State:" Ott

Privacy Preference: DoiVt withhtold nasne or address frons publIc record

Comment $ubniftted:
•NOto brlnglng MORE hazardous materdal to Hanford It Is not Just th~e dIsposal of wat at Har tht put th pui I
at risk. Its also transporting It on pubilc highways. railroad and water ways. When a semi truck loadedi v~' •i W305-1

waste jackknifed on 1-84 near La Grande In December 20308kI shoutd have served as a wa•s ca. Th fis repndr
toe8 local raIoatve acidn are ou~r local lire depaertnent (your spouse. brother, sonldaugihte). If pepl are hurt In a
radiatv accident they wousld come Ito• our local MCMC hospital. Those employees then In turn take It home to their
famil~es, further dIshtrbutIngl It into our conununitles. This d~rectly affects you and l and I am taking It very personally.

This week our UnIted States government has proposed through the House Appropraton comnittee by cuttrn about

,$20 million from the 2012 budget for Hanford deanup. See details at the websit below.

The Hafr radloactive materIal that was pu~shed down Into the aquifers below Hanford has alrad reace th
Colombia River In several places already. See EPA 91O-RO-0S,0X4 January2009 "Columbia Rtver Basin: State of the River
Report for Toxlcs;. page 8.1I KNOW THIS TO BE TRUt BECAUSE I HAVE ELEVATED LEVELS OP URANIUM (PLUS OTHER
HEAVY METALS) PROM EATINGI FISH FROM THE COLUMBIA RIVER. I HAVE ALSO LOST MY TR'fROtD PUNCTION BECAUSE

OP HANFORD. I FEtL UKE I AM WALKING AROUND WITH A TARGET ON MY PORHEAD JUST WAITING FOR A 'CANCER'

DIAGNOSIS. NOT A GOOD THING... W305-2

ALSO EPA HAS DOCUMENTED THAT THE NATIVE AMERICAN CANCJER RATE IS ABOVE THE NATIONAL-AVERAGE BECAUSE
OP THEIR DIET OP EATING FISH PROM TIE COL.UMBIA RIVER. ENOUGH ALREADY. OUR PEOPL.E IN OREGON AND
WASINTN NAVE GIVEN ENOUGH IN TERMS OP OUR RATES OP CANCER AND DEATH TO HANFORD. PLEASE DO NOT
CONTINUtE PUTTING US AT RISK. MY HEALTH IS RUINED. OON'T WRECK MY CHILDREN AND GRANOCHEDREN'S HEALTH



Ihris!, Sandra, Commenter ID No. W305 (cont'd)

[W305-2

JUST SOYOU CAN DUMP YUR WASTE INT A DEVESTATINGRAIATION PROBEEM THAT HAS YETTO SOLVED I DON'T (on,

KNOW WHO DREAM~S UP ThESE 'OUTRAGES' IDEAS BUT WE IN THE NORTHWEST DO HOT OF.SEWRVE TO BE CONqTINUE LY (Ct)

BOMBARDED WITH EVERYONE'S EISES RADIOACTIVE WASTE. PLEASE DON'T DO0 ThIS TO US. SAstORA IHRIG, THE

DALLES. OR

Questions about submitting comments over the Web? Contatct us at: Ilciwemaernlovor call the Greater-

Than-Class-C Low-Level RadioactIve Waste EIS Webmaster at (630) 252-5705.



Ireland, Karen. Commenter ID No. W258 W258-1 About 12,600 truck shipments over 60 years would be required to transport all of the GTCCLLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes to the Hanford Site for disposal. This would result in about
50 million km (30 million mi) of highway travel, with no expected latent cancer fatalities (see
Section 6.2.9.1).

Fromw gt~cceswbmasser•@antgov
Sent: T'hs rsd Jun'e16, 2011 2:02 PM
TO: gtcelmsereanl.gov
Subject Receipt: trealer-Thess-ClalssC Low-Level Radioaclrte Watste EIS Comment GTCqCiOZ5B

Thank you for your comment, Karen Ireland.

The camment tracking[ number that has been easigned to your comment 1s 1TC1T0258. Please refer to the comment
tracklngl number in all correspondence relaitlng to this comment,

Comment Date: june 16, 2011 02.01:XSPM CDT

Greater-Than-Class-C Low-LeVel Radloactive waste EIS Draft Comment: GTCC1025B

FIrst Name. Karen
Lest amie: Ireland
State:
Z~p,,
Cotnry: USA
Prdvac-y Preference: Wlthhold address only from public record

Comment Submitted:
HavIng drlven the Interstate lhighway through the gog for 47 years. I think that It Is prelposterotts to allow trucks to
carry/rdloacttve material there. gad weather can come up suddenly and make It treadherouss sin accIdent mlnvi~ng
radioactive materdal would harm humans as well as the flora and fauna of a very spectal place.
Karen Ireland. M.D),

Questions about submitting commenets over the web? Contact us at: • msetalevor call the Greater-
Than-Class-C Low-Ltevel Radioactive Waste EOS webnastar at (6301 252-5705.

W258l-I



Jackson, Kathy, Commenter ID No. L315
L3 15-1 Shipments of GTCC LLRW and GTCC like waste to a disposal facility would be on preferredroutes, which are interstate highways or alternative routes designated by a state routing agency

in accordance with DOT regulations (49 CFR Part 397, Subpart D). The GSTCC EIS evaluation

indicates that transportation of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes to a more centralized

disposal facility would result in lower overall human health risks compared to managing the

wastes at multiple locations and can be conducted in a safe manner based on compliance with

comprehensive regulatory requirements and past experiences. About 12,600 truck shipments

over 60 years would be required to transport all of the GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes to

the Hanford Site for disposal. This would result in about 50 million km (30 million mi) of

highway travel, with no expected latent cancer fatalities (see Section 6.2.9.1).

L3 15-2 Stopping the generation of nuclear waste or promoting alternative energy sources is outside the

scope of the GTCC EIS, the scope of which is to evaluate disposal alternatives to enable the

selection of a safe alternative or alternatives for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like

wastes.
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Jamieson. Suzanne, Commenter ID No. W56 W56-1 DOE's ROD 78 FR 75913 dated December 13, 2013, stated that DOE has deferred a decision
on importing waste from other DOE sites (with limited exceptions as described in the
Settlement Agreement with Ecology) for disposal at Hanford at least until WTP is operational.
For information on DOE's preferred alternative see GTCC EIS Chapter 2.

W56-2 See response to W56-1.

From: gtcceiswebm-,ter~antgov
SatSaturdy, May 21. 2011 702a PM

Subject± Receipt Grea~te-Than-Oaess- Low-Level Radioactive Waste ItS Commnent GTCC100S6

Thank you for your comment, Suzanne la mleson.

The comnment tracking number that has been asige to your comnment is GTCCIO0S6. Please refer to the comment
tracking nuniber in all correspondenuce relating tO this conmment.

Comment Date: May 21. 2011 070•1:3OPM COT

Greater-Than-class-C Low-Level Radioactive Waste OS$ Draft Comment: GTCCI00S6

First Name: Suzanne
Middle Initial: M

LatName; Jamleson
Address:

City:

State:

Zip:
C~untry. USA

privscy Preference: Withhold addrest only from pubic: record

Comment Submitted:
Hanford Nuclear Site should be cleaned up of all nuclear contamlnate and not be used for a dumping ground of any I 5J
more nuclear waste. It is leahlng into the ground water and will eventually Ift not already)]glt into the Columb•a Rivet. i 5-
The site Is an tonic mast and a great hazard to health of people tIng8 In the area. Sendingi more nuclea~r waste to the site I
will be a hazard to the communities it travels through. as well at Hanford itself. W56-2

Questions about sulsmhtling comments over the Web? Contact us at:.ktcesemse n • or call the Greater-
Than-Class-C tow-Level Radioactive Waste 115 Webmaster at (620) 2S2-S70S.

0

0

0



J'neva. Capra, Commenter ID No. W522 W522-1 DOE's ROD 78 FR 75913 dated December 13, 2013, stated that DOE has deferred a decision '

on importing waste from other DOE sites (with limited exceptions as described in the

Settlement Agreement with Ecology) for disposal at Hantford at least until WTP is operational. ~
For information on DOE's preferred alternative see GTCC EIS Chapter 2.

Stopping the generation of nuclear waste or promoting alternative energy sources is outside the

scope of the GTCC ELS, the scope of which is to evaluate disposal alternatives to enable the

_______________________________________________________selection of a safe alternative or alternatives for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like

wastes.
From: gtccetse @asrenl~gov
Sane• Monday, Js~l 27, 2011 2:34 AM

To: gtcceiwbater~antgov

StbetReceipt: Greater-Than-Class-C Low-Level Radioactive Waste itS Comment GTCCIO522

Thank you for your comment, Capra J'neva.

The comment tracking number that has been assigined to your comment Is GTCC10S22. Please refer to the comment

traeking nslnber In all corre~nence relating to this comment.

Conmient Date: June 27, 2051 02:33:25Ahl CDT

Oreater-Thar-Ctass-C Low-Level RadIoactive Waste EIS Draft Comment: GTCC10S22

Fkrs Ntame: Capra

last Name: ,Jneva

Addrea:
CIty-.

Stale:

Privacy Preference: Withhold address only from public record

Comment Subntlted:
Radioactive wastes from Hanford have already been leaking; Into groundwater for years from Inadequate wells. I have

numerous friend; who are engineers who psrodusce rock drills that are dropped from helicopters with getlgercoantors to

measure She leaks from this radioactive waste, and It Is creel problem. Please tell me ho)w bringing more waste to this

site helps to handle the problems the site already has containing waste? A site along a majo" river that pa~sses numerous

urban areas is not en appropriate place to deposit nuclear waste. we should seek to create less of these toxic wases fo W522-1

which there Is no containment strategy, and instead focus on creating smart gid• solutions to store power from clean
enrg aternatiaes such as solar and wind, which are a far better investment of the billions of dollrs that will go into

failed nuclear power plants. As a CEO In the solar Industry. I have been exposezd to escetlent capacitor technologiy that

should make nuclear power obsolete within a few years. Please find an appropriate place to deal with nuclear wastes,

and Hanford is not the correct site for that.

Questions about submitting comments over the Web? Contact us at: ~oeswbase~er~o or call the Greater-

Than-lss-C Low-Level Radioactive Waste tIS Webreaster at (630) 252-5705.



Johnson. Janet. Commenter ID No. TI6

Capital Reporting Company

MS. 0SQWN: ":hanks, amy.

Jnat JohnSton :.e nur ntet speaker, and Jim

Brovotd will be a~tet Janlet.

MS. J0HNS0M: What i'm going tO say might Sound

hR. BROWN: Let em move this down a iittle bit,

Hf. JOHNSOW: -- because ?'m •nt going •o Say,

866.488.DEPO
wwwCapitalReportingCompany~com
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Johnson. Janet. Commenter ID No. T16 (cont'd) T16-1 The EIS considered the range of reasonable alternatives for disposal of the inventory of GTCC
LLRW and GTCC-like wastes identified for inclusion in these analyses. The Secretary of
Energy determined that a permanent repository for high-level waste and spent nuclear fuel at

Yucca Mountain, Nevada, is not a workable option and will not be developed. Therefore, DOE
concluded that co-disposal at a Yucca Mountain repository is not a reasonable alternative and

has eliminated it from evaluation in this EIS, as described in Section 2.6 of the EIS. DOE has
included analysis of generic commercial facilities in the event that a facility could become
available in the future. In that case, before making a decision to use a commercial facility,
DOE would conduct further NEPA reviews, as appropriate.

T16-2 DOE's ROD 78 FR 75913 dated December 13, 2013, stated that DOE has deferred a decision
on importing waste from other DOE sites (with limited exceptions as described in the
Settlement Agreement with Ecology) for disposal at Hanford at least until WTP is operational.
For information on DOE's preferred alternative see GTCC EIS Chapter 2.
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Capital Reporting Company

fron what I've been hearing, we already hdve a wordertul

place to put thie ,tu£f. Itsa called Yucca Hn,,ntain, and

it is absolutely idiocy not to put our nuClear waste

these.

And someone, naybe all of us, sOmehow have to get

through to our government, the people nmaking the denisuon.

that this is an inporta•vt decision and that it Was all

settled.

And thanks to politics ge~ttng involved, suddenly

we need to save Yucca Mountamio hecause it's going down the

drain. it's already built. :t's almost ready to open.

It will meet all the criteria that everyone has been

talking about, all the criteria except that it doesn't

satisfy -- whsat's his nam, the m~an who got it taien off

the record?

And r don't know -- I Jest Can't understand hoe,

such a thing could happen, such stupildiy could be allowed

to remain. And then you etart talking shout potting it

here instead or all hinds of other pieces that are net

acceptable, after we've spent millions of dollars netting

up the perfect place to bring our nuclear saste. It's

sitting there. tt's waiting. It'o lust about ready, or

was ontil they started diso~antling it.

And this just -- I6~erica Can't he stupid enough

to 1cr this happen and then maybe put it in aanford where

866.488.DEPO
www.CapitalReportingCompany.com

20
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T16-2



Johnson. Janet. Commenter ID 
No. 

T16 (cont'd)

Capital Reporting Company

1 it's qo£n@ to endanger: 
people? 

It's Just Inc0noeivable.

T16-22 Someone 
has tO wake up and let our politLclens 

knott that 

(Cont.)

3 

thia 

stuff 

doesn't 

go.

4 

Our 
prenident 

Just 
did 

a greet 
job 

on 
one 

thing,

5 
catching 

the 
nt•ber 

one 
criaua 

man 
in 

the 
world, 

but 
-- 

and

6 
that 

Is 
e•thin9 

good 
he 

did. 

This 
Is 

soe•thlng 

terrible

7 
that 

he 
has 

do•n, 

to 
try 

to 
close 

Yucca 

Mountain.

8 

I 
worked 

not 

-- 
I 

worked 

for 
about 

I0 
years 

at

9 

Nevada 

Test 

Site, 

mOStly 

wlth 

l•awrnnca 

Llve•ore 

National

10 

Lab, 

co 
tearing 

n•cloar 

weapons 

underqround# 

which 

was 

the

II 

safe 

way 

to 

test 

•hem. 

HOW 

they 

aren't 

being 

tested 

a•

12 

all, 

which 

is 

safer 

yet.

13 

But 

I 
did 

do 

a 
little 

bit 

o£ 

work 

on 

Nevada 

Test

14 

Site 

for 

nuclear 

waste 

storage, 

but 

very 

little 

ot 

my 

work

15 

was 

involved 

•ith 

•hat. 

•t 

I 
know 

bow 

•ch 

n•ney 

has

16 

gone 

into 

it, 

how 

much 

-- 

how 

•any 

people 

have 

worked 

co

•7 

it, 

hOW 

much 

hen 

been 

planr•d 

for 

it, 

and 

I 
know 

that 

-- 

I

18 

believe 

-- 

I 

think 

someone 

in 

going 

down 

tO 

Oregon, 

YOU

19 

know, 

thete 

was 

a 

nuclear 

plant 

in 

O•egon 

brlefly. 

Years

20 

ago, 

I 

worked 

on 

that 

when 

it 

was 

under 

conetructlon. 

It

21 

WaS 

In 

effect 

for 

mayb• 

two 

Or 

thrum 

yearn 

and 

then 

closed

22 

down, 

and 

• 

unde£stand 

that 

the 

rad!o 

-- 

nuclear 

fuel 

Is

23 

sitting 

the•@ 

on 

the 

ground 

underwater 

•ith 

nothing

24 

around.

25 

I 

mean, 

this 

iS 

ridiculous. 

This 

iS 

untenable.

866A88.DEPO
www.CapitaiRel•r 

tingC•p•y.c•'l

Capital Reporting Company

1 it's going to endanger people? It's just ineonceivable.

T16-22 Someone has to wale up and let our politicians know that (Coot.)

3 thie stuff doesn't go.

4 OUr president just did a great job on one thing,

5 catching the nneiaer one crime san in the world. but -- and

6 that I, semeth~ng good he did. This is something terrible

7 that he has done, to try to close Yucca )4ountain.

8 1 worked not -- I worked for about 10 years at

9 Nevada teat Site. mostly with t.awrenca Livermore National

~0 Lab, on testing nuClOar weapons underground, which ass the

II sate way to test theta. Now they aren't being tested at

22 all, which is safer yet.

13 But I did do a little bit of work on Nevada feet

14 site for nuclear waste storage, but wary little of my teork

11 uae involved wIth that. But I know how such money has

16 gone into It. how much -- how many people have morhad on

17 it. how such has been planned for It, sod I know that --

1$ believe I think someone is going down to Oregon. You

19 know, there was a nuclear plant ~n Oregon briefly. Tears

20 ago. I worked on that when it was under Construction. It

Si was in effect for esybo two or three years and then closed

22 down, sod I understand that the radia -- nuclear fuel is

23 sitting thure on tho ground undarwater milk nothing

24 arwund.

25 1 mean, this is ridiculous. This is untenable.

0
866.488.DEPO

www.CapltalReportisigCwnpany.com

0
bY

0
('I



Johnson, Janet, Commenter ID No. T16 (cont'd) T16-3 See response to T16-1.

Capital Reporting Company 2

1 YOU lust can't coo our country this way. Well, I gues.

2 that's the am~i thing I wasted to asy.

3 Yucca IHountais cost msiiiiona of dollats. It has

4 been sol• constructed. It as. shut just about when they] Tt6-3

5 woere ~eudy to say it,. reedy to go. you know.. fOW stupid

6 can everyone he tO let this happen?

7 That's all.



Johnson. Marjorie. Commenter ID No. W270 W270-1 There is a relatively small amount of waste which would be transported through the Columbia
River Gorge regardless of the final decision as to the disposal site selected for GTCC LLRW.
The waste would include actinide sealed sources and Cs-137 irradiators from local medical
institutions, research facilities, universities, and other NRC and Agreement State licensees.

From: gtcwebanaster@anl.gov
Sent Thursday. June 16~ 2011 4:25 PM
1o gtcceiswetsmaserq'anigov
Subjecit Rec.lpC Greater-Than-Class-C Low-Level Radioactive Waste tEl Comment GTCC1O27O

Thank you for your comment, Marjorie Johnson.

The comment tracking nusnber that has been assigned to your comment Is GTCC1O27O. Please refer to the comment
tracking number In all correspondence relating to this comment

Comment Date: June 16, 2011 04:24:S3PM COT

Greater-Than-Class-C Low-Level RadIoactive Waste Ill Draft comment GTCC1O27O

First Name: MarjorIe
Middle InItIal:
List Name: Johnson
AddresL~ 640 NW Freeman Avenue
City: Nillaboro
State: OR
Zip: 9712e
Countr~c USA
PrIvacy Preference: Dony withhold name or address from publIc record

Comment Submitted:
PleaSe~ oh please do not subject our beautlhi pristine Columbia River Gorge with unthinkable accidents with reicleer
waste truckIng through it you must stop and think what damage such an accident would cause, remember whet tbe oIl
spill In the tSulFdId and multiply It many tinses over. Thh is not progresaive progress but a disaster just waiting to
happen.

Questions about submitting comments over the Web? Contact us at or call the Greater-
Than-Class-C Lowlevel Radioactive Waste EEl Webmasterat (6301 252-5705.

W270-t



Johnson. Michael. Cornmenter ID No. W96

Front gtcceinwebmasteraato
Sen& Wened~ay. June 15. 2011 7,:06 PM
TO: gtcceiswebmaster @mntgov

ubetReceipt: Greater-Then-CissC Low-Level PRadioactive Waste OS Comment GTtCC100S6

Think you for your comment. Michael johnson.

The comment t racking number that has been assigned to your comment Is GTCC1t0096. Please refer to the Comment

tracking number in all correspondence relating to this comment.

Comment tlate: June 15, 2011 07:06:16PM COT

Great er -Than-*Ctaet-C Low-Level Radioactive Waste OS Drift Comment: 6TOC10090

First Name: Michael
Middle initial: I

Last Name: Johnson•
Organization: Wildflower Trace

Address:
Address 2:
City:

State:

Country:, USA

Privacy Preference: Withhold address only from public record

Contment Sujbmitted:
i am adamantly opposed to shipping highly radioactive material through the Columbia RIver Gorge. One accident could

close this superb recreation area for decades. To even consider such a thing is insane. You should lire the idiot

responsible for such a suglgestion.

Questions about submitting comments over the Web? Contact us at: atctwbgse~n.ovr call the Greater-

Then-Cla ss-C tom-Level Radioactive Waste 115 Webotaster at (630) 252-5705.

W96-1 DOE's ROD 78 FR 75913 dated December 13, 2013, stated that DOE has deferred a decision
on importing waste from other DOE sites (with limited exceptions as described in the

Settlement Agreement with Ecology) for disposal at Hanford at least until WTP is operational.

However, regardless of where the GTCC waste disposal facility is ultimately located, a

relatively small amount of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes may be transported through

the Columbia River Gorge on their way to the disposal facility. The waste would be generated

within the states of Oregon and Washington and would include actinide sealed sources and

Cs-I13? irradiators from local medical institutions, research facilities, universities, and other

NRC and Agreement State licensees.

The transportation of radioactive waste will meet or exceed DOT and NRC regulatory

requirements that promote the protection of human health and the environment. These

regulations include requirements for radioactive materials packaging, marking, labeling,

placarding, shipping papers, and highway routing. The waste shipments would be on preferred

routes, which are interstate highways or altemnative routes designated by a state routing agency

in accordance with DOT regulations (49 CFR Part 397, Subpart D). The GTCC LLRW and

GTCC-like wastes would be shipped in approved waste packages and transportation casks. The

robust nature of these casks limits the potential release of radioactive and chemically hazardous

material under the severest of accident conditions. It is unlikely that the transportation of

GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes to any of the alternative sites evaluated in the EIS would

cause an additional fatality as a result of radiation from either incident-free transportation or

postulated transportation accidents.

The EIS evaluated the transportation impacts from the shipments that would be required to

dispose of all of the GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes at the various disposal sites. The EIS

addressed the collective population risks during routine conditions and accidents, the

radiological risks to the highest exposed individuals during routine conditions, and the

consequences to individuals and populations as a result of transportation accidents, including

those that could release radioactive or hazardous chemical materials. About 12,600 shipments

would be required to transport all of the GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes to the Hantford

Site for disposal. This would result in about 50 million km (30 million mi) of highway travel,

with no expected LCFs. One fatality directly related to an accident might occur (see

Section 6.2.9.1 ).

The EIS also evaluated the impact of intentional destructive acts that could occur during waste

handling, transportation, and disposal (see Section 2.7.4.3 of the EIS). The potential for such

destructive acts is low. DOE sites considered in the EIS are secured, and the packaging for the

GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes would be robust. The GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike

wastes are not readily dispersible, and the impacts from any attempts to disperse these

materials during transportation (such as the impacts from an explosive blast) would be greater

than the impacts from any potential release of radioactivity. Impacts from severe natural

phenomena, such as earthquakes and tornados, would not be expected to be significant, given

that the GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes are largely not dispersible and given the robust

nature of the waste packages and containers.

JW96-t



Johnson. Michael. Comnmenter ID No. W96 (cont'd) DOE's standard operating procedure for transportation of radioactive waste is developed andcontinually revised to ensure that the utmost protection of public health and the environment is
achieved and that the risk of a traffic accident is minimized. For example, DOE has established
a comprehensive emergency management program (Transportation Emergency Preparedness
Program or TEPP) that provides detailed, hazard specific planning and preparedness measures
to minimize the health impacts from accidents involving loss of control over radioactive
material or toxic chemicals. DOE's TEPP was established to ensure that its contractors and
state, tribal, and local emergency responders are prepared to respond promptly, efficiently, and
effectively to accidents involving DOE shipments of radioactive materials.

If an accident that involved a release of radioactive material to the environment occurred, it
would be remediated promptly in accordance with these procedures. These measures would
help DOE minimize and mitigate any impacts on the environment.



Joily-Holt, Teresa, Commenter ID No. L98

__ __e .e{c A o ir "1
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jL98-1
IL98-2

IL98-3

L98-4

L98-5

SL98-6

L98-1 DOE's ROD 78 FR 75913 dated December 13, 2013, stated that DOE has deferred a decision
on importing waste from other DOE sites (with limited exceptions as described in the

Settlement Agreement with Ecology) for disposal at Hanford at least until WTP is operational.

For information on DOE's preferred altemnative see GTCC EIS Chapter 2.

L98-2 DOE agrees that use of a geologic repository would be a protective and safe method for the

disposal of the entire inventory of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes. The GTCC EIS
evaluation for the WIPP geologic repository alternative supports this statement. However, the

degree of waste isolation provided by a geologic repository may not be necessary for all of the

GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes evaluated in the GTCC EIS. The GTCC EtS evaluation

indicates that certain wastes (e.g., those containing short-lived radionuclides such as

Cs-137 irradiators) could be safely disposed of in properly designed land disposal facilities at
sites with suitable characteristics, such as low precipitation rates, high soil distribution
coefficients, and sufficient depths to groundwater.

While 10 CFR Part 61 identifies one NRC-approved method for GTCC LLRW disposal
(disposal in a geologic repository), these regulations also indicate that other disposal methods

could be approved. The GTCC EIS evaluates three land disposal methods (i.e., trench,
borehole, and vault). The GTCC EIS evaluation indicates that land disposal methods employed
at sites with suitable characteristics would be viable and safe alternatives for the disposal of

GTCC LLRW.

L98-3 Stopping the generation of nuclear waste or promoting alternative energy sources is outside the

scope of the GTCC EIS, the scope of which is to evaluate disposal alternatives to enable the
selection of a safe alternative or alternatives for the disposal ofG(TCC LLRW and GTCC-like

wastes.

L98-4 DOE did not evaluate developing a geologic repository, including a repository in the granite

shield, exclusively for disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes because DOE

determined that such an alternative is not reasonable due to the time and cost associated with
siting a deep geologic repository and the relatively small volume of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-

like wastes identified in the GTCC EIS. DOE believes that the results presented in this EIS for

the WIPP geologic repository alternative are indicative of the high degree of waste isolation

that would be provided by disposal in a geologic repository. DOE has included analysis of
generic commercial facilities in the event that a facility could become available in the future. In

that case, before making a decision to use a commercial facility, DOE would conduct further

NEPA reviews, as appropriate.

L98-5 The GTCC EIS evaluates the transportation impacts from the shipments that would be required

to dispose of the entire inventory of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes at the Hanford Site

and all the other sites being evaluated.

The GTCC EIS evaluates collective population risks during routine conditions and accidents,

radiological risks to the highest exposed individuals during routine conditions, and

consequences to individuals and populations as a result of transportation accidents, including
the release of radioactive or hazardous chemical materials. For the truck option, it is estimated

that about 12,600 shipments resulting in about 50 million km (30 million mi) of travel would
be required. This transport of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes would not result in any

LCFs, although one fatality directly related to an accident might occur (see Section 6.2.9.1 ).

In addition, Chapter 6 of the TC&WM EIS also has evaluated cumulative impacts addressing
disposal of potential future wastes (including GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like waste) at the

Hantford site. 0
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Jolly-Holt. Teresa. Comnmenter ID No. L98 (cont'd) L98-6 Disposition of the GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes will be handled in a manner that isprotective of human health and the environment and in compliance with applicable
requirements and regulations. Doses to workers and the public will be minimized to the extent
practical. The methodology used to estimate the radiological human health impacts in the EIS
is based on standard practices that are subject to revision as our understanding of the effects of
radiation on humans evolves. The same methodology is used in the evaluation of all
alternatives; thus, any modification of this methodology would not affect the comparisons
among alternatives and the identification of the preferred alternative.
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Jones Jr.. William. Commenter ID No. W198

Front gtcceisebnsaster~audgov
Sent: Thursday. June 16. 2011 5:56 AM
To: meil~gtccehsarchives: stc elswebrmaster~anhltoe gtccels~anLgov
Subject: Geat~er-Than-Class-C Low•Level Radioactiv Waste EIS Comment GTCC10198
Attachments: DOEJDraft•FtS 375-D FinalGTCC1019B.cdoc

Thank you for your commient. William Jones Jr.

The contnent tracking number that has been assigned to your comment Is GTCC1019S. Please reter to the comment

tracking number in all correspondence relating to this cottirent.

Contment Date: June 16. 21)11 05:5S:22AM COT

Greater-Than-Class-C Low-Level Radioactive Waste LIS araft Comment: GTCC1O19B

F~rst Name: William
Middle lnltlsl:
Last Name: hstset Jr
City: Harpswell
State: ME

privacy Preeec: Don't withhold name or address from public record
Attachment: C:\fakepath\0OE Draft EIS 0375.0 Flnaldoc

Comment Submitted:
I also sent c hard copy of my comtments of the attachment below since there is a picture imbedded in the test and I was

not sure if it would tranmit propetiy.

Questions about sutsmttitng comments over the Web? Contact us at: etclwb astr or call the Greater-

Than-Class-C Low-Letel Radioactive Waste El$ Webmaster at (630) 252-5705.



Jones Jr.. William. Commenter ID No. L97 L97-1I The transportation analysis as presented in the EIS is conservative in that consideration of the
TRUPACT III and the SNF casks could reduce impacts. However, while these packages are
viable options for transport of the GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes, consideration of their
use as an option in the EIS did not influence the identification of the preferred alternative. Use
of the spent fuel cask designs would require rail transport, and any of the conceptual land
disposal designs could be modified to accommodate the larger packages, but their use at WIPP
would require further study.

Commetstt oa DOE DC~ Invir oatetal tp taste eatnd h n~mlo

Gri ler-Thau-Clua oweelRdocteWsean G"TC'C-Llee Wast

Itaekgreead

As a long-time ntilear utility empluyee, I managed the pemn aio ckagtng and
straige ofthe acIvate mmneti~lreaIr 'llme lass C (GTCC") wa~ste frotn two of the five
Pressudnecd Water Rontr (PWRs) that have segumeted and packaged GTCC waste as
part of decommhssioning. Theta two plants wer Yankee Atomic at Rotwe,
Massachbuseit. and Maine Yankeae hi Wisreateut Maiom

haditon I cotshoedn EPRI relpor, manlre 101512"2, Reavwlnte" inals
Segrralation -Expeiec Report. Detailed ttxpetne 1993-2006. This reprt ot etutedu[
the experiences of segmlenting the reaetor Internlis, inehltaintg the T(flC waste, fur the
Yankee Rowe, Connecticut Yankee, Maine Yankee, Sen Onofre Unit 1, Rarnu ,qch ream mu
hi8 stoc~k "ont plants, Ihave a very good smmcing knoeuglte of the namree tire TCC
waste/actmvteml tteal currettly packaged at those sites.

I reviewed the recently issued Lsaftt Euviroamental lsnpaet Statement (UIS) ass resl of
eonmtslstrg wenrh on the segmentation and pac~kagin8 of cmmeorcial nuclear power plant
reactor internals. As part of this review, t developed the following eomamerat.

Comment

I stin providing commn•3ten on one of the asmumptiort contained in the EIS. 'llmat
aasmempion as developed and diseuaed in thme FlIS, is that the activate~d metait(rtt'C
waste., fron both shut down eonmmnerclal nuclear power plant sites, as wall as; eurrentty
opetuting sites, will be€ packaged in Activated Metal Canisters (AMCs), with assmmimt
external dinamusimuts of appsosinsate~ly 26 inhe In diame'te by 48 inehe in length, or
slighly larger tha staxsani •.S gelfon drauts

I heve revdewed the P.IS, hut dio not tee any discussion justifying the assunmed sine for the
AMC paektrges, it is my belief that to segnment the GTCC porliona of the reactor
Internals inset AMC-slne~d cotatiners would violate the NRC's principle oC ALARtA (As
Low As Reasonable Achievable). This appruacl would be similar to requiring that spent
furel a~ssemblIs he, cut into lengths to lit AM containerS.

There is no explanation for this sine Riven the sir~e of lime (i'f'CC wat gemralmitedi
cOommrcial reactors. in1 partiular for ?Wlls, end th styas rf the creremrly 1sakasged
(IfUCC waste residing at Lthe five above lite PWts. The welded emamitmms in strae at
ilmr~ee live stte sie all de~siged for .tail shipm~ent These eanitter.s are typinelty lanrger than
60 inches in dianmtet tand over 14 ft tall. As an example, the Maine Yankee GTCC is
cuerrantly pmseltmged in tour courrtaitmrem of thils size.

L97- I



Jones Jr.. William. Commenter ID No. L97 (cont'd)

I have enloa a phuogra~ph of a typical. new. uohrradiated hnsf,'hrmsl. The
appusidmat m ,6nrinldf ¢ •,graoes r~ih is a tblly wede !n•e.rnt, are of 11w

Order of 14 Ihe long and 12 fre'•t in diamtertm. 1"he baffle/shroud from a PWR is likely to

contain milliona of curies. Tha Mainre Yanke shroud contained aprxmtly 2 million

ciries after 25 years of operaion.

L97-1
(Cont.)

In addit~on. ter ths plants thtleu is ahteoy packaged GTCC wase into canisters
lirensed for rail transort, the l

t
IS dues nt contain any analysis of the advantages or

disadvantaes of cossteting, a th•cility that could suppr the n:ce.ssaty segmentaton

and packaing that would he require to tanstelir this waste to AMC•-sized containers.

In my view a mor prudent approach wusrot be to cosider wast pakage that would not

require currently packaged (ZTCC waste In he further segassited and epackage~d, n

that could allow efficient acgtcnartiton of(TI'CC portion• ur reator usresnals in the

liuture.

[97-1
(Cont.)

Commnents pruvidec b

William 0. Jonas Jr.
292 GaIe/kdge Rd
Ilar.iwei, Maine 04079 LA) ~



Kapuler. Alan. Commenter ID No. W173 W173-1 There is a relatively small amount of waste which would be transported through the Columbia
River Gorge regardless of the final decision as to the disposal site selected for GTCC LLRW.
The waste would include actinide sealed sources and Cs-137 irradiators from local medical
institutions, research facilities, universities, and other NRC and Agreement State licensees.

gtnc~ccerwbmaster@antgov
Sent: Wednesay JUra lS, 2011 I11OOPM
TO: gtcciwetbmaster@antgov
Subjest: Receipt: G•e tr-Than-Claas-C Low-Level Radioactive Waste ELS Comment GTCC101?3

Thank you for your comment, Alan Ktapuler.

The conmment treddeng number that' has been assigned to your comment Is GTCC01O13. Pleas refer to the comment
t rackIng number In all correspondence relating to this comnment.

Comment Date: June 15, 2011 10:59:35PM CDT

Greater-ThnCams-C L OW-Level Radioactlve Waste 1I5 Draft Comment. I3TCC1017S

First Name: Alan
Middle lnitlah M

PrIvacy Preferec: WlthhOtd address only from public recr

Comment Submltted:
Radldactive waste Iv bad sbnce disposal is an unsolved problem. 111gb level waste Is a tragledy watlngl to happen- Please
don't transport radioactive waste thru the Columbia Gorge, one ofythe treasures of the Pacific Northwest and of the

Questions about submitting comments over the Web? Contact us at. ocaneo or call the Greater-
Than-Class-C Low-Level RadioactIve Waste EIt webmtaster at (630) 252-5705.

SW173-1



Karuna. Amara. Commenter ID No. W508 W508-1 There is a relatively small amount of waste which would be transported through the Columbia
River Gorge regardless of the final decision as to the disposal site selected for GTCC LLRW.
The waste would include actinide sealed sources and Cs-137 irradiators from local medical
institutions, research facilities, universities, and other NRC and Agreement State licensees.

From: g-elswebmasterf~anigov
Sent Sunday, June 2t, 2011 7:07 PM
To: gtcceweb eattanl~gov
Subject; Receipt: Greater-ThnClass-C L~ow-Lead Radioactive Waste Es Comment GTCCSO05I

Thank you for yOUr comment. Amara Karura.

The comment tracklngl number that has been assIgned to your comment Is GTCCI0508, Please refer to the comment

tracking number In all correspondence relating! to this comment.

Comment Oate: June 26. 20ll 0756:4IPM CDT

Graeter-Than-class-C Low-Level Radioactive Waste EIS Draft Comment: GTCCIOSOS

First Name: Ansara
Last Nam: tarenaa
Counby: USA
Privacy Preference: Withhold address only from public record

Comment Submitted:
Do not truck this radioactive waste across the county that creates great rsks, and the Hanford sitealreadyihas aytoo W508-1

much of it. Put is somewhere far away from large centers of civIl~zatIon.I

Questions about submittingt comments over the Web? Contact' us at: esrcelswehmaster@anl~eov or call the Greater-
T~han-Class-C Low-Level Radioactive Waste EIS Wabmaster at 1650) 252-5705.



Keddem. Aliza. Commenter ID No. W36 W36-1I The GTCC EIS evaluates the potential impacts to water resources from the proposed action for
each alternative. See Sections 4.3.3, 6.2.3, 7.2.3, 8.2.3, 9.2.3, 10.2.3, and 11.2.3 for discussion
of potential impacts to water resources at WIPP, Hanford, INL, LANL, SRS, NNSS, and WIPP
Vicinity, respectively. These potential impacts are presented in the GTCC EIS and will be
considered in the decision-making process for the selection of a disposal alternative or
alternatives.

From:. glcceisviebmaster~as'l•g
Semt: Wednesday. May 18. 2011 1245 PM
To: gtcceizwebmatterOant gov
SbeaReceipt: Greater-Then-clast-C Low-Level Rftaoacdv Waste 11$ Comment GICCiCO0S

Thank you bor your comrmet. Aliza Keddem.

The comment trackingl number that has been asstgned to yor comment Is GTCIOO1036, Please refer to the comment
trskn number In al crspnence relating to this comment.

Comm~ent Date: May 18,.2011 12:48 57PMCD

Greater-Than-ClessC Low Level Radloactive Waste EOS Draft Comment: GTCC 10036

F~rst Name: Alba
Lest Name: Igeddem
Address: 36 NE 76 Avenue
Address 3: 35 NE 76 Avenue
CGty: Portland
State: OR

Privacy Preference: Don't wlthshold neme or address from publIc rcr

Comment Subrnlt tead
Please protect our water from nuclear poluilon,

QuestIons about submltttlng comments over the Web? Contact us at: ttciwb traie vor call the Greater-
ThnCasCLow-Level Radioactive Waste OIS Webmaster at 16301 252-5705.

SW36-I



Kelly. Mike. Commenter ID No. T44

HR. OH~N: Thank you.

Hike Kelly.

HR. KF.LLY• Hy name is Mike Kelly. 1'm a

private citizen. I'm a resident of Clark ~-

HR. BROWN: Hey, if you can wait until you

get to the reic.

HR. KELLY: You moke a good point.

HR. BROWN: Yeah. And JIohn Kadder will be 0

0

0



Kelly. Mike. Commenter ID No. T44 (cont'd) T44-1 Public comments and other factors identified in the GTCC EIS were considered in developing
DOE's preferred alternative for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike waste, as

discussed in Chapter 2 of the GTCC EIS. DOE will continue to engage stakeholders on the
selection and implementation of a GTCC disposal.

1 after you.

2 MR. KELLY; All right. Mello, everyone. My

3 name is Mike Kelly. I'm a private citizen end resident

4 of Clark County.

5 Although I just got -- I was out of work for

6 like two years and I got a job in Mew Mexico. so I've

7 been down there too. SO I kind of -- I'm, more or

8 leas, an American citizen because I kind of been -
T44-I

9 like your oldest Nimby stuff, Nevada, nobody wants it

1O here. They don't want it there either. I don't think

11 they should have it down there either. Oh, God.

12 Okay. I read this article. I'll just -- you

13 know, I'm not -- there's this guy, Jon, Jon -- Jonathan

14 Schell (phonetic), I just read. I won't tell you what

1S magazine it's in. But I'd like to read a Couple

16 paragraphs of what he said.

17 (Reading) "The problem is not that another

18 backup generator is needed or that safety rules aren't

19 tight enough or that the place for the nuclear waste is

20 in the wrong geological location where that controls on

21 proliferation or las; it is that stumbling, imperfect,

22 probably imperfectible creatures like ourselves are

23 unfit to -- we have the stellar fire released by the

24 split or fused atom. When nature strikes, why should it

21 make human kind compound the problem?



Kelly. Mike. Commenter ID No. T44 (cont'd) T44-2 The WIPP has been certified by the EPA for the disposal of defense-generated TRU waste. The
physical and chemical characteristics of the GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes proposed for

disposal in the WlPP repository are comparable to the TRU wastes currently being disposed of

in the repository. As discussed in Chapter 4 of the GTCC EIS, the WIPP disposal area is

located about 655 meters beneath the ground surface in a massive bedded salt unit. Based on

the GTCC EtS evaluation, disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes at WIPP would
result in minimal environmental impacts for all resource areas evaluated, including human

health because there would be no releases to the accessible environment and therefore no
radiation doses and LCFs during the first 10,000 years following closure of the WIPP

repository.

30

"The earth is provided with enough primordial

forces of destruction without our help in introdueing

more. Na should leave those to Mother Nature. Somte

are suggesting that, in light of the new developmernts,

we should abandon nuclear power. I have a different

proposal.

"Perhaps in keeping with the pracurial nature

of the peril, let us pause and study the matter. For

how long? Plutonium, the proponent of nuclear waste,

has a half life of 24,000 years. Meaning that half of

it is transformed into other elements through

radioactive decay, This suggests a time scale. Ne

will -- we will not be precipitous if we study Nevada

for only half that half life, 12,000 years.

"In the interval, we can make a search for a

safe new energy source, among other useful endeavors.

Then perhaps we'll be wise enough to make gOOd use of

the split atom."

I'd just like to mention about the NIPP site

too because it seams like the facts stack against that,

the WIPP site. If you ever were over there, it's not

like Yucca Mountain where grease and bush, They have

like a bunch of mesquite, it looks like, and it's very

-- I think it looks pretty nice.

And, you know, Mr. fdelmen was discussing the

T44-2

0

C.,

0
C.,

0



Kelly. Mike. Commenter ID No. T44 (cont'd)

1 water tables, said that there's salt and then there's

2 no water table, l'll bet. And mesquite has to get

3 water. They have really deep roots. So I'm thinking T44-2
(Cont.)

4 maybe the water table -- I'm not a geologist. I'm just

S a private citizen. And I just, I wonder about the

6 water table end the salt down in there.

7 Like he said, It's sort of like a slam-dunk

5 with the WIPP site, like in -- I just worry. Like over

9 there, there's not many people there that can like

10 stand up for themselves, and we' 11 just force that upon

21 them down there too, you know. And I just -- I know we

22 have to do something with it. We're stuck with it.

13 Whatever they, you know -- like I got out. I

14 visited all the nuke sites over in New Mexico, the

15 radloactives. I was at Los Alamos and seen the little

16 cars, saw the two bombs and stuff. And on the day Jap-

17 -- a couple of days after the Japanese, yoU know,

lB fiasco, and it's just bad off, you know.

19 1 just don't -- I think we should be careful

20 when -- like, we have to keep the stuff before us,

21 rather than just dump it somewhere and forget about it

22 because we can't just -- I don't know. Each generation

23 is stuck with it now. But I agree with the other

24 speakers that, you knuw, we have tu kewp Ii abuvw reek

25 and keep our eye on it. I think, personally.



Kelly. Mike. Commenter ID No. T44 (cont'd) T44-3 Stopping the generation of nuclear waste or promoting alternative energy sources is outside the ~
scope of the GTCC EI S, the scope of which is to evaluate disposal alternatives to enable the
selection of a safe alternative or alternatives for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like

wastes.

1 1 worry about the water table over there with

2 the WIE'P site because it's pretty close to that Pecos

3 River. There's water running right -- there's more

4 water there than here, you know. And, you k|now, we

S shouldn't pass it like a hot potato, this nuclear

6 waste, from one town to the other, you know. W6e're all

7 Azsericans, and maybe we should approach it some other

8 way that we'd be -- Mississippi versus over westerner

9 versus easterner, that's not going to get us nowhere,

10 you know, really.

11 Blecause we have to keep it in a dry piece.

12 And, like, there's only very few -- the west is dryer

13 than the east, you know, just for physical reasons, not

14 -- you know, there's physical reasons for things,

25 rather than just political. And I think we should be

16 careful about not mining backyard kind of stuff too,

17 and got rid of the Yucca M4ountain.

18 Rut we've just got to Stop. Abandon nuclear

19 power. We have to abandon it, just like we have to ban T44-3

30 trickle-down economics.

21 Thanks for listening.



Kerchun. Chris. Commenter ID No. L415

O
DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT for the

DISPOSAL OF GREATER THAN-CLASS C (GTCC) LOW-LEVEL
RADIOACTIIVE WASTE AND GTCC-LIKE WASTE

(DOEJEIS-0375-D)
U.S. Decpartment of Energy

WRITTEN COMMENT FORM
Midst bse n rc#xd onor be br..inne 27 20111

Mr. Mrts. Ms, Mr.& Md Or.

Tame: t~

O gAdidr lo n -•.. .•k 2, _••J. t.......;..................

L4t 5-I DOE's ROD 78 FR 75913 dated December 13, 2013, stated that DOE has deferred li decision
on importing waste from other DOE sites (with limited exceptions as described in the
Settlement Agreement with Ecology) for disposal at Hanford at least until WTP is operational.
For information on DOE's preferred alternative see GTCC EIS Chapter 2.

L415-2 DOE is responsible under the Low-Level Radioactive Waste Policy Amendments Act
(P.L. 99-240) for the disposal of GTCC LLRW. The purpose of the EIS is to evaluate
alternatives for the safe and secure disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes.
Continued storage of GTCC LLRW at the generating facilities was evaluated as part of the No
Action alternative. Transportation of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes from generating
facilities to a GTCC LLRW disposal facility is a required component of the disposal process
that would be identified for the GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes because the disposal
site(s) or location(s) would not be the same as the generator sites for reasons provided in the
EIS. DOE believes that the transportation of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes to a more
centralized disposal facility would result in lower overall human health risks compared to
managing the wastes at multiple locations and can be conducted in a safe manner based on
compliance with comprehensive regulatoty requirements and past experiences.

City: ..... Stale: ,Zip Code:.. .. i ....r..s.: ......¼~ -VL 7C k'

Coonnenf:

L l5-1

WITHHOLIDING OF PERSONAL INFORMATION: Inlformatrno• yon pws~vde on bins form way be pobltshed urs parn

of thae pitlui¢ rootel+" for t~his projet.k inlcludinp publicaitiont on im Ither!iemt !ndimint respondeilts may reqaest
ronfidtentintilty by ohekiug on of the two bonets betow. The DOE will honor such reqnests to the este~nt allowed by law.
All labatisnion boro mpaniatations and balswessrs. or fraom iidinidnlnt identil•,ingt tbhtttsniins as represottuiseinc or officials
of orguniziltiom~ or bttnines~es, wiii 1w available to the puoblic in their entirety.

O] Withhold my ntame and nddfnsu from the pobile recrd.

[•Wltthoeld only my addrenn fr'om the public rerord

Co~mmen-t forms may be osajied to: Commaent form nuny bo fotxed to:
Mr. Arnold Fedlman (301) 903-4303
Ditenusnt• Manager
Office of Regualatony Complianeo (E.M-43)
U.S, Deparittmet of tFttorgy or sent by electronic malt go:
l000 tmtdcpcndceno Avenue, SW #ld,
Wnshminson, DC 20555-01 19



Kidd. Judith, Comm enter ID No. T65
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Capital Reporting Company

2

3

4
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7

9

10

II

12

13

14

15

16

I?

to

19 01R. BROW1N: Judith Kidd? And Dory Bunting

20will be after Judith.

21 NS. KITDD: 5i. V've been in Albtuquerque fot

22 about 30 years, and mostly my professional life has
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IKidd, Judith. Comm enter ID No. T65 (cant'd)

•Capita! Reporting Company 4

been'as a teacher. So I'm not a scientist. I don't

know'a lot about the technology, but it's so obvious at

an inatinctional level, that what we're doing with this

coiitiuued increasing creation of nuclear waste is

damaging for our future generations, and that concerns

me a great deal. We're all going to be dead, and we're

not going to feel a lot of the effects of what webre

pisa'ning to do these days, this industry's doing, but

it will be our grandchildren's children who will he the

most fragile.

. And I think we really," really need to

think through what we're doing here. We really need to

say. no, no more waste renew Mexico. We were promised.

WIPP would not include anything higher than sea level

waste, would not include commercial waste, so let's

keep to that promise, and then let's find safe storage

for the cosmercial waste near where it's created and

then let's scale down and create a world that works for

the future. It's a very fragile planet we live on, an"

d it's becoming more obvious all the time -- very

fregi~lw. Atid ouur future geuerations are very fragile,

so let us think in those terms.
866.488.DEPQ

www.CapitalRepor tingCompany.coin

T65-1 DOE acknowledges that only defense-generated TRU waste is currently authorized for disposal
at the WIPP geologic repository under the WIPP LWA as amended (P.L. 102-579 as amended
by P.L. 104-201) and that legislation would be required to allow disposal of waste other than
TRU waste generated by atomic energy defense activities at WIPP and/or for siting a new
facility within the land withdrawal area. However, NEPA does not limit an EIS to proposing
and evaluating alternatives that are currently authorized. Furthermore, the Agreement for
Consultation and Cooperation between Department of Energy and the State of New Mexico for
the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant recognizes that the mission of WIPP may change and provides
provisions to modify, the agreement. For example, the Agreement states: "The parties to this
Agreement recognize that future developments including changes to applicable laws (e.g.,
Public Law [P.L.] 96-164) may make it desirable or necessary for one or both parties to seek to
modify this Agreement. Either party to this Agreement may request a review of the terms and
conditions."

DOE acknowledges the TRU waste disposal limitations for WIPP specified in the WIPP LWA
as amended (P.L. 102-579 as amended by P.L. 104-20 1) and in the Agreement for Consultation
and Cooperation between Department of Energy and the State of New Mexico for the Waste
Isolation Pilot Plant. Information on these limitations is provided in this EIS (see Section 4.1.1)
and was considered in developing the preferred alternative. Based on the GTCC EIS
evaluation, disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes at WIPP would result in minimal
environmental impacts for all resource areas evaluated, including human health and
transportation. Both the annual dose and the latent cancer fatality (LCF) risk would be zero
because there would be no releases to the accessible environment and therefore no radiation
doses and LCFs during the first 10,000 years following closure of the WIPP repository. In
addition to legislative changes, DOE recognizes that the use of WIPP for the disposal of GTCC
LLRW and GTCC-like wastes would require site-specific NEPA reviews, including further
characterization of the waste (e.g., radionuclide inventory and heat loads), as well as the
proposed packaging for disposal.

T65-1



Kidd, Judith, Comumenter ID No. T65 (cont'd)
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! And I really, really agree with all the

2 things that have been said tonight against bringing

S waste here and against the proliferation of the nuclear

41 industry, s0al say, let's stop it now. Thank you.



Kimmnich, Rob. Commenter ID No. W67

From:
Sent:.
To:
Subject:

gtcceiswebmaster@ anl~gov
Monday, Masy 23, 2011 9:17 PM
gtcceiswebmaster @anI.gov
Receipt:, Greater-Tiban-Class-C Low-Level Radioactive Waste PI5 Comment GTCCIOO57

Theank you for your comment, Rob Kimmich.

The comment tracking number thatu has been sasigned to your comment is fGTCC5e057. Please refer to the comment
trucking number in all correspondence relating to this comment.

Comment Date: May 23. 2011, O9:17:ISPM COT

Greater-Thar-Class-C Low-Level Radioactire Waste hI Draft Comment: ~TCC10067
First Name: Rob•
Last Name: Kimmich
City: Salem
Slate: OR
Country: USA
Prinacy Preference: Don't wivthhold nume or address from public record

Comment Submitted:
"1lam adding my votte~to the vo~ces at Heart of Aunerica Northwest. which is advocating 'Clean Uip First"' at Hanford, We
most clean up the Hantford site bsetore adding nuw wastes. Adding more waste to Hanford is like continuing to use and
flash" an already ctogged toilet in your house so that the hsuman wantes spill onto the floor.

W67-1 The Hantford Site is analyzed as a candidate location for a new GTCC waste disposal facility in
the GTCC EIS. DOE is performing environmental restoration activities at the Hanford Site,
and the ongoing cleanup efforts at the Hanford Site will continue.

DOE's ROD 78 FR 75913 dated December 13, 2013, stated that DOE has deferred a decision
on importing waste from other DOE sites (with limited exceptions as described in the
Settlement Agreement with Ecology) for disposal at Hanford at least until WTP is operational.

W67-2 DOE is responsible under the Low-Level Radioactive Waste Policy Amendments Act
(P.L. 99-240) for the disposal of GTCC LLRW. The purpose of the EtS is to evaluate
alternatives for the safe and secure disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes.
Continued storage of GTCC LLRW at the generating facilities was evaluated as part of the No
Action alternative. Transportation of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes from generating
facilities to a GTCC LLRW disposal facility is a required component of the disposal process
that would be identified for the GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes because the disposal
site(s) or location(s) would, in most case, not be the same as the generator sites for reasons
provided in the EIS. The GTCC EIS indicates that the transportation of GTCC LLRW and
GTCC-Iike wastes to a more centralized disposal facility would result in lower overall human
health risks compared to managing the wastes at multiple locations and can be conducted in a
safe manner based on compliance with comprehensive regulatory requirements and past
experiences.

W67-3 The GTCC EIS evaluated potential environmental consequences, from the transportation and
disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like waste that would be required to dispose of all of the
GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes at the various disposal sites. As described in Chapter 5
of the GTCC ELS, DOE also evaluated the consequences of scenarios involving intentional
destructive acts, such as sabotage or terrorism events, associated with the GTCC waste types
and disposal methods analyzed in the EIS. The potential environmental consequences were
considered by DOE in the development of the preferred alternative presented in Chapter 2 of
the GTCC EIS.

W67-4 DOE's goal with regard to its public participation process is to be able to disseminate the
information to the public so that input from the interested public can be obtained to inform the
Final EIS. To this end, nine public hearings at venues accessible to the interested public for the
various sites evaluated in the EIS were conducted. Notices were placed in various local
newspapers to announce the public hearings before and during the scheduled hearings. DOE
also provided a 120 day public comment period on the Draft GTCC EtS.

jW67-I
Etch region that uses nuclear energy needs to he responsible for those wastes. If the society chooses tonuse a utoxi
source of energy such an nuclear power, the society" needs to be reminded of the risks. Keeping the wastes near where W67-2
they are produced is last such a re minder.

Trucking waste to Ha~nford provides more opportunity for accidents and terrorism than keeping wastes on the reactor

site.

In considering Hanford fora entional nuclear waste dump, this Environmental Impact Statement must accosnt for the W67-3
risks so the water of the Columbia River which supplies farm leasds and affects the health of the City of Portland, Oregon,
among many other cities. This CiS mast amao consider tihe risks ineolved in transporting these waste materials to Hanford.
The risk of terrorism may he very hard to assess while the risk of itrucking accidents can be established based on the

many yerar of tracking experinence Is the United Stales.

The gnvironmental Impact Statement must be made public ln a fashion that allows adequate lime for citizen response. W6I

Thank yotu for your attention to this critical matter."

Questions absut submitting comments over the Web? Contact us at: elccelawebmaster@anlieov or call the Greater-
Than-Class-C Low-Level Radioactive Waste ISi Webmaster as l6ss) 252-5705.



Knight. Paige, Commenter ID No. T146
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KNZGHT: 

On 
a 

light 

note, 

I 
have 

to 
thank

II 

you 

for 

having 

the 

microphone 

up 
hero 

so 
that 

we 
got

12" 

to 
talk 

to 
the 

audience 

as 
well. 

That's 

sort 

of 
a

|3 

rare 

thing 

in 

hiarlnqs 

in 

•y 

(InaDdiblo)

|4 

relationship.

• 
15 

I 
have 

a 
few 

co•ents. 

I'm 

trying 

no• 

to 

be

16 

•adundani. 

And, 

actually, 

in 

my 

years 

of 

dealing

|7 

with 

all 

the 

proposals 

from 

the 

Departmest 

of 

Energy,

]8 

things 

have 

gotten 

-- 

I 
sort 

of 

reduced 

everything

]9 

dO'•"n 

tO 

what 

I 
consider 

simplicity, 

which 

is, 

I

20 

Chink, 

really 

important. 

B•t 

before 

I 
start 

there, 

Z

2[ 

want 

to 

say 

semQ•hlng 

concerning 

the 

young 

man 

Who

22 

had 

the 

body-shaking 

courage 

to 

come 

up 

here 

and 

give

23 

an 

opposite 

p•int 

of 

view 

of 

the 

rest 

of 

us. 

I

24 

talked 

to 

him 

out 

in 

the 

hallway 

as 

lie 

was 

hurriedly

25 

and 

very 

shakily 

movLng 

out 

Of 

the 

meeting.
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10 MS. lQ12GIi~: Cn a light note, I have to thank

II you for having the microphone up hero so that we get

12 - to talk to the audience as well, Thats sort of a

13 rare thing in he~arings in my (inaudihlo)

14 relationship.

IS I have a few cosvents. I'm ttying not to be

16 rsdundaot. And, actually, In my years of dealing

I? with all the propasals free the Dopartlsent of Energy,

19 things have gotten -- I aurt of reduced everything

19 down to what consider sioplicity, which is, I

20 think, really important. 1l~t before I start there, I

21 want to say somothiog concerning the young man who

22 had the body-shaking courage to cone up here and give

23 an opposite point of view of the rest of us. I

24 talked to him out in the hallway as he was hurriedly 
S

25 and very shakily movin~ out of the meeting.

S66.48&DE1'O
www.CapitalReportingCompany.com



Knigzht,.Paige, Commenter ID No. T146 (cont'd)
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'Dhe sentiment that resonated with me £tre his• is,

that he'didn't wanr to separate his Oregonian

citizenship from his American citizenship. And that

really goes to one of my points. The solutions that

are being made are not qood solutions. And ry'e

heard.a lot of you say tet's go back to the drawing

board. X don't think people are capable right now of

t hinh5.ng outside the box.

This waste, any of the wastes that ate going to

be brought to us for consideration over the nest•

century, really, don't -- they shouldn't be' moved

anywhere, and 'dO need to come up with a new solutiton.

And the solution isn't at h]anford. but it's cot

something I want to deep on ether p~acen too, be~auso

.it's net. necessarily the right answer.

So going from there, I want to stress that the

amount of radioactivity and the severity of the

'radionuclides involved in the lead is far sore

serious than the size of the area beisg considered at

Hanford. And 1 am partial to saying not at Hlanford,

bat I would also say not anywhere right now, because

Idon't think we're thinking clearly about nuclear

waste. anoford's miasion in particular fo cleanup.

Adding mare waste, even after the start-up of the

waste treatnent plant, is esunterlnruirive. The

T146-1 DOE is responsible under the Low-Level Radioactive Waste Policy Amendments Act
(P.L. 99-240) for the disposal of GTCC LLRW. The purpose of the EIS is to evaluate
alternatives for the safe and secure disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes.
Continued storage of GTCC LLRW at the generating facilities was evaluated as part of the No
Action alternative. Transportation of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes from generating
facilities to a GTCC LLRW disposal facility is a required component of the disposal process
that would be identified for the GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes because the disposal
site(s) or location(s) would, in most case, not be the same as the generator sites for reasons
provided in the EIS. DOE believes that the transportation of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like
wastes to a more centralized disposal facility would result in lower overall human health risks
compared to managing the wastes at multiple locations and can be conducted in a safe manner
based on compliance with comprehensive regulatory requirements and past experiences.

T146-2 DOE's ROD 78 FR 75913 dated December 13, 2013, stated that DOE has deferred a decision
on importing waste from other DOE sites (with limited exceptions as described in the
Settlement Agreement with Ecology) for disposal at Hanford at least until WTP is operational.
For information on DOE's preferred alternative see GTCC EIS Chapter 2.

T146-3 See response to T146-1.

T146-1

T146-2

'1146-3

866.488,DEPO
www.CapitalReportingConipany.com



Knight. Paine. Commenter ID No. T146 (cant'd) T146-4 Stopping the generation of nuclear waste or promoting alternative energy sources is outside the
scope of the GTCC EIS, the scope of which is to evaluate disposal alternatives to enable the
selection of a safe alternative or alternatives for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like

wastes.

T146-5 DOE's goal with regard to its public participation process is to be able to disseminate the
information to the public so that input from the interested public can be obtained to inform the
Final EIS. To this end, nine public hearings at venues accessible to the interested public for the
various sites evaluated in the EIS were conducted. Notices were placed in various local
newspapers to announce the public hearings before and during the scheduled hearings.
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ptant wtl~l have some fits and ,starts. "The funding is

never assured.

We in the Pacific Northwest have had our load of

dose end eontanination. That'S true for any site in

the country that has a nuclear site of any sort. As

'the Oregonian aptly stared in today's editorial,

adding nose waste neans weill never be done With

cleanup. We've been pronlsed cleanup for -- since

1909. This nission, if accepted or enforced by the

powesr that be. will continue forever. because we

'will confinue te create thia and other wastes unless

we step the creation and proliferation of nucleaC

wastes ef any sort; and that is eterugh weapons

making, through power. And then we have to deal with

nedical wasto as weil.

So these -- to me, that is simply it. We cannot

afford to keep doing this, and we don't have a

grnundswell in this nation yet to prevent this, but

it starts here. It certainly has been a wonderful

shewing tonigfht. I don't want to vilify either oft

yea. You're not even going to be cleaning up the

waste, are you7 You're just'sort of running the show

for people, and I thank you Icr how kindly you've

ireated people tonight. S0 1 leave you with that,

and we have a lot of work to do ahead of us,' sod we

866.488.DBPO
www.CapitalReportingCornpany.com
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Knight, Paige. Commenter ID No. T146 (cont'd)
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I need to pass this on to younger geneestions to deal

2 wtth. l•e need a nulclearg uardianship to follow our

3 demise. •nd death. Thani you.

93 I



Kohnstamm, Molly, Commenter ID No. W478 W478-1 DOE's ROD 78 FR 75913 dated December 13, 2013, stated that DOE has deferred a decision
on importing waste from other DOE sites (with limited exceptions as described in the
Settlement Agreement with Ecology) for disposal at Hanford at least until WTP is operational.
For information on DOE's preferred alternative see GTCC EIS Chapter 2.

From:
Sent:
Th:
Subjerta

stcceiswnbmaster@ani.gov
Saturday, June 25. 201.5 3:50 PM
gtcceiswebmaster@nntgav
Receipt 6reater.Than-Cl~as-C Low-Level Radioactive Waste 515 Comment GT~C5O478

Thank you foryour comment, Walif Kohnstamm,

The comment tracking number that has been assigned to your comment Is t5TCC10473. Pleuse refer to the comment

tracking number in all correspondence relating to this comment.
Comment Date: June 25, 2011. 03:50:ISPM COT

Grea:er-rhan.Ciass.c Low-level Radioactive Waste 515 Draft Comment: GTCCSO47S

First Name: MnIiy
Middle initIal: 0
Last Name: Kehnstumm
Address: 5738 SW Riverpoint Lone
Address 3: 5738 SW Rinerpotot Lana
City: Portland
State: OR
Zip: 97239.5916
Country LISA
Small: mdlohnstamm3ecomrast.net
Privacy Preference: Don't withhold name or address from public record

Commont submitted:
Hanford toads to ho cleaned up, not morn waste added 10111 it Ia an Inappropriate place for any waste. as it is right on
the Columbia Riner mhich drains through two staten on it's way to tim ocean. w478-s

Questions absut submitting comments over the Web? Contact us at: etcceiswehmaeteriaael.eov or colt the Grenter-
Than-Class-C tom-Level Radioactive Waste SIS Webmutter at (650) 252-5705.



Koponen, Mary M.. Commenter ID No. L84
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L84-1 The GTCC EIS evaluation indicates that transportation of GTCC LLRW and GTCd-like
wastes to a more centralized disposal facility would result in lower overall human health risks
compared to managing the wastes at multiple locations and can be conducted in a safe manner
based on compliance with comprehensive regulatory requirements and past experiences.
Shipments of GTCC LLRW and GTCC like waste to a disposal facility would be on preferred
routes, which are interstate highways or alternative routes designated by a state routing agency
in accordance with DOT regulations (49 CFR Part 397, Subpart D). About 12,600 truck
shipments would be required to transport all of the GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes to the
Hantford Site for disposal. This would result in about 50 million km (30 million mi) of highway
travel, with no expected latent cancer fatalities (see Section 6.2.9.1).

L84-2 Disposition of the GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes will be handled in a manner that is
protective of human health and the environment and in compliance with applicable
requirements and regulations.

L84-3 See response to L84-1.

L84-4 Stopping the generation of nuclear waste or promoting alternative energy sources is outside the
scope of the GTCC EIS, the scope of which is to evaluate disposal alternatives to enable the
selection of a safe alternative or alternatives for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like
wastes.
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_Koponen. Emmy, Commenter ID No. E34
E34-1 In accordance with the Low-Level Radioactive Waste Policy Amendments Act (P.L. 99-240),

the federal government (DOE) is responsible for the disposal of GTCC LLRW. The GTCC EIS
evaluates the range of reasonable disposal alternatives and, as also required under NEPA, a No
Action Alternative.

Stopping the generation of nuclear waste or promoting alternative energy sources is outside the
scope of the GTCC EIS, the scope of which is to evaluate disposal alternatives to enable the
selection of a safe alternative or alternatives for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like
wastes.

Sent:

Subject:

* Thursday, June 30, 2011• 5:35 AM

comment trom the public= = your phone cualt: dumps

Prom: emmy koponen [malito:emmykoponen~yohao.comI
Sent: Wedne.sday, June 29, 2011 7:41 I'M
To: gteceiseanl.gov
Subject: your phone call: dumps

hello arnold, this aflernoon in dixoonnhm the sky is gray red. i totally oppose she building ofnew
dumps. primary concern in the cessation of ntew nuclear waste production, it is imperative to deal with the
existing waste in a better manner, well, i already said may comments. pleace allocate money fors ze1al
Ibture. sincerely, ensmy Icopanen po box 46 dixon nma 87527

A lway, .fron th lb hildos hand Ihe sword should Ire removed.

I think every nation is ott infant.

SE34-1

Saint Francis of •seisi



Koponen. Emmy. Commenter ID No. E35 E35-1 The ongoing cleanup efforts at LANL is a high priority and will continue. The disposal
methods and sites evaluated in the EIS represent the range of reasonable alternatives for the
disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes. The GTCC EIS also evaluated the No
Action alternative. The potential environmental consequences for each alternative were
considered in the development of the preferred alternative presented in Chapter 2.

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Emmy Koponen <emmykoponen@gmaillcorn
Monday, June 27. 2011 12:53 PM
gtcceis@anl.gov
Seis dump

I vote for the no alternative. No more dumping at Los ulamoas. Clean up is the top priority.

As I write the coehas fire is burning, over uk acres have burned, Some nationnl security you offer. Please don't dump on E35-1
aillof usilll

Sincerely, Fmmy Koponen. Dixon N.M.-



Korn, Meryle. Commienter ID No. W159 Wi159-1 There is a relatively small amount of waste which would be transported through the Columbia
River Gorge regardless of the final decision as to the disposal site selected for GTCC LLRW.
The waste would include actinide sealed sources and Cs-137 irradiators from local medical
institutions, research facilities, universities, and other NRC and Agreement State licensees.

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

gtcceswvebosaster@ansI.gov
Wednesday. June IS, 2011 10:03 PM

gtccetv.webwaster@anl.gnv
Receipt, Greatar-Than-Class-C Low-Level Radioactive Waste EIS Comment GTcCO159S

Thank you for youlr comment, Mesyto Korn.

The comment tracking n umber that has been assigned to your conmtent Ia GTCCIO.059. Please refer to the comment

tracking number in all correspondence relating to this comment.

Comment Date: June 15, 2011 10:.02:32PM COT

Greater-IThan-Class-C Low-Level Radioactive Waste EIS Draft Comment: GTCCSOOS9

First Name: Meryle

Middle Initial: A

Last Name: h~orn
Organlzation: N/A

Addreas; 5255 Nt 47th Avenue

City: Portland

Slate: OR

Zip: 97218-1966

Country: USA
Email: mnervleelkont~smailn,no

Privacy Preference: Domit withsihokl name or address from public record

Comment Submitted:

TFhe C-uhi~mbio Gorge is a buautiful and fragile environment. 8othi 1-84 and Washington Slate Hwy. 14 run along the river.

Any accidental spill of radioactive waste, even if it did not spill directly Into ltse river, would make its way Into the water

and be disastrous for all downstream commenities. Shipping radioactive watte along the river is, bluntly, a stupid idea.

Please find another route.

Oueatloes about submitting comments over the Web? Contact ucoat: etcCelswehmasteltttnrn.,ov or call the Greater-

Than-Class-C Low-Level Radioactive Waste tIS Webmastet at (630) 252-S705.

W159-1



Kraft, Mary Lou. Commenter ID No. E60

From: Mary Kraft i'mailito:rnitzig19t~vahoo.corn1Sent: Tuesday, June 28, 20]11 9:13 AMv
To: ptccels~aanI~ov .
Sublect: Plutonium

E60-1 DOE's ROD 78 FR 75913 dated December 13, 2013, stated that DOE has deferred a decision
on importing waste from other DOE sites (with limited exceptions as described in the
Settlement Agreement with Ecology) for disposal at Hanford at least until WTP is operational.
For information on DOE's preferred alternative see GTCC EIS Chapter 2.

Do not bring any more plutonium into our state.

Mary Lou K~raft E60-1



Kronen, Eva. Commenter ID No. W335 W335-1 DOE's ROD 78 FR 75913 dated December 13, 2013, stated that DOE has deferred a decision ~
on importing waste from other DOE sites (with limited exceptions as described in the

Settlement Agreement with Ecology) for disposal at Hanford at least until WTP is operational. -

For information on DOE's preferred altemative see GTCC ELS Chapter 2. C

Prom: .gtCcelsv..ebmaat er@anl.gov

Sent: Tuesday. June 21, 2011 3:02 PM

To: .*gtcceiswebmaster@anl.gov
Subject: Receipt: Grnater-Than-Class-C Low-Level Radioactive Waste EtS Comment GTCCI0335

Thank you for your comment, Eva Kronen.

The comment tracki'ng number that has been asslgned to your comment is GTCC10335. Please refer to the comment

tracking number in all correspondence relating to this comment.

Comment Date: June 21., 2011 03:O1:2•3PM CDT

Greater-Than-Class-C Low-Level Radioactive Waste EIS Orft comment: GTCC10335

First Name: Eva
Middle Initil:h M
Lest Name: Krenen
Address: 1805 Brentwood Street
City: Eugene
State: OR
Zip: 97404-2111
Country: USA
Email: eva chavaiy0hotwall.¢om

Privacy Preference: Don't withhold name or address from public record

Comment Submitted:
T

o Whom it May concern,

I urge the Department of Energy to stop any transfer oftGTCC nuclear woste to the Hantford Nutclear Reservation until

thlat site baa completuly dealt with all the waste that is there nam. I do not want high level nuclear waste crossing tre I W335-l

highways In my state. I oppose nuclear power because we do not have e safe way to dispose of the waste.

Thank you, Eva Kronen

Questions about submitting comments over the Web? Contact as at: v~tccelswebmaster@and..eov or Cell the Greater-

Than-Class-C Low-Level Radioactive Waste EIS Webmaster at (6301 252-5705.



Kronin. Eva. Comm enter ID No. T147
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MIR. BROWNlS Eva will be followed by Daniel

Sorres.

lIS. KEOIIIN; Hi. Ire rKva IKronin. I came with

Louisa and MaiL from Eugene,; carpooled. It is really

45
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Kronin, Eva, Commenter ID No. T147 (cont'd) T147-1 DOE's ROD 78 FR 75913 dated December 13, 2013, stated that DOE has deferred a decision
on importing waste from other DOE sites (with limited exceptions as described in the
Settlement Agreement with Ecology) for disposal at Hanford at least until WTP is operational.
For information on DOE's preferred alternative see GTCC EIS Chapter 2.

T147-2 Stopping the generation of nuclear waste or promoting altemnative energy sources is outside the
scope of the GTCC EIS, the scope of which is to evaluate disposal alternatives to enable the
selection of a safe alternative or alternatives for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like
wastes.

Capital Reporting Company

important to he here. I'm against the use of Hanford

for continued harardous nuclear waste site. I'm

,against nuclear power because we can't afford it. He

can't afford it financially; we can't afford it

enviesnaestally.

If the nuclear industry agrees to no more tac

subsidies or any subsidies, and'if they can find a

sustainable way to keep nuclear waste from polluting

'our land and water, then could have en opem mind.

s Ut the nuclear industry kind of reminds me of the

story of the emeperor who wears no clothes, YOU know

the 6tory.

The king is fooled into believing he is wearing

the most .elegant garment over crested. The nuclear

industry .has done a good •ob to made the public

believe that it is clean energy, too cheap to meter.

Hell, the voices here to oppose it are saying the

emperor is naked. And we see through the industry's

lies, the public relations, the bureaucratic dauble

speak. It is almost as transparent as the king's

clothes.

I use the story of a feirytalo partly because

work with children. C work with Head Start in Lane

County. And I want to say that I have a lot of

compassion for Mr. Edleman, because C could not do

46
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Kronin, Eva, Commenter ID No. T147 (cont'd)
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1 your Job. I'm glad -- I make a lot less money, V'm

s ure, ""t r' wokngt sustain life, and I wouldn't

3 want to work for an agency that is supporting the

4 destruction of life.

5 I work with these children, andIl have to look

6 at them every day. And many days I shed tears

7 because our water is polluted, our air is polluted,

Il and what can I tell then to make them understand why

9 we're doing this?

10 We all have to look at our energy use. Nuclear

I1 power is there because we use energy. I think we

12 need to be thinking about conservation more and m--

13 yeah, no more waste. Thank you.



Kuerschner. Erich, Commnenter ID No. T62
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I

12

13

'9

20

21

22

MR. .BROWNM: Cimino, okay, and she'll be up

next, thank, you.

* MR. E<URRSCHNRR: First off, thank you for the

opportunist' to speak and thank you for all the folks

that'came out. My name is Rrich Kuerschner. i Ei~rst

8~6.488DEPO
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Kuerschner, Erich, Commenter mD No. T62 (cont'd)
T62-1 The GTCC EIS was developed in accordance with CEQ and DOE NEPA implementing

procedures and policies. To help inform the public, the GTCC EIS includes a summary of the
major issues and results presented in the GTCC EIS, including the purpose and need for
agency action, the proposed action, the range of reasonable altemnatives, and other key
information.

DOE developed this EIS to support a decision on selecting a disposal facility or facilities for
GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike waste, to address legislative requirements, to address national
security concerns (especially for sealed sources), and to protect public health and safety.

Capital Reporting Company 38

lived in New Mexico from 1952 to 1957 in Alarnogordo,
and returned again in '86, and I've lived in the Taos

area ever since. My training is as an economist. I'm

a member of Economists for Peace and Security, and I

worked on my. first EIS statement. I think it was one

of the very first. It was with the Skidmraor, Owinga

and Merrilli environmental study glroup that did the

Baltimore Beltway and thaen were asked to do the Mt.

Hood.Freeway 1-8ON that was tO move traffic from

eastern Portland through to the 2-5 across the

Millamette'Piver.

: The reason I mention this is because it

was so early, we had a gfreat deal of discussions about

what the NEPA process was and what it did. And I have

to kind of, iterate. I wish I could spoak as eloquently

as Don Hancock did, but moat of what I have to say

really is right along the lines of what ha says.

I found the NEPA process to be really

corrupted, and it's no longer the type of process that

we had in 1972. The NEPA process clearly states, the

purpose haa to be undorstandable by anyone; the

alternatives have to be stated clearly. In fact, when
866.488.DEt'O
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Kuerschner, Erich. Commenter ID No. T62 (cont'd)
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3 the Depart.me['.t 
of Environmental 

Quality issued its

2 implementing 
regulations, 

they, 
in the very firs•

• 

T62-1

sentence 
l'f I recall, 

said, 
this 

is to be an aid in 

(Cont.l

4 decision-making 

and 
not 

to be something 

to be used 
to

5 
kind 

Of 
justify 

an 
existing 

condition.

6 

, So 
let 

me 
just 

go 
'through 

what 
I mean 

by

? 
thls• 

Number 

one, 

in 
alternatives, 

when 

you 
have 

au

8 
imbalance, 

ithe 

first 

thing 

you 

learn 

in 
economics,

9 
there'• 

a 
'supply 

and 

demand. 

We 
have 

an 
imbalance.

I0 
Like," 

ill 
Portland 

they 

said 

the 

imbalance 

was 

too 

much

11 

traffic 

congestion, 

so 
}lighway 

Department 

said 

there's

12 

only 

one 

alternative: 

more 

lands, 

more 

asphalt, 

bigger

t3 

bridge 

crossing 

and 

so 

on 

and 

so" 

forth. 

{,Ie 

said,

14 

ao•senae; 

there's 

many 

ways 

to 

solve 

problems. 

That's

15 

only 

.one 

way. 

We 

wa:•t 

to 

look 

at 

the 

demand 

side 

as

16 

well. 

Wo 

want 

to 

10ok 

at 

land 

use 

changes, 

we 

want 

to

I? 

100k 

at 

relocating 

people 

closer 

to 

workl 

we 

want 

to

Is 

look 

.at 

light 

rail. 

And 

they 

said, 

no, 

yo• 

can't 

do

19 

"iny 

of 

•ho•e 

things. 

•,•ell, 

we 

convinced 

them, 

and 

they

20 

allowed 

us. 

That 

freeway 

was 

never 

built, 

that 

massive

21 

eight-lane.lb•'idge 

crossing 

-- 

actually, 

it 

was 

more

•.2 

th•n 

tha•., 

i 

think 

it 

was 

a 

twelve-lane 

bridge
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I the Department of Environmental Quality issued its

2 implementing regulations, they, in the very first
T62-1

S sentence if I recall, said, this is to be en aid in (Cent.)

4 decision-making and not to be something to be used to

5 kind of justify an existing condition.

* So let me just go through what I mean by

7 this. Number one, in alternatives, when you have an

imbalance, -tho first thing you learn in economics,

C there'd a supply and demand. We have an imbalance.

Is tike~ in Portland they said the imbalance was too much

II traffic congestion, so highway Department said there's

IS only one alternative: more lands, more asphalt, bigger

13 bridge crossing and so on and so forth. We said,

34 nonsense; there's many ways to solve problems. That's

IS only one way. We want to look at the demand side as

ia well. We want to look at land use changes, we want to

17 look at relocating people closer to work, we want to

15 look at light rail. And they said, no, you can't do

19 ~ny of those things. Well, we convinced them, and they

25 allowed us. That freeway was never built, that massive

21 eight-lane*bridqe crossing actually, it was more

n than that. I think it was a twelve-lane bridge 0

866.488.DEPO
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Kuerschner, Erich. Commenter ID No. T62 (cont'd) T62-2 The use of HOss and other approaches for long-term storage of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like
wastes are outside the scope of this EIS because they do not meet the purpose and need for
agency action. Consistent with Congressional direction in Section 631 of the Energy Policy
Act of 2005 (P.L. 109-58), DOE plans to complete an EIS and a ROD for a permanent disposal
facility for this waste, not for long-term storage options. The GTCC EIS evaluates the range of
reasonable disposal alternatives and, as also required under NEPA, a No Action Alternative.
Under the No Action Alternative, current practices for storing GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like
wastes would continue in accordance with current requirements.

Stopping the generation of nuclear waste or promoting alternative energy sources is outside the
scope of the GTCC EIS, the scope of which is to evaluate disposal alternatives to enable the
selection of a safe alternative or alternatives for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike
wastes.

2

.3

5

6

7

9

10

It

12

13

34

16

17

19

25

21

Capital Reporting Company 4

crossing that wias required; didn't happen. You look at

Portland now, it doesn't have. those twelve lane'things.

We solved .the problem on the demand side.

This is what's missing here. All they're

talking about is we need -- the amount of waste that's

being produced is a given, and we're not going to look

at that. We're going to take half of the problem and

half- of the solutions and ignore them. The only things

we're going to look at is supply, is on *the supply

aide.

'. secondly, Oon said it much better than I

did,. is like 1 - in Germany, they stopped after what

happened in'Fukushime. They've stopped the issuance of

new permits, and as far as I know, all their waste is

in. a hardened dry storage alternative, which isn't even

being considered here. It isakes absolutely no sense.

And secondly, if I remember right, and again, I hadn't

planned to speak; I just came here because of another

hearing this morning, having to be out in Albuquerque,

and I thought, well, at least I can share my

information .witt• the public so that you'll know and

understand how this process has deteriorated.

866.488.DEPO
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Kuerschner. Erich. Comm enter ID No. T62 (cont'd~
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If I remember correctly, the NOPA law

2 specifies that one of the solutions even has to be Out

3 of the control of the specifying agency. In this case,

4 ita DOE. When I look at thoso sites, every one of

thoso -- like I say, I'm not that familiar with them,

6 but it looks to rre lake aliseven of those sites are

I DOE sites. Thank you very much.

T62-3 The disposal methods and sites evaluated in the EIS represent the range of reasonable
altematives for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and OTCC-like wastes. This range is consistent
with NEPA implementing regulations in Parts 1500-1508 of Title 40 of the Code of Federal
Regulations (40 CFR Parts 1500-1508). In this GTCC EIS, DOE analyzed a range of disposal
methods (i.e., geologic repository, near-surface trench, intermediate-depth borehole, and
above-grade vault) and federally owned sites (i.e., Hanford Site, INL, LANL, NNSS, WIPP,
SRS, and the WIPP Vicinity) as well as generic commercial locations. DOE has determined
that it was reasonable to analyze these federal sites because they currently have operating
radioactive waste disposal facilities, except for the WIPP Vicinity, which is near an operating
geologic repository.

DOE also conducted a generic evaluation of commercial disposal facilities on nonfederal lands
in the ETS to order to provide, to the extent possible, information regarding the potential long-
term performance of other (nonfederal) locations for siting a GTCC waste land disposal
facility. Although DOE solicited technical capability statements, no vendors provided specific
information on disposal locations and methods that could have been analyzed in the EIS.
Hence, the commercial option was analyzed generically.

T62-4 WIPP and the other DOE sites were evaluated in the GTCC EIS because they currently have
operating radioactive waste disposal facilities. DOE acknowledges that only defense-generated
TRU waste is currently authorized for disposal at the WIPP geologic repository under the
WIPP LWA as amended (P.L. 102-579 as amended by P.L. 104-201) and that legislation
would be required to allow disposal of waste other than TRU waste generated by atomic
energy defense activities at WIPP and/or for siting a new facility within the land withdrawal
area.

T62.3

I And so secondly, three of the seven are

9 Now iloxico; only one's a geological site. It seems to

je me that this is a back-door effort to try to justify

II using WIPP. And in terms of dosage, the last thing

12 that I wanted to say, is this whole nuclear issue

13 smells to me like the cigarette case, where we can

4 relse!tber the cEos of the tobacco companies saying, no

Is problem, no deaths. Well, there's a huge discrepancy

Is in what Gofmen and long-term nuclear physicians say.

27 mean, in chernobyl, they're saying there's a million

is deaths. DOE official position is 2,000 deaths. Well,

19 that was the way it wis in cigarettes, if you remember.

20 So we've got a real issue that needs addressing. And

22 jusL to eloso it, I just want to leave you with Stuart

22 udall's statement, when he was Secretary of the

866488.DEPO
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Kuerschner. Erich. Commenter ID No. T62 (cont'd)
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I Interior, he said, there's never been a case in the

2 United States of so much deceit and so many lies

3becoming official U.S. policy as was the case when the

IU.S. tried to cover up for the nuclear weapons

$ industry. Thank you.



Kuerschner. Erich. Commenter ID No. T97
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3.

S

9

10

|1

12

14

IS

16

17

19
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21

32

MR. BROWN: Okay. Erich will be followed by

Joni Arends.

MR. KUIRSCbNER: Yeah, hi. My nar.e is Erich

Woerschner. I live in Taos. lI' just going to give my
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Kuerschner. Erich, Commenter ID No. T97 (cont'd) T97-1 The GTCC EIS was prepared in accordance with CEQ and DOE NIEPA implementingregulations and policies. The GTCCEIS supports an informed decision-making process to
identify (an) appropriate site(s) and method(s) to dispose of the limited amount of GTCC
LLRW and GTCC-like waste identified in the EIS.

Capital Reporting Company •

Sthree main points first. They're also mainly addressed

2 to the" audience. So hopefully they'll-he of some

3 assistance in submitting comrments.

4 And, Mr. Edelman, thank you so much for the

5 opportunity, and I'll have something that's more than

0 just crib notes when I submit it to you.

7 So the first point is I agree with what

g Marilyn and I thought she nailed it. This is a fall

9 HIS, and the example of do you want this bad product or

10 that faulty product, you know. These are your choices. T97-1

11 And if you do an 51S in that way, it's

22 meaningless and I'll explain later what I mean.

13 The second one is I want to follow on what

14 Rebecca said when she said that SIS was shortened, and

1s indeed, it has. I worked tot Skidm•ore, Owings &

16 Merrill in" 1972. I think they were the first major

37 environmental team ever put together. They' re the

is largest architectural firm in the wo'rld.

19 I was and of three staff economists paired.

20 with a lawyer, and I mean, I know how these things

21 should be done, and I know w;hat a good EIS looks like.

S2 And it was really attended -- this bears very little
866.48&.DEPO
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Kuerschrner, Erich. Commnenter ID No. T97 (cont'd)

Capital Reporting Company 60

T97-2 DOE has determined that it was reasonable to analyze these federal sites because they currently
have operating radioactive waste disposal facilities, except for the WIPP Vicinity, which is
near an operating geologic repository. Approximately 75 percent of the waste inventory
evaluated in the GTCC EIS has been or is projected to be generated by commercial licensees,
and the remainder is from DOE activities. In its Report to Congress required by Section 631 of
the Energy Policy Act (P.L. 109-58), 2005, DOE will identify' options for ensuring the
beneficiaries of the activities resulting in the generation of GTCC LLRW bear all reasonable
costs of disposing of such waste.

DOE developed this EIS to support a decision on selecting a disposal facility or facilities for
GTCC LLRW and GTCC-hike waste, to address legislative requirements, to address national
security concerns (especially for sealed sources), and to protect public health and safety. The
purpose and need for the proposed action, as discussed above, is stated in the EIS (Section 1.1).
The scope of the BIS is focused on addressing the need for developing a disposal capability for
the identified inventory of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes. DOE plans a tiered decision-
making process, in which DOE site-specific NEPA reviews would be conducted as needed
before implementing an alternative ultimately selected on the basis of this EIS.

resemblance to the EIS that was done then.

And third, if I have time I want to touch on

the broader issues, which is really the whole problem

of nuclear weapons, how this whole thing got started

and how we've constantly put ouirselves in the position

of trying to'cover up and justify, and as we know fron

many cases, the cover-up is usually worse than the

crime.

So let isa start with what -- what an EIS

should be. Section 1502 under Alternatives, this is

from the Council of Economic Quality. They say it's

called alternatives, and they say this is the heart,

thu 51S Section 1502, 2. It says an EIS shell serve as

the means of assessing the environmental impact of the

proposed agency action rather than justifying the

decision made.

And as Marilyn pointed out, I moan, I soe this

as basically a salesmanship. I mean, they want to do

it in ttltP.. If not at WIPP, they want to do it at

another 00O site, and it's my understanding that 99

percent of this is commercial products. I mean, I

don't'see that that point was really brought Out

866A488.DEPO
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Kuserschner. Erich, Commenter ID No. T97 (cont'd) T97-3 The GTCC EIS includes an evaluation of potential socioeconomic impacts for each alternative.
The GTCC EIS (Appendix I) includes a list of preparers, and includes a subject matter expert
with more than 26 years of experience in economic impact analysis.

CEQ regulation 40 CFR 1.502.14 (c) states that agencies shall include reasonable alternatives
. not within the jurisdiction of the lead agency. DOE does not interpret this to mean, as the

comment suggests, that the alternatives must always include one alternative outside the
Capital Reporting Company 62 jurisdiction of the lead agency. To the contrary, as in many cases, no reasonable alternative

outside the jurisdiction of the lead agency may exist.

!clearJly, that this is really a subsidy for a private T97-2

(Cont.)
2 commercial industry.

3 tApplause.)

4" MR. KUERSC11NER: Section 15141,.and I had the

5 whole EIS here, and I've been involved. lIrm involved

6 in three court cases against DOE, and it seems like

7 that's what it takes, Unfortunately, it wastes our

$ time. It wastes their time.

9 . I wish we could go back to 1972 when we set

i0 across the table as professionals and really did the

11 thing right. I mean, I've been complaining for the

12 last .EIS. V've helped with as a consultant. You don't

23 even have an economist on the staff anymore.

24 I mean, economics is the study of

1$ alternatives, and by refusing to have an economist on

15 the staff, you're also negating the purpose because it

17 said explicitly in the act this shall be an

Is interdisciplinary study. So 1514 -- I hope that's the T97-3

29 right one. I'm just going from memory -- not oniy does

23 it include a no action, but one of the other ones is it

2i says there has to be one alternative outside of the

22 jurisdiction of the lead agency.
866.488.DEPO
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Kuerschner, Erich. Commenter ID No. T97 (cont'd)
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t Why ls that? Because you can't feather your

2' own nest. 
If you're trying to promote 

nuclear 
weapons

3 or nuclear 
weapons 

or nuclear 
power, 

you can't 
Just

4 leer 
at solutions 

that 
fall 

within 
the 

domain 
o• the

5 nuclear 

industry. 

It was 
really 

explicit. 

I mean 
you

6 
can't 

do 
like 

what 
Marilyn 

said, 

say, 
"I 

want 
to 

give

7 
you 

t•is 

Fuller 

Brush 

or 
that 

Fuller 

Brush," 

and

8 
somebody 

says, 

"How 

about, 

you 
know, 

just 

shaving 

your

9 
head 

or 
getting 

curls? 

I 
mean, 

there 

are 

other

IO 

solutions 

to 

this+"

II 

So 
I 

mean, 

the 

ether 

thing 

that 

I 
find 

really

t• 

awful 

along 

this 

line 

is 

the 

mission 

creep. 

It's 

if

13 

you 

'look 

very 

carefully 

at 

the 

solutions 

they 

offer 

--

14 

oh, 

and 

I 
need 

to 

g6 

-- 

I 
had 

a 
better 

statement 

of

15, 

this.

16 

The 

bther 

thing 

that's 

real 

important 

in 

an

17 

•IS 

is 

you 

have 

to 

make 

the 

purpose 

clear. 

If 

you

t8 

define 

the 

purpose 

narrow 

%hough, 

llke 

Marilyn 

pointed

•9 

out, 

then 

you 

get 

lousy 

alternatives.

So 

how 

do 

they 

define 

it? 

They 

define 

the

2! 

probism 

as 

how 

to 

dispose 

of 

greater 

than 

Grade 

C

22 

nuclear 

waste. 

That's 

a 

preposterous 

way 

of 

phrasing

866.488.DEPO
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l4hy.is that? Because you can~t feather your

2 own nest. If you're trying to promote nuclear weapons

3 or nuclear weapons or nuclo~r power, you can't just

4 look at solutions that fall within the domain of the

nuclear industry. It was really explicIt. I mean you

6 cant.do like what Marilyn said, say, "I want to gIve

i you this Fuller Brush or that Fullor Brush,' and

somebody says, "Mow about, you know, just shaving your

C hued or gutting curls? I moan, there are other

za solutions to this."

ii So I mean, the other thing that I find really

12 awful along this line is the mission creop. It's if

13 you look vary carefully at the solutions they offer --

14 oh, and I neod to g~ -- I had a better statement of

is this.

a The other thing that's real important in an

ii EIS is you have to make the purpose clear. If you

IS define the purpose narrow ~enough, like ilarilyn pointed

16 out, then you got lousy alternativos.

So how do they define it? They define the

21 problem as how to dispose of greater than Grade C
0

22 nuclear waste. That's a preposterous way of phrasing
866.488.DEI'O
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Kuerschner. Erich. Commenter ID No. T97 (cont'd) T97-4 Stopping the generation of nuclear waste or promoting alternative energy sources is outside the
scope of the GTCC EIS, the scope of which is to evaluate disposal alternatives to enable the
selection of a safe alternaive or alternatives for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike

wastes.

•"Capital Reporting Company 6

Ithe problem. I say the problem is how to reduce the

2 risk "from radionuclides to human beings. I mean,

3 that's what we' really talking about.

4 Oh,'way short. I didn't realize. Thank you

Svery much.

6 NfR. aROWN; Sure, sure.

7 MR. IKOERSC|INER: So I'll shorten it really

a quick, but it's like you've got to look at the demand

a side. Somebody else, I think Stuart said that, and

Ie when I worked on Meant Hood they wanted us to build a

II 12-lane freeway. They said this freeway through

12 Division or this freeway through Portland, and we said,

13 "Nonsense. How about we solve it with a non-.

14 transportation solution? We just change the trip

is pattern so that people. don't have to drive from one end

16 of town to the other. We put the jobs where the houses

17 are and reduce the need for transportation."

18 You look at Portland. No 12-lane freeway

19 through 1-80, a much better solution. Not one demand

20 reduction, arid that's the real solution to this. Why

21 the bell are we creating these nuclear wastes to begin

22 with? If we're honest about that and don't subsidize T97-4
866.488.DEP'O
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Kuerschner, Erich, C ommenter ID No. T97 (cont'd)
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I those, those things will disappear, no HOSS, all in N~ew

2 Mexico.

3 And just one last thing. This is very similar

4 to what happened with cigarettes. Remember when all

the experts sat around the table and they said

6 cigarette smoking is not bad for you? This is what's

7 happening with nuclear.

a In Chernobyl they're saying 2,000 deaths. 'rho

9 real experts like John Noffmano and Carl Norgan and

ie Helen Nedaclock (phonetic), and even the New York

II Academy of Science says nonsense. One millions.

12 Just because you put a cigarette in your mouth

Is and. you don't fall over, it doesn't moan that there's

14 not a relationship. The same with nuclear, I mean, we

Is have gotten so for from science in this thing. We need

16 to find our way back.

17 (Applause.)



Lacy, Chris M., Commenter ID No. W496 W496-1 DOE's ROD 78 FR 75913 dated December 13, 2013, stated that DOE has deferred a decisionon importing waste from other DOE sites (with limited exceptions as described in the ;
Settlement Agreement with Ecology) for disposal at Hanford at least until WTP is operational. '

For information on DOE's preferred alternative see GTCC EIS Chapter 2.

Fromt gt cemswebmast cr@anl.gov
Senn Sunday. Jane 26, 2611 1:20 PM
To: gtcceiwbmastes@sn!.gov
Subject= ReCeipt: Greater-Than-Class-C Low-Level Radioactive Waste 115 Comment GTCC10496

Thank you for your.comment, Chris Lacy.

The comment trackirng number that has been assigned to your comment is GTCC10496. Please refer to the comment
tracking number in all correspondence relating to this comment.•

Comment Oute: lane 26, 2011 O1:20:I5PM COT.

Greater-Than-Class-C Low-Level Radioactive Waste EIS Draft Comment: £ITCCSO496

First flame: Claris
Middle Initial: M
Last Name: Lucy '
Organiention: Sane Humans
State:
Zip:
Country/: USA
Email: hlsl4akr
puivacy Preference: Withhold uddress only from public retord

Comment Submitted:
DO NOT ship radioactive waste throutgh my town to dump In an already hilghly radioactive disaster, Hanford. This Is my
home, and the watershed of one of the mightiest risers in the world. You are polluting my land for hundreds of
thousands of years for no sane reason. You will kill tens of thousands of people through this act. You will mabe'one of W496-1
the last sources of clsea wrater' on this planet uninhabitable. Your crimes are the worst hind imaginable. Please do atoall a
favor and go die In a fire. Thank you very much.

Questions about submitting comments over tihe Web? Contact us at: gtcceiswebmusteri•anl Rny or call the Greater-
Than-Class-C Low-Level Radioactive Waste EI5 Webmaster at (630) 252-5705.



Lamb, Dorothy, Commenter ID No. T148 T148-1 Stopping the generation of nuclear waste or promoting alternative energy sources is outside the
scope of the GTCC EIS, the scope of which is to evaluate disposal alternatives to enable the
selection of a safe alternative or alternatives for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like

wastes.

Capital Reporting Company

2

3 143. LA14a: Hy name is Dorothy Lamb and -- can.

4 youl hear me?

$ JAdjusting microphone.1

~Hanford made bombs for World lWar I in rhe '40w.

7 {Sfubling in the audience.)

Oh, eacuse me. I'm nervOUS, was born in the

5 'los, and I was called a downwinder, because at that

It time, it was in the air. And when lt's In the air,

II "it causes thyroid problems. 140 were called the

Il Thyroid Beit. That's all along the -- it's kind of

13 between Oregon and Washington where the wind blows

14 .from the colaoabie. Pondleron, Mlountain Freewater,

11 tialla Walls. et cetera, or cetera. So, s0 many of u15

15 have thyroid problems. And I still -- I'm still --

17 my whole life I've taken thyroid medicine. Wy stster

it had her thyroid removed.

it Wow, when it is in the water, it is more cancer

25 and leukemia. And people keep saying cancer, bat

21 thern's quite a few things that it can cause besides

23 cancer. I agree with the several people who have

21 said we don't need nuclear at all. There are
T145-I

24 alternatives. There's alt kinds of things. If we

22 would take the money chat we're planning to pot into

866.488.DEPO
www.CapitalRepor tingCompany.com



Lamb, Dorothy, Commenter ID No. T148 (cont'd)

Capital Reporting Companty

I building store nuclear end to developing some oi these

IT148-1
2 really harmless alternative things, t.e wouldn't have I(Cont.)

I to have these roeetings. So it must be politics. But

4 this is pretty expensive politics, if you ask ste.

$ We just need to learn ouz lessons Ond to get our

6 politics really in favor of the people. Thank you.

7 I don'.t want to bs around (inaudible). Downwind is

S enough.



•Lamm, Wayne, Commenter ID No. W23

From: 9tcceisweb master@arl.gov

Sent: Sunday, May 55. 2015 45(3 PM

To: gtcceiswebrnaster @anl.g ov
Subject: Receipt: Greater-Than-ClasssC Low-Loval Padioactive Waste 81S Comment GTCC10523

Thank you for your comment, Wayne Lamm.

The comment tracking number that hau been assigned to your comment is GTCCSCO23. Please refer to the comment

trackles nmaser in atl correspondence relating to this comment,

Comment Date: May 25, 2011 '04:O3:10PM CDT

Greater-Than-Class-C Low-Level Radioactive Waste ElS Draft Comment: t5TCC100Z3

First Name: Wayne

Last Name: Lamm
Organizatlons: Heart of America Norhtwest

Address: 22218 NR 23rd St

City:. Sammnsanssh

State: WA
Zip: 58074

Country: USA

Entail: wieicumrfcomcast~rret

Privacy Preference: Don't withhrotd name or address from public record

W23-1 DOE agrees that use of a geologic repository would be a protective and safe method for the
disposal of the entire inventory of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes. The GTCC EIS
evaluation for the WIPP geologic repository alternative supports this statement. However, the
degree of waste isolation provided by a geologic repository may not be necessary for all of the
GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes evaluated in the GTCC EIS. The GTCC EIS evaluation
indicates that certain wastes (e.g., those containing short-lived radionuclides such as
Cs-137 irradiators) could be safely disposed of in properly designed land disposal facilities at
sites with suitable characteristics, such as low precipitation rates, high soil distribution
coefficients, and sufficient depths to groundwater. Based on the GTCC EIS evaluation, land
disposal facilities located in arid climates (e.g., NNSS and WIPP Vicinity) would isolate
radionuclides for a sufficient period of time to allow for significant radioactive decay to occur.

While 10 CFR Part 61 identifies one NRC-approved method for GTCC LLRW disposal
(disposal in a geologic repository), these regulations also indicate that other disposal methods
could be approved. The GTCC EIS evaluates three land disposal methods (i.e., enhanced near-
surface trench, intermediate-depth borehole, and above-grade vault). The GTCC EIS
evaluation indicates that land disposal methods employed at sites with suitable characteristics
would be viable and safe altemnatives for the disposal of GTCC LLRW.

Stopping the generation of nuclear waste, ensuring the safety of nuclear power plants, and
promoting alternative energy sources are outside the scope of the GTCC EIS, the scope of
which is to evaluate disposal alternatives to enable the selection of a safe alternative or
altemnatives for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes.

W23-2 The disposal methods and sites evaluated in the EIS represent the range of reasonable
alternatives for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes. This range is consistent
with NEPA implementing regulations in Parts 1500-1508 of Title 40 of the Code of Federal
Regulations (40 CFR Parts 1500-1508). In this GTCC EIS, DOE analyzed a range of disposal
methods (i.e., geologic repository, near-surface trench, intermediate-depth borehole, and
above-grade vault) and federally owned sites (i.e., Hanford Site, INL, LANL, NNSS, SRS, and
the WIPP Vicinity, for which two reference locations - one within and one outside the WIPP
Land Withdrawal Boundary - were considered). DOE has determined that it was reasonable to
analyze these six sites because they currently have operating radioactive waste disposal
facilities, except for the WIPP Vicinity, which is near an operating geologic repository.

Final siting of a disposal facility for GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes would involve
further NEPA review as needed and be in accordance with applicable laws and regulations and
would involve local stakeholder involvement and consent.

W23-3 Stopping the generation of nuclear waste is outside the scope of the GTCC EIS, the scope of
which is to evaluate disposal alternatives to enable the selection of a safe alternative or
alternatives for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes. The GTCC EIS evaluates
the range of reasonable alternatives for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes in
compliance with the requirements specified in NEPA, the Low-Level Radioactive Waste
Policy Amendments Act (P.L. 99-240), and Section 631 of the Energy Policy Act of 2005
(P.L. 109-58). The GTCC EIS evaluates the potential environmental impacts of the proposed
disposal alternatives for GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes. Based on the evaluation, DOE
has determined that there are safe and secure alternatives for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and
GTCC-like wastes. The GTCC EIS provides information that supports this determination, and,
as discussed in Section 1.1, Purpose and Need for Agency Action, DOE is responsible for the
disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes.

Comment Submitted: :
if USD0E feels that It Is safe to just bury unlimited amounts of 1-Highiy radioactive and long-lived wnastes? is trenchen,
landfills. borehules, etc than tets just do it ati around Washington, DIC. if not, than limiting the production of this waste
and disposing of it in, the safest way nassihie sheuld he this nation's highest priorityl Deep geological repositories are
tihe only truly safe solution and even these haue potentiai hacards.

Turning Hanford isto an ait encompassing depository for nuclear waste in unfair, unsale arid un-American to the people
of the Northwest and the country us a whole. Rtequire the full environmental impact be considered in nccessing
USDOEgs proposal to use Han ford as it's rational radioactive was•te dump.

W23-t

SW23-2

Further'more, towards the goal of reducieg production of thIs waste consider tlmting the growth of the US population, I
thu only true way to contain the plague of overpopulation on this eartih. Re proactive and Americans, eat henchmen of J W23-3
big basiness.

Siscerely/, Wayne Lumm

Questions shout sutbmltting comments over- the Web? Contact us at: ncrem maaf. • egoor call Ike Grea ter-
Than-Class-C Low-Level Radioactive Waste EIS Webmuster at 1630) 252-5705.



LaMorticella, Barbara, Commenter ID No. T149
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Capital Reporting Company

MS. taMOTRTICELLA: My none is Barbara

LaMorticella, and Inm from Portland. Hanford was

sited in 1943 in the ruch to produce a nuclear

weapon. It was sited in ignorance. Today, after

tukushi~ma and Chernebyl, we can no longer plead

ignorance.

The Columbia 9iver is the cradle of life in the

Northwest. Like the coast of J2apan, the Cotenhba

Rliver ia geologically active. There were three small

earthquakes under H|anford in the last week. The plan

'to almsost double the aonont of nuclear and chemical

waste stored there emoonts tO caking the Northwest a

866.488.DEPO
wivw.Capita]RepoxtingConipany.com



LaMorticella, Barbara. Commenter ID No. T149 (cont'd) T149-I DOE's ROD 78 FR 75913 dated December 13, 2013, stated that DOE has deferred a decision 1
on importing waste from other DOE sites (with limited exceptions as described in the

Settlement Agreement with Ecology) for disposal at Hanford at least until WTP is operational.

For information on DOE's preferred alternative see GTCC EIS Chapter 2.

Capital Reporting Comnpany

I national nuclear sacrifice zone. Alceording to the

2 Heart of America Northwest, over a million gallons of

3 liqu~id high-level nuclear waste has already leaked

4 from tanks at Hanford, and over 1,7 trillion gallons

$ of these wastes were dumped into the soil. The

S contamination is spreading to the river taste: than

7 the federal DOE clained was possible..

8 NOW,-instead of cleaning up the mite, your

a proposal would cake it permanent and almost double

28 the amount of waste stored there. Two truckloads of
T149-I

II redinactive waste would be ahipped every day for 20

12 yearn over the highway and through Sortland and

23 Spokane. And the Energy Northwest Nuclear Power

24 plant otn the Hanford site is being considered for

25 nonversiont to burn I-OX fuel, mixed uraniutm and

16 plutonium.

17 This would solve a governzment problem. ft would

18 ,be cheap fuel, because there are thousands of tons of

2 9 plutonium built up f rum our weapons production and

20 commercial nucelar reactors,,.and no one knows what to

22 do with it. The plan is for plutonium waste from

22 everywhere to bu streaning on the highways to Hanford

23 whore the plant, like plant numbor three at

24 t'ukushima, would burn it.

23 Hanford would be the site where experlmonts in

866.488.DEI'O
www.CapitalRepor tingCompany.com



LaMorticella. Barbara, Commenter ID No. T149 (cont'd) T149-2 See response to T149-1.

Capital Reporting Company

plutonium disposal would bo performed with the people

2 and anilmals oC the Northwest as guinea pigs. At

2 Fukn.9hima, plutonium has contaminated the soil and

4 has been released into the air and ocean. It is

S radioactive ior 240,000 years. One particle of

6• plutonium is enough to cause cancer and genetic

1 mutations. This moans that one particle, in its

S travels through time and space, can cause cancer,

9 another cancer, another cancer, another cancer, for.

10 .longer than humans have been on earth.

II Energy Northwest was rated by the tnstitute of

12 Nuclear Power Operations, a group which is paid for

13 by the industry, as one of two nuclear power plants

14 in the country most in need of improvement in

IS 'leadership, human performance, and equipment

16 reliability. TeconCO gambled with the life of the

Il ocean and the northern coast of Japan.

15 The~e were three earthquakes under Hanford in

19 the last week. After s'kushima there can he no more

20 blindness. There has boon enough gambling. I ask

II you to take these earthquakes as a sign to respect

22 nature and to take Hanford off the table as a T149-2

23 .permanent waste repository and plutonium disposal

24 site. Thank you.

25 MR. BR5ON: Thank you.

866.488.DEPO
www.CapitalReportingCom~pany.comi



Lane, Priscilla, Commenter ID No. W43 W43-I DOE's ROD 78 FR 75913 dated December 13, 2013, stated that DOE has deferred a decision
on importing waste from other DOE sites (with limited exceptions as described in the
Settlement Agreement with Ecology) for disposal at Hanford at least until WTP is operational.
For information on DOE's preferred altemnative see GTCC EIS Chapter 2.

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

gtcceisssebmaster@anl.gov
Thursday, May 19, 2011 4.22 PM

gtcceiswvebmaster@anl~gov
Receipt• Greater-ThanClass-C Low-Level Radioactive Waste £15 Comment GT~C1O043

Thank you tnr your comment, Priscilla Lane.

The comment tracking number that has been assignedi to your comement Is GTCC1004B. Please refer to the comment

tracking number In all correspondence relating to this comment.

Comment Date: May ±9, 2011 04:22:OSPM COT

Greater-Tkan-Class-C (ow-Level Itadlroactise Waste OIS Oraft Comment: GTCCIOO43

Pirst Name: Priscilla

Last Name: Lane
Adidress: S529 SE Marrison St.

Cicy: Portland

State: Ott

Zip: 97215

Country: USA

Emailh laneltaunes~
t

comcvst~net
Privacy Prnference: Donoc witthculd name or address from pubtic reou~rd

Comment Submitted:
Ilam living Irs Por tlaed, OR since 1979. When I came here I soon found myself chairing an organization against trucking

radioactive waste to Hantford for storage. fNow here we are again. Hanford has its own waste to clean up and thtat site

can net tan a repository for waste from other states. Oregon has a law sow that states yau can not construct a nuclear W43-t

power plant in this state unless you can demonstrate that you have a piece to store the waste. I believe that all states

should consider that 
t
aw. There Is no place or money for nuclear revival.

Questions about submitting commentsovor the Web? Contact us at: et~ccelsw~etmaster teanl,n~ov or call the Greater-

Thsan-Class-C Low*l~evee Radioactive Waste itS Webmaster at l6SD) 252-5705.

0
C's

0
Cl

'-5-



Langford. James. Commenter ID No. W48 W48-1 Comment noted.

From: - gtcceiswebmsaster anlgov
Sent: Friday, May 20, 2011 11:10 AM
1o: gtcceiswebmaster@anLeov
SubJect: Receipt: Greater-Than-Claas.C Low-.Level Radioactive Waste tIS Comment OTCC10048

Thank you for yourcommnent, Jamea tangford.

The comment tracking number that has been assigned to your comment Is GTCC10048. Pleare refer to the comment
tracidng number in all correspondence relating to this comment.

Comment Date: May 20, 2011 11:10O:O2Ate CDT

Greater-Thsan.Class-C Low-level Radtoactive Waste EIS D~raft Comment.: GTCC10048

First Name: James

Middle initial: C
Last Name: Langferd
Organlzatian: retiree from Hanford after 42 yrs.

Address: 1338 Sacramento
City: lttchiand

State: WA

Zip: 99354
Country: USA
Privacy Preference: Don'c withhoid name oraddress from public record

Comment Submitted:
5/'20 Thisi group of activists has chosen to deny the US use of a very superior nudear site. Notice their use of terms like-
-vryP/dangerous, etc. Nuciear is subject to safe usage and ciean power production. They flol to mention coal miners
killed yearly, expiosive instaiiing,/research costs of other W48-1
systems and government supported wastes is munagement, deveiopment, bureaucratic eacssive repeated studies. Are

we fools?

Q~ueclionas about sabstittiag comments over the Web? Contact us at: gieleswe.hmasterllanl~eev or csii the Greater-
Than-Class-C Low-L evel Radioactive Waste OIS Webmaster at (930) 252-5705.



Larsen. Kim. Commenter ID No. W521 W521-1 Stopping the generation of nuclear waste or promoting alternative energy sources is outside the
scope of the GTCC EIS, the scope of which is to evaluate disposal alternatives to enable the

selection of a safe alternative or alternatives for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike

wastes.

A

Frem:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

gtccelswebmaster~anl.gov
Moandy. June 27. 2011 1:33 AM

•gtcceioaebmaster@a nI.gov

Receipt. Greate r-'f hanClass-C Low-Level Radioactive Waste EIS comment GTCC1Os2I

Thank you ftsr your comment, kim larsen.

The comment tracking number that has been assigned to your comment is GTcClO521. Please refer to the comment

tracking number in all correspondence relating to this comment.

Comsment Date: June 27, 2011 O1:32:23AM coT

Greater-Than-class-c t~ow-Level Radioactive Waste tIS Draft Comment: GTCC10S2T

First Name: him

Laut Name: lranso

City:

State:
Zip:

Countr,-1' USA

Email: Incredible lov20tltivaheonrnn

privacy Pr-eference: Withhold address only from public record

Coinicent Submitted:

Please stop ceausing hiarma In our garth home via Radioactive Waste and other abuses, t am really tined of working so hard W521-1

to dio my part and feelin~g defeated wltsen I see things like this taking ptacei Let's get it right for once huh?

Sincerely.

Kimberly Larsen

Qutastions about submitting commeats over the Web? contact us at: attlwhmae• nl.go or tall the Greater-

Than-classc tow-level gadioactive Waste EIS Webmaster at {g30) 252-570S.



Lassiter. Eileen. Cornmenter ID No. W145 W145-l There is a relatively small amount of waste which would be transported through the ColumbiaRiver Gorge regardless of the final decision as to the disposal site selected for GTCC LLRW.
The waste would include actinide sealed sources and Cs-137 irradiators from local medical
institutions, research facilities, universities, and other NRC and Agreement State licensees.

Sent:
To:
$ubject:

glcceiswebmaster@vnlgov
Wednesdsy, Iunse IS, 2011 9:03 PM
gtccoiswebmaste r@anI~gov
Receipt; Greater-Thao-Class-C Low-L evel Radioactive Waste tIS Comment GTCCSOI4S

Thank you for your comment, EILEEN LASSTflttt

Th1e comment t racking number th~at has been assigned to your comment is GTCC1O14S. Please refer to the comment
tracking number ho all correspondence relating to this0 comment.

Comment Date: Juno :15, 2011 09:02:44tPM COT

Grnater-1ha n-dlass-C Low-Level Radioactive Waste EtS Draft Comment; GTCC10145

First Name: EILtEN
Middle Initil:h M
Last Name: LASSITER
Organization: retired
Counety: USA
Email: mlnervsl593"@~eorhie•
Privacy Preference:'tOont withhold name or address hron puhlic record

Comment Submitted:
If low-level radioactive waste Is allowed in the Gorge, w~hat's neat? High evel? Raodioactive w~aste from this place, t hat
place, oh Just coy where In Oregon-they're lenient. Good sports. Great fellows. Uh uh. No waste of anykind In our
beautiful state, end especially not trucking through our priceless Columbia River Gorge. Thanks,

Eileen Lassiter

Questions about submitting comments over the Web? Contact us at; ntccelswebmneltrlaanl~eov_ or coil the Greater-
Than-Class-C Low-Level Radioactive Waste EQ$ Webmaster at t6301 252-5705.

SW145-I

0

0



Laville, Madeleine, Commenter ID No. W506

From: gtcceiswdebmatter @ahnigov

Sent: .Sunday, June 26. 2011 6:30 FM
To; tmaiigtcceilsrchises; gtcceiasvebmaster@ani.goWt gtcceit@ani~gov

Sukjet: .Greater-Than-Class-C Low-Level Radioactive Waste EIS Comment GTCC1OSOO

Attachments: Madeleine'sj.etteri.o.DOEA-24 -11 GTCCIOSO6,doC

Thank you fur your comment, Madeleine Lanilie.

The comment tracking number that bus; been assigned to your comment is GTCCIO50f6. Ftease refer to the comment

tracking number in sit corresponldence relating to titi comment.

Comment Dale: June 25, 201:1 06:38:36PM CDT

Greater-Than-Clnts-C Low-Level Radioactive Waste f IS Draft Comment: GTCCIOSOO

First Name: Madeleise

Latt Name: tactille
Address: 727 Catherine St.
City: Walla Walia

State: WA
Zip: 99362

Country: USA
twail: mnadeieinewaliat@voila.fr
Privacy Preference; Don't withhold name or address from public record

Attachmen~t: Madeleine's letter to DOg, 6-24-11.doc

Questions abont submitting comments os'er the Web? Contact aun t: etcceiswebmsaster~4ani.t, os or calt the Greater-

Than-Class-C Low-tenet Radioactive Waste OIS Webmaster at (630) 252-5705.



Laville, Madeleine, Commenter ID No. W506 (cont'd)

727 Catherine St.Walla Walla, WA 90362
June 23, 2011

To:USDOE

t vehemently oppose making Hantford the ntational radioactive dump site. It would be
impossible to clean up Hanford and protect the Columbia River if the USDOE imports and
buries waste with nearly as much radioaotivity as all of Hanford's high-level nuclear waste
tanks.

12,600 truckloads of radioactive waste would come through Portland end Spokane on 1-6.,1-
84, and i-go. Americans would be exposed to radiation from the trucks along the way, evenif
there were no accidents or terrorist attacks. And almost certainly there would be accidents.

The highly radioactive plutonium shipments would be a prime target for terrorists. Hundreds
of square miles In Washington and Oregon, including major cities like Portland, Vancouver,
and Spokane. could be destroyed and radioactively contaminated for generations. Among
suivivors there would be a huge spike in cancer deaths, especially among children and
women. The entire ecosystem would be devastated.

At airports we must submit to aver more invasive procedures, presumably to protect us from
terrOrists. Yet surely these truckloads of highly radioactive waste present a much greater
threat. WHY hasn't the Department of Homeland Security expressed concern about this
proposal?

Unless a safe way of storing nuclear waste is discovered, no more nuclear powrer plants.
should be built. Glassificalion, the proposed solution for decades, never seems to become a
reality. The nuclear waste that already exists should be stored in deep geologic repositories.

Thgnk you,

W506-1

vW5t6-2

W506-3

W506.4

W506-5

W506-1 DOE's ROD 78 FR 75913 dated December 13, 2013, stated that DOE has deferred a decision
on importing waste from other DOE sites (with limited exceptions as described in the
Settlement Agreement with Ecology) for disposal at Hanford at least until WTP is operational.
For information on DOE's preferred alternative see GTCC EIS Chapter 2.

W506-2 Shipments of GTCC LLRW and GTCC like waste to a disposal facility would be on preferred
routes, which are interstate highways or alternative routes designated by a state routing agency
in accordance with DOT regulations (49 CFR Part 397, Subpart D). The GTCC EIS evaluation
indicates that transportation of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes to a more centralized
disposal facility would result in lower overall human health risks compared to managing the
wastes at multiple locations and can be conducted in a safe manner based on compliance with
comprehensive regulatory requirements and past experiences. About 12,600 truck shipments
over 60 years would be required to transport all of the GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes to
the Hantford Site for disposal. This would result in about 50 million km (30 million mi) of
highway travel, with no expected latent cancer fatalities (see Section 6.2.9.1).

W506-3 Transportation risks were analyzed and provided in Sections 5.3.9, 6.2.9, 7.2.9, 8.2.9, 9.2.9,
10.2.9, and 11.2.9 of the EIS.

W506-4 Stopping the generation of nuclear waste or promoting alternative energy sources is outside the
scope of the GTCC EIS, the scope of which is to evaluate disposal alternatives to enable the
selection of a safe alternative or alternatives for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like
wastes.

W506-5 DOE agrees that use of a geologic repository would be a protective and safe method for the
disposal of the entire inventory of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes. The GTCC EIS
evaluation for the WIPP geologic repository alternative supports this statement. However, the
degree of waste isolation provided by a geologic repository may not be necessary for all of the
GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes evaluated in the GTCC EIS. The GTCC EIS evaluation
indicates that certain wastes (e.g., those containing short-lived radionuclides such as
Cs-137 irradiators) could be safely disposed of in properly designed land disposal facilities at
sites with suitable characteristics, such as low precipitation rates, high soil distribution
coefficients, and sufficient depths to groundwater.

While 10 CFR Part 61 identifies one NRC-approved method for GTCC LLRW disposal
(disposal in a geologic repository), these regulations also indicate that other disposal methods
could be approved. The GTCC EIS evaluates three land disposal methods (i.e., trench,
borehole, and vault). The GTCC EIS evaluation indicates that land disposal methods employed
at sites with suitable characteristics would be viable and safe alternatives for the disposal of
GTCC LLRW.

Madeleine Laville



Laville. Madeleine, Commenter ID No. L50

1,>
727 Catherine St,
Walla Walla, WA 99382
June 23, 2011

TO:USOOE
I vehemently oppose making Hantford the national radioactive dump site. It would be
impossible to clean up Hantford and protect the Columbia River if the USOOE imports and
buries waste with nearly as much radioactivity as all of Hanford's high-level nuclear waste
tanks.

12.600 truckloads of radioactive waste would come through Portland and Spokane on I-5, I-
84, and 1.90. Americans would be exposed to radiation from the trucks along the way, even .if
there were no accidents or terrorist attacks. And almost certainly there would be accidents.

The highly radioactive plutonium shipments would be a prime target for terrorists. Hundreds
of square miles in Washington and Oregon. including major cities like Portland, Vancouver.
and Spokane. could be destroyed and radioactively contaminated for generations. Among
survivors there would be a huge spike in cancer deaths, especially among children and
women. The entire ecosystem would be devastated.

At airports we must submit to ever more invasive procedures, presumably to protect us from
terrorists. Yet surely these truckloads of highly radioactive waste present a much greater
threat, WHY hasn't the Department of Homeland Security expressed concemn about this
proposal?

Unless a safe way of storing nuclear waste is discovered, no more nuclear power" plants
should be built. Glassitication, the proposed solution for decades, never seems to become a
reality. The nuclear waste that already exists should be stored in deep geologic repositories.

Thank you,

Madeleine Laville

L50-1

IL50-2

L50-3

SL50-4

L50-5

L50-1 DOE's ROD 78 FR 75913 dated December 13, 2013, stated that DOE has deferred a decision
on importing waste from other DOE sites (with limited exceptions as described in the
Settlement Agreement with Ecology) for disposal at Hanford at least until WTP is operational.
For information on DOE's preferred alternative see GTCC EIS Chapter 2.

L50-2 Shipments of GTCC LLRW and GTCC like waste to a disposal facility would be on preferred
routes, which are interstate highways or alternative routes designated by a state routing agency
in accordance with DOT regulations (49 CFR Part 397, Subpart D). The GTCC EIS evaluation
indicates that transportation of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes to a more centralized
disposal facility would result in lower overall human health risks compared to managing the
wastes at multiple locations and can be conducted in a safe manner based on compliance with
comprehensive regulatory requirements and past experiences. About 12,600 truck shipments
over 60 years would be required to transport all of the GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes to
the Hanford Site for disposal. This would result in about 50 million km (30 million mi) of
highway travel, with no expected latent cancer fatalities (see Section 6.2.9.1).

L50-3 Comment noted.

L50-4 Stopping the generation of nuclear waste or promoting alternative energy sources is outside the
scope of the GTCC ELS, the scope of which is to evaluate disposal altemnatives to enable the
selection of a safe alternative or alternatives for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like
wastes.

L50-5 DOE agrees that use of a geologic repository would be a protective and safe method for the
disposal of the entire inventory of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes. The GTCC EIS
evaluation for the WIPP geologic repository alternative supports this statement. However, the
degree of waste isolation provided by a geologic repository may not be necessary for all of the
GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes evaluated in the GTCC EIS. The GTCC EIS evaluation
indicates that certain wastes (e.g., those containing short-lived radionuclides such as
Cs-137 irradiators) could be safely disposed of in properly designed land disposal facilities at
sites with suitable characteristics, such as low precipitation rates, high soil distribution
coefficients, and sufficient depths to groundwater.

While 10 CFR Part 61 identifies one NRC-approved method for GTCC LLRW disposal
(disposal in a geologic repository), these regulations also indicate that other disposal methods
could be approved. The GTCC EIS evaluates three land disposal methods (i.e., trench,
borehole, and vault), The GTCC EIS evaluation indicates that land disposal methods employed
at sites with suitable characteristics would be viable and safe altemnatives for the disposal of
GTCC LLRW.



Lavis, Betty and Brasher, Charles, Comtnenter ID No. W400 W400-l DOE has considered cumulative impacts at the Hanford Site in this GTCC EIS. The disposal of
GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like waste at the Hanford Site could result in environmental impacts
that may warrant mitigation for Tc-99 and 1-129 through limiting receipt of these waste
streams (see Table 6.2.4.2 and Figure 6.2.4.1 in this ELS).

DOE's ROD 78 FR 75913 dated December 13, 2013, stated that DOE has deferred a decision
on importing waste from other DOE sites (with limited exceptions as described in the
Settlement Agreement with Ecology) for disposal at Hanford at least until WTP is operational.

W400-2 There is a relatively small amount of waste which would be transported through the Columbia
River Gorge regardless of the final decision as to the disposal site selected for GTCC LLRW.
The waste would include actinide sealed sources and Cs-137 irradiators from local medical
institutions, research facilities, universities, and other NRC and Agreement State licensees.

From: gtcceiswehmaster@anl~gav
Sent: Thursday. June 23, 2011 7"31. PM
To: .gicceiswebmast era@ant.gov
Subject: Receipt; Greater-Than-Class-C Low-Level Radioactive Waste uS$ Comment mIcaotoo0

Thank you for your comment, Betty/Charles toclo/Brasher.

The comment tracking number that lion been assigned so your comment Is GTCCIO400. Please refer to the comment
tracking number in all correspondence relating to thin comment.

Comment Gate: Jane 23, 2011 07i30:39PM CDT

Greater-Than-Class-C tow-Level Redloactive Waste tIS Draft Comment: GTEc10400

First Name: Betty/charles
Lost Name: L~avl/ojfrasber
Organization: Fritends of the Columbia Gorge
Address: 7709 NE 57th Circle
City: Vancouaver
State: WA
Zip: 98662
Coantry: USA ,.
Email: brcsherlavistocomrast.nnt.
Privacy Preference: Don't withhold name or address from public record

Comment Submitted:
Pitas•e take Hanford offyeur list, It baa enough problems already. We who live here do not want more radioactive - W4t0-1

•waste trucked throogh the Columbia Gorge, a relatively pristine area, nor do we want it stared anywhlere close to the I 40-
Colambla ricer. 40-

Questloen about submitting comments over the Web? Contact us at: etcceiswebmnasterioanteeov or call the Greater-
Than-class-C Low-LevellRadioactine Wastn £1S Wtbmasner at (630G2S2-5705.
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Lawson. John P.. Commenter ID No. W444 W444-I DOE is perfotming environmental restoration activities at the Hanford Site, and the ongoing
cleanup efforts at the Hanford Site will continue.

DOE has considered cumulative impacts at the Hanford Site in this GTCC EIS. The disposal of
GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike waste at the Hantford Site could result in environmental impacts
that may warrant mitigation for Tc-99 and I-I 29 through limiting receipt of these waste

streams (see Table 6.2.4.2 and Figure 6.2.4.1 in this ELS).

DOE's ROD 78 FR 75913 dated December 13, 2013, stated that DOE has deferred a decision
on importing waste fr'om other DOE sites (with limited exceptions as described in the
Settlement Agreement with Ecology) for disposal at Hantford at least until WTP is operational.SenU

To:
Subject:

ylG~isvebmut'aer•v3anlzor/
Friday. June 24. 2011 425S 'M
s ceisweb master @ent.qov
Receipt: Greater-Then-Claws-C Low-Level Radioactive Waste ElI comlment G1"CC1t444

Thornh yeu for yetnr commentj ohn Lawm,•n,

"The ,omment ts-rasing number that teas teen assi8ned to your comment is GTCC10444. Please refer to the comment

tracking number in all corrosp ndtteisce relating to this commsent.

Comment Date: cone 24, 2011 V4:;25:lSt'M CDT

Gr'ea ter-Than-Ctast-C Low-Levei Radioactive Waste EIS D~raft Comment: GT¢CI0444

Rirst -luose John
Middle Initial: P
Last Name: Lawson
Address:
City:
State:
Sip:
Country: USA
(mail: IP.Lnwsmnt
Pri'vocy P'reference W•hltofd nsddros only (mm tmutlic tecol

Conmment Stthmlrttd:
l am utntquieocally opposed to osisog thle Hanford Nuclear Resetvation non estorege •faclity (or momn atarearwuste. That

the use of nuclear power is ast uttteuabie option tor sepplying energy ts self-evident for many reascon, one of them

being the unsolved land, hi nay view; unsoivablnl quention of how safely to store the. radoanctive by-products of nuclear

.fisslitn.

to partli,.ulitr, tihe ute of the Hlartford Noulear Rteservetion for storing nddlttonal radioactive waste is anl entremety

dattyctont an'd poorly conceived course of action. The storage of mere tnuciear waste at ftanlotd would create a

multitude of serious problems. I hsem problems jerluate the predictable coatntittlatiuot of yaovmud water and of thu

Columbia Rive r, as well as thn inevitnbly sleleterlotit Offerts that would result Ftonmt 'anseolti~ti nuclear wuste on pubslic

highways.

The eviden~ce In overwhelming. Using Hanford for tht storagle ul inure nuclear waste would certainly prune to bena lethal

option for nanny human helngs anti wossld result in illness ammd gtief for" countless others.

ICo not nsa h a nford for the natrege of ware nuclear waste!

Questions about sub:mitting comments ever she Web? Contact us at: et~ccis',sebnsustervun•o or cail the Greater-

lhan-Class-C Low-Level Riadioactive Watte f1IS Webmaster at (630) 2S2-$70S.

W444-1



Leatham, Ellen. Comnmenter ID No. T150

Capital Reporting Company

! OIR. 8RC•2P Thanks, Gerry. Ellen Leathem. And

2 Ed Martiezus will be after Ellen.

3 025. LEATHI4•: i'm celebrating my 63rd birthday

4 tonight to be here about Hanford. I'm secretly

S roslly'shy. 2Iy justification for being here is that

6 I've missed two primary elections Since I was old

7 enough to ragister to vote. i'm here as a Citizen

S and I'm here as a grandmother of two-and-a-half

' 9 children to whom I am answerable, as are we all.

2i0 In 2004, the year you decided Hanford was a safe

Ii . place to dumsp waste, in the state of Idaho alone

.12 there i•ere 351 heavy truck accidents that involved

13 fatalities. In 2010, the federal government advised

14 whatever the association is of Insufanee people,

IS people, who provide automobile Insurance, that we had

]6 mere thad 500. 000 large truck, semi and cemmerctal

27 vehicle accidents. That was 2010. They also advised

15 those agencies, the insurance industry, that

19 20 percent mere trucks will be em U.S. highways by

20 2012.

21 Chernobyl, 1066. 1 just finished reading an

22 essay by Steve Featherstone, whe was visiting

23 Chernobyl a year age. There are trees there that

24 haven't yet rotted because there is me bacteria left

25 alive in the soil. We depend on the soil. Jaopan's

866.488.DEPOwwwCapitalReportingCompany.com



Leatham, Ellen, Commenter ID No. T150 (cont'd)

3

4

6

7

•.9

II

Capital Reporting Company

accident has Just been upgraded to the same level as

Chernobyl. I think we need to quit subsidizing the

nuclear industry.

Eight years after Chernobyl, in 1954, the

Finhish people decided that no more radioective waste

would leave Finland. Finnish waste would he taken

care of in Finland. They are just flnichinq a

tunnel, which ureenpeace in net hsppy abeut beoause

proper studies were net done, but they are burying

their nuclear waste 500 meters into the bedrock, Wie

COUld at least try to do something that responsible.

Wo've got granite. Thank you.

19

T150-1 DOE agrees that use of a geologic repository would be a protective and safe method for the
disposal of the entire inventory of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes. The GTCC EIS
evaluation for the WIPP geologic repository alternative supports this statement. However, the
degree of waste isolation provided by a geologic repository may not be necessary for all of the
GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes evaluated in the GTCC EIS. The GTCC EIS evaluation
indicates that certain wastes (e.g., those containing short-lived radionuclides such as
Cs-137 irradiators) could be safely disposed of in properly designed land disposal facilities at
sites with suitable characteristics, such as low precipitation rates, high soil distribution
coefficients, and sufficient depths to groundwater.

While 10 CFR Part 61 identifies one NRC-approved method for GTCC LLRW disposal
(disposal in a geologic repository), these regulations also indicilte that other disposal methods
could be approved. The GTCC ELS evaluates three land disposal methods (i.e., trench,
borehole, and vault). The GTCC EIS evaluation indicates that land disposal methods employed
at sites with suitable characteristics would be viable and safe alternatives for the disposal of
GTCC LLRW.

TI 50-1



Litt. Mike, Cornmenter ID No. W164 Wl64-1 There is a relatively small amount of waste which would be transported through the Columbia
River Gorge regardless of the final decision as to the disposal site selected for GTCC LLRW.
The waste would include actinide sealed sources and Cs-137 irradiators from local medical
institutions, research facilities, universities, and other NRC and Agreement State licensees.

From: gtcceiswebmaster@ani~gov

Sent: 'Wednesday, June 15. 2011 10:09 PM
To: gkcceiswebmaster@ani.gov
Subject. Receipt: Greeter-rhen-Ciaso-C Low-Level Radioactive Waste ott Comment GTCC10164

Thanlt you for your comment, Mike U.t t.

The comment tracking rnumber that has becn assigned to your comment is GTCCSOIE4. Please refer to the comment

tracking number in all correspondence retating to this comment.

Comment Date: June 3.5. 2011 10:08I:47PM CDT

Greater-Than.Class-C Low-Level Radioactive Waste EIS Draft Comment: Of CC01O64

First Name: Mike

Last Name: Litt

Address:
City:
State:

Zip:

C;ountry: USA

Emtail: ijg.•QO•_coetcst.e
Privacy Preference: Withhold addrens only from public record

Comment Submitted:
Please do not tru~ck high level radioactive waste through the columbia Gorge.

Questiont about submitting comments over the Web? Contact us at: atcceiwehmasterwanl~gov or cell the Greater-
Tltan.Class-C Low-Level Itodioactive Waite EIS Webmaster at 1630) 252-5705.

SW164-1



Lloyd• Darryl, Commienter ID No. W485

From: 9tceeiswe•=bmaster~aei~gov
Sent: Saturday, June 25, 2012 20:54 PM
To: Gteceiswebmaarer~nl~sngov
Subject: Receipt: Greater-Than-Class-C• Low-tevel Radioactive Waste E[S Comment GTCC10485

Thank you for your comment, Darryl Lloyd.

The comment trackingnuamber that has been assigned to your comment is GTCCIO485. Please refer to the comment
tracking number in all correspondence relating to this comment,

Comment Date: Jane 25, 2012 10:54:03PM CDT

G~reater-Than-Ciass-C Low-Levee Radioactive Wnste EiS Drait Comment: 13TCC1O4aS

First Name: Darryl
Middle Initial: IS
last Name: Lloyd
Address: 1025 State St.
City: Hood River
State: OR
ZIp: 97031
Country: USA
Emailh loneshadowi@eorse.eet.
Privacy Prefer'enc.e: Don't withhold name or address from public record

W485-l Consistent with NEPA implementing regulations in Parts 1500-1 508 of Title 40 of the Code of
Federal Regulations (40 CFR Parts 1500-1508), DOE analyzed a range of disposal methods
(i.e., geologic repository, near-surface trench, intermediate-depth borehole, and above-grade
vault) and federally owned sites (i.e., Hanford Site, INL, LANL, NNSS, SRS, WIPP, and the
WIPP Vicinity) as well as generic commercial locations. DOE determined that it was
reasonable to analyze the federal sites because they currently have operating radioactive waste
disposal facilities, except for the 'WIPP Vicinity, which is near an operating geologic
repository.

Final siting of a disposal facility for GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes would involve
further NEPA review as appropriate and be in accordance with applicable laws and regulations
and would include local stakeholder and tribal government involvement.

DOE agrees that use of a geologic repository would be a protective and safe method for the
disposal of the entire inventory of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes. The GTCC EIS
evaluation for the WIPP geologic repository alternative supports this statement. However, the
degree of waste isolation provided by a geologic repository may not be necessary for all of the
GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes evaluated in the GTCC EIS. The GTCC EIS evaluation
indicates that certain wastes (e.g., those containing short-lived radionuclides such as
Cs-137 irradiators) could be safely disposed of in properly designed land disposal facilities at
sites with suitable characteristics, such as low precipitation rates, high soil distribution
coefficients, and sufficient depths to groundwater.

While 10 CFR Part 61 identifies one NRC-approved method for GTCC LLRW disposal
(disposal in a geologic repository), these regulations also indicate that other disposal methods
could be approved. The GTCC EIS evaluates three land disposal methods (i.e., enhanced near-
surface trench, intermediate-depth borehole, and above-grade vault). The GTCC EIS
evaluation indicates that land disposal methods employed at sites with suitable characteristics
would be viable and safe alternatives for the disposal of GTCC LLRW.

W485-2 There is a relatively small amount of waste which would be transported through the Columbia
River Gorge regardless of the final decision as to the disposal site selected for GTCC LLRW.
The waste would include actinide sealed sources and Cs-137 irradiators from local medical
institutions, research facilities, universities, and other NRC and Agreement State licensees.

Comment Submitted:
I impiore ithe DOt to take Hantford off the list for c'onsideration an a disposal site for Gr~c LLRW waste. Deep geological
disposal at oiher uites should be your main focus. it goes without sayieg that DOt mast not make Hanford's colossal andi
nightmarish waste problem even worsel

Furthermor'e, I oppose In the strongest way possible, DOt's propssaal for trucking a portionso? such hazardous waste
throu~gh the Columbia Riser Gorge. I live In the Gorge. Osily truckloads would endanger public health In communities
along 1-84. Oaliy truckloads would also endanger a natlonal treasure and violate the spirit if not the letter of the
Coiambla River Gorge National Scenic Area Act. The Gorge contains an ulnparalleled combination of scenery, geology,
plants, wildlife, and multicultural history. DOt should recognise this, as well as the public health hazard, and withdraw
the Gorge route from further consideration as a tracking route.

Thank you.

Questions about siubmitting comments over~the Web? Contact us at: etccelswuebmattermanl~no~v or call the Greater.
Than-Class-C Low-Leven Radioactive Waste El$ Webmaster at 1630) 252-5705.

W485-1I

W485-2



Lloyd, Darvel. Commenter ID No. W166 W166-1 There is a relatively small amount of waste whieh would be transported through the Columbia ~
River Gorge regardless of the final decision as to the disposal site selected for GTCC LLRW.
The waste would include actinide sealed sources and Cs-137 irradiators from local medical
institutions, research facilities, universities, and other NRC and Agreement State licensees.

DOE's ROD 78 FR 75913 dated December 13, 2013, stated that DOE has deferred a decision
on importing waste from other DOE sites (with limited exceptions as described in the

_________________________________________________Settlement__Agreement__ SttlementAogeemenowithiEclogy) fordisposalataHanfod tatuleat luntil iTP iseoprationa.
From 9tcekebmateranlgovFor information on DOE's preferred alternative see GTCC EIS Chapter 2.

Sent: Wednesday, June 15. 2011 1,0:20 PMs
TO: - gtcceiswebmaster @anl.gov
Subjects Receipt: Greater-T'han-Class-C tow-Level Radioactive Waste t1S Comment GTCCSOS66

Thank you for your comment, Darvel tloydI.

The comment tracking number that has been assigned to your comment Is GTCCI0166. Please refer toethe comment
t rocking number In all correspondence relating to this comment.

Comment Date: June 15, 2011 10:.39:40PM CDT

Greater-Than-Clsss-c Low-Level Raodioactive Waste EIS Draft Comment: OTCCIO16t6

First Name: Daivel
Middle Initial: T
Last Name: Lloyd

Address: 54 S.E. 74th Ave.
City: Portland
State: DR
Zip: 57225 .
Country: USA
Email: drlodeti~o
Privacy Prefer'ence: Don't withhold come or address from public record

Comment Submitted:
I drive the Columbia Rlver Gorge often for business aed recreation, and I absolutely do not wont to vecounter any more
large trucks, especially if they are carrying hazardonus radioactive waste! Furthermore, I think yeu are absolutely WRtONG
to even consider transporting anti dumpieg rsore radioactive waste at the Hantford Reservationt because of the cnevr'- Wt!66-
ending and absurdly expensive effort to remove the huge amount of enisting masse-all within close proximily to the
Columbia Riveril

Thank you for allowing me to commwent.
Darvel Lloyd

Questions about submistieg comments over she Web? Contact us at: etcreisswehmastertsnle or call the Greater-
Than-Class-C Low-Level Radioactive Waste EI$ Weismaster at (630) 252-57tt5,



Logan, Christopher, Commenter ID No. W51

Fronm: gtcceiawebmast er@unl.gov
Sent: Saturday. May 21, 2011 t2,51 PM
To: gtscceisvvb master@anl~gov
Subject: Receipt: Ornater-Than-Class-C Low-Level Radioactive Waste itS Comnmeat GTCClOOSi

Thank you for your comment, Christo pher Logan.

The comment tracking number tirat has been assigned to your comment is tSTCCIDIJSS Please refer to the comment
trackirng number in all correspondence relating to this comment.

Comment Date: May 21, 2011 1.2:51:00PM CDT

Greater-Than-.Clas.-C Low-Level Radioactive Waste SIS Draft Cornmeat: GTCCIlO0SS

First Name:' Christopher .
Last Name: Logan
Address; P, O. Boo 10292
City: Eugene

oState: OR
Country: USA
En ail: g•jgjo&o
Privacy Preference: Don't withhold nam e or a ddress from public record

W5 1-1 DOE's ROD 78 FR 75913 dated December 13, 2013, stated that DOE has deferred a decision
on importing waste from other DOE sites (with limited exceptions as described in the
Settlement Agreement with Ecology) for disposal at Hanford at least until WTP is operational.
For information on DOE's preferred alternative see GTCC EIS Chapter 2.

W5 1-2 DOE has considered cumulative impacts at the Hanford Site in this GTCC ELS. The disposal of
GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like waste at the Hanford Site could result in environmental impacts
that may warrant mitigation for Tc-99 and 1-129 through limiting receipt of these waste
streams (see Table 6.2.4.2 and Figure 6.2.4.1 in this EIS).

DOE's ROD 78 FR 75913 dated December 13, 2013, stated that DOE has deferred a decision
on importing waste from other DOE sites (with limited exceptions as described in the
Settlement Agreement with Ecology) for disposal at Hanford at least until WTP is operational.

W5 I-3 DOE has considered cumulative impacts at the Hanford Site in this GTCC EIS. The disposal of
GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike waste at the Hantford Site could result in environmental impacts
that may warrant mitigation for Tc-99 and 1-129 through limiting receipt of these waste
streams (see Table 6.2.4.2 and Figure 6.2.4.1 in this EIS).

The analysis in the GTCC EIS also indicates that the radiation dose to a nearby hypothetical
future resident farmer could be as high as 49 mrernlyr within the first 10,000 years
(see Table 6.2.4 2 and Figure 6.2.4 1 in this EIS).

Stopping the generation of nuclear waste or promoting alternative energy sources is outside the
scope of the GTCC EIS, the scope of which is to evaluate disposal alternatives to enable the
selection of a safe alternative or alternatives for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like
wastes.

Comment Submitted;
A plan to dump more nuclear wauste at the Hanford site is ill-consldernd. for several reasons,

11 Malfunctions of equipment and Inadequate proceduresahave already restited in sltignifcant nuclear pollution
emaneting from tihe flanfo rd site. Nuclear material, which Is radioactive for many, many human lifetimes, to currently
migrating toward the Columbia River, ~Therefore, the facoility is obviously not, able to handle mete nuclear material
safely.

W51-1

21 It swould be very nice to permanently solve the problem of nuclear waste, that it building uip at varIous localities
around thre country. However, soy storage Site should be hermetically separated feom Important ecological systems and
hiawan envIronments. Oowrastrevm.from H~anfor'd is the City of Portland. and the Pacific Northswest is one of thle W5l-2
country's most pristine environwents. A Fukuohima-type accident al Hartford cotuld Impact the Colombia and Snabe
River watershed and might disburse highly toxic material by air to tile Willamette Valley and the Pacific Coast of Oregon
and Washington.

International pollution could result if the wind weore heading towards British Colombia and Alberta. The'potentlol impact
orf a nuclear incidant could spoil some of N~orth Awerica's loveliest and most Important naturtal resources, and nlrpaet
the lives of millions of human beings. It's a had idea to sot us up for that.

3) Furthermore, hereis currently nosuch thing vs 'perwaneast'storageof nuclear'waste. shlclrI hw Yeucca Mountain

was abandoned as general nuclear daump. Shosid humans currently olive somehow escape the OINA-olterirg. cancer-
causing exposure to nuclear waste, this problem wvill persist for hundreds of human generatlous, euntil science turns from W5t-3

enploitation of radioactivity la ths serloot task of eliminating the nuclear threat.



Loran. Christopher, Commenter ID No. W51 (cant'd)

It is right that the DOE should seek a site to contain nuclear waste until Cuch time as it - and the indust rywhich gave usthis health- and lif e.threateoing waste- figur'es oat how to protect the biosphere from its catastrophic effects.
However, the Hanford site, with its poor safety record and its proximity to a hugely important and highly paoiulted
region, should not be considered. The recent malfunction of the Fkukshima piant in Japan should be a warning that
nuclear containment cannot be promised by even the most advanced techsnological societies: radiation leaks.

Our humus, our farms, our children and our hope for the future of humankind are already threatened by the existing
waste at Hanford. Adding more radioactive material threatens us and our environment vastly mere, because of the
complex moving and storage issues. A less valuable and sensitive site should bse found.

The right thing to do Is to find the safest spot, which would have the lean.t impact in case of a disaster, audito dedicate
monney and scientific leadership to making the vast quantity of radioactIve waste truly safe for humans and other forms
of Life. The Htanfard site should he cleaned up, not filled with yet more poisonous waste. Should national politicians
continve to espouse the idea that nuclear energy is clean and safe, I suggest storage in Arlington Virginia.

Questions about submitting comm~ents over the Web? Contact us at: ueisehasterr anl,esv or call thueIreoter-
t[hnn-Claos-C Low-Level Radioactive Waste tiS Webmaster at (fiS0) 252-570S.

W51-4

IW51-5

W51-4 Consistent with NEPA implementing regulations in Parts 1500-1508 of Title 40 of the Code ofFederal Regulations (40 CFR Parts 1500-i1508), DOE analyzed a range of disposal methods
(i.e., geologic repository, near-surface trench, intermediate-depth borehole, and above-grade
vault) and federally owned sites (i.e., Hanford Site, INL, LANL, NNSS, SRS, WIPP, and the
WIPP Vicinity) as well as generic commercial locations. DOE determined that it was
reasonable to analyze the federal sites because they currently have operating radioactive waste
disposal facilities, except for the WVIPP Vicinity, which is near an operating geologic
repository.

Final siting of a disposal facility for GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes would involve
further NEPA review as appropriate and be in accordance with applicable laws and regulations
and would include local stakeholder and tribal govemnment involvement.

W51-5 DOE's ROD 78 FR 75913 dated December 13, 2013, stated that DOE has deferred a decision
on importing waste from other DOE sites (with limited exceptions as described in the
Settlement Agreement with Ecology) for disposal at Hanford at least until WTP is operational.
For information on DOE's preferred altemnative see GTCC EIS Chapter 2.

The analysis in the GTCC EIS also indicates that the radiation dose to a nearby hypothetical
future resident fanner could be as high as 49 mremlyr within the first 10,000 years
(see Table 6.2.4 2 and Figure 6.2.4 1 in this EIS).

S
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Loveioy. Glenda, Commenter ID No. W296 W296-1 DOE's ROD 78 FR 75913 dated December 13, 2013, stated that DOE has deferred a decision
on importing waste from other DOE sites (with limited exceptions as described in the

Settlement Agreement with Ecology) for disposal at Hanford at least until WTP is operational.

For information on DOE's preferred alternative see GTCC ELS Chapter 2.

From:
sent:
To:
Subject:

glcceiswetsmauer@annlgov
Friday, June 17, 2011 1.1:03 AM
gtcceisssebmast er@anltgov
Receipt: Greater-Than-ClaussC Leow-Level Raedioactive Wast e EiS Comment GTCCi02tt

Thonk you for your commient, Glenda Lovejoy.

The comment tracking• numbee' that has been assigned to your comment is GTCC10295. Please refer to the comment

tracking number in ali cor respondence relating to this comment.

Comment Date: June 17, 2011. 11:02:45AM COT

Grnater-Than.Clasu-C Low-tevel Radioactive Waste EiS Drant Comment: GTCCI029S

First Name: Glenda .

Lest Nume: Lovejoy
Country: USA
Privacy Preference: Don't wtithhoid name or address from public record

comment Submitted:
Hanford Is alreudy a HUGE end DANGEROUS MESSI It needs to be cteaned tip, under control end nielltmannnged beforenJ

more nuclear waste is brought in.. Tahe care of the tirot problem before maeking it bigger end even morn dangerous, J W296-1

PLEASE!Ili

Qulestio ns habot submitting comments over tihe Web? Contact us ut: £2tc~ciswe bmast e r •a nl.nzov or cnil the Greeter-

Than-ClassC Low-Level Rtadioactive Waste EIS Webmaster et (510) 252-5705.
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Lu. Lan, Commenter ID No. W488

Perom: gtcceiswebmaster@aasi.gov

Sent: Sunday. June 26, 2011 6:37 AM
To: gtcceisweb, mauter@anl~goa
Subject: Receipt: Greater-Than-Class-C tow-Level Radioactive Waste EIS Comment GTCC10488

Thank you for your comment, tan Ls.

The comment tracking number that has beern assigned to your comment iu GTCCS04SB, Please refer to the comment
trackinag number in all correspondeece relating to this comment.

Comm~ent Date; June 26, 2011 08:36:23AM COT

Greater-Than-Ciass-C tow-Level Radloactlve Waste EIS Draft Comment: 0TCC10488

First Name: tan
tast Nume: LU
Address: 20601 laW RncksprlngtLane
Clty Ilneaerton
State: OR

Zip; 97006
Country; USA
Email omni 6688@yahoo.cow
Priv acy Preference: Don't weithhsold name or address from public record'

CermnentSubmitted:
These dangerous material should nut be deposited to Hanford. Theses should also not bo shipped by truck geleg
through the H•WY (shoulid airlift). Those waste shosid be delposited either in the ocean er soome deep remote urea where
there are nearly no residents/clties in 50100 niles.
Why are you poislonhug our own peo ple in oar own land with uuch danagerous waste.
1. Hanford co•n net be cleuned up if USDOE adds any more wouste to beI
> hurled in landfills or lssreholes •the wastes in exiatltg soilI W488-l

a trenches and ditches and fr'om tank leaks need to be removed.
>2. txtremely radioactive wastes belong In deep underground Iw8-

a repositories, not in landfills. borebloles or vaults.
> 3. USDOE needs to consider in the glS how so avoid making ware of

> these highly radioactive wastes. WI 5-
> 4. USD08 bus to discloee and consider the total (cumautltvel impacts
> of both of USDOE's separate proposals to use Hanford a s a national
> radioactive waste dump, and all the risks from trucking weastes to
a>Hunford, lneone environmental impact statemenat for the public to W488-4
a review and comment on the full picture. lihe G0CC EOS needs to
a disclose that USD08 Is also proposing to add 3 wmillio cable feet of
> radioact ive and chemical wastes tO hse disposed at Hanford, in

a addition to the GTCC wastes.

PtEASE STOP This plan

W488-l DOE's ROD 78 FR 75913 dated December 13, 2013, stated that DOE has deferred a decision
on importing waste from other DOE sites (with limited exceptions as described in the
Settlement Agreement with Ecology) for disposal at Hanford at least until WTP is operational.
For information on DOE's preferred alternative see GTCC EIS Chapter 2.

W488-2 DOE agrees that use of a geologic repository would be a protective and safe method for the
disposal of the entire inventory of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes. The GTCC ELS
evaluation for the WIPP geologic repository alternative supports this statement. However, the
degree of waste isolation provided by a geologic repository may not be necessary for all of the
GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes evaluated in the GTCC EIS. The GTCC EIS evaluation
indicates that certain wastes (e.g., those containing short-lived radionuclides such as
Cs-137 irradiators) could be safely disposed of in properly designed land disposal facilities at
sites with suitable characteristics, such as low precipitation rates, high soil distribution
coefficients, and sufficient depths to groundwater.

While 1 0 CFR Part 61 identifies one NRC-approved method for GTCC LLRW disposal
(disposal in a geologic repository), these regulations also indicate that other disposal methods
could be approved. The GTCC EIS evaluates three land disposal methods (i.e., trench,
borehole, and vault). The GTCC EIS evaluation indicates that land disposal methods employed
at sites with suitable characteristics would be viable and safe alternatives for the disposal of
GTCC LLRW.

W488-3 Stopping the generation of nuclear waste or promoting alternative energy sources is outside the
scope of the GTCC EIS, the scope of which is to evaluate disposal alternatives to enable the
selection of a safe alternative or alternatives for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like
wastes.

W488-4 DOE has analyzed cumulative impacts at the Hantford Site in this GTCC EIS. The GTCC EIS
also indicates that the radiation dose to a nearby hypothetical future resident farmer could be as
high as 49 mrem/yr within the first 10,000 years (see Table 6.2.4 2 and Figure 6.2.4 1 in this
EIS).
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Mance, Lisa, Commenter ID No. T151
TI51-1

T15 1-2

Capital Reporting Company

3

4

5

6

7

5 . . . . . . . . . .

9 t•A SIeIN: Terriflc. And Dolores 1{untada, If

10 she's'here, she would be next.

1] 145. 14NCE, I want to thank everybody that haa

12 stuck around thxough this narathon. I appreciate it.

13 Thank you guys also for being so wonderful to

14 everybody tonight. You've been great.

t$ So as far as lHanford, ny stand On the issue,

16 elsan it up first, and don't put any new waste there.

17 And we need to do •nre research into how we're going

18 to handle this waste in the first place, because it

}9 sounds like a lot of this discu~ssion is based around

25 the cost of the cleanup, the cost of where we're

21 putting it. Its• ouch cheaper to dig a giant bole in

22 the earth and dump saste there than it is to dig

23 down, like the National Academy of Sciences

24 suggested, into the granite shield of North America.

25 That's going to cost rore, yes. lt~s going to take a

DOE's ROD 78 FR 75913 dated December 13, 2013, stated that DOE has deferred a decision
on importing waste from other DOE sites (with limited exceptions as described in the
Settlement Agreement with Ecology) for disposal at Hanford at least until WTP is operational.
For information on DOE's preferred alternative see GTCC EIS Chapter 2.

DOE agrees that use of a geologic repository would be a protective and safe method for the
disposal of the entire inventory of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes. The GTCC EtS
evaluation for the WIPP geologic repository alternative supports this statement. However, the
degree of waste isolation provided by a geologic repository may not be necessary for all of the
GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes evaluated in the GTCC EIS. The GTCC EIS evaluation
indicates that certain wastes (e.g., those containing short-lived radionuclides such as
Cs-137 irradiators) could be safely disposed of in properly designed land disposal facilities at
sites with suitable characteristics, such as low precipitation rates, high soil distribution
coefficients, and sufficient depths to groundwater.

While t0 CFR Part 61 identifies one NRC-approved method for GTCC LLRW disposal
(disposal in a geologic repository), these regulations also indicate that other disposal methods
could be approved. The GTCC ELS evaluates three land disposal methods (i.e., trench,
borehole, and vault). The GTCC EIS evaluation indicates that land disposal methods employed
at sites with suitable characteristics would be viable and safe alternatives for the disposal of
GTCC LLRW.

TISI-I

866.488.DEPO
www.CapitalRepor tingCompany.com



Mance. Lisa. Commenter ID No. T151 (cont'd)

Capital Reporting Company

! while, yes, but it will likely be safer for the
•IT15-

2 people involved, and don't we ow~e it to the people (Cen.

2 who are affected to do that?

'1 *So I'm a registered nurse, end I wanted to share

S a quick story -- I apologize. I get emotienal -- of

6 a child that I took care of who contracted a cancer,

7 preventable cancer, f rots toxins in the environcent

S where she lived. And she was adorable. She played.

9 She colored in books. She was great. She was a.

I0 really sweet child. And when the doctors told her

II fanily that there was nothing they could do, it was

12 too rare of a cancer, too rare of a cancer for them

]3 to de anything, she handled it better than I've seen

34 any adult handle a cancer dingnosis.

13 "I watched her going frets playing in her bed to

16 being on a ventilator and being unable to sustain her

17 own life. I held her nother's band as she watched

IS her daughter take her last breath, end all of thfs

19 was comptetely preventable. It didn't have to

20 happen. Tell me, iU this was your daughter, that ysu

21 wouldn't want to see due diligence done on this issue

22 so that we did the rightI thing and we protected our

22 comm~unity. Te~l ne, if this wasn't your daughter,

24 that you would want every penny spent to stake sure

25 that thin was done in a way that didn't threaten

866,488.DEP'O
www.CapitalRepor tingCompany.com



Mance. Lisa. Commenter ID No. T151 (cont'd) TI151-3 DOE's ROD 78 FR 75913 dated December 13, 2013, stated that DOE has deferred a
decision on importing waste from other DOE sites (with limited exceptions as described in
the Settlement Agreement with Ecology) for disposal at Hanford at least until WTP is
operational. For information on DOE's preferred alternative see GTCC EIS Chapter 2.

3

41

Capital Reporting Company

p eople's lives.

So please, on behalf of the people that can be

affected, don't let this happen again. Pretect our

children, protect us, and do w~hat's right. Don't

dump any more waste at Hlanford, anid paease clean up

the mess that you've already cceated. Thank you.

95

ST151-3
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Maranze, Harriette, Commenter ID No. W514

From: gtcceiuwebmnastar@unLgov

Sent: =Sunday. June 26, 2011 11:05 PM•
To: gtcceiswebnmaster@ani.gov
Subject: Receipt: tGreatnr-Than-ClasS-C Low-Level Itadiouctive Waste O]S Comment GTCC10I514

Thank you, for your comment. Hiarriertto Maranze.

The comment trucking number that has been assigned to your comment is 51TCC10514. Please refer to the comment
tracking number in all correspandence relating Io Ibis comment.

Comment Date: Jane 26, 2011 11:04:.37PM CDT

Greater-Than-Ciass;.C Low-Lenet Rtadioactive Waste EIS Draft Comment: GTCCOS10'lt

First Name: Harriette

Last Name: Maranee
Address: 27401SW Fuirvlew Bird
City: Portland

State: OR

Zip: 97205

Country: USA

Privacy Preference: Don't withhold name or address from public record

Comment Submitted:

l am strongly opposed to new nuctearwaste being trunsported to and stored at Hanfard. There is already a large
amount of nuclear weaste inadequateiy dealt with and widely and deeply contaminated areas atlianlord that threaten
the Columbia River and ali the tlie and people mha depend on it.

Adequate and thorough cleauiuip of wastes aireudy coetawinating the Hanford site and Ike Colombia RIn~er mast be
completed before considering bringing in new highliy radioactive waste for storage.

Addllionaliy, Pacific Northwest communities should not be put at risk with trucks of highly radioactive wastes being
transported on our roads and highways.
Respectflhaly

Hurrintle Maranoe MO

Questions about submitting comments over the Web? Contact us at: etcceiswehmastnrdtanl~ove or cull the Greater-
Than-Class-C Low-Level Radioactive Waste CII Webmaster at (630) 252-5705.

W514-1 DOE's ROD 78 FR 75913 dated December 13, 2013, stated that DOE has deferred a decision
on importing waste from other DOE sites (with limited exceptions as described in the
Settlement Agreement with Ecology) for disposal at Hanford at least until WTP is operational.
For information on DOE's preferred altemnative see GTCC EIS Chapter 2.

W514-2 See response to W514-1.

W5 14-3 Shipments of GTCC LLRW and GTCC like waste LLW to a disposal facility would be on
preferred routes, which are interstate highways or altemative routes designated by a state
routing agency in accordance with DOT regulations (49 CFR Part 397, Subpart D). The GTCC
EIS evaluation indicates that transportation of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes to a more
centralized disposal facility would result in lower overall human health risks compared to
managing the wastes at multiple locations and can be conducted in a safe manner based on
compliance with comprehensive regulatory requirements and past experiences. About 12,600
truck shipments would be required to transport all of the GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes
to the Hanford Site for disposal. This would result in about 50 million km (30 million mi) of
highway travel, with no expected latent cancer fatalities (see Section 6.2.9.1).

nw514-1

w514.2

[w514-3
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Maruuez, Noel, Commenter ID No. T34 T34-1 DOE evaluated WJPP (a geologic repository) and LANL (land disposal facilities) in this EIS.
The use of a geologic repository would be a protective and safe method for the disposal of the
entire inventory of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes as the evaluation presented in this
EIS shows. However, the degree of waste isolation provided by a geologic repository may not
be necessary for all of the GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes evaluated in the GTCC EIS.
Therefore, land disposal facilities were also evaluated including at LANL. The evaluation in
the EIS has shown that sites with suitable characteristics, such as low precipitation rates, high
soil distribution coefficients, sufficient depths to groundwater, and in arid climates could
isolate radionuclides for a sufficient period of time to allow for significant radioactive decay to

occur.
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MR. BRowN, Thanks very uech.

Noel Marquee, and Torn Martin will be next.

UNIDEMTIFIRD MALE: Tern Martin bad to leave.

.IR. BROIN: Oh, did he? Okay. Sob Forrest will

be after Noel.

MR. MACQUtS: My name is Moel Marquee, and I live

in Artosia. I am a practicing artist, and I live on a

small 10-acre Care. And I'm Just concerned about the

future of storing and dtueping nuclear waste in the ground,

and how there's very few people that will actually make

time to go and voice their opinion and their fears. AndI

just sometirnes feel like there's a cheerleading group that

comes aboard, and it seems like they're very enthusiastic

ahout the economic outlook of bringing nuclear waste to

thin area.

And something also should be weighed in, in that

with this wae bring in also dumping waste in the earth.

And just being the person that I ant, I have to be a

witness, and at the same time voice my opinion that

don't -- I'm against storing nuclear waste. And I don't

T34-1



Marquuez, Noel, Commenter ID No. T34 (cont'd) T34-2 See response to T34-1.

28

1 think you have to. be a nuclear scientist or somebody that

2 is hs scientist, because what it Is, It's just' basic co.Tason

3 sense that'we're storing something that's risky in the

4 ground.

5 And we can have a good debate and have respect,

6 which I think we always have about how we each feel. And

7 I wish there was core people that had time. There's so

8 many people at work, and they have families and they just

9 do not have tine to cone out end basically speak. So I

10 speak for my cossmunity and for the people that are quiet

II arid not volcing their opinionl.

12 There's something that has to be done about

13 nuclear waste, but storing it near my home, near my ares,

14 near my land, is not accething t•hat I feel comfortableT3-

15 about. And I jest want tO make sure I will continue to

16 say something and in that regard.

Ct



Marsello. Pat. Commenter ID No. L409

O
DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT for the

DISPOSAl, OF GREATER THAN-CLASS C (GTCC) LOW-LEVEL
RADIOACTIVE WASTE AND GTCC-LIKE WASTE

(DOE/ElS-0375-D)
U.S. Decpartmecnt of Energy

WRITT'EN COMMENT FORM
Mutb. r.•rei,• ci or befinre Jwune -7 20)1

Mr ._

Name:

Title:

M~rs.>K. Mb. Mr. & Ms Dr,

L409-1I DOE acknowledges that only defense-generated TRU waste is currently authorized for disposal
at the WIPP geologic repository under the WIPP LWA as amended (P.L. 102-579 as amended

by P.L. 104-201) and that legislation would be required to allow disposal of waste other than

TRU waste generated by atomic energy defense activities at WIPP and/or for siting a new

facility within the land withdrawal area. However, NEPA does not limit an EIS to proposing

and evaluating altemnatives that are currently authorized. Furthermore, the Agreement for

Consultation and Cooperation between Department of Energy and the State of New Mexico for

the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant recognizes that the mission of WIPP may change and provides

provisions to modify the agreement. For example, the Agreement states: "The parties to this

Agreement recognize that future developments including changes to applicable laws (e.g.,

Public Law [P.L.] 96-164) may make it desirable or necessary for one or both parties to seek to

modify this Agreement. Either party to this Agreement may request a review of the terms and

conditions."

DOE acknowledges the TRU waste disposal limitations for WIPP specified in the WIPP LWA

as amended (P.L. 102-579 as amended by P.L. 104-201) and in the Agreement for Consultation
and Cooperation between Department of Energy and the State of New Mexico for the Waste

Isolation Pilot Plant. Information on these limitations is provided in this EIS (see Section 4.1.1)

and was considered in developing the preferred alternative. Based on the GTCC EIS

evaluation, disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes at WIPP would result in minimal

environmental impacts for all resource areas evaluated, including human health and
transportation. Both the annual dose and the latent cancer fatality (LCF) risk would be zero

because there would be no releases to the accessible environment and therefore no radiation

doses and LCFs during the first 10,000 years following closure of the WIPP repository. In

addition to legislative changes, DOE recognizes that the use of WIPP for the disposal of GTCC

LLRW and GTCC-like wastes would require and site-specific NEPA reviews, including

further characterization of the waste (e.g., radionuclide inventory and heat loads), as well as the

proposed packaging for disposal.

Phone: , . .3 • ,): -) ti•-M ail Addres : .......... .................. .

WIoTHHLDNG O( ERSNA INObAIN IrUrmlO yo I•,'d r -h__om _a__ uli s

ofhgpuli rcod a' 'h.poj~,J, ldn publication •x 'h 0mmt u4ndiv.!A ~c~lnsm eus
¢ofertait ychcig n fl¢to oe blw Il- O +i..i h'n% such' tCqtd oth L'fLL •lv• lw

Corl~oLt tIr 01'a PERSOAiNFRATO lfewto you;rommdenot Ihit tirnimay be pubiueti ottOa

Allic ,obuifu oRnsl or Cuomptioan ou.-4 boieui rfo dvdusietfipthuru.o ersrrtvso fiil

U.o oprroent ofru Enrgy be mailndtb: eleetr omic mayielae to:

1000 Independence Averaue, sw L g

Wasbiugton,. DC 20585-0119

L409-l



Marti, Tralee. Commenter ID No. W30

Profit gtc¢ceiswebmasterwaligoi
Sent." Tuesday, May 17. 2011 12:.57 PM
To: gc~elswebmasteasl~gov
Sasbslac: Receipt Greater.Thwn-Clat-C L~ow-L~evel Radioactive Waste EUS Comment 0TCC10030

Thank you For your comment. Tralee Mar11

The comment tractting number that has been assigned to your comment is GTCCIOO3O, Please reter so the comment
tracking number in all correspondence relatiog to this5 comment.

Comment Date: May 17. 2011 12:56:34PM CDT

atree-Than-Ctasi-CI oWl~eenl Radioactive Waste E15 Draft Comnent: GTC00I30

First Name: Trelee
Middle Initial: R
Last Name'. Mart1
State:

Privacy preference: withhold address only from public record

W30-l Consistent with NEPA implementing regulations in Parts 1500-1508 of Title 40 of the Code ofFederal Regulations (40 CFR Parts 1500-1508), DOE analyzed a range of disposal methods
(i.e., geologic repository, near-surface trench, intermediate-depth borehole, and above-grade
vault) and federally owned sites (i.e., Hanford Site, INL, LANL, NNSS, SRS, WIPP, and the
WIPP Vicinity) as well as generic commercial locations. DOE determined that it was
reasonable to analyze the federal sites because they currently have operating radioactive waste
disposal facilities, except for the WIPP Vicinity, which is near an operating geologic
repository.

Final siting of a disposal facility for GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes would involve
tfurther NEPA review as appropriate and be in accordance with applicable laws and regulations
and would include local stakeholder and tribal government involvement.

Shipments of GTCC LLRW and GTCC like waste to a disposal facility would be on preferred
routes, which are interstate highways or alternative routes designated by a state routing agency
in accordance with DOT regulations (49 CFR Part 397, Subpart D). The GTCC EIS evaluation
indicates that transportation of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes to a more centralized
disposal facility would result in lower overall human health risks compared to managing the
wastes at multiple locations and can be conducted in a safe manner based on compliance with
comprehensive regulatory requirements and past experiences. About 12,600 truck shipments
over 60 years would be required to transport all of the GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes to
the Hanford Site for disposal. This would result in about 50 million kmn (30 million mi) of
highway travel, with no expected latent cancer fatalities (see Section 6.2.9.1).

DOE's ROD 78 FR 75913 dated December 13, 2013, stated that DOE has deferred a decision
on importing waste from other DOE sites (with limited exceptions as described in the
Settlement Agreement with Ecology) for disposal at Hanford at least until WTP is operational.
For information on DOE's preferred alternative see GTCC EtS Chapter 2.

Comment Submitted:
We do not want Hantford to be the national dumb for radioactlve waste, we do not want radioactive wasteben
transported through or near our townt along 1,.90, I-5, or 1-205. Ottr towns should no have to suffer with cancers to
provide a waste outlet for the rest of the country. DO0 NOT bring it herel

W30l

Questtont about submitting comments over the Web? ContaCt us at: ltciwbl~ • or call the Greeter-Than Cass-C Low-Level Radioactive Waste Eit webrmaster at 1630)1232-5705.



Martiszus, Ed, Commenter ID No. T136

Capital Reporting Company
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N•.R.. 1'lTS•tlS: 116, folks. Thanks for coming

tonight. I (inaudible) in the atate of Oregon

environwental and have worked in this area for just

over 20.years and cleaned up a mot after Hartfordt, a

lot of thu disease, things other than cancer, that

the DOE wants you just to only think about cancer.,

There's a lot mor-e other diseases that people are

866.488.DEPO
www.CapitalReportingComipany.com
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Martiszus, Ed, Comimenter ID No. T136 (cont'd) T136-1 DOE's ROD 78 FR 75913 dated December 13, 2013, stated that DOE has deferred a decision
on importing waste from other DOE sites (with limited exceptions as described in the
Settlement Agreement with Ecology) for disposal at Hanford at least until WTP is operational.
For information on DOE's preferred alternative see GTCC EIS Chapter 2.

T136-2 The technologies and alternatives suggested for evaluation are not within the reasonable range
of alternatives for disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes. Other concerns or
programs suggested for DOE consideration are considered outside the scope of the EIS and do
not meet the purpose and need for agency action stated for this EIS.

The Low-Level Radioactive Waste Policy Amendments Act (P.L. 99-240) assigns DOE
responsibility for the disposal of OTCC LLRW generated by NRC and Agreement States.

Capital Reporting Company

o•cposcd.ro. In fact, there's about 3,000 people

•right now Suing the governflent in Spokane that are

downwinders to Hanford. I didn't see anything up

here ibout that.

nut anyway, 0'ukushina kind of refocused ne on

what was happening in the Northwest here as far as --

you know, when I went to the meeting at the Sed Lion

about a month ago, they were saying how troubling it

was to eharaeteriae the waste, that they were going

to have to oake a waste disposal processing plant.

Oefore we could really design it, they had to kind of

* fgure out what the heck was in the waste so they

could start knowilng how to deal with it. So that's a

probles right there, that basically people have said

already, deal with what you have right now.

The second point would be leave what you have

out there en-site where it's at. Shy bring it into

•the Northwest. you knew? tet it -- if it's in an

aera whore it's not going to be earrhquakod or washed

oult or itooded, let it burn off. You know, tot it

degrade aoaie of the isotopes, burn off and degrade to

meor stable isotopes in the s'eantime.

And the third thing would be, whly are we

subsidizing a nuclear industry? This meeting

tonight, hew easy solar panels would this --

20

ST136-1I

T136-2

866.488.DEPO
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Martiszus. Ed, Commenter ID No. T136 (cost'd)
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everything to rent this hotel, how many solar panels

are we buying? way are we cleaning up after an

•industry? I mean, Japan just said the other day,

these three reactors over here -- they're not at

ruhnshima, but they're up north, but they're en an

earthquake zone -- you close them right now. So

governments h~ave the power to tell industry what to

de.

Although therm was a story in the New York Tiacs

'last week about how the industry had gotten into the

NRC and the NRC is, in a way, etratd to challenge.

Nell, these challenges are going to have to be made

for our own survival. The Columbia River is already

polluted. The land around the Columbia -- around

Hanford is already polluted. It's just going to

pollute it even more.

These scenarios, to me, are new ways -- new

•strange, loathing ways that the 001 cones into the

Northwest end says, this is a new way we're going to

sake you sick and kill you. Accept this.

W~e don't have to accept this. So think the

DOE needs to serve notice en these nuclear power

•plants," these owners right now, we're net going to

accept maclear waste from power piants that aren't

built, because you're not going te build then.

23

IT136-2

(Cent.)

T136-3

T136-4

T136-3 DOE is performing environmental restoration activities at the Hanford Site, and the ongoing
cleanup efforts will continue. As stated in the Hanford TC&WM EIS, the receipt of offsite
waste streams (including GTCC LLRW) that contain specific amounts of certain isotopes,
specifically iodine-129 and technetium-99, could cause an adverse impact on the environment.
When the impacts of technetium-99 from past leaks and cribs are combined, DOE believes it
may not be prudent to add significant additional technetium-99 to the existing environment.
Therefore, one means of mitigating the impact would be for DOE to limit disposal of off-site
waste streams containing iodine-129 or technetium-99 at Hanford. DOE's ROD 78iFR 75913
dated December 13, 2013, stated that DOE has deferred a decision on importing waste from
other DOE sites (with limited exceptions as described in the Settlement Agreement with
Ecology) for disposal at Hanford at least until WTP is operational. These factors were
considered in developing DOE's preferred alternative for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and
GTCC-like waste, as discussed in Chapter 2 of the GTCC EIS.

TI 36--4 Stopping the generation of nuclear waste or promoting altemnative energy sources is outside the
scope of the GTCC EIS, the scope of which is to evaluate disposal alternatives to enable the
selection of a safe alternative or alternatives for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like
wastes.

866.488.DEPO
"www.CapitalRepor tingCompany.cone



Martiszus. Ed. Commenter ID No. T136 (cont'd)

* * Capital Reporting Comipany

Y'oure ,gOiig to convert over to wind and solar.
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Matela. Nancy, Commenter ID No. E68 E68-1 Comment noted with regards the suggestion of use of acronyms. The GTCC EIS (Chapter 7) ~
• includes a description of the affected environment at the Hanford Site. Note that a glossary is

provided in Volume 1 of the EIS.

Front: ,Nanloy Mtera <nmatela@pacrfrar.com>
Seob, t: Fday, May 20, 2011 9:12 AM
To: 9trresor~anrl~go
Subject; Testinmony against using Haonford us national rrodlseclive waste repository

Dear Mr. Edelman,

Your preeenlationl last evening in Portland was well done as presentations go. One sog5.uvtlon is tO net use tire anronyml
rot the extremely dangerous radloactive~ waste, Thre pesple new to the issue are bewildered and it clouds lire Issue.

Rineor apndfing remerirs, you said'you had never been here before and you were siruck by tire b~eauty of Ilie Coluwbia
livr adte Gorge, This indicated to we thai you have no idea sniat wee have le lhs way of natural resources.

* Tire Co~umbia River is second opty to tire Missisippi River in size.
* Its wuruatmersh spans SEVEN slates end Erlitish ColombIa.
* Its walersehrd is thonrojor" npnwning ground of su~mw , 68-
* it has SEVEN fiwes lire water volume of the beloved elnd resoarce-crnithl coloradlo River, 6-
* IllIs home of the Grand Coulee Dam (the largest oe~etlrcily genecrating dam in tire U.S.) upriver fronm Hanford. If tire

dam broke in= Ibis eartbquakre.provo area, Hanford would be blonded as the 5 million acre-feet ot waler in Roosevelt
Lahu reserVOir iv unleashred..

* Hanford sits on ant earthquake fault which stretches fr'om lire Pu~get Soured (Seattle) to tire Wallowa Mountains in
eastern Oregon.

* There are more then 1 million people who live on or near tire Columbia down river from Htanford. While the cultural
end habitat daomgae to tire n a-.iv o grounds of tire Indian tribes would be devastating, lire impact would be even greater
en alt1 peoptn who depend upon the Columbia River for Ibvelihosc4 and even life itself,

Please subrelt this document along with the testimonies taken last evening.

Neecy Maleta
8351 SE Morrisos CL
Portland, OR 97215
503-287-1401



McCa~h. Mike, Commenter ID No. W150

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

gtcceiswebmastet@anl9ov
Wednesday, June~ 15, 2015 9:32 PM
GjtCCetswtbm as ter@afnltgOv
Receipt. Greater-Thtan.Class-C Low-Level Radioactive Waste 51S Comment GT~C10150

WI50-1 There is a relatively small amount of waste which would be transported through the ColumbiaRiver Gorge regardless of the final decision as to the disposal site selected for GTCC LLRW.
The waste would include actinide sealed sources and Cs-137 irradiators from local medical
institutions, research facilities, universities, and other NRC and Agreement State licensees.

A number of commenters indicated they believed shipping offsite waste would result in
800 LCFs. This value for transportation risk does not exist in this GTCC EIS. DOE believes
that the value of approximately 800 LCFs, cited in the public comments, is from the results
provided in the Draft Global Nuclear Energy Partnership Programmatic Environmental
lmpact Statement (GNEP PEIS) regarding transportation of spent nuclear fuel (SNE) and
HLW. This value represents the maximum impacts associated with 50 years of transportation
activities supporting the operations of all existing U.S. commercial light-water reactors if they
all were replaced with high-temperature, gas-cooled reactors. The GNEP PEIS was canceled
by DOE on June 29, 2009 (74 FR 31017).

The GNEP PEIS involved many more shipments than those for disposal of GTCC LLRW and
GTCC-Iike wastes. Because of this, the resulting estimated impacts for that program (now
terminated) were much greater than those given in this EIS. The same types of analyses were
done in both the GNEP PEIS and this EIS, but no LCFs are expected to result from
transportation of the GTCC LLRW or GTCC-Iike wastes to the potential disposal sites
considered in the GTCC EIS due to the much lower shipment numbers.

Thantk you for your comment, Mike Mc~agh.
the comment tracking number that has been assigned to your comment it GTCCS01SO. Please refer to the comment
tracking number in ati correspondence relating to this comment,

comment Dete:2une 15, 2011 09:3"1:5SPM CDT

Greater-Than.Ciass-C Loaw-Level Ratdioactive Waste 51S Draft comment: GTcC'ISO15

Pirst Name: Mike
Last. Name: Mecagh

city: White Salmon
State: WA
Zip: 98672"
Country: USA
Email: retce2,mota,•cr
privacy Preference: Don't withhold name or oddress from public record

Comment Submitted:
Ilam writing to voice my vote AGAINST RADIOACTIVE MATERIAl. TittiOUGIl THE COLUMBiA RIiVER GORGE TO HANFORD
SITE.

PLEASE AND THIANK YOU

VR,
MM

P.S. A 2003 Department of Energy study predicts over 800 Sdult cancer deaths aoing the trucking routes atea result of
radiation leaking from the trutks during nornmal operation, even if ieo accidents oceur! Arid this "best case scenario"
study only Includes adults, excluding children who are even more susceptible to the dangers of radioactive waste.

OQuestian; about submitting comments over the Web? Contact us at: ggrc~eiswebmasteri~aniiitv or call the Greater-
Than-Class.C Low-L~evel Radioactive Waste E15 Webmaster at (650) 252-$705.

W150-1

0

0

c-s

0



McClarv, Jackie, Commenter ID No. T153 T153-I DOE shares the commenter's concern for the safe management of radioactive wastes such as
the GTCC and GTCC-like wastes addressed in this EIS. DOE is required, under NEPA, to
consider the full range of reasonable alternatives for a proposed action. Hanford has the
climate, infrastructure, personnel expertise, and many other features that favor its inclusion for
analysis. DOE nevertheless plans to keep its commitment to defer a decision regarding off site
waste disposal at Hanford at least until the WTP is operational.
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MR BouN, Jackie will be followed by Esmeeraldla

Floros.

143. lictLARY: Iello. liy nane 1s Jackie 14cClary,

.l15 a third goneration Portlander, a fourth

generation Oregonian, and a irother of two, and that

is why I care to he here tonight.

Hanford is a total failure as a waste

containmentl facility. It doses not contai~n: it leaks.

Please, I beg of you•, leays Hanford aloes and owl of

cenaideration.. Many, nany people have put in

countless hosts to fight this fight and will, no

doubt, put in countlesa iore.' So who ±s it that is

T1 53-1

866.488.DEP'O
Www.CapitalRepor tingCompany.com



McClarv, Jackie, Commenter ID No. T153 (cont'd) T153-2 DOE's ROD 78 FR 75913 dated December 13, 2013, stated that DOE has deferred a decision
on importing waste from other DOE sites (with limited exceptions as described in the

• Settlement Agreement with Ecology) for disposal at Hanford at least until WTP is operational. ~
For information on DOE's preferred alternative see GTCC EIS Chapter 2.

Capital Reporting Company z

flasti~tng on wasti~ng these oeptes• time by bringjingj

2 •up Htanford again?

3You've heard the facts, you have seen budget

4 cuts, you've ,seen peat promisea and deadlines go

5 unfulfilled and unmet. Sn tell no, how can Ha~nford

6 .safely take on new waste? Hanford needs to bo T153-2

7 eleaned up9, and they need to apologiae to future

5 gen•eations and Native Smericans whose land has been

S virtually destroyed for eenturies to come. S ence

10 .thought the beauty of oar region meant so.mething, hot

|1 now r know it~is not prlstinel there is Hanford. It

IS is a blight on oulr region, and i.t seems that it is in

13 your plans tO only cake it worse. Thank you.

.0



McCulloch, Robert. Comnmenter ID No. W559 W559-1 Consistent with NEPA implementing regulations in Parts 1500-1508 of Title 40 of the Code ofFederal Regulations (40 CFR Parts 1500-1508), DOE analyzed a range of disposal methods
(i.e., geologic repository, near-surface trench, intermediate-depth borehole, and above-grade
vault) and federally owned sites (i.e., Hanford Site, INL, LANL, NNSS, SRS, WIPP, and the
WIPP Vicinity) as well as generic commercial locations. DOE determined that it was
reasonable to analyze the federal sites because they currently have operating radioactive waste
disposal facilities, except for the WIPP Vicinity, which is near an operating geologic
repository.

Final siting of a disposal facility for GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes would involve
further NEPA review as appropriate and be in accordance with applicable laws and regulations
and would include local stakeholder and tribal government involvement.

DOE's ROD 78 FR 75913 dated December 13, 2013, stated that DOE has deferred a decision
on importing waste from other DOE sites (with limited exceptions as described in the
Settlement Agreement with Ecology) for disposal at Hanford at least until WTP is operational.
For information on DOE's preferred alternative see GTCC EIS Chapter 2.

From:
Sent:
To:
SubJect:

gtcceiswebmast er~ant.gov
Mondoy. June 27, 2011 9:46 PM
ttcceiswebm~ter@anttsov
Receipt: Greater-Than-Clas5-C Low-Level Radioactive Waste tLS comment GTCC1O559

Thank you for your commente, Robert McCulioeih,

The comment trucking number that has been asslgntedto your commentlIsGTCC1OS59. 'lease refer to ihe comment
track<ing number" in all correspondence relating to Ibis comment..

Comment Date: June 27, 2011 0P:45:5SPM CDT

Grouter-Than-Claus-C Low-Level Radioactive Waste tIC Draft Comment: GTCC10559

First Name: Robert
Middle Initial: W

Last Name: McCulioch
Address: 3706 St Lincoin Sc
City: Portlund

Ss;tae: ott
ZIp: 97214

Email: afbar13l9macceem
Privacy Preference: Don't withhsold name or sddress from public record

Comment Submitted:

Please keep radiouctive waste outside our city limits and do not store tbeni in tke old Hanford plant, Stop this insanity W559-1

Questions ubout submitting comments over tbe Web? Contact us us: e~t.•c,.R.swehraster~anIroa or call tbe Greuter-
Thsan-Class-C Low.Level Radioactive Waste EIS Webmaster al {630) 252-5705.



McFarland. An~ela. Commenter ID No. W502

From: gtccciswubmaster@anl~gov
Sent: Sunday, June 26, 2011 4:52 PM
To: "gtccaiswebmastert @anltgov
Subject: Receipt: Grealer-Than-Class-C Low-Lened Radioactive Waste EIS Conmenot GTCC5OSO2

Thankyou for your comment, Angela McFarland.

The comment tracking number that has been assigned to year comment is; GTCC1'O50I2. Please reler to the comment

tracking number in all correspondence relating to this comment.

Comment Dale: June 26, 2011 D•4:51:32PM CDT

ftrater-Than-Clase-C itow-Level Radioactive Waste EIS Draft Cemment: GTcCIt 050

First Name: Angela
Lest Name: McFarland
Address: 2.920 sn 76th ane
CIty: Portland
State: OR
Zip: 57206
Country: USA
gmalil:anvimcfariandimna hen.cam
Privacy Preference: Due't withheld name or address from public record

W502-1 DOE's ROD 78 FR 75913 dated December 13, 2013, stated that DOE has deferred a decision
on importing waste from other DOE sites (with limited exceptions as described in the
Settlement Agreement with Ecology) for disposal at Hanford at least until WT'P is operational.
For information on DOE's preferred alternative see GTCC EIS Chapter 2.

W502-2 DOE agrees that use of a geologic repository would be a protective and safe method for the
disposal of the entire inventory of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes. The GTCC EIS
evaluation for the WIPP geologic repository alternative supports this statement. However, the
degree of waste isolation provided by a geologic repository may not be necessary for all of the
GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes evaluated in the GTCC EIS. The GTCC EIS evaluation
indicates that certain wastes (e.g., those containing short-lived radionuclides such as Cs-137
irradiators) could be safely disposed of in properly designed land disposal facilities at sites
with suitable characteristics, such as low precipitation rates, high soil distribution coefficients,
and sufficient depths to groundwater.

While 10 CFR Part 61 identifies one NRC-approved method for GTCC LLRW disposal
(disposal in a geologic repository), these regulations also indicate that other disposal methods
could be approved. The GTCC EIS evaluates three land disposal methods (iLe., trench,
borehole, and vault). The GTCC EIS evaluation indicates that land disposal methods employed
at sites with suitable characteristics would be viable and safe alternatives for the disposal of
GTCC LLRW.

W502-3 Stopping the generation of nuclear waste or promoting alternative energy sources is outside the
scope of the GTCC EIS, the scope of which is to evaluate disposal alternatives to enable the
selection of a safe alternative or alternatives for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike
wastes.

W502-4 The GTCC EIS evaluates the transportation impacts from the shipments that would be required
to dispose of the entire inventory of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes at the Hanford Site
and all the other sites being evaluated.

The GTCC EIS evaluates collective population risks during routine conditions and accidents,
radiological risks to the highest exposed individuals during routine conditions, and
consequences to individuals and populations as a result of transportation accidents, including
the release of radioactive or hazardous chemical materials. For the truck option, it is estimated
that about 12,600 shipments resulting in about 50 million km (30 million mi) of travel would
be required. This transport of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes would not result in any
LCFs, although one fatality directly related to an accident might occur (see Section 6.2.9.1I).

In addition, Chapter 6 of the TC&WM EIS also has evaluated cumulative impacts addressing
disposal of potential future wastes (including GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like waste) at the
Hanford site.

Comment Submitted:
1. Hanford can not be cleaned up if UaSDOE adds any more waste to be baried in lanidflils or berebolus - the wastes in
existing soil trenches and ditches and from tank leaks need lobhe removed.

2. Extremely radioactive wvastes belong In deep underground repositories, trot in tandfiiis, borehains or vaults.

3. USDOE oneeds to consider in the EIS hew to avoid meking more of these highly radioactive wastes.

4. USDOE has to disclose and considet the total (cumulative) Impacts of both of USDOE's separate proposals lo use
Hanford as a national radioactive waste dump, and all the risks from trucking wastes to Hanford, le one envimonmental
impact statement for the public to' review and comment on the full picture. The GTCC 115 needs to disclose that USDOE
•is also proposing to add 3 million cubic feet of radioactive and chemical wastes to be disposed at Hanford, in addition to
the GTCC waster.

Questions about submitting comments over She Web? Contact us at: gt5eyisvebmasteri~anI.Rov or call the Oreater-
Than.Ciavv-C Low-Level Radioactive Waste• tiS Webmaster at 1630) 252-5705.

IW502-1

IW502-2

W502-3

SW502-4



McKinney, Maria. Comm enter ID No. L316 L316-I

17 May 2011.

Gtreater-Than-Class C Waste
Office of Technical and Regulatory
Support I M-431
:U.S. Depaartment of Energy

01000 Independence Avenue, S.W.
Washington, DC 20585-01158

Consistent with NEPA implementing regulations in Parts 1500-i1508 of Title 40 of the Code of
Federal Regulations (40 CFR Parts 1500-1508), DOE analyzed a range of disposal methods
(i.e., geologic repository, near-surface trench, intermediate-depth borehole, and above-grade
vault) and federally owned sites (i.e., Hanford Site, TNL, LANL, NNSS, SRS, WIPP, and the
WIPP Vicinity) as well as generic commercial locations. DOE determined that it was
reasonable to analyze the federal sites because they currently have operating radioactive waste
disposal facilities, except for the WIPP Vicinity, which is near an operating geologic
repository.

DOE's ROD 78 FR 75913 dated December 13, 2013, stated that DOE has deferred a decision
on importing waste from other DOE sites (with limited exceptions as described in the
Settlement Agreement with Ecology) for disposal at Hanford at least until WTP is operational.
For information on DOE's preferred alternative see GTCC EIS Chapter 2.

Stopping the generation of nuclear waste or promoting alternative energy sources is outside the
scope of the GTCC EIS, the scope of which is to evaluate disposal alternatives to enable the
selection of a safe alternative or alternatives for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like
wastes.To USDOE:

I urge you to consider better alternatives of dumping highly radioactive

•and long-lIved wuntes at Hanford. It is shamelul to dump it all at
tHanford. There are too many hazards for the people and to the lund.

Indeed, altemnatii'e and safer forrmt of energy are avallable and would

be better and safer.

SL316-1

Maria McKinney
13731 T31• L~ane N.E.

Redmond, WA 98023



McNau~hton, Jim. Commenter ID No. T155 T155-1 DOE's ROD 78 FR 75913 dated December 13, 2013, stated that DOE has deferred a decisionon importing waste from other DOE sites (with limited exceptions as described in the
Settlement Agreement with Ecology) for disposal at Hanford at least until WTP is operational.
For information on DOE's preferred alternative see GTCC ELS Chapter 2.
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2

3

4 "MR. •O•lH= James Hc11aoqhton. Hle'll be folloWed

S by Jiovani Guerreto.

,6 HR. HcNAUGHION: I'm Jim Hc~lauohton from

7 Fairvlew. I'm a member of the Alliance for

8 emocracy.

9" How, the Columbia River is bordered for

19 50 miles. in prier statements it has been said there

11 is no contamination of the fish, it has never been

12 found. However, in prior testimony, it has been
T155-1

13 stated, due to lack of funds, only around the Mcaary

14 Dam have they been tested. lHhat ate the facts? I

13 would like to ask you people, what are the facts? Is

16 that river contaminated or n01?

17 tAudience chorus of "yes." I

IS HR. HCOHAUGHTOH, And t'n asking you. You're the

19 Department ot Energy, can you give me an answer?

39 ER. IIR0DII: I think that's a question that will

2! be responded to in the Final EIS.

22 ER. IHcNAIGHTON': Okay. Hell, anyway, I'm 81

23 years old, and I find this preceea (inaudiblol

24 engaging the people of this area, insanity, and I

25 think you all agree with so.

866.488.DEPO
www.CapitalRepor tingCompany.com



Meyerhoff, Joan, Commenter ID No. W183 W183-1 There is a relatively small amount of waste which would he transported through the Columbia
River Gorge regardless of the final decision as to the disposal site selected for GTCC LLRW.

The waste would include actinide sealed sources and Cs-137 irradiators from local medical

institutions, research facilities, universities, and other NRC and Agreement State licensees.

From: gtccolswebnslaster@anl~gnv
Sent: Wednesday, June 15, 2011 11:$6 PM
To: gtcceiswe•bmaster@anl.gov
Subject: Receipt: Greatee-Than-Class-C Low*.Level Radioactive Waste EIS Comment GTCC10183

Thank you for your comment, .loan Meyeeboff.

The comment tracking number that has been ansigned to your comment Is GTCC10183. Please refer to the comnment

t rcidekg number in all correspondence relti~ng to this comment.

Comment Date: June ±5, 2015 11:55:59PM CDT

lGrevter-Than-COass-C Low-l~evel Ratdloactive Waste tilS Draft Comment: GTCC!OS83

First Name: Jloan
Middle initial: E
L~ast Name: Mey~rhoff
Address: 4425 Nt .40th Ave
City: Portland
State: OR
Zip: 97211
Country: UISA
Emailh ioan.meverhoff~emaii~comn
Privacy Preference: Don't withhold name or address from public record

Comment Submitted: '

I e m opposed to greater than class C nuclear waste being transported In thse Columbia SRiver Gorge. The Gorge is s hub of

important human, animal and plant activity. I enjoy it routinely,* as do many of my friends hiking the various trails and Wt183-i

otherwise enloying It's magnificent beauty. We c:an vol move this dangerous material through such a special and life

giving area. In fact we need to decresase our dependency on nuclear energy because on of now me have no really safe

way to dispose of it,

Questions about submitting comments ever the Web? Contact an at: gtcc~eismbmaster~wanI.eov or call the Greater-

1har.Clu ss-C Low-Level Radioactive Wauste EIS Webmueter ut 16301 2S2-S7OS.



Michaels. Brenda, Commenter ID No. W61 W61-1 Shipments of GTCC LLRW and GTCC like waste to a disposal facility would be on preferred
routes, which are interstate highways or alternative routes designated by a state routing agency
in accordance with DOT regulations (49 CFR Part 397, Subpart D). The GTCC EIS evaluation
indicates that transportation of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes to a more centralized
disposal facility would result in lower overall human health risks compared to managing the
wastes at multiple locations and can be conducted in a safe manner based on compliance with
comprehensive regulatory requirements and past experiences. About 12,600 truck shipments
over 60 years would be required to transport all of the GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes to
the Hanford Site for disposal. This would result in about 50 million km (30 million mi) of
highway travel, with no expected latent cancer fatalities (see Section 6.2.9.1).Front):

Sent:
TO:
SubJect:

•gtccaiswebrnaster@anLgov
Sunday. May 22, 2011 2:15 PM

9 tcceiswebnmatter@anil.gov
Receipt: Greater-Than-Class-C Low-Level Radioactive Waste tlS Comment GTCC1006I

Thank you for your comment, Brenda Michaels,

The comosent tracking number that has heen assigned to your comment is GTCCI006I. Please refer to the comment
tracking number in all correspondence relating to this comment.

Comment Date: May 22, 2011 02:14:23PM CDT

Greater-llssn-Ciass-c tow-Level Radioactive Waste tIS Draft Comment: G~TC10061

First; Name: Breeds
Middle initial: P
Last Name: Mirhael$
Address: 15617 25tth P1. SE
City: lsoaqeah
State: WA
Zip: 98027
Country: USA
Email: breendaticnscloustallk.net
Privacy Preference: Don't withhold name or address fr'om public record

comment Submitted:
Redioactive material is not ouiy har-nfui to our envlroonneent, but Ieathl to our health. As a resident of Seattle, I am
against trucking this material thr'ough our area.

Questions dibeut submitting comments over the Web? Contact us at: gtcesemslrtn•e or cali the Greater-
Than.Class-C Low-Level Radioactive Weste E0S webmaster at 1610) 252-5705.

IW61 -1



Midson, Kathryn, Commenter ID No. W142 W142-1 There is a relatively small amount of waste which would be transported through the Columbia
River Gorge regardless of the final decision as to the disposal site selected for GTCC LLRW.

The waste would include actinide sealed sources and Cs-137 irradiators from local medical

institutions, research facilities, universities, and other NRC and Agreement State licensees. •

From: gtcceinweb master@uenlgov

Sent:Wednesday. June iS, 2051 8:54 PM
To: gtccniswebmsster@ianl.gov .

Subject.: Receipt: Graater-Than-Class-C Low-Level Radioactive Waste EIS Comment GTCCI05A2

Thank you for your comment, Kathrye Midson.

The comment tracking number that ties been assigned to your comment is 13TCtl1042. Please ref'er to the comment

tracking number In all corresponden~ce relating to this comment.

Comment Dote: Juno 5s, 2011 O5:S3:36PM CDT

Greoter-Than-Class-C Low-Level laiodlacttie Waste tiS Draft Comment: 6TCC10142

First Name: Kathton
Last Name: Midson
Country: UISA
Privacy preference: Don't withhtold name or address tram public record

Comment Submitted:'
Pescoidrt he environme sltl dod health rinks of shipping high level radioactive WaSte through the Columbia Gorge.

Hantford poses mote than enought eta problems for the gorge ned the people who !lye there. Yes, what to do with JW1A42

nuclear waste lo an Issue dieserving of serious attention. Bat shipping the matte through a scenic area - especially one J =-"

prone to winter ice - is a butd idea. Say "no"l

Questtions stout sulbmitting comtrents over the Web? Contact us at: gt~cceiswebmaster~anl.eov cc call the Greater-

Than-Class-C Low-Level Radioactive Waste tIs Webmaster at t6301 252-5705.

.-s

c-

•0



Mierow, Luanne, Commenter ID No. W317 W317-1 There is a relatively small amount of waste which would be transported through the ColumbiaRiver Gorge regardless of the final decision as to the disposal site selected for GTCC LLRW.
The waste would include actinide sealed sources and Cs-137 irradiators from local medical
institutions, research facilities, universities, and other NRC and Agreement State licensees.

F~rom:
Sent:

To:
Subject:

gtcceiswebmaster@ont~gov
Sunday, June 19, 2011 &014 PM
gt cceiawebmaster@aei~gov
Receipt: Greater-Than-Clue-C Low-Level Radioactive Waste G5I Comment GTCCIO3l7

Thankyou for yoer comimeat, Luanue Mierow.

The comment trachlng number that ban been assigned to your comment in GTCCSO3I7. Please refer to the comnmenot
tracking number in all corres•pondence relating to this comment.

Comment Dale: June 19, 2011 0604:02PM CDT

Greater-Tfiae-Class-C LOW-Level Radioactive Waste tIS Draft Comment: G'TCCIO31T

First ldamrd: Loosne
Middle Initil:h C
Last Name: elecmw
State: OR
Zip: 97004
Country: USA
Enail: RmS43S7Salhotr~lmi.cO -
Prinacy preference: Don'~t withhold namo or address from public record

Comment Submitted:,
The Go rge is a nationattreasure, Ltet's not temp fate andi allow radio adi eu waste to be allowed anywhere near the
Gorgel

Questions about •ubmitting comments over the Web? contact ras at: nrcesmtmaster•eato or call the Greaser-
Than-Class-C Low-Level Radioactive Waste ElS Webmuater at 1630) 252-5705.

j W317-1



Milal. Martin. Conimenter ID No. W417 W417-1 DOE's ROD 78 FR 75913 dated December 13, 2013, stated that DOE has deferred a decision ~
on importing waste from other DOE sites (with limited exceptions as described in the

,, .Settlement Agreement with Ecology) for disposal at Hanford at least until WTP is operational.
For information on DOE's preferred alternative see GTCC EIS Chapter 2.

From: 9tcceiswebmostertgnL~gov
Sent: ,Friday, June 2'S, 2011 12;55 AM
To: .gtcceinwebmas ter@anl~gov
Subjects Receipt: Greater-Than-Ciass-C tow-Level Radioactive Waste UIS Comsment GTCCIO41Y

Thank you for your comment, Martin MijuL.

The comment trackltng number that has been assigned to your comment is GTCCI04I7. Please refer to the comment
tracking n)umber In all cozrespondence relating to this comment.

Comment Oate: June 24, 2011 12:07:51AM COT

Greater-Than-Claess- Low-Level Radioactive Waste EIS Oraft Com'ment: GSTCc104I7.

First Name: Martin
Middle Initial: R
Lost Name: Mijal
Organization: citizen USA & cancer recipient
Address: 4527 NE Sumner St
Address 3:4527 Nt Sumner St
City: Portland
State: OR
Zip: 97218
Country: USA
Entail: n'sar tinrolalit D.cam
Prdvacy Preference: Don'twitllshold name or address from public record

Comment Submitted:
thia plan to put more cancer/pollation radioactive w'astes In Ilanyord Is STUPIOIII Right noazvou have UtOE 10 us: You

have said the nuclear energy Is sale' Why don't capitalistic normal inaurance ogencies insare cake power? It it inherently[ W417-1

unsafe with MASSIVE damages. You promised to clean up Hanford & you can't even do that. DON'T bring in more waste.
You don't knowr this bat illIS possible to use nuke for safe energy. However" the stupid warmongers rejected that nu~clear
method since there would be less wepen grade materials for blowing up the planet. What part of FUisushima do you not
understand? I'm disgusted wnith all this stupidity fro m highly trained and skilled and experienced geniuses to come up
with thsis DANGEROUS & FOOLISH plan. You geniuses know the wvaste was getting worse & now the 'plan' IS TO PlOT
Worry about tire enisting Hanford wastes and add MORE In shallow trenches. The chickens are here coming to roost. Oet
all the CEO's and aharelsolders to live neat to Ha nford and drink the water, breathe the air and tell themselves lies abouit
how safe ltilt. t"his Is ouch a stupid ideal Iehouldn't even have to write this letter. YOu cau figure nat on your own that

this is slow suicide...I don't know what to nay to yu guys.... Usa your bralnsillll m

Ouestionis about submitting comments over the Web? Contact aun t: stceieswehmssterliani.gov or call the Greater.
Than-Class-C tom-level Radioactive Waste OIS Webmaster at (035) 252-570S.



Miller, Virginia, Commenter I'D No. E84

From: Virg~nia I Miller wvjnmopus•cybermesa~com>

Sent:• Monday. June 27. 2011 3:53 AM
To: gtcceis@arnt~gav
Subject: DOt DtIS 'ommeents for disposal of GTCC tow-level radioactive wacte in NM

Arnold Edelmon
Document Menagor. DOE G01C C EIS

First, t strongly support an end to th•e production of new radioactive wuste.
.This waste Ia 5 danger to human tle for tens of thousands of yeats. We
don't teow how to safely dispose of I It is irresponsible to produce more
of it. Wo are destroying our planet's capacity to sustain life andI homen
hrealth,.

,Second. call on DOE to develop a new DOIS that includes the alternative
Hess. "Hiardened Os-Site Storufle". reducing the rinks of sacedento and
terrorist attacks daring transport and olfeanig greeter protection for human
health end the enuironment uonti a sol~ntifically sound and safer permanent
solution in developed for erdsting radioactive waste. GTCC waste would
Increase WIPP'5 redtionctiity by 30 times beyond original plans. FlOss Is
the bust solution ufttls tim for Groslnr-Thao-Cless C (GTCC.) Low-Leant
Radioactiee Waste ned GTCC-Liie Waste. GTCC waste and irradiated
spent fuel would remain 0! comarercist nuclear power plants In long-ter'm
storage whore they would be monitored.

Third, thu Niroloer Woste Policy Act ot 1982 has required development of
cna or i'nro geooogic repositories for existing radioactive waste. WIPP was
not desgned or tattieded to receive GTCC or more highly radioactive waste..
The location of then Lou Alumarn Lab Is a seismic fault zone bah'teun grillt
sudsa dormant volcano lo no place for longlerm storage of radioactive wasle.
Groundwater is already being conlaminuted by LANI and cleanup meast be
thle Lab's prioriy.

Thank you for your careful attenation.

Virginia 4. Miller
125 Calle Don Jose
Santa Fe NM 87501.

E84-1

E84-2

E84-3

E84-1 Stopping the generation of nuclear waste or promoting alternative energy sources is outside the
scope of the GTCC EIS, the scope of which is to evaluate disposal alternatives to enable the
selection of a safe alternative or alternatives for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like
wastes.

E84-2 The use of HOSS and other approaches for long-term storage of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike
wastes are outside the scope of this EIS because they do not meet the purpose and need for
agency action. Consistent with Congressional direction in Section 631 of the Energy Policy
Act of 2005 (P.L. 109-58), DOE plans to complete an EIS and a ROD for a permanent disposal
facility for this waste, not for long-term storage options. The GTCC EIS evaluates the range of
reasonable disposal alternatives and, as also required under NEPA, a No Action Alternative.
Under the No Action Alternative, current practices for storing GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like
wastes would continue in accordance with current requirements.

E84-3 DOE acknowledges that only defense-generated TRU waste is currently authorizecl for disposal
at the WIPP geologic repository under the WIPP LWA as amended (P.L. 102-579 as amended
by P.L. 104-201) and that legislation would be required to allow disposal of waste other than
TRU waste generated by atomic energy defense activities at WIPP and/or for siting a new
facility within the land withdrawal area. However, NEPA does not limit an EIS to proposing
and evaluating alternatives that are currently authorized. Furthermore, the Agreement for
Consultation and Cooperation between Department of Energy and the State of New Mexico for
the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant recognizes that the mission of WIPP may change and provides
provisions to modify' the agreement. For example, the Agreement states: "The parties to this
Agreement recognize that future developments including changes to applicable laws (e.g.,
Public Law [P.L.] 96-164) may make it desirable or necessary for one or both parties to seek to
modify' this Agreement. Either party to this Agreement may request a review of the terms and
conditions."

DOE acknowledges the TRU waste disposal limitations for WIPP specified in the WIPP LWA
as amended (P.L. 102-579 as amended by P.L. 104-201I) and in the Agreement for Consultation
and Cooperation between Department of Energy and the State of New Mexico for the Waste
Isolation Pilot Plant. Information on these limitations is provided in this EIS (see Section 4.1.1)
and was considered in developing the preferred alternative. Based on the GTCC EIS
evaluation, disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes at WIPP would result in minimal
environmental impacts for all resource areas evaluated, including human health and
transportation. Both the annual dose and the latent cancer fatality (LCF) risk would be zero
because there would be no releases to the accessible environment and therefore no radiation
doses and LCFs during the first 10,000 years following closure of the WIPP repository. In
addition to legislative changes, DOE recognizes that the use of WIPP for the disposal of GTCC
LLRW and GTCC-like wastes would require site-specific NEPA reviews, including further
characterization of the waste (e.g., radionuclide inventory and heat loads), as welt as the
proposed packaging for disposal.

LANL is analyzed as a candidate location for a new GTCC waste disposal facility. DOE is
performing environmental restoration activities at LANL and ongoing cleanup efforts will
continue. A GTCC waste disposal facility, would not affect ongoing cleanup activities at
LANL. DOE analyzed and considered all relevant affected environmental resources including
seismic and groundwater conditions at LANL in identif~ying the preferred alternative discussed
in Section 2.10.



Milihauser, Susan, Comm enter ID No. W456

Sents
To:
Subject:

gtcceiswebmaster @anl~gov
Saturday, June 25, 2011 2'05 AM

gtcceivmebmaster@anl.gov
Receipt: Greater-Than-Ciats-C Low-Level Radioactive Weste its Comnment GTCC104S6

Thank you for your comment, Susan Miliha user.

The comment tracking number tha t has been assigned to "your comment Is GTCC1O4S6. Please refer to the comment

tracking number in all correspondence relating to this comment.

Comment Date: June 25, 2011 O1:07:37AM CDT

Greater-Thean-Cluas-C Low.Level Radioactive 'Waste [IS Draft Comment: GTCCIC456

First N'anse: Susan,
Oa~t" flame: Mntlilhauser

City:
State:
Zip:•.
Country: UISA
Email: susnncmiltpiretech~rem
Privacy Preference: Withhold addrness only frnrn public record

Comment Submitted:
To Whom It tiny Concern:

Please consider my comments regarding the Draft I3TCC asRW Eis.

Do not further consider Hanford as a Niationral Radioactive Waste Damp for extremely radioactive wastes. Protect the W46-

Columbia nicer and prevent cancer in the children who wilt rirink the contaminated mater.I

If Hlanford is chosen as the national radioactive waste damp for extremeiy radioactive (STCCI mattes, ike immediate and

long-term potential far hazards from 1.2,600 truckloadls of extremely radioactive waste coming through Oregon aned W456-2

Spokane to Hanford are unocceptahie.

We canst cleanup Stanford and protect ear Colu mbia Riv er white mote waste gets dumped at Hanford - Put Cleanup I

Firsti
, W456-3

1. tSanford ran not be cleated op if lJSDOE adds eny osore waste to he burled In landfllso or boreholes - the wastes in
assitingP soil trenches arid ditches and fr'om tank leaks need to be removed.

2. [stremely radioactive wastes belong in deep underground repnsitorius, not in laedflils, horeholes or vanits. W456-4

3. USOOE needs to consider in the EIS how to avoid making more of these highly radioactive wastes. IW5-

4. UISDOt has to disclose and consider the total Icumulative) impacto of isoth of UtOOE'o separate propauals to use
Hanford an a national radioactive waste damp, ted all the risks from truckiug wuastes to Hanford, in one environmental IW456-6

W456-1 Consistent with NEPA implementing regulations in Parts 1500-1508 of Title 40 of the Code of
Federal Regulations (40 CFR Parts 1500-1508), DOE analyzed a range of disposal methods
(iLe., geologic repository, near-surface trench, intermediate-depth borehole, and above-grade
vault) and federally owned sites (ije., Hanford Site, INL, LANL, NNSS, SRS, WIPP, and the
WIPP Vicinity) as well as generic commercial locations. DOE determined that it was
reasonable to analyze the federal sites because they currently have operating radioactive waste
disposal facilities, except for the WIPP Vicinity, which is near an operating geologic
repository.

Final siting of a disposal facility for GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes would involve
fuarthser NEPA review as appropriate and be in accordance with applicable laws and regulations
and would include local stakeholder and tribal government involvement.

DOE's ROD 78 FR 75913 dated December 13, 2013, stated that DOE has deferred a decision
on importing waste from other DOE sites (with limited exceptions as described in the
Settlement Agreement with Ecology) for disposal at Hanford at least until WTP is operational.
For information on DOE's preferred alternative see GTCC ELS Chapter 2.

W456-2 The GTCC EIS evaluation indicates that transportation of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like
wastes to a more centralized disposal facility would result in lower overall human health risks
compared to managing the wastes at multiple locations and can be conducted in a safe manner
based on compliance with comprehensive regulatory requirements and past experiences. About
12,600 truck shipments over 60 years would be required to transport all of the GTCC LLRW
and GTCC-like wastes to the Hanford Site for disposal. This would result in about 50 million
km (30 million mi) of highway travel, with no expected latent cancer fatalities (see
Section 6.2.91).

W456-3 DOE's ROD 78 FR 75913 dated December 13, 2013, stated that DOE has deferred a decision
on importing waste from other DOE sites (with limited exceptions as described in the
Settlement Agreement with Ecology) for disposal at Hanford at least until WTP is operational.
For information on DOE's preferred alternative see GTCC EIS Chapter 2.

W456-4
W456-4 DOE agrees that use ofta geologic repository would be a protective and safe method for the

disposal of the entire inventory of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes. The GTCC EIS
evaluation for the WlPP geologic repository alternative supports this statement. However, the
degree of waste isolation provided by a geologic repository may not be necessary for all of the
GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes evaluated in the GTCC EIS. The GTCC EIS evaluation
indicates that certain wastes (e.g., those containing short-lived radionuclides such as Cs-137
irradiators) could be safely disposed of in properly designed land disposal facilities at sites
with suitable characteristics, such as low precipitation rates, high soil distribution coefficients,
and sufficient depths to groundwater.

While 10 CFR Part 61 identifies one NRC-approved method for GTCC LLRW disposal
(disposal in a geologic repository), these regulations also indicate that other disposal methods
could be approved. The GTCC EIS evaluates three land disposal methods (i.e., trench,
borehole, and vault). The GTCC EIS evaluation indicates that land disposal methods employed
at sites with suitable characteristics would be viable and safe alternatives for the disposal of
GTCC LLRW.

W456-5 Stopping the generation of nuclear waste or promoting alternative energy sources is outside the
scope of the GTCC EIS, the scope of which is to evaluate disposal alternatives to enable the
selection ofta safe alternative or alternatives for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike
wastes.



Millhauser. Susan. Cornmenter ID No. W456 (cont'd• W456-6 DOE has considered cumulative impacts at the Hanford Site in this GTCC EIS. The disposal ofGTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike waste at the Hanford Site could result in environmental impacts
that may warrant mitigation for Tc-99 and 1-129 through limiting receipt of these waste
streams (see Table 6.2.4.2 and Figure 6.2.4.1 in this EIS).

DOE's ROD 78 FR 75913 dated December 13, 2013, stated that DOE has deferred a decision
on importing waste from other DOE sites (with limited exceptions as described in the
Settlement Agreement with Ecology) for disposal at Hanford at least until WTP is operational.

impact statement totthe pubtc toreview and twnmonten the fuliplture. he GTCC EIS eeds todisclose that USVE W456-6in ntso proposing to add 3 million cubic teet of radioactivo and chemical wastes to be disposed at Hanford, in addition to (Cont.)
the GTcc wastes.

Thenk you,

Susan Millhauser

Questtons about submitting comments over the Web? contact us ot: gtceowb~masntta• or call the Greater-
Thus-class-c Iow.Levnt Radioactive Waste EIS Webmaster at tt30} 252-5705.
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Milner, Glen, Commenter ID No. W348

From:
Sent.
To:
Subject:
Attachmen~ts:

gtccei swebmaster @anl~gov
Thursday, June 23, 2011 5:32 AM

maiLgtcceisarchlivest gtcceiswebrnuster @anl.gov; gtcceis@anl gov

.Greater-Than-Ciass-C Low-Level Ratdioactive Waste EItS Comment GTCC10348

ttSjlan ford.22.jUN 1_0.1 CC50348.doc

W348-l Consistent with NEPA implementing regulations in Parts 1500-1508 of Title 40 of the Code of
Federal Regulations (40 CFR Parts 1500-1508), DOE analyzed a range of disposal methods
(i.e., geologic repository, near-surface trench, intermediate-depth borehole, and above-grade
vault) and federally owned sites (i.e., Hantford Site, lNL, LANL, NNSS, SRS, WIPP, and the
WIPP Vicinity) as well as generic commercial locations. DOE determined that it was
reasonable to analyze the federal sites because they currently have operating radioactive waste
disposal facilities, except for the WIPP Vicinity, which is near an operating geologic
repository.

Final siting of a disposal facility for GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes would involve
further NEPA review as appropriate and be in accordance with applicable laws and regulations
and would include local stakeholder and tribal government involvement.

DOE is performing environmental restoration activities at the Hantford Site, and the ongoing
cleanup efforts will continue. As stated in the Hanford TC&WM EIS, the receipt of offsite
waste streams (including GTCC LLRW) that contain specific amounts of certain isotopes,
specifically iodine-129 and technetiuem-99, could cause an adverse impact on the environment.
When the impacts of technetium-99 from past leaks and cribs are combined, DOE believes it
may not he prudent to add significant additional technetium-99 to the existing environment.
Therefore, one means of mitigating the impact would be for DOE to limit disposal of off-site
waste streams containing iodine-129 or technetium-99 at Hanford. DOE's ROD 78 FR 75913
dated December 13, 2013, stated that DOE has deferred a decision on importing waste from
other DOE sites (with limited exceptions as described in the Settlement Agreement with
Ecology) for disposal at Hantford at least until WTP is operational. These factors were
considered in developing DOE's preferred alternative for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and
GTCC-like waste, as discussed in Chapter 2 of the GTCC EIS.

Thank you for your comment, Glen Miller.

The comment tracking number that has been assigned to your comment is GTCC1O34S. Piease refer to the comment
trucksing number in all correspondensce relating to this comment.

CommentrDate: June 23. 2011 01:32:0SAM CDT

Greater-Than-Cleas-C Low-Level Radioactive Waste tIS Dra [t Comment: GTCCI034S

First Name: Glen
Last Name: Mimner
Address: 3227 NE 198th Place
City: Seattle
State: WA
Zip: 98155
Country:. USA
Email: etsaaimistluno.cdm
Privacy Preference: Don't wvithh~old name or address from pLblsic record

Attacbmetnt: EIS Hanford 22 JUN 11.doc

Comment Sub mitted:
Glen teilner
3227 NE 158th Place
Seattle, WA 58155
Phone (201 16 65-7863
gkrmtlner~comcast.net

Junse 22, 2011

Greater-Than-Classi C Low-Level Radioactive Waste El5
Office of Technical andlRegulatoryluppor t (t M-43)
U.S. Department of Energy
1000 Independence AvenueeSW.
Washington, DC 2058S--O119

VIA DOE WEESITE
tRE:tGreater-Thon-Class C tow-Level Radioactive VWaste CIS

To whosm it concerns

Itam submitting my comment on the DOD's EIS for Grenter-Than-Cluss C tow-Lennl Redloactive Waste. SW348l-1



Milner, Glen, Commenter ID No. W348 (cont'd) W348-2 See response to W348-l

I have livesd in Wanhington State since 1=951. I often visit the eastern side of Wathington State and have often trauvend
through the Sichianid, Washington sirna.

• W348-t
I am strongty opposed to this plon. (Cost.)

There should he no more radioactive material ahipped to Hanford or anywhere elto n Washington State.

The D05 has had years to clean up the Hanford facilities. tt Is common knowledge that thu Hanford site is oee of the
most contaminated facilities in thu nation. Residents are promised that the site will he made safe. However, the effort W348-2
is slow and tacks pturpose.

More radioactive waste would only add to the problems at Hartford and endanger citizens of Washington State.

if the 1105 ships radioactive material anywhere, it should sot do so until it develops a way of protecting cittzens from
radioactive material in the trucks. I have read that thre DOE casks cannot shield alt of the radiation. Citizens traveling snt w345-3

highways wilt not know ol the exposare to ra diation and h arm from these tracks. l am sure that motorists will n ever Ise
warned of the risks.

The DOE mast tind hettorw',ays to store the radioactive material than the wnays proposed in the EIS for this program. I38-
There mutt be no chance for radioactive material to enter the groundwvater. W4-

I found the EIS at htto:Il/wvvn,,tcryjps.a•o lo be very difficult to follow. The graphics on the website are tea intensive
and created a problem for me while tryingsto move through the statement. I have commented non anumher of EIS I w34g-5

statements In the past and this stetement wan mach more difficult to navigate thun others I have neeon.

Thank you tor the opportunity to comment. I would like to learn mor•e about this plan.

Sincerely

Glen Mimner

Questions about submitting comments ever the Web? Contuct usert: gcwvebmaster~ant~eog or call thu Greater.
Than-Class-C tow-Level Rtadioactive Waste ts5 Webmaster et (600) 252-S7O5.

W348-3 Shipments of GTCC LLRW and GTCC LLW to a disposal facility would be on preferred
routes, which are interstate highways or alternative routes designated by a state routing agency
in accordance with DOT regulations (49 CER Part 397, Subpart D). The GTCC EIS evaluation
indicates that transportation of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes to a more centralized
disposal facility would result in lower overall human health risks compared to managing the
wastes at multiple locations and can be conducted in a safe manner based on compliance with
comprehensive regulatory requirements and past experiences. About 12,600 truck shipments
over 60 years would be required to transport all of the GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes to
the Hanford Site for disposal. This would result in about 50 million 1km (30 million mi) of
highway travel, with no expected latent cancer fatalities (see Section 6.2.9.1).

W348-4 Stopping the generation of nuclear waste or promoting alternative energy sources is outside the
scope of the GTCC EIS, the scope of which is to evaluate disposal alternatives to enable the
selection of a safe alternative or alternatives for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike

wastes.

W348-5 The EIS has been prepared using conventional software including that used to prepare the
graphics presented in the document. The multiple sites and the various waste types being
addressed in the EIS may have contributed to the numerous graphics and photographs needed
to communicate the information in a visual manner. DOE will take the steps to improve the
accessibility of the Final EIS on the website. Thank you for bringing this to our attention.
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Milner. Glen. Commenter ID No. W348 (cont'd)

Glen M'iner
3227 NE 198th Place
Seattle, WA 98155
Phone (206) 365-7865

June 22,2011

Greater-Than.-Class C Low-Level Redloactive Waste EIlS
Office of Technical and Regulatory Support (EiM-43)
U.S. Department of Energy
1000 Independence Avcnue,S\V.
Washington. DC 20585-0119

VIA DOE WIIDSITE

RE: Greatcr-'Than-Class C Low-Level Radioactive Waste I..lS

To whom it concerns

I tri submitting my comment on the D)OH's EIlS for Greater-Then-Class C Low-Level

Radioactive Waste.

I have lived in Washington State since 1951. 1 ellen visit the eastert side of Washington State
end have often traveled thtrousgh the Richiend, Washington area.

l am strongly opposed to this plan.

There should be no mere radioactive material shipped to Hantford or anywhere else in

Washington State.

The DOE has had years to clean up the Haufofrdl facilities. It le common knowledge that the
hanford alto is one of the most contaminated facilities in the nation. Residents arc promised that
tite site. wiii be made eafe; However, the effort is slow and lacks purpose.

More radioactive wvaate would only add to the probicems at Hanford and endanger citisens of
Washitngton State.

if the DOE ships raedioactive material stsywhcrc. it sirourld not do .so until it develops a way of
protecting citizens from radioactive material in the tracks. I have read that the DOE reeks
cannot shield all of the radiation. Citizens traveling on highways will not know of the expos'ure
an radiation end hams front threse trucks. l as sure that motorists will never be wamrd of tire
risks.

The DOE must find better ways to store itie radioactive material than tIre ways proposed in the
EtlS for this program. Theme must be tto chance for radioactive material so eater tire gsrrtmdwater.



Milner. Glen. Commenter ID No. W348 (cont'd)

I found thc EIS at http:/fwww,atcceaiannL•,ov to ba very difficult to follow. The graphtics on the
website are tao intens~ive and created a problem for me while trying to move through tihe
statement. I have commented on a number o fEIS statements in thne past and thtls s~tatment was
much mare difficult to n~avigate ihan others I have seen.

Thank you foi tire opportunity to comment. I would like to learn more about this plan.

Sincerely

Glen Milnrr



Mink, Ron. Comm enter ID No. W378 W378-1 Consistent with NEPA implementing regulations in Parts 1500-1508 of Title 40 of the Code of
Federal Regulations (40 CFR Parts 1500-1508), DOE analyzed a range of disposal methods
(i.e., geologic repository, near-surface trench, intermediate-depth borehole, and above-grade
vault) and federally owned sites (i.e., Hanford Site, INL, LANL, NNSS, SRS, WIPP, and the
WIPP Vicinity) as well as generic commercial locations. DOE determined that it was
reasonable to analyze the federal sites because they currently have operating radioactive waste
disposal facilities, except for the WIPP Vicinity, which is near an operating geologic
repository.

DOE's ROD 78 FR 759t3 dated December 13, 2013, stated that DOE has deferred a decision
on importing waste from other DOE sites (with limited exceptions as described in the
Settlement Agreement with Ecology) for disposal at Hanford at least until WTP is operational.
For informatioo on DOE's preferred alternative see GTCC EIS Chapter 2.

From:
Sent:
To:
Sublece

' g tcctiswebmasterti@eel~gee
Thursday, June 23. 202114:29 PM
gtcceisavbmaster@enI~gov
Receipt: Greater.Thaen-Clast-C LoW-Level Radioactive Waste E15 Comment GTCCS0378

Thanit you far your comment, Ron Mink.

The comment tracking number that has beer assigned to your Conmnent Is t3TCCIO3,8: Please refer to thre comment

tracking number in ell correspondence relating to this comment.

Comment Date: June 23, 2011 04:29:OTPt coT

Greater-Than-Class-C low-L~evet Radioactive Waste EiS Draft Comment: GTCCSO37S

First FName: lion
last Name: Mink
Organiration: Natural Health
Address: 8805 SW 54th Ave.
Address 3: 8915 SW 54th Ave.
City: Portland
State: OR
Zip: 97219
Country: USA
Email: ronrmnlsienkomll~cons
Privacy Preference: Don't withhold anme or address from public record

Comment Submitted: ""
My family' and luare totally opFosed to using Hanford as a nationai damp slte.Thn idea is insnae and the penpie
supporting It have no motive other than treed. If this includes you you should feel ashamed. Please atop this

recklessness now.

Questions about submitting commenats aver the Web? Contact us at: g Wswehmastertruanleo~v or call the Greater-

Than-Class-C Laow-Level ttadioactlre Waste EI5 Webmaster at 16301 252-5705.

SW37t-I

0

0



Misserville. Henry, Commenter ID No. T72

Capital Reporting Company 66

MR. BROWN: Our next speaker is Henry

Misserville.

MR. MISSERVILLE: I'd like to Dave McCoy to go

along.

MR. RROWN: Okay, and then I guess, Dave --

MR. MISSERVXLLE: That's all right.

MR. BROWN: Right, and then Oave McCoy's next.

MR. MISSERVILLE: Hi, my name is Henry

Misserville. I 'm a citlien of Planet Earth, and I am

866.488.DEPO
www.CapitalReporfingCompany.comn



Misserville, Henry, Commenter ID No. T72 (cont'd) T72-1 Shipments of GTCC LLRW and GTCC LLW to a disposal facility would be on preferred
routes, which are interstate highways or alternative routes designated by a state routing agency

in accordance with DOT regulations (49 CFR Part 397, Subpart D). The GTCC EIS evaluation
indicates that transportation of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes to a more centralized
disposal facility would result in lower overall human health risks compared to managing the

, wastes at multiple locations and can be conducted in a safe manner based on compliance with

comprehensive regulatory requirements and past experiences.

Capital Reporting Company 67
T72-2 DOE respectfully disagrees and cleanup efforts at LANL are ongoing.

!an environmentaList, and a part-time resident of New

2 Mexico as well. The speakers who spoke against nuclear

3 waste, against the transportation, I agree totally with

4 them. I feel empowered by what I have heard. The 772-I

5first speaker spoke abou~t the lack of an impact

6 statem•ent. There needs to be one.

7 Another speaker spoke about negligence

and lack of stewardship. And from what I can tell,

0 there's *e tetl .lack of negligence and lack of

10 stewardship en the part of the DOE, on the part of

II NMEO, on the part of the regulatory agencies that

12. aren~t regulating. They're in bed with the nuclear

13 industry, the arms and proliferation industry, Sandia T72-2

14 Labs, with •its radioactive and hazardous waste, its

1s nuclear reactor that is totally unsafe, Kirtland Air

16 Force Base' with its jet fuel spill, 8 million gallons

17 of jet fuel that is contaninating the water. New

18 Mexico, I've heard it ref'erred to as a toxic wasteland,

19 and the DOE wants to contribute to that.

20 These regulatory agencies have no

21 credibility.. Their claims ot satety are bogus.

22 They're in 'collusion w:ith the nuclear arms industry,

866.A88.DEPO
www.Capital RepotrtirigCompany.com



Misserville. Henry. Commenter ID No. T72 (cont'd) T72-3

T72-4

Capital Reporting Company 60

Stopping the generation of nuclear waste or promoting alternative energy sources is outside the
scope of the GTCC EIS, the scope of which is to evaluate disposal alternatives to enable the
selection of a safe alternative or alternatives for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike
wastes.

The disposal methods and sites evaluated in the EIS represent the range of reasonable
alternatives for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes. This range is consistent
with NEPA implementing regulations in Parts 1500-1508 of Title 40 of the Code of Federal
Regulations (40 CFR Parts 1500-1508). In this GTCC EtS, DOE analyzed a range of disposal
methods (i.e., geologic repository, near-surface trench, intermediate-depth borehole, and
above-grade vault) and federally owned sites (i.e., Hanford Site, INL, LANL, NNSS, SRS, and
the WIPP Vicinity) as well as generic commercial locations. DOE has determined that it was
reasonable to analyze these federal sites because they currently have operating radioactive
waste disposal facilities, except for the WIPP Vicinity, which is near an operating geologic
repository.
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from what-I can tell. And people are not being heard.

They. don't have regdilar public meetings where the

p~ublic can'coomment. In'fact,. NM~ED in the past, has

praventod public comment, and they have declared some

of their minutes of their meeting executive privilege

so that we cannot get access to their discussions with

Sandia,'with Los Alamos, with IKirtland Air Force Base.

The fact that they want to bring in mid-

level radioactive waste, one of the speakers said, is a

trial run. It is a trial run. It~s a trial run for

high-level radioactive waste. Just a matter of time.

Our president, President Obama, has been bought by the

nuclear power industry, unfortunately. They're the

ones that contributed to his campaign, put him into

office, tie have defense and non-commercial waste

supposedly that are going to go to tIIPP. Another

speaker mentioned that you can't have nuclear energy

without a consideration of nuclear waste. That's the

other part of the equation, and there is no permanent

solution to nuclear waste.

You know, from what I can tail, the state

of New Mexico is the dumping ground for nuclear waste.
866.488.DEPO
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Misserville, Henry, Commenter 1D No. T72 (cont'd) T72-5 Shipments of GTCC LLRW and GTCC LLW to a disposal facility would be on preferredroutes, which are interstate highways or alternative routes designated by a state routing agency
in accordance with DOT regulations (49 CFR Part 397, Subpart D). The GTCC EIS evaluation
indicates that transportation of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes to a more centralized
disposal facility would result in lower overall human health risks compared to managing the
wastes at multiple locations and can be conducted in a safe manner based on compliance with
comprehensive regulatory requirements and past experiences. About 12,600 truck shipments
would be required to transport all of the GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes to the Hanford
Site for disposal. This would result in about 50 million km (30 million mi) of highway travel,
with no expected latent cancer fatalities (see Section 6.2.9.1).

69
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I heard it stated in one of the public eommlent periods
at another venue, that this is environmental racssm.

They take the poorest state, the least educated state,

and they have these glossy scientists try to convince

people that this is the right thingf t do.

NR. anotHN: Okay, you've got one minute.

wR. NISSSRVILLE: Okay. There was an accident

in July of 2002, Baltimore rail tunnel fire --

•ailroad. It was a fire that went on for six days, a

chemical fire. And the temperatures of that fire in

that tunnel were 2,5CC degrees. These casks can

withstand temperatures of 1,475 degrees for 30 minutes.

If they had been transformed to nuclear waste, it would

have been a Chernobyl in the making. The feds cannot

force high-level nuclear waste dumping on a state that

doesn't want it. Nevada stopped the yucca M~ountain

dumping. W4 can step that, too. And it seems like the

people here want to stop that. And we can pass

ordinances to prevent the transfer of'radioactive

waste. You Can't move spent fuel without irradiating

people along the routes. You just can't do it. There

will be radiat•ien, we will be impacted, and there is no

866.488.DEPO
www.CapitalRepor tingCompany.conl
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Misserville. Henry. Commenter ID) No. T72 (cont'd)

Capital Reporting Company

Isafe axtount. Thank yotu.
70I



•Mitchell, Joseph. Commenter ID No. L317 L3 17-I DOE's ROD 78 FR 75913 dated December 13, 2013, stated that DOE has deferred a decisionon importing waste from other DOE sites (with limited exceptions as described in the
Settlement Agreement with Ecology) for disposal at Hanford at least until WTP is operational.
For information on DOE's preferred alternative see GTCC EIS Chapter 2.

L317-2 See response to L317-1.
• ) DISPOSAL OF GREATER THAN-CLASS C (GTCC) LOW-LEVEL

RADIOACTIVE WVASTE AND) GTCC-LIKl WASTE
(DOEEIES-0375-D)

US. Department of Energy

WRFITTEN COMMENT FORM ._
M be reeeiehteu n or befo~re Jhote 27, 201/

Mr. )'" Mrs. __-_ Ms. . .. Mr. & Mrs.. , .... Dr. ....

Oraiatl on: . .z ~ I~ W

Addrless: _______ _______ _____

City: ______ __ State: ______Zip Code: ....................

Phone: a_.•.,,•'_z -_ -Moil Address: •,',: J,.••:•-3•,, ..

H-rIIIfoL;d-.-A F PEdOaL we-OR-ATINsfoonst-e y~ou-prnolodon-th frn ukna-yub e p ahbdo pr

ofIThepulIOLIc ruOidFrhipeeoicld pEROA N ObRMATION e h Intente n ditvid o l pm ood On ths fotlay replbishl sost I

eoo/tideotliatity by elteiciagug o~l._ ie nsf I h¢ • ose beloiu. The DOll will borert such reqorsts to lbs seotll clhowed by low•'.
All sobotllssioa btorn o rgfxliall[o•irni and bouina~sso, or th'orn indisidknol itlrtlcityinctbt~eso lves at rercoa l ioos l erllt irS i o lsa1
of orgaritolions or buoss~e~s.• sill bri orilablo In the pu~blic in their entirety.

r• Whihlhhld sty ennIeK nuld nitdlrens from tihe public rcornd.

WllWihhold only my) addres Prom the public record

Cornic~tt terot, may Ibe mailed to: Conutseat lorm may Ira foxed to:
Mr. Arnold Edelman (3011) 911330]
l~ocumeret Manager
Office of Rogulatory Compliance (EM-43)
U.S. Deparirnena of Energy' or scot by electeonie mail to:
10t0 Indydep ndene AwcnnO• S W g-l• .d0, •. gpty
Wanihingot.m DC 20555-0119



Mitchell, Ottie, Commenter ID No. W480 W480-1 Shipments of GTCC LLRW and GTCC LLW to a disposal facility would be on preferredroutes, which are interstate highways or alternative routes designated by a state routing agency
in accordance with DOT regulations (49 CFR Part 397, Subpart D). The GTCC EIS evaluation
indicates that transportation of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes to a more centralized
disposal facility would result in lower overall human health risks compared to managing the
wastes at multiple locations and can be conducted in a safe manner based on compliance with
comprehensive regulatory requirements and past experiences. About 12,600 truck shipments
would be required to transport all of the GTCC LLPRW and GTCC-like wastes to the Hanford
Site for disposal. This would result in about 50 million km (30 million mi) of highway travel,
with no expected latent cancer fatalities (see Section 6.2.9.1).From: gtcceiswebmaster@anl~gov

Sent: Saturday. June 25. 2011 4:35 PM
To: gtcceiswebmaster@anl.gov
Subject: Receipt: Greater-Than-Class-C [ow-Level Radioactive Waste EIS Comment GTCC104IO

Thankyou for'your comment. Ottle Mitchell.

The comment tracking number that has been assigned to your comment is tST•c1048. Please refer to the commen~t
tracking number in all correspondence relating to this comment.

Comment Date: June 25, 2011 04:34:50PM CDT

Greater-Than•Class-C Low-Level iladioactive Waste E15 Draft Comment: GTCC104SO

Flrut Name: Ottle
Middle Initial: C
Laut Name: Mttchell
Address: 3620 Colony Dabs Dr
City: tugetne
State: OR
Zip: 97405
Country: USA
Inmuit: ocmitchti0comca st.ene
Privacy Preference: Don't wltlbhoid na;me or address froen public record

Comment Submitted:.
Transporting toxic materials tn the quantities contemplated mill certainly result In accidents that wiil sthut dawn
freeways, tomes, and cities for extended periods. People will ho hurt. A rational public vote should be tahen to decide
whether to proceed.

Questions about submitting comments over thse Wets7 Contact us at: etcceswebmasterifanlReOe or cull tht Greater-
Than.Clans-C Low-Level Radioactive waste tis Webmaster at 1630) 252-5705.

W480-1

c-s

0

c-s

0



Mooney. John, Commenter ID No. W94 W94-1 Shipments of GTCC LLRW and GTCC LLW to a disposal facility would be on preferred
routes, which are interstate highways or alternative routes designated by a state routing agency
in accordance with DOT regulations (49 CFR Part 397, Subpart D). The GTCC EIS evaluation
indicates that transportation of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes to a more centralized
disposal facility would result in lower overall human health risks compared to managing the
wastes at multiple locations and can be conducted in a safe manner based on compliance with
comprehensive regulatory requirements and past experiences. About 12,600 truck shipments
would be required to transport all of the GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes to the Hanford
Site for disposal. This would result in about 50 million km (30 million mi) of highway travel,
with no expected latent cancer fatalities (see Section 6.2.9.1).From: g lcceisv.ebmester @anl.goe

Sent: Wednesday, June 15, 2011 7:05 PM
To: gtcceisvjebmaster@anl~gov
Subject: Receipt: Greater-Than-Class-C Low-tLevel Radioactive Waste OS Comment GTCCSOOS4

Thank you for your comment, John mooney.

The comment tracklng number that hoo been assigned to your comment is GTCC50094. Please refer to the comment
tr'acking number in all correspondence ralating to this comment.

Conmment Date: June 15, 2011 07:O5:0SPM CDT

Glreater-Than.Ctass-C tom-tevet Raod~oactive Waste Et5 Draft Comment: OTCCIO094

Firut Name: John
Lost Name: mooney
City: White salmon
State: WA
Countey: USA
Privacy Preference: Don't withhold nome or address from pnblie record

Comment Submitted:
totally against shipping nuclear waste to Hanford

Questions about submitting comments over the Web? Contact US at: etceelswehmasterstan|,eov or call the Greater-
Th~an-Class-C jow-Levot Radioactive Waste EiS Webmonte" et 1S30) 252-5705.

W94-1

S
0

C's

0

C's

0

C's



Moore, Anne, Commenter LID No. W68 W68-I DOE's ROD 78 FR 75913 dated December 13, 2013, stated that DOE has deferred a decision
on importing waste from other DOE sites (with limited exceptions as described in the
Settlement Agreement with Ecology) for disposal at Hanford at least until WTP is operational.
For information on DOE's preferred alternative see GTCC ELS Chapter 2.

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

gt cceiswebmanter@antgov
Tutesday, May 24. 2011 6:40O AM
gtcceiswebmaster@untgov
Receipt: Greaier-Than-Class*C tLow-Level Radioacttve Waste EtS Comment GTCClO068

Thank you for your corement, Anne Moore.

The comment tracking number thalt has been asstgned to your comment is G3TCCIOO68. Please refer to the comment

tracking number in ati correspondence relating to thts comnenet.

Commenli Date: May 24. 2011 0S:40LO7AM COT

Greater-Than-Cidss-C t~om-Level Rtadioactive Waste EIS Draft Conmment: GTCC10068

First Name: Anne
Middle Initial: M
Last Name: Moore
Address: PO. Eon 604
City: Bingen
State: WA
Zip: 98605
Country; USA
Email: moren n.Cnat
Privacy Preference: Don'c withhotd neame or address from public record

Comment Submitted:
I oppose the USDOE'o attempts to seed more radioactive waste to Hanford, WA.
Hilghty radioactive anti long-lived musics should be disposed oftis deep, under- ground stable geelogic formatlons, NOT
in landfills, trenches, boreholes and vaults at Ilanforcd, which threaten groundwnater, thre Columlaia River, and then heatth
of ltre people In the area and dowa river.
The UJSDOE needs to clean up the mess already at Hanford, NOT add mere to itt

Questions about submitting comments over the Web? Contact an at: etceiswebmasterA&anl.eovy or call the Greater-
Than-class-C Low-Level Rtadioactive Waste EIS Webmaster at (6301 252-5705.

W68-2 DOE agrees that use of a geologic repository would be a protective and safe method for the
disposal of the entire inventory of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes. The GTCC EIS
evaluation for the WTPP geologic repository alternative supports this statement. However, the
degree of waste isolation provided by a geologic repository may not be necessary for all of the
GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes evaluated in the GTCC EIS. The GTCC EIS evaluation
indicates that certain wastes (e.g., those containing short-lived radionuclides such as Cs-137
irradiators) could be safely disposed of in properly designed land disposal facilities at sites
with suitable characteristics, such as low precipitation rates, high soil distribution coefficients,
and sufficient depths to groundwater.

While 10 CFR Part 61 identifies one NRC-approved method for GTCC LLRW disposal
(disposal in a geologic repository), these regulations also indicate that other disposal methods
could be approved. The GTCC EIS evaluates three land disposal methods (i.e., trench,
borehole, and vault). The GTCC EIS evaluation indicates that land disposal methods employed
at sites with suitable characteristics would be viable and safe alternatives for the disposal of
GTCC LLRW.

W68-3 See response to W68-1.

W68-1

SW68-2

SW68-3



Moore, .1. Robert, Commenter IDNo. W402

From: gtcceiswebwasl er@anl.gov
Sent: Thursday, June 23. 2011 7:53 PM
To: gjtccnisweb masler@ael.Oov
Subject: Receipt: Greater-Than-Class.C Low-Level Radioactive Waste EIS Comment GTCC5O0402

Thank you lor your comment, Or. J. Robert Moore.

The comment trackleg number thot hos been assigned to your comment is GTCCIO402. Piease refer to the comment
trucking number in all correspondence relating to thisiscomment.

Comment Date: June 23, 2011 07:53;:1PIM CDT

GreaterPThun-Cluss-C: Lpw.Level Radloactive Waste (IS Draft Comment: 3TCC50402

Pirst flane: Dr.]. Robert
Last Name: Moore
Address: 443 Broobslde Dr.
City: Eugene
State: OR
Zip: 57405
Country:. USA
Emall: imbhert orn e y h~oo4om
PrivaCy Preference: Don't withhold name or address from public record

Comment Submitted:
If more citizens in Oregon and Washington wore aware of how disastrous Chit situation is, sorely thtern would be a great IW402-!
and appropriate response.
It iS simply not acceptable to neglect the nuclear weaste which is already at Hanford.
Providing more to the tame site, especially by roadway or rali is a risk whicht is hard to imagine. Who wiii say "I'm Somir "
should a mishap occur?/ And what could be done should it occur?
Very littie. We deserve more consideration. W402-2
if you yourself bane children or love year fantiiy, stop this madness before It is too Ilte.
An it leaking radioactivity finto the Colutnbia and oct1t0 sea isn't enough of a reason to holt this folly, then WHAT is?

Questions about submitting comments over the Web? Contact us at: etcceiswebmnsterikanl nov or cull the Greater-
Than-Class-(C Lowv-Level Radioactive Waste EIS Webmaster at (630) 252-5705.

W402-1 DOE's ROD 78 FR 75913 dated December 13, 2013, stated that DOE has deferred a decision
on importing waste from other DOE sites (with limited exceptions as described in the
Settlement Agreement with Ecology) for disposal at Hanford at least until WTP is operational.
For information on DOE's preferred alternative see GTCC EIS Chapter 2.

W402-2 Consistent with NEPA implementing regulations in Parts 1500-1508 of Title 40 of the Code of
Federal Regulations (40 CFR Parts 1500-1508), DOE analyzed a range of disposal methods
(i.e., geologic repository, near-surface trench, intermediate-depth borehole, and above-grade
vault) and federally owned sites (i.e., Hanford Site, 1NL, LANL, NNSS, SRS, WIPP, and the
WIPP Vicinity) as well as generic commercial locations. DOE determined that it was
reasonable to analyze the federal sites because they currently have operating radioactive waste
disposal facilities, except for the WIPP Vicinity, which is near an operating geologic
repository.

Final siting of a disposal facility for GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes would involve
further NEPA review as appropriate and be in accordance with applicable laws and regulations
and would include local stakeholder and tribal government involvement.

Shipments of GTCC LLIRW and GTCC LLW to a disposal facility would be on preferred
routes, which are interstate highways or alternative routes designated by a state routing agency
in accordance with DOT regulations (49 CFR Part 397, Subpart D). The GTCC EIS evaluation
indicates that transportation of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes to a more centralized
disposal facility would result in lower overall human health risks compared to managing the
wastes at multiple locations and can be conducted in a safe manner based on compliance with
comprehensive regulatory requirements and past experiences. About 12,600 truck shipments
would be required to transport all of the GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes to tl~e Hanford
Site for disposal. This would result in about 50 million km (30 million mi) of highway travel,
with no expected latent cancer fatalities (see Section 6.2.9.1).

DOE's ROD 78 FR 75913 dated December 13, 2013, stated that DOE has deferred a decision
on importing waste from other DOE sites (with limited exceptions as described in the
Settlement Agreement with Ecology) for disposal at Hanford at least until WTP is operational.
For information on DOE's preferred alternative see GTCC EIS Chapter 2.



Moreno. Miguel. Commenter ID No. T102 T102-1 LANL is analyzed as a candidate location for a new GTCC waste disposal facility. The
ongoing cleanup efforts at LANL will continue. A GTCC waste disposal facility, would not
affect ongoing cleanup activities.

S
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MRt. aROWN: Okay. Miguel is next and Mary

Green will follow.

MR. MORENO: Where to start, where to start,

where to start. Thanks, everybody. (Speaking in

foreign language.)

And you know, them talking about bringing in

-- them talking about bringing any kind of a -- any

more of this nuclear waste into our corrmnunity is just

-- you know, it's insane. Just for me to grasp, you

866.488.DEPO
www.CapitalReportingCoxmpany~com
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Moreno, Migu~el. Commenter ID No. T1O2 (cont'd) T102-2 In identify.ing the preferred alternative discussed in Section 2.10, DOE considered the results ofthe EIS analyses on potential impacts to all relevant affected resources including groundwater

: at LANL. See Section 8.2.3 for potential impacts to water resources at LANL.

Capital Reporting Company s

I. know, the thought of it, you know, the fact that we

2 have Los PAlamos up there in the CNIUR bulilding and now

3 thoem trying to propose to, you• know, to put $iao

4 billion into, you know, refurbishing the new cMnR

Sbuilding is just -- you know, it's -- it's insane, you.

6 know.

7 1 get really overwhelmod whenever I think

S abouat, you know, my son end the future generations and

9 our community, especially with them wanting to bring

10 170 billion Cur~ies of greater-than-Class-C nuclear

It waste, to our communities, you know, with the fact that T0-

12 Los Alamos is at the top of our -- you know, at the top

ii of our mountain and, you know, gravity flows downhill,

14 end for the simple fact in Espanola they have already

IS shut down four of nine wells because of uranium

16 contamination. It is just outrageous.

17 You know, the t/anhattan Project, they invested

1s $20 billion into the Manhattan Projent, and we' re

19 already looking -- we're already looking at tripling

I0 that just with the -- just with the redevelopment of

21 the new CMRR FW% building, and you know, it's outragqeous

22 for us to even think about bringing these kind of

866.488.1DEPO
www.CapihalRepor tingCompany.com



Moreno, Miguel. Commenter ID No. T102 (cont'd)

* Capital Reporting Company

devastations into our co.mmunity.

Let's talk about WIPP, the waste isolation

pilot, plant. It only has the capacity to hold what, 50

billion Cories of radioactive material? And theY're

talking about bringing three tiimes~that amnunt into our

cormmunities, and it's just, you know, it's outrageous,

and I" would like, you know, my voice to be heard and,

you knlow, my comrnunity's voices to be heard because

we're. sick of the death and destruction of our

communities, our children dying, our elders, you know,

coming up with rare cancers and, you know, them just

looking at ui end saying, "Well, whet is it that you

want us to do?"

tie want you guys to come into our communities

and develop systems in order to -- in order to protect

us. We need health surveys developed so that we're

able to really find statistics and develop statistics

around these -- around these health issues that are

going on here in the community, especially here in

northern Mew Mexico.

And, yeah, it's just -- it's chaos, death,

dastrucrion and profiteering.
866.488.DEI'O

www, CapitalRepor tingCompany.com

T102-3 DOE acknowledges that only defense-generated TRU waste is currently allowed by law fordisposal at the WIPP geologic repository under the WIPP LWA as amended (P.L. 102-579 as
amended by P.L. 104-201) and that legislation would be required to allow disposal of waste
other than TRU waste generated by atomic energy defense activities at WIPP and/or for siting
a new facility within the land withdrawal area. However, NEPA does not limit an EIS to
proposing and evaluating alternatives that are currently allowed by law. Furthermore, the
Agreement for Consultation and Cooperation between Department of Energy and the State of
New Mexico for the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant recognizes that the mission of WIPP may
change and provides provisions to modify the agreement. For example, the Agreement states:
"The parties to this Agreement recognize that future developments including changes to
applicable laws (e.g., Public Law [P.L.] 96-164) may make it desirable or necessary for one or
both parties to seek to modify this Agreement. Either party to this Agreement may request a
review of the terms and conditions."

DOE acknowledges the TRU waste disposal limitations for WIPP specified in the WIPP LWA
as amended (P.L. 102-579 as amended by P.L. 104-201) and in the Agreement for Consultation
and Cooperation between Department of Energy and the State of New Mexico for the Waste
Isolation Pilot Plant. Information on these limitations is provided in this ELS (see Section 4.1.1)
and was considered in developing the preferred alternative. Based on the GTCC EIS
evaluation, disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes at WTPP would result in minimal
environmental impacts for all resource areas evaluated, including human health and
transportation. Both the annual dose and the latent cancer fatality (LCF) risk would be zero
because there would be no releases to the accessible environment and therefore no radiation
doses and LCFs during the first 10,000 years following closure of the WIPP repository. In
addition to legislative changes, DOE recognizes that the use of WIPP for the disposal of GTCC
LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes would require site-specific NEPA reviews, including further
characterization of the waste (e.g., radionuclide inventory and heat loads), as well as the
proposed packaging for disposal.

T1 02-4 The conduct of heath surveys suggested for DOE consideration is considered outside the scope
of the EIS and do not meet the purpose and need for agency action stated for this EIS.

T102-3

T102.-4



Moreno. Migiuel. Commnenter ID No. T102 (cant'd)

Capital Reporting Company

I MR. BROWN4: Okay.

2 MR. MORENO: Thank you.

3MR. BROWN:

4 Thank you.

S(Applause.)



Morgan. Leona, Commenter ID No. T74

Capital Reporting Company 13

6

MR. B3ROt•: 1,eona M4organ, and Shannon Mason

wiili be next.

MS. MORGAN; Good evening. My name is Leona

Morgan, and I ram a residen t of Maw Mexico. I em also

from the Navajo Nation, where m•y ancestors and ray,
866.488.DEP'O

www.CapitalReportingCompany.corn



Morgan, Leona, Commenter ID No. T74 (cont'd) T74-1 Consistent with NEPA implementing regulations in Parts 1500-1508 of Title 40 of the Code of
Federal Regulations (40 CFR Parts 1500-1508), DOE analyzed a range of disposal methods
(i.e., geologic repository, near-surface trench, intermediate-depth borehole, and above-grade
vault) and federally owned sites (i.e., Hanford Site, INL, LANL, NNSS, SRS, WIPP, and the
WIPP Vicinity) as well as generic commercial locations. DOE determined that it was
reasonable to analyze the federal sites because they currently have operating radioactive waste
disposal facilities, except for the WIPP Vicinity, which is near an operating geologic
repository.

Final siting of a disposal facility for GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes would involve
further NEPA revicw as appropriate and be in accordance with applicable laws and regulations
and would include local stakeholder and tribal govemment involvement.

Capiata Reporting Company
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family haa lived since time and memorial.

And first of all, I'd like to say that

am opposed to the proposal for orCC and GTCC-like waste

to cone to the WIPP site: also for the proposal to

build more sites in the WIPS vicinity. As a young

person. I'm going to speak for the generations who are

not present here today. I am not so young, but I do

remember growing up in Gailup, New Mexico. I went to

high school there, end I never heard of uranium mining

issues while I wee growing up, end so I'm going to

speak for the- generations who have not grown up aware

of the dangers of radioactive contamination and who

have not lived during the time of the nuclear bomb

drills when some off you might recall hiding undor your

desk or the issoes with the cold War.

A lot of my generation and the younger

generations' *havo no idea about the dangers off nuclear

power end nuclear-weapons, and so for thet reason I

have spent the last four years talking in public at

gatherings, either doing presentations. I have spoken

with hundreds of residents and a Lot off young people

younger then myself. I have spoken one-on-one,

866.488.DEPO
www.CapitalReportingCompany.com
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Morgan, Leona, Commenter ID No. T74 (cont'd•) T74-2 DOE's goal with regard to its public participation process is to be able to disseminate the
information to the public so that input from the interested public can be obtained to inform the
Final EIS. To this end, nine public hearings at venues accessible to the interested public for the
various sites evaluated in the EIS were conducted. Notices were placed in various local
newspapers to announce the public hearings before and during the scheduled hearings.

T74-3 Stopping the generation of nuclear waste or promoting alternative energy sources is outside the
scope of the GTCC ELS, the scope of which is to evaluate disposal altemnatives to enable the
selection of a safe alternative or alternatives for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike

wastes.

Capital Reporting Company
75

explaining the nuclear fuel chain and talking about the

history of uranium mining, eapecially how it has

affected my people, the Dine. And for myself, I

learned and I educated myself with the help from people

like Don Haencock and Strick and a lot of people here

today who hove helped to educate me on the issues and

therefore I Sec it as en oversight of the DOR to not be

using modern forms of media to get this information

out.

So that's one of the issues I'd like to

address, is that the Department of Energy really needs

to find new ways to give this infor•mation out,

especially to young people. I do not see any here

today, and I believe that is by design. So first of

all, I'd like to just talk about the root of the

problem of nuclear waste. Right now, if we allow

nuclear power plant waste to come to the WIPP site, we

are just opening the door to more nuclear power plants

in the United States, something the Obama

Administration favors, and that means opening the door

to more uranium mining.

In my community -- my family is from

866.488.DEPO
wwwv.CapitalRepor tingCompany•rom
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Tr74-3
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Morgan, Leone. Commenter ID No. T74 (cont'd) T74-4 Other concerns or programs suggested for DOE consideration are considered outside the scope
of the EIS and do not meet the purpose and need for agency action stated for this EIS.

Capital Reporting Company 7

I Crown Point,: New Mexico, and today I was actually in

2 Crown Point, New Mexico, attending a funeral. My aunt

3 had died. I think she was 56. 1 believe a lot of her

4 problems were the result of -- she had Parkinson's,

$which is net related, hut she also had severe

depression. from the loss of her daughter, who died at

7 30 because of kidney failure, which was compromised by

$other issues. Out in the community of Crown Point,

9 what I•learned today is that there is a rise in

10 leukemia among young people. My grandmother, who also

11 died in 2005, she died of lung cancer, and she never

12 smoked. She was a traditional grandmother. She --

13 Crown Point Is not heavily polluted by automobiles or

14 that type of air pollution, and so I believe it is from

13 the naturally occurring radon gas and the abandoned

16 uranium mines in the area.-

17 And so that is the big issue. On Navajo

Is Nation there have been identified over a thousand

19 abandoned uranium mines. And so when we talk about
T74-4

20 nuclear waste coming to Wlt'P, I just think, well,

21 there's nuclear waste in lsy family's background. In

22 Crown Point, New Mexico, we're also facing 1St mining,

866,488.DEPO
www.CapitalFepor tirigCompany.caom



Morgan• Leona, Commenter ID No. T74 (cont'd) MoranLeoa, onientr LD N. T4 (ontd)T74-5 DOE respectfully disagrees and cleanup efforts at DOE sites are ongoing.

Capital Reporting Company 7

which is being proposed -- well, we've been dealing Tr74A

2 with this for a long time. HRI haa a mine site which(Ct.

3 is within three miles of the water storage tanks in

4 Crown Point and which is within a couple miles of the

s elementary school, the high school. There's four

6churches in that area where the 15L mining would occur.

7 And so these issues of uranium mining,

Sthey're not, just in Crown Point, they're not just in

9 Church Rock, they're also in areas like Grants and T4
(Cent.)

to tMount Taylor, which is a sacred site to all the

II indigeno0us peoples of New Mexico. And so to talk about

12 expandin~g the WIPP site to accept nuclear power plant

.13 waste, to me is like just increasing the amount of

14 environmental racism that has already occurred. The

12 reason .1 spend time talking to young people about these

16 issues is because during the uranium boon of the last

27 century, nobody spent the time to talk to my people

15 about the dangers of uranium mining and radioactive

19 waste, and so today, I'd just like to express sty great

20 concern that the DOE is again using cur people and
T74-5

21 sacrificing human lives for private industry and for

22 these commercial nuclear power plants and all these

866.488.DEPO
www.CapitalRepor fingConmpany.com



Morgan, Leona, Commenter ID No. T74 (cont'd) T74-6 See response to T74-1.

Capital Reporting Company •

I compafiies who don't even live here, and they don't have

2their family here. They don't understand the extent to (Cont.)

3 which wo have already suffered.

4 And so as a Native person, as an

5 indigenous persorv, I'd also like to just explain to the

'6 DOE and to everyone here that whon we're talking about

7 losing a life, in my culture it's not just losing a

Shuman; it's losing our language, it's killing our way

9 of life,. and that is going to affect out- future for

10 generations to come. So thank'you, thank you for your

1! time today, and again I'm opposed to the expansion of T74-6

Is •I'PP.



Morris. Elizabeth. Commenter ID NO. W513

From: 9 tcceinwebnmaster@anl.gov
Seen' sunday, June 26, 2011 9:15 PM
To: gtcceiswabmant er@ant.gov
Subico: Receipt: Greater-rhan-Class-C Low-Level Radioactive Waste EtS Comment GTCCIOSS3

Thasnk you for your comment, elizabeth morris.

The comment tracking ruimber that has been assigned to ytour comment is GTCC10511. Please refer to the comment
tracking number In a[ correspondence relating to this comment.

Comment flute: June 26. 2011 05:14!S6Pfal CDT

Uresater-Than-Cians-C Low-Lenel Radioactive Waste EIS Draft Comment: GTCC1O513

First Name: elizabeth
Lant Name: morris -

Address: 12170 SW 12th
City: Beaverton
State: OR
Zip: 97005-3947
Country/: USA
Eytali:hbetmamof~vahoo.Com
Privacy Preference; Don't withhoid name or address from public record

Comment Suehmistnd:i

Protect our Columbia River and prenent cuncor in the children tvho wiii drink the contuminated muter fmom the tnergy I W51]3-i
Doptns (USDOO'o) lutest plan to use Hanford as a National Radioactive Wuste Damp fur extremely radioact ive wastes. I

W513-1 DOE's ROD 78 FR 75913 dated December 13, 2013, stated that DOE has deferred a decisionon importing waste from other DOE sites (with limited exceptions as described in the
Settlement Agreement with Ecology) for disposal at Hantford at least until WTIP is operational.
For information on DOE's preferred alternative see GTCC EIS Chapter 2.

W513-2 The transportation of radioactive waste will meet or exceed DOT and NRC regulatory
requirements that promote the protection of human health and the environment. These
regulations include requirements for radioactive materials packaging, marking, labeling,
placarding, shipping papers, and highway routing. The waste shipments would be on preferred
routes, which are interstate highways or alternative routes designated by a state routing agency
in accordance with DOT regulations (49 CFR Part 397, Subpart D). The GTCC LLRW and
GTCC-like wastes would be shipped in approved waste packages and transportation casks. The
robust nature of these casks limits the potential release of radioactive and chemically hazardous
material under the severest of accident conditions. It is unlikely that the transportation of
GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes to any of the alternative sites evaluated in the EIS would
cause an additional fatality as a result of radiation from either incident-free transportation or
postulated transportation accidents. The EIS evaluated the transportation impacts from the
shipments that would be required to dispose of all of the GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes
at the various disposal sites. The EIS addressed the collective population risks during routine
conditions and accidents, the radiological risks to the highest exposed individuals during
routine conditions, and the consequences to individuals and populations as a result of
transportation accidents, including those that could release radioactive or hazardous chemical
materials. About 12,600 truck shipments over 60 years would be required to transport all of the
GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes to the Hanford Site for disposal. This would result in
about 50 million km (30 million mi) of highway travel, with no expected LCFs (see
Section 6.2.9.1 ).

12,900 truckloads of highly radioactive waste0 mould come through Oregon and tpokune, if Hantford is chosen an thenational radioactive waste damp for extreroely radioactive (GTCCI wastes.

Thin lo in addition to the 17T,000 trechlouds with 3 million cu ft of other radioactive and radioactive chemical wastes
which USDOE decided in 2004 so ship to Hanford for disposal - Heart of America Northwest continues legal efforts and
organizing to oeeritern'. Thin mould total 4 trucks every day for 20 years.

Truck routen include a) I-5 through fageste. Salem, Portland; bl 1-44 over the Rice Mountains; snd cl 1.90 thlrough

Spokane.

In 2000, USDoE *admlitted that tracking similar highly radioactive wastensto Hanford mould cause as many as 810 fatal
cancers in the public exposed to t he radiation from s he truriss sloug the routes - even If there are no acciden]ts or

terrorist attaciss.

"this iS due to the fact that the casks used for trucking ca nnot shield all of she radiation without being too heavy to truch.

W513-2



Morris. Elizabeth, Commenter ID No. W513 (cont'd)

Hlghly radioactlve Plutonium shlpmenta arna prime target for terrorists -especilaly when the US goverrmrent is trucking JW513-2
them throughl the center of cities such as Portland or Spokane,. (Coot.)

in tlhe event of a foreseeable atcident with lire or a terrorist attack On a truckload of highly radioactvwe Plutonium waste

en route to Hanford on 1-205, .84 and I-5 or 1.110, as independent analysis conmmissioned by Heart of Aterica Northwest
Research Center found that hundreds ol square miles of either Portland or Spokane would be contaminated aed over a W513-3

thousand fatal cancers wiould result.

Questions about submitting comments over the Web? Contact us at: ntcceitwehwasier~anltgooev or call the Greater-
Than.Claus-C tow-Level Radioactive Waste EIO Webesaster" at {650l 252-5700.

A number of commenters indicated they believed shipping offsite waste would result in
800 LCFs. This value for transportation risk does not exist in this GTCC EIS. DOE believes
that the value of approximately 800 LCFs, cited in the public comments, is from the results
provided in the Draft Global Nuclear Energy Partnership Programmatic Environmental
Impact Statement (GNEP PEIS) regarding transportation of spent nuclear fuel (SNF) and
HLW. This value represents the maximum impacts associated with 50 years of transportation
activities supporting the operations of all existing U.S. commercial light-water reactors if they
all were replaced with high-temperature, gas-cooled reactors. The GNEP PEIS was canceled
by DOE on June 29, 2009 (74 FR 3101 7).

W5 13-3 Shipments of GTCC LLRW and GTCC LLW to a disposal facility would be on preferred
routes, which are interstate highways or alternative routes designated by a state routing agency
in accordance with DOT regulations (49 CFR Part 397, Subpart D). The GTCC EIS evaluation
indicates that transportation of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes to a more centralized
disposal facility would result in lower overall human health risks compared to managing the
wastes at multiple locations and can be conducted in a safe manner based on compliance with
comprehensive regulatory requirements and past experiences. About 12,600 truck shipments
would be required to transport all of the GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes to the Hantford
Site for disposal. This would result in about 50 million km (30 million mi) of highway travel,
with no expected latent cancer fatalities (see Section 6.2.9.1I).

Details of the facility accident analysis can be found in Sections 5.3.4.2.1 and C.4.2. All
information necessary to duplicate the transportation accident consequence assessment was
available in Section 5.3.9.3 of the Draft EIS, with the exception of the source terms used for
the contact-handled and remote-handled Other Waste. These latter source terms have been
added to Section 5.3.9.3 of the Final EIS. The accident risk analysis (see Section C.9.3.1) is
separate from the accident consequence analysis (see Section C.9.3.3). All relevant data for the
accident risk analysis, with the exception of the shipment source terms and route information,
are provided in Section C.9.3. Approximately 1,200 routes were considered in this analysis, so
it was not considered practical to include this information in the EIS. Such information is
readily available by using the TRAGIS routing model, as referenced in Appendix C. Shipment-
specific source terms were determined by dividing the origin source inventory by the number
of shipments from that site. Site inventories were published in Sandia (2007, 2008), as
referenced in Appendix B, which also contains the per-shipment packaging assumptions for
each waste type. The shipment-specific source terms were omitted from the EIS for brevity and
because of the low estimated impacts.



Murphy, Elaine, Conmmenter ID No. W441

From: gtcceiss'obmoster@a nI.gov
SentD Friday, June 24. 2011 4:12 PM
To: gtcceiuwe bmester@anligov
Subject: Receipt: Greoter-Than-Ciass-C Low-Level Radioactive Waste hiS Comment GTCC10441

Thank you for your comment, Elaine Murphy.

The comment tracking number that has been assigned to your comment is GSTCC1O441. Please refer to the comment

tracking number in eli con'espondence relating to thics cmment,

Comment Date: June 24, 2011 04:12:18PM CDT

Greater-Than-Ctass-C Low-Level .Radioactive Waste hIS Draft Comment: IITCCIO44I.

First Name: Elaine.

Middle Initial: M
Last Name: Murphy

Address:
City:•

State:
ZIp:
country: LiSA

Email: EMMardnwdR•aol,€om

privacy Preference: Withhold address only from public record

W441-1 DOE's ROD 78 FR 75913 dated December 13, 2013, stated that DOE has deferred a decisionon importing waste from other DOE sites (with limited exceptions as described in the
Settlement Agreement with Ecology) for disposal at Hanford at least until WTP is operational.
For information on DOE's preferred alternative see GTCC EIS Chapter 2.

W441-2 A number of commenters indicated they believed shipping offsite waste would result in
800 LCFs. This value for transportation risk does not exist in this GTCC EIS. DOE believes
that the value of approximately 800 LCFs, cited in the public comments, is from the results
provided in the Draft Global Nuclear Energy Partnership Programmatic Environmental
Impact Statement (GNEP PEIS) regarding transportation of spent nuclear fuel (SNF) and
HLW. This value represents the maximum impacts associated with 50 years of transportation
activities supporting the operations of all existing U.S. commercial light-water reactors if they
all were replaced with high-temperature, gas-cooled reactors. The GNEP PEIS was canceled
by DOE on June 29, 2009 (74 FR 31017).

The GNEP PEIS involved many more shipments than those for disposal of GTCC LLRW and
GTCC-like wastes. Because of this, the resulting estimated impacts for that program (now
terminated) were much greater than those given in this EIS. The same types of analyses were
done in both the GNEP PEIS and this EIS, but no LCFs are expected to result from
transportation of the GTCC LLRW or GTCC-like wastes to the potential disposal sites
considered in the GTCC EIS due to the much lower shipment numbers.

Calculation of the collective population risk (under routine and accident conditions) is
provided in the EIS. While these estimates are conservative, the calculations used expected
values where practical (e.g., external shipment dose rates) and provide a reasonable measure
for comparison among alternatives, as summarized in Tables 2.7 5 and 2.7 6, and the estimates
show that the transportation risks would be small. All alternatives involve routes of hundreds
of miles through similar types of rural, suburban, and urban areas. For specific local impacts,
Section 5.3.9.2 provides information on potential human health impacts on individuals during
normal waste transport along a route. However, the consideration of specific local stakeholder
concerns is more appropriate during the final planning stages of a project when actual route
selections are finalized, not at the level addressed in this EIS. A generic accident consequence
assessment was performed because there is no way to predict the exact location and conditions
of an accident, as discussed in C.9.3.3 of the EIS. For all alternatives, potential accidents, even
those at the same location, could have impacts that range from negligible to significant
depending on the waste involved, the accident severity, and weather conditions. Such an
analysis would not help distinguish between alternatives because all alternatives involve routes
through or near major population centers.

The additional human health impacts from intermodal transfer and transport of waste from the
nearest rail access point to those disposal sites without direct rail access is generally a small
percentage of the total risk discussed in Section C.9.5.5 of the EIS. Costs involved in either
building a rail spur to a site or the additional cost of intermodal operations would need to be
considered if that option was considered further. For the rail option, the use of dedicated trains,
if sufficient waste is available for transport at the same time, could reduce transportation risks
and costs by minimizing transit times. The current rail analysis therefore bounds what might be
expected if dedicated trains were used. In general, transportation costs would be similar across
all disposal alternatives. The primary difference would be related to the distances traveled in
each case. Thus, the transportation costs will scale with the shipment distances travelled as
presented in the EIS. Any decisions made by DOE would take these factors into account during
implementation.

Once an alternative is selected in a ROD for this EIS for implementation, site-specific NEPA
reviews would be conducted as needed, including an assessment of specific routing and an
accident analysis, including dedicated trains and the potential for multiple railcar accidents if
applicable. This process will include planning that involves transportation stakeholders.

comment Submitted:t am adamantly opposed to the use uf the lHaaford site for the disposal of G~reater-Than-ClaSs C Radioactlve waste. The
53 million gallons of radioactive waste already at the site make It the most contaminated site In the United Stales.
Cleaning up this waste has already cost more than 30 billion taspayer dollars and will cost billions inure over muny
decades. The site should be completelY decontaminated before more waste Is damped there, especially the lung-lived
and highly radioactive 0TCC waste that the U.s. Department of gneery is proposing to ship here team all over the
country.

W441-1

The U.S. Department of Energy's own study predicts that hundreds of adult cancor deaths will be caused by 12,000
truckloads of radioactive waste being shipped through Oregon and Washington. Cancer deaths in children were not
even addressed. Thi• Is assuming that there are so accidents or ucta of terrorism, which is an unreasonable assumptiun. W441-2
Fuhushima can happen here. The U.S. Departmaent of Energy was ordered to consider the route-specilic impacts of
shipping these wastes to Hanford, something tisat the current draft hIS does not disclose. The USDOE should issue one
ennironmentel impact statement that discloses all the cumulative risks of its propasals and includes she truck routes.

It has recently been revealed in a report byl the Defense Nuctear Facilities Safety gourd that the safety culture at the
Hanford site wan 'flawed' and that "individuals who question current practices or provide alternative paints uf view are
not considered team players and will be dealt wills harshly.' Walt Tamotaitis was demoted ene day after raising doubts
about the safe fenetioning of a w;aste-materials system at the site. Site workers and outside observers have made thu W441-3
case that shortcomings in the safety mechanisms of the sire riosk eaplosions or an unaontrolled nuclear chain reaction, I
am appalled that she tUSDO£ is proposing so ship more highly radioactive wastes to this site where safety hosues are
being Ignored.

0

0

c-s

0



Murphy. Elaine, Commenter ID No. W441 (cont'd)

I attended tho U.S. Department of Energy's hanring In Portland on May 19, 20:1. It Is clear to me that the USODE and its
contractors put cost considerations ahead of safety concerns. I urge you to consider a safer method of disposing of
these wastes le~g, a deep geologic depositury rather than trucking them through populated areas to Hartford and W441-4
damping them in trenches where they will add to the contamination of the groundwater and thu Colatmbla River. It it
lime to stop asking taxpayers to assume the risks and costs of the nuclear Industry while major corporations reap the
profits.

Questions about sabmitting comments over the Web? Contact us at: et~erebrnseasterroant.eov or call thu Greater-
Than-Class-C Low-Level Radioactive Waste EIS Welbmaster at t650) 252-5705.

W441I-3 Consistent with NEPA implementing regulations in Parts 1500-1508 of Title 40 of the Code of
Federal Regulations (40 CFR Parts 1500-1508), DOE analyzed a range of disposal methods
(i.e., geologic repository, near-surface trench, intermediate-depth borehole, and above-grade
vault) and federally owned sites (i.e., Hanford Site, INL, LANL, NNSS, SRS, WIPP, and the
WIPP Vicinity) as well as generic commercial locations. DOE determined that it was
reasonable to analyze the federal sites because they currently have operating radioactive waste
disposal facilities, except for the WIPP Vicinity, which is near an operating geologic
repository.

Final siting of a disposal facility for GTCC LLR.W and GTCC-Iike wastes would involve
further NEPA review as appropriate and be in accordance with applicable laws and regulations
and would include local stakeholder and tribal government involvement.

W441-4 DOE agrees that use of a geologic repository would be a protective and safe method for the
disposal of the entire inventory of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes. The GTCC EIS
evaluation for the WIPP geologic repository alternative supports this statement. However, the
degree of waste isolation provided by a geologic repository may not be necessary for all of the
GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes evaluated in the GTCC EIS. The GTCC EIS evaluation
indicates that certain wastes (e.g., those containing short-lived radionuclides such as Cs-137
irradiators) could be safely disposed of in properly designed land disposal facilities at sites
with suitable characteristics, such as low precipitation rates, high soil distribution coefficients,
and sufficient depths to groundwater.

While 10 CFR Part 61 identifies one NRC-approved method for GTCC LLRW disposal
(disposal in a geologic repository), these regulations also indicate that other disposal methods
could be approved. The GTCC EIS evaluates three land disposal methods (i.e., trench,
borehole, and vault). The GTCC EIS evaluation indicates that land disposal methods employed
at sites with suitable characteristics would be viable and safe alternatives for the disposal of
GTCC LLRW.



Murphy, Lauren, Commenter ID No. W240

From:
Sent
To:
Subject:

gtcceiswebmaat er@anltgov
Thursday. June 16, 2011 11:27 AM
glcceiswebmaster~anlgolv
Receipt: Greater-Tban.Class.C Low-Level Radioactie Waste RIS Comment GTCCI0240

Thaulsyost loryour comment, Laerhn Murplay.

The co marent tracking number that hlas been, assigned to your cemment is GTCC1O240, Please refer to She comment
tracking number le all corrospoedeece relating to thIs comment.

Comment Date: June 16, 2011.11:26:41AM CDT

Greater-Than-Claa-sC Low-Level Radioactive Wuate E15 Draft Comment: GITCCI024D

First Name: Laurene
Lust Name: Murphy
City: Portiland
State: OiR
Country: LISA
Priwas~y Preference: D~on't wit~hhold name or address from public record

Comment Submitted:
Trucking radioactive .waste thrrough the Columbla River Gorge Is nat a healthy solution to dealing with the problem at I
hand. Truckinig this waste could result in 500 cancer deaths from radioactive waste leaking-and that's oany talking abautl W240-1
hauwans. the affect this could have on the wildlife In the urea would be hugely delcimentol. The Columbia giver Gorge IS
a national treasure, and should bn upheld and maintained an such.

Questions about submitting comments over the Webt Contact u's at: etcceiswebmastor stanl, ot or call Sian Greater-
Than-Class-C Low-Level Raedloact've Waste tIS Webmaster at 1630) 252-5705,

W240-1 There is a relatively small amount of waste which would he transported through the Columbia
River Gorge regardless of the final decision as to the disposal site selected for GTCC LLRW.
The waste would include actinide sealed sources and Cs-137 irradiators from local medical
institutions, research facilities, universities, and other NRC and Agreement State licensees.

A number of commenters indicated they believed shipping offsite waste would result in
800 LCFs. This value for transportation risk does not exist in this GTCC EIS. DOE believes
that the value of approximately 800 LCFs, cited in the public comments, is from the results
provided in the Draft Global Nuclear Energy Partnership Programmatic Environmental
Impact Statement (GNEP PEIS) regarding transportation of spent nuclear fuel (SNF) and
HLW. This value represents the maximum impacts associated with 50 years of transportation
activities supporting the operations of all existing U.S. commercial light-water reactors if they
all were replaced with high-temperature, gas-cooled reactors. The GNEP PEIS was canceled
by DOE on June 29, 2009 (74 FR 31017). The GNEP PEIS involved many more shipments
than those for disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes. Because of this, the resulting
estimated impacts for that program (now terminated) were much greater than those given in
this EIS. The same types of analyses were done in both the GNEP PEIS and this EIS, but no
LCFs are expected to result from transportation of the GTCC LLRW or GTCC-like wastes to
the potential disposal sites considered in the GTCC EIS due to the much lower shipment
numbers (see Section 6.2.9.1).

The transportation of radioactive waste will meet or exceed DOT and NRC regulatory
requirements that promote the protection of human health and the environment,

The EIS evaluated the transportation impacts from the shipments that would be required to
dispose of all of the GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes at the various disposal sites. About
12,600 truck shipments over 60 years would be required to transport all of the GTCC LLRW
and GTCC-like wastes to the Hanford Site for disposal. This would result in about
50 million kmn (30 million mi) of highway travel, with no expected LCFs (see Section 6.2.9.1).



Murray, Tlammie, Commenter ID No. W307 W307-1 DOE's ROD 78 FR 75913 dated December 13, 2013, stated that DOE has deferred a decision .
on importing waste from other DOE sites (with limited exceptions as described in the 2
Settlement Agreement with Ecology) for disposal at Hanford at least until WTP is operational.

For information on DOE's preferred alternative see GTCC EIS Chapter 2.

Frollt: " gtcceiswebmast er @ael~gov
Sent:, Friday, June 17, 2011 1150 PM
To: 9tcceisv~ebmaster@anl~gov
SubSjeth ReIceipt Groaler-Than.Class-C Low.Level Radioactive Waste 1iSCasement GTcC1O3O7

Thank you for your comment, Tammie Murray.

The comment tracking namber that has been assignsed to your commrent it G3TcC1O307. Please rafer to the comment

tracking number in all correspondence relating to Ithis comment.

Comment Date: jane 17, 2011 11:49:30PM COT

Grekter-Than-clasn-C Low-Level Radioactive Waste EIS Draft comment: GTcc:lf307

First Name: Tammie
Last Nlame: Murray
Country: USA
Prletscy Preference: Don't withhold nlame or address from public record

COmment submitted:
Please clean up the mess at Hanford and do nat consider bringint in mare radioactive waste auntil tke leaks thst " W307-1

probably bane already reached the C;olumbia River are fixed.

Queations about submitting comments over the Web? Contact us at: rtclwem.trmn•O or call the Greater-

Tham,-class-c Lowj-Level Radioactive Waste EI$ Webmaster at (630) 252-5705.

.m
0



Myers, Blayney, Commenter 1D No. W229

From:
Sent:
Tot
Subject:

gtceiswebmasler@anll9ov
Thursday, JunG 15. 2011 10:.54 AM
gl~cciswtbmastertPd~oriCv
Receipt: Greater-Then-Class-C Low-Level Radioactiver Waste tIS Comment GTCC10229

Thank you for your comment, blayney reyers.

The comment t racking nuruber that has been assigeed to your cornment is GTCCI0229. Please refer to the comment
tracking number In all correspondence relating to this cormnter.

Comment Date: June 16, 2011 10:54:12AM CDT

Greater-Than-Obss-C Low-Level Radioactive Waste tiS Draft Comment: GTCC10229

First Name: blayney
Lust Name: myers
COUntry: USA
Privacy Preferetice: Wtithhold address only from public record

Comment Submitted:

Stop High Level Radioactive Waste Trucking through the Gorge The US Department'of Energy has recently proposed
trucking highly radioactive waste (Greater Than Clout C or GTCC waste) to the Hanford site In Washingtorn state-- and
10-20% of tir 12,hOO toxic shipmeonts would travel through the Coluombla River Gorge. ThaI's 1,2W0 to 2,520 tracks of
radioactive waste passing through the Gotge near homes, schrools, critical wildlife habitat and the Coluesbia Rtiver.

GTCC waste tn dungeroun to human health and the environment for more than 500,years. A 200 Department of Energy
study predicts over 800 adislt concur deaths along the trucking routes us a result of radiation leaking from tire tracks
during normal operation, even if na accldents occurt And this =best case scenatio" utudy only includes odutts, excludhng
children who are even more susceptible to the dangers of radIoactive waste. An occident resulting in tIre spiliuge of
highly radioactive waste wonuld be catustrophic for the Columbia River Gorge end its residents. (Phroto: This truch
currying low level radioactive waste jackknifed on t-e4 nrear ta Orande in 2008 during Icy condltions.)

W229-1 Shipments of GTCC LLRW and GTCC like waste to a disposal facility would be on preferred
routes, which are interstate highways or alternative routes designated by a state routing agency
in accordance with DOT regulations (49 CFR Part 397, Subpart D). The EIS evaluated the
transportation impacts from the shipments that would be required to dispose of all of the GTCC
LLRW and GTCC-like wastes at the various disposal sites. About 12,600 truck shipments over
60 years would be required to transport all of the GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes to the
Hanford Site for disposal. This would result in about 50 million km (30 million mi) of highway
travel, with no expected LCFs.

A number of commenters indicated they believed shipping offsite waste would result in
800 LCFs. This value for transportation risk does not exist in this GTCC EIS. DOE believes
that the value of approximately 800 LCFs, cited in the public comments, is from the results
provided in the Draft Global Nuclear Energy Partnership, Programmatic Environmental
impact Statement (GNEP PEIS) regarding transportation of spent nuclear fuel (SNF) and
HLW. This value represents the maximum impacts associated with 50 years of transportation
activities supporting the operations of all existing U.S. commercial light-water reactors if they
all were replaced with high-temperature, gas-cooled reactors. The GNEP PEIS was canceled
by DOE on June 29, 2009 (74 FR 31017).

The GNEP PEIS involved many more shipments than those for disposal of GTCC LLRW and
GTCC-like wastes. Because of this, the resulting estimated impacts for that program (now
terminated) were much greater than those given in this EIS. The same types of analyses were
done in both the GNEP PEIS and this EIS, but no LCFs are expected to result from
transportation of the GTCC LLRW or GTCC-Iike wastes to the potential disposal sites
considered in the GTCC EIS due to the much lower shipment numbers.

DOE is cleaning up the Hanford Site and those activities will continue.

W229-2 See response to W229-1.

W229-1

Hantford Is aireody the most polluted area in the Western Hemisphere, with 53 million gailons of high level nuclear und W229-2chemical waste stored in aging, leaky tanks near the Columbia River. Thin deudliy waste Is currently leuhing underground
and fiowing slowly into the Columbia. The number one priority soutold be to slop more waste frorn lealdng Into the rivers W229-1

ond clean up the esistitng waste and contaminated se1il" (Cent.)

Questions about submitting comments over tire Web? Contact us at: etcceiswebmasterf0atens'ga or cull the Greater-
Than-Claaa-C Losv-Level Radioactive Waste C iS Webumaster at (6201 252-5705.

k-I

0

1-s

0
1-a

0
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Namba, Joyce, Commenter ID No. W26 W26-I DOE's ROD 78 FR 75913 dated December 13, 2013, stated that DOE has deferred a decision 1
on importing waste from other DOE sites (with limited exceptions as described in the

Settlement Agreement with Ecology) for disposal at Hanford at least until WTP is operational. -

For information on DOE's preferred alternative see GTCC EIS Chapter 2.

From: Otcceiswebmasicr@ani~goV
Sent: Sunday. May 1S, 2011 7:13 PM
Tn: ytcceinwebmaster @anL~gov
Susject: Receipt: Grnnter-Than-Ciass-C Low-Level Radioactive Waste tts Comment GTCCI0O26

Thannk you for your comment, Joyce Namba.

The comment tracking number that has been assigned to your comment is GTCC1002O. Please refer to the comment

trecking number in nli correspondeece relating to thin comment.

comment Date: May I5, 2011 07:13:S6PM CDT

Greater-Than-Ciast-C tow-Level Radioactive Waste tiS Draft comment: 0TCC1O026

First Name: Joyce

Laat Name: PNamba
Style: OR
Country: USA
Entail: mllonnambaitmsn.com
PrIvacy preference: Oon't withhold name or address from public record

Comment Submitted: •
Greatef'-Than-Ciass C Low-level radioactive Waste 61S Office of Technical and Regulatory tupport (EM-45) U.S.

Department of Energy
1000 Independence Avenue SW
Washington Dc 20585-0119

To: U.s. Department of Energy:

In regards to the Hanford Nuclear proposed Greater Than Class C Low-level redinactive waste.

Into very opposed to seeing more nuclear waste deposited at Hantford when the correct waste removal has been many

years delayed in its completion; I reviewed the '60 Minates" fotlow-up program titled "Lethal and Leaking" and to tee W26-1

that 2018 is the start date for making the giast logs to house the waste. IL Is iudicroes to accept osore waste.

It was obvious that the investigatrive reporter from CBS was ansazed at the delay and the mnulti-million doilar errors made

at toe payers' expente.

Please review the attached link to the fall coverage.

Thank you,

JOyce Namba
Portland OR



Namba, Joyce. Commenter ID No. W26 (cont'd)

Five years ago, 60 Mi.•nutes was assured tihe government had iearned from its mistaikes and things ware finacly ueder W26-l

..... ........ " • - ..... . ... .. .. ... .. °...... ... . .... ..... .......... ... .. 4'.. .... f.. .. .... . . .. .. . . o.I lot.
those glass logs thas slipped seven years, to 2018. The seisosic errors wa onty one of sesetul stasfus.I

Rtead more:0 bJtp. • w •mO4_2__~n••es. _a eS 8•. xI

Questions about submitting comments over the Web? Contact us at: e~tcceiswehmasteranlo or call Sthe Greater-
Than-Class-C Low-Level Radioactive Waste OIS Webmastur at (630) 252-5703.



Nelson, Barbara M., Comnmenter ID No. W425 W425-1 Shipments of GTCC LLRW and GTCC LLW to a disposal facility would be on preferred
routes, which are interstate highways or alternative routes designated by a state routing agency
in accordance with DOT regulations (49 CFR Part 397, Subpart D). The GTCC EIS evaluation
indicates that transportation of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes to a more centralized
disposal facility would result in lower overall human health risks compared to managing the
wastes at multiple locations and can be conducted in a safe manner based on compliance with
comprehensive regulatory requirements and past experiences. About 12,600 truck shipments
would be required to transport all of the GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes for disposal.
This would result in about 50 million km (30 million mi) of highway travel, with no expected
latent cancer fatalities (see Section 6.2.9.1).From:

Sent:

Subject:

ttcceiswebrnnsterittnl~gov
Friday, June 24. 201.1 10:32 AM

g~tccelswvebma ster @nnl.0v
Receipt: Greater-Thun-Claus-C Iow-Levrl Radioactive Waste EIS Comment GTCC1O42S

Thenk you for your comment, barbara nelson.

The comment traching number tha t has been assigned to your comment is GTCCI0425. Please refer to tihe comment

tracking numnber' In all correspondence relating tO this comment.

Comment Date: June 24, 2011. 10:31:47AM CDT

Groat er-'Tban-Clu ss-C tow-Level Radioactive Waste tIS Dr'aft comment: GTcC1042S

First Name: barbara

Middle Initial: m

la~t Name: neison
Address: S20 bighline rd

City: hood river

State: ott
Zip: 97210

Country: USA
Entoil: bnlo hmetwave.net "
Privacy Preference: Don't withhold name or address from public record

Comment Submitted:
Trucking radio active wante ihould not be allowed.

Questions about tubmitting comments over the Web? contact as at: ntcisemttr•n~n or toll tihe Greater-

Tlhan-Claus•-C Lown-Level Radioactive Waste EIS Webmaster at l630l 252.3705.

IW425-I



Newell. Nancy. Commenter ID No. T157 T157-1 DOE's ROD 78 FR 75913 dated December 13, 2013, stated that DOE has deferred a decisionon importing waste from other DOE sites (with limited exceptions as described in the
Settlement Agreement with Ecology) for disposal at Hanford at least until WTP is operational.
For information on DOE's preferred alternative see GTCC EIS Chapter 2.

2

3 hNa. mEfiLt: Is it my turn?

4 i-l4t. ORON: It is.

S fiS. NEWlELL: Naoil, what do you know?

6 3.3. aReNa: laithout muich warning.

7 k-S. lIEWELL: I guess, you know, we know a lot in

a this mart of the country. Oh boy, do wo do our

9 homework. I an a survivor of the Three M~ilo Island

30 aeocidnt. flow many people klow abseut Three Nile.

II Island in tha "S0s? I am 63 years old, and I have

32 made it this far. I havo heen able to testify befoes

IS many co.smittees and do a lot of activism, and it's a

14 pleasure to be refreshing these people's minds take

IS back our message, as this yoong woman said, we don't

36 need this anymore, we don't want anymore. You

I7 haven't taken care of the problems at Ha~nford, you

IS haven't shown that it's sotvable. Why do we keop

19 producing it?

20 1 closed -- nor only helped close Troasn Hueolar

23 Plant but also, as a result of Three Miue Is•land,

22 people got together,, and where I lived on tong I*sland

23 •they were building another massive project. And they

24 cams in and said, you know, if you don't have this

25 plant, you won't have any lights on tong Island.

866.488,DEP'O
www.CapitalReportingCompany.com



Newell, Nancy, Commenter ID No. T157 (cont'd• T157-2 See response to T157-1.

You'll be out of electricity, and you'll ba dark and

2 cold. And we looked at alt the guys in nuita and

3 aaid "Okay."

4 So,' you know, when• it gets ludicrous, which thin

S in, hew do you respond at a human beingl Well, we

6 responded theer, and it never opened. 'do never

7 opened' this nassiva billion-dollar plant. ISO' that

a phenomenal accooplishmentl So I think thia will

9 'happen here, because the wisdom of the people has so

li -carried through to everyone that the nessages you're

11' going to get it that we're going to continue to fight

12 thit and change thia.

13 We wore uninhabitable, what, how nany millions

14 of years ago, because of the radiation that wan on

15 thin planet2 We were given the life that we have,

I6 the joy, the gifts, the beauty, the magnificence.

17 YOU'Ve been in Oregon. You ci,, ann thin in a

18 Cherished state for everything that it offers. So

19 why in the world would we want to contaminate with

2a something that proved life can't keep nurviving? I
T157-2 

•

21 mean, we've been given a gift. Thin in so odd and no"

22 hard to comprehend. And how do you pass that meslage

23 on to your children except by saying, Enough. 
•

24 And Whoever convinced someone to start this..

24 thing -- r don't know how it ever got started, but

866,488,DEIPO
•www.CapitalRepor fingCompany.com



Newell, Nancy. Commenter 1D No. T157 (cont'd)

t 
webvego• 

¢o s•op it, and we're going •o stop it

2 
right here, righ• now, and you're 

going to take that

3 
•essage 

back, 
and we're 

not golnq 
to see any more

4 

discussion 

about 
more 

of this 
at Han£ord. 

We're

$ 

going 
tO try 

tO solve 
the 

problems. 

I don't 
Iike 

to

6 

use 
the 

word 
clean 

up. 
This 

stu£f 
you 

don't 
clean

7 

up. 
It's 

in 
existence. 

Y•u 
hope 

to 
God 

you 
can 

at

8 

least 

contalm 

it 
in 

some 

way. 

Thsnk 

you.

wevegot to stop it, and we're going to snop it

2 right here, right now, and you're going to take that

nessago back, and w&re not goinq to see any more

4 discussion aboOr more of this at Hanford. gere

going to try to solve the problems. X don't like to

6 use the word clean up. This stuff you don't clean

7 - up. It's in existence. You hope to God you can at

least contain it in sone way. Thank you.

0

0

0
(-b.



Nimpolt, SharonA Cmmienter ID No. W530 W530-I DOE's ROD 78 FR 75913 dated December 13, 2013, stated that DOE has deferred a decision
on importing waste from other DOE sites (with limited exceptions as described in the

Settlement Agreement with Ecology) for disposal at Hanford at least until WTP is operational.
For information on DOE's preferred alternative see GTCC EIS Chapter 2.

Prom:•
Senrt:
To,:
Subject:

gt ccclsweb mast er@anl~gov
Monday, Jane 27, 2011 0:358 AM
gtcoiswebnasster @ani.gov
tteceiph Greater-Than-Class-C Low-Level Redio•ctive Waste RIS Cermment GTCCS053II

Thank you for your commient, Sharon nippoht.

The comment trncking number that has been assaignedl to your comment us GTCCIO530. Please refer to the comment

tr~cking number in alt correspondence retating to this comment,

Comment Date:Juane 27, 2011 10:57:34AM CDT

Greater-Than-dtass-C 1om-level Radioactive Waste EIS Draft Comment: GTCC1053D

First Name: Sharon
Middle Initial: k
Lnst Name: nlppoit
Address: 1635 Tucker Road
State: OR
Zip•: 97031

'Country: USA
Email: lonninoltrtolneail~com
Privacy Prelerence: DonSt withheld name or address from public record

Comment Submitted:
Save oar Colu mb~a River Gorge, a Nstional Treasurel No dvmping et lisnlordl

Question•sabout submittlngcomments overthe Web? Centact usest: etccoiswebmastert~anIov or cal the Greater-

Than-Class-c Low-Level Radioactive Waste EIS Webmaster at (6301 252-5705.

W530-1

0

-4



North, Roz. Commenter ID No. T81

I.. Capital Reporting Companly. 15

MS. NORTH: Hi. i'm ROZ N•orth. I live in
856.488.DEPO

wwwCapitalReportingCoxnpany.comi

S
0

0

0



North, Roz. Commenter ID No. T81 (cont'd) T8l-1

II

12

13

14

10

Dizon, New Mexico.

I moved from Santa Fe because I wanted to be

upstream from LANL. Then when they had the big Cerro

Grande fire up there, I found that I was downwind from

Los AMemos. So I felt like I couldn't win.

But I want to echo everything that Dee said

because she's seen it first hand, the people there in

our little village many of whom have worked at the lab

for years and year. I think that this waste from the

lab and everywhere else needs to go somewhere outside

of New Mexico, maybe Alaska which has a far smaller

population and a larger area. And if 8P and Exxon can

drill up there, we can surely make holes in the ground

to safely contain all of this horrible waste that we've

created.

The disposal methods and sites evaluated in the EIS represent the range of reasonable
alternatives for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes. This range is consistent

with NEPA implementing regulations in Parts 1500-1508 of Title 40 of the Code of Federal

Regulations (40 CFR Parts 1500-1508). In this GTCC EIS, DOE analyzed a range of disposal

methods (i.e., geologic repository, near-surface trench, intermediate-depth borehole, and

above-grade vault) and federally owned sites (i.e., Hanford Site, INL, LANL, NNSS, SRS, and

the WIPP Vicinity) as well as generic commercial locations. DOE has determined that it was

reasonable to analyze these federal sites because they currently have operating radioactive

waste disposal facilities, except for the WIPP Vicinity, which is near an operating geologic

repository.

DOE also conducted a generic evaluation of commercial disposal facilities on nonfederal lands

in the EIS to order to provide, to the extent possible, information regarding the potential long-

term performance of other (nonfederal) locations for siting a GTCC waste land disposal

facility.

Final siting of a disposal facility for GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes would involve

further NEPA review as needed and in accordance with applicable laws and regulations and

would include local stakeholder and tribal government involvement.

T81 -1

0

0

0



Nusser. Frank & Bonnie. Commenter ID No. L208
L208-1 DOE's ROD 78 FR 75913 dated December 13, 2013, stated that DOE has deferred a decisionon importing waste from other DOE sites (with limited exceptions as described in the

Settlement Agreement with Ecology) for disposal at Hantford at least until WTP is operational.
For information on DOE's preferred alternative see GTCC EIS Chapter 2.

L208-2 The EIS considered the range of reasonable alternatives for the disposal of the GTCC waste
inventory, including disposal in a deep geologic repository. The Secretary of Energy
determined that a permanent repository for high-level waste and spent nuclear fuel at Yucca
Mountain, Nevada, is not a workable option and will not be developed. Therefore, DOE
concluded that co-disposal at a Yucca Mountain repository is not a reasonable alternative and
has eliminated it from evaluation in this EIS, as described in Section 2.6 of the EIS.O

DRAFT" ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT for tlheDISPOSAL OF GREATER THAN-CLASS C (GTCC) LOW-LEVEL
R•ADIOACTIVE WASTE AND) (TCC-LIKE WASTE

(PO E/:IES-0375-D) '
U.S. Decpartmnent of Ener~gy .j~mai

t
WRrITTEN COM MENT FOR M

. .. ... ..... .. .

[] ~ .elti..,tll 4I~t" rtte mercrl wt~te, f/tl w thm~Ik e public I,, teir elc.

•'¢,WitIlhI4elk tl*~ Ie) ddres frmnut tIle pluthle retu-eo

I .,.,laaIuaut l.,rIII, arty hI nlu~it• In• C•Oflltleltl tI'fltl nay he.,w~ •It~t,,
d4r Are,.ItI l:Ijiktlel (AU!) 9O3-4,3QtI

I )11i44-"t~ ItrU~tllt..ter (4,,~ip~ia~e ( I•MNAJ)
I SIN )egaarhtlalvtIi oIK-,gv. ,r sent b |.rken,,k ,,tf ti Iad I,,;

c-j~

C-,

0

0

0
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O'Brien, Michael and Vana, Commenter ID No. W355

Fromac glctiwbnmasterOanl gay

Sent: Thursday. Jlune 23. 2011 2:18 PM

To:. gtcceiswebwaste.@antov
Subjects Receipt: Greater-Than-Ctass-C Low-Level Radioactive Waste EUS Com~ment G~TCC10355

Thank you for your comment, Michael Oirlan.

The comosent tracblng number that has been astngnad to your conmtent is GTCC3O3SS. Please refer to the comment

truacng number In all correspondence relating to thils comment.

Conanent Date: June 2332011 O2:1S804PM CDT

Greater-Than-Cla--C LOW-Level Radioactive Waste EIS Draft Comment: GTCCI0OSSS

Fhrst Name: Michael

Last Nant: O'Brien
Address: 1505 N Alberta
City Portland
State: ORl

Privacy Preference: Don't withhold name or address from public record

Comment Subntited:
Dear DOE staff.

We are writing to express our strong opposition to the planned trucking shipmants of radioactive waste through

Northwest commrunities to Hantford.

We apprcidate the challenge that safe handling of nuclear wastes reise-eat s for your agency, We bekieve you con do
better than this plan, to reduce the risks of transfer and storage and avoid endagring our health and safety.

Also. Hanford already has a long track record of failures in storing radioactive materials, and there Is already a plume of
contaminated groundwater moving toward lihe Columbia River. So the storage plan alto needs changes to meke it safe.

To protect groundwater and the Columbia River, USDOE should not add any more waste lo be buried In landfills or

borehoies and the wastes in existing soil trenches and ditches and from tank teaks need to be removed.

Estrenely ra•dioactive wastes belong in safer deep underground repositories, not in landfihls, borehsoles or vaults,

USDOE should disclose and consider the total cumulative impacts of both separate proposais to use Hanford assa
national radioactive waste dump. and all the risks front trucking wastes to Hanford, In one environmentaltimpact
statement for the public to review and comment on the full picture. The GTCC EIS needs to disclose that tiSDOE is also

proposing to add 3 miltion cabic feet of radioactive and chemical wastes to be disposed at Hantford, in additlon to the

(ITCC wastes.

W355-1 DOE's ROD 78 FR 75913 dated December 13, 2013, stated that DOE has deferred a decision
on importing waste from other DOE sites (with limited exceptions as described in the
Settlement Agreement with Ecology) for disposal at Hantford at least until WTP is operational.
For information on DOE's preferred alternative see GTCC EIS Chapter 2.

W355-2 See response to W355-1.-

W355-3 DOE agrees that use of a geologic repository would be a protective and safe method for the
disposal of the entire inventory of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes. The GTCC EtS
evaluation for the WIPP geologic repository alternative supports this statement. However, the
degree of waste isolation provided by a geologic repository may not be necessary for all of the
GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes evaluated in the GTCC EIS. The GTCC EIS evaluation
indicates that certain wastes (e.g.. those containing short-lived radionuclides such as Cs-137
irradiators) could be safely disposed of in properly designed land disposal facilities at sites
with suitable characteristics, such as low precipitation rates, high soil distribution coefficients,

and sufficient depths to groundwater.

While 10 CFR Part 61 identifies one NRC-approved method for GTCC LLRW disposal
(disposal in a geologic repository), these regulations also indicate that other disposal methods
could be approved. The GTCC EIS evaluates three land disposal methods (i.e., trench,
borehole, and vault). The GTCC EIS evaluation indicates that land disposal methods employed
at sites with suitable characteristics would be viable and safe alternatives for the disposal of

GTCC LLRW.

W355-4 The GTCC EIS evaluates the transportation impacts from the shipments that would be required
to dispose of the entire inventory of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes at the Hanford Site

and all the other sites being evaluated.

The GTCC EIS evaluates collective population risks during routine conditions and accidents,
radiological risks to the highest exposed individuals during routine conditions, and
consequences to individuals and populations as a result of transportation accidents, including
the release of radioactive or hazardous chemical materials. For the truck option, it is estimated
that about 12,600 shipments resulting in about 50 million km (30 million mi) of travel would
be required. This transport of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-Iike wastes would not result in any
LCFs, although one fatality directly related to an accident might occur (see Section 6.2.9.1).

In addition, Chapter 6 of the TC&WM EIS also has evaluated cumulative impacts addressing
disposal of potential future wastes (including GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like waste) at the

Hanford site.

SW355-1

SW355-2

W355-3

W355-4 0

'-S

0

0



Me dVasO'Brien.McaladVn.CmeerIN.W55(nt)

We are copyIng our CongressIonal repi'esentatlve and senators on this email

Thank you foryour attention,

Mb and Vana OBden

Questions about subnulttlisg comments over the Wets? Contact us at: orcal the Greater-

Than-Class-C Low-Level Radioactive Waste itS Webnsaster at (630) 252-5705.

0

0

lb



O'Brien. William. Commenter ID No. W115 WI1I5-I DOE's ROD 78 FR 75913 dated December 13, 2013, stated that DOE has deferred a decision
on importing waste from other DOE sites (with limited exceptions as described in the

Settlement Agreement with Ecology) for disposal at Hanford at least until WTP is operational.
For information on DOE's preferred alternative see GTCC EIS Chapter 2.

Sent:
To:
Subjecs

gt cceiswebnsaserOani~gov
Wednesday. June 15, 2011 7.26 PM
gtccessweb4'ast er @enlgov
Recept: Greater-Than-Class-C Low-Level Radioactive Waste E15 Comment 6TCCSOl1S

Thank you for your comment. William O'Brien.

The comment tracking number that has been assignsed to your comment It GTCCX0O5. Please refer to the comment

trackingz number In all correspondence relating to this comment.

Comment Date: June iS.5 2011 07126:1GPM CDT

G~reater-Than-Class-C Low-Level Radioactive Waste tIS Draft Comment: GTCCI01.1S

First Name: William
Middle niftial: A
Last Name: O'Brten
Address: 12520 SW Gem Lane li202
City: Bearerton
Slate: OR

Prlsracy Preference: Don't withhold namwe or address from public record

Comment Submiltetd:
Please stop the proliferation of nuclear waste In the Hanford, Washington area that Is leaking into the Colsambia river. I WI| 15-1

The nuclear waste is dangerous to human health and must be stopped.I

Questions about submiting comments over the Web? Contact us at: - .r- or cael the Greater.

Than-ClassC Low-level Radioactive Waste EI5 Webmester at (6301 252-5705.



O'Brien, William. Commenter ID No. W443 W443-1 DOE's ROD 78 FR 75913 dated December 13, 2013, stated that DOE has deferred a decision
on importing waste from other DOE sites (with limited exceptions as described in the
Settlement Agreement with Ecology) for disposal at Hanford at least until WTP is operational.
For information on DOE's preferred alternative see GTCC EIS Chapter 2.

I IIIII IIIIIII IIII I

Fromr gtcceivebnsteraanlg~ov
Sent: frIday. iune 24, 2011 4:25 PM
To., 9t•mteis masebr•,A al5gov
S$ilJ~cu Receipt Greater-Thamn-lass-C Low- Level Radiaciv Waste EIS Comn GTCC10443

Thank you for your comment. William OBrlen.

The comment tracking number that has been assigned to your comment Is tITCC10443. Please rel'er to the comment
tracking number In al correspondnc relating to lhis comment.

Comment Dale. June 24, 2011 04:24:36PM ¢CDT

Greater-Then-Cleae-C Low-Level RaldIoactlve Waste tIS Draft Comment: 6TCC10443

First Name: William
Middle Initia: A
Last Name: O'Bden
Addreas: 12320 SW Gem Lane 1202
a.Bevestono
State: OR
zip: 97005
Covntry• USA
Emi ll: wbl12"•mhoc
Privacy Preference: Don't withhsoid name or address from p~ubl~c record

Comment Submnitted:
The nuclear radititon leaking• from storage tanks atthe Hanover WA facility are ureacetable and must at~op now. We
cansot continue to pollute Washinglton and the Columbia River with radioactive radiation.

BilO*Bren

Questions about submitting comments over the Web? Contact us at: lcesem~e alo rri h
Than.Class-C tow-Level Radioactive Waste Et5 Weismaster at 1630) 252-5705.

]w443-l

0

0

0



0' Connell. Rita. Commenter ID No. E73

From:
Sent
To:
suhec

O'Connell Rita .r0connell~taosh'osprtatorg'
Thusdy April 28, 2011 1129 PM

'gtcceis@antgov'

comlments ont

Concerning the draft Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) for the disposal of Grnater-'han-Class C (GTCC)
low-level radioactive waste and "CTCC-I,jkc' waste:

As a citloen of New Memnico and the world, Istr-ngly believe that the curren DEtIS is both inadequate and shoeS-sighted
wh~es considering Iho long-toni queston of how to handle nuclear wan.l inl thin ooentry, Temporary and flawed sto-gap
mesrsare NOT an answer - all we are doing, by the ¢meret DOli stan•drds, is pushing the problem off onto futnee
generations, which is both coarly and idiotic.

We need to ar a new DtIS that includes a wider variety of solutio~ss, inc¢luding temporary solution such as HOSS that
will provide eae interoredrat solutions while more peoarsent solutions arc developed. We also nee to se an expansion
is D015 plnsn to continue Improving and monitmoring weste-disposl options, and opecilic, reasonable ulternurives seed to
he determined for disposal of ALI. types of waste.

"Thank you for your timne. I look forward to learning that Ike DOE hats done the e'ight thig - for our uweet environme'nt
tad for the fulsir of our world.

ale. O'Co~aeelt

E73-1 The scope of this EIS is adequate to inform decision-making for the disposal of GTCC LLRW
and GTCC-like waste. Sufficient information is available to support the current decision-
making process to identify (an) appropriate site(s) and method(s) to dispose of the limited
amount of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like waste identified in the EIS.

DOE believes that this EIS process is not premature and is in compliance with NEPA. On the
basis of an assumed starting date of 2019 for disposal operations, more than half (about
6,700 mm [240,000 It3] of the total GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like waste inventory of 12,000 m3

[420,000 ti3]) is projected to be available for disposal between 2019 and 2030. An additional
2,000 m5 (71,000 ft3) would become available for disposal between 2031 and 2035. This
information is presented in Figure 3.4.2-1. DOE believes this EIS is timely, especially given
the length of time necessary to develop a GTCC waste disposal facility.

DOE developed this EIS to support a decision on selecting a disposal facility or facilities for
GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like waste, to address legislative requirements, to address national
security concerns (especially for sealed sources), and to protect public health and safety. The
purpose and need for the proposed action, as discussed above, is stated in the EIS (Section 1.1 ).
The scope of the EIS is focused on addressing the need for developing a disposal capability for
the identified inventory of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes. DOE plans a tiered decision-
making process, in which DOE would conduct further site-specific NEPA reviews before
implementing an alternative ultimately selected on the basis of this EIS.

The use of HOSS and other approaches for long-term storage of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like
wastes are outside the scope of this EIS because they do not meet the purpose and need for
agency action. Consistent with Congressional direction in Section 631 of the Energy Policy
Act of 2005 (P.L. 109-58), DOE plans to complete an EIS and a ROD for a permanent disposal
facility for this waste, not for long-term storage options. The GTCC EIS evaluates the range of
reasonable disposal alternatives and, as also required under NEPA, a No Action Alternative.
Under the No Action Alternative, current practices for storing GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like
wastes would continue in accordance with current requirements.

E73-1



Odegard. Corinne. Commenter ID No. W419 W419-1 DOE's ROD 78 FR 75913 dated December 13, 2013, stated that DOE has deferred a decision
on importing waste from other DOE sites (with limited exceptions as described in the
Settlement Agreement with Ecology) for disposal at Hantford at least until WTP is operational.
For information on DOE's preferred alternative see GTCC EIS Chapter 2.

Fram' gtccelsemater@anl.go~v
•Sent: FPdayo June 24. 2011 12:35 AM
To: gtceswbate~r@enl4gov
Subject: Receipt: G,'elter.Than-clas$-C Low-Level Radioactive Waste EIS Cornnset GTCC10419

Thank you tor your comment. Corlmne Odegard.

The conmment tracking number that has beets assigned to your conmanht Is 6TCC10419. Please refer to the comment
tracking number In all correspondence relatingl to this comment.

comment Data:" Jslne 24. 2011 12:35:20AM CDT

Greater-lThn-Class-C Low-Level Radioactive Waste tIS Draft Comment: GTCC10419

First Name: Corinne
Middle initial: J
Lest Nmie: Odegar
State: WA
Z•: 98117
country: USA
Privacy Preference:. Don't withhold name or address from pchlic record

Comment S•ubmltted:

The lack of foresight and common sense shown by even considering a nuclear waste dumping ground of an size near
the columbia River s horrifying and unconscionable. To truck in, so much more nuclear waste to thi alraysroul W4t9-1

contaminated site alongl with all the inherent dangers of the transport itself simply boggles my mind.
PLEASE DON'T DO "ai'I

Questions about subnslttlng comments over the Web? contact us at: etIi emselnn~or Ora€l the Greatler-
Thane as- Low-Level Radiloactive Waste E15 Wabmaster at (63?01 252-5705.



Okulam, Frodo. Commenter ID No. W195

From: gtcceswebmaster @arl,•gOY

Seat: Thursday, June 1t. 2011 2:31 AM

To: gtcceisebmaster @anl~gov
Subjec Receipt Greater-Than-Class-C Low-Level Radioactive Was~te tIS Comment GTCC1019S

Thak you for your comment, F'rodo Okulam.

The comnment tracking number that has been astlgned to your comment Is GTCC1OI9S. Please refer to the comment

tracking nuntber in all correspondence relating to this comment.

Comment Date: tune 16. 2011 02:31:28AM COT

Gseater-Than-Claa--C Lo0w-Level Radioactive Waste E1S Draft Comment: GTCC1O1SS

First Name: Frodo

Last Name: Okulamn
Address: 2804 NS 42nd
City: Portland
State: OR

Privacy Preference: Don't withhold name or address from public record

Comment Submitted:
Please do not allow transport of more nuclear wast to Kenford Nuclear ReservatIon. The waste already there is

dang~erously close to the Columbia River, and cleanup is behind schedule.

The Northwest is due for a major earthquake in the near future, w~hich threatens to CompromIse present storage sites. A W195-I

breach caused by an earthquake this close to the Columbia River could be disastrous.

The possibilities for acctIdets in transport, also right along the river, are far too great to risk,

Questions about submittIng comments over the Web? Contact us at: gtloejsweb as rflas•g• or call the Greater-

Than-Class-C Low-Level Radioactive waste 51S Webrnaster at 1630) 252-5705.

W195-1 DOE's ROD 78 FR 75913 dated December 13, 2013, stated that DOE has deferred a decision
on importing waste from other DOE sites (with limited exceptions as described in the

Settlement Agreement with Ecology) for disposal at Hanford at least until WTP is operational.

For information on DOE's preferred alternative see GTCC EIS Chapter 2.

Details of the facility accident analysis can be found in Sections 5.3.4.2.1 and C.4.2. All

information necessary to duplicate the transportation accident consequence assessment was

available in Section 5.3.9.3 of the Drafi EIS, with the exception of the source terms used for

the contact-handled and remote-handled Other Waste. These latter source terms have been

added to Section 5.3.9.3 of the Final EIS.

The accident risk analysis (see Section C.9.3.1) is separate from the accident consequence

analysis (see Section C.9.3.3). All relevant data for the accident risk analysis, with the

exception of the shipment source terms and route information, are provided in Section C.9.3.

Approximately 1,200 routes were considered in this analysis, so it was not considered practical

to include this information in the EIS. Such information is readily available by using the

TRAGIS routing model, as referenced in Appendix C.

Shipment-specific source terms were determined by dividing the origin source inventory by the

number of shipments from that site. Site inventories were published in Sandia (2007, 2008), as

referenced in Appendix B, which also contains the per-shipment packaging assumptions for

each waste type. The shipment-specific source terms were omitted from the EIS for brevity and

because of the low estimated impacts.
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Ortega. Rebecca. Commienter ID No. TI09

4

7 MR. BROWN: Okay. Rebecca and David Garcia

S will be after you.

9 MS. ORTEGA: My name is Rebecca Ortega, and I

Ia am a tribal member from --

II MR. BROWN: Can you move the taic down just a

32 little?

13 MS. ORTEGA: Oh.

14 MR. BROWN: Thet's good. Thank you.

3$ MS. ORTEGA: I'll start again. (Speaking in

34 foreign language.) Can you hear me? (Speaking in

37 foreign ianguage.

IS My name is Rebecca Ortega, and I am from Santa

39 Clara Pueblo. I'm a tribal member troir Santa Clara

aePueblo, and I come today here to speak with all of you

23 out of respect for our Mother Earth and fur eli of us..

22 here because here in New Mexico we as Native Americans

866A88.DEPO
www.CapitalReporting~ompany.com



Ortega. Rebecca, Commenter ID No. T109 (cont'd)l
TI09-1

Capital Reporting Company I0?

The disposal methods and sites evaluated in the ELS represent the range of reasonable
alternatives for the disposal of GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes. This range is consistent

with NEPA implementing regulations in Parts 1500-1508 of Title 40 of the Code of Federal

Regulations (40 CFR Parts 1500-1508). In this GTCC EIS, DOE analyzed a range of disposal

methods (i.e., geologic repository, near-surface trench, intermediate-depth borehole, and

above-grade vault) and federally owned sites (i.e., Hanford Site, INL, LANL, NNSS, SRS, and

the WIPP Vicinity) as well as generic commercial locations. DOE has determined that it was

reasonable to analyze these federal sites because they currently have operating radioactive

waste disposal facilities, except for the WIPP Vicinity, which is near an operating geologic

repository.

Final siting of a disposal facility for GTCC LLRW and GTCC-like wastes would involve

further NEPA review as needed and in accordance with applicable laws and regulations and

would include local stakeholder and tribal government involvement.
4

6

7

I

9

10

1|

12

I?

14

IS

16

17

I,

19

20

21

22

and as Spanish people and all the people that are here,

we are indigenous people to our country here in the

United States of America and particularly here in Mew

Mexico.

Let's see. Where am 1'?

My -- my -- my question is: did we not learn

from what we've been watching on TV what happened in

Japan? Did we not learn; did we not see all these

people destroyed, torn away from their homes, from

their homeland? Because to me northern Mew Mexico.

this is our homeland. Where else are we going to go?

Are we all going to move to Connecticut if Mew Mexico

is condemned? Do you think we can aIX move to Texas or

maaybe to -- I don't know -- Montana or I don't know.

Where would we go, you know?

If we do not stand up for ouirselves, if we do

not protect our homeland, then who do we have to blame?

What are we going to say when our children and our

grandchildren are born in the coming generations, in

the decades that we're talking about, when, oh, well,

none of this stuff will show up for decades?

Okay. Well, who's going to be here then?

866A488.DEPO
www.CapitalReportingCompany.com
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Ortega. Rebecca. Commenter ID No. TI09 (cont'd) T109-2 See response to T109-1.

!15

I Probably we're going to be in our 80s and 90s maybe.

2 Our grandchildren will be here, and what are they going

2 to say to us? 'Morn, Dad, Grandma, Grandpa, how come

4 you didn't take care of our -- our -- our land? Why

are we sick? Why is it that we have no money to go for

6 medical care? How come the government Cut beck all

7 Indian Health Service? How come the government Cut

Sback Medicare and all the health programs?"

9 And what are we going to say? What's going to

I0 happen? The goverrnment people, do you know where

II they've all gone with their big money? They've all

12 moved to Dubai. They're all living in heaven over

13 there. And what about us?

14 YOU know, I really think that this just not --

IS no commson sense to this whole thing. It'a so

Is ridiculous, and for myself, I say absolutely no. We do T0-

I7 not accept anybody else's waste from another state. We

II shouldn't even be having to deal with the waste from

19 Los Alamos. Why should we?

25(Applause.)}

21 MS. ORTEGuA: You knouw, you talk about

22 promises. You talk about the governm•ent will take care

866.4B$.DEPO
www.Capiea IReportingcompany~com


